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Abstract

Transfiguring the Dead: 
The Iconography, Commemorative Use, and Materiality of Mummy Shrouds from Roman Egypt

by

Lissette Marie Jimenez

Doctor of Philosophy in Near Eastern Studies

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Carol Redmount, Chair

 The mummy shrouds, often overlooked or dissected into dichotomous parts because of 
their Hellenistic and Egyptian hybrid pictorial nature, provide unparalleled insight into religious 
and social facets of life and death in Roman Egypt. Moving beyond the aesthetic properties of 
these objects and focusing on the symbolic and material functions of the iconography on the 
shrouds enables a fuller understanding of individual and collective social aspirations of the 
inhabitants of Roman Egypt. When viewed in their entirety, the mummy shrouds present a hybrid 
visual language that defines much of the funerary art from Roman Egypt. In the overall 
decorative scheme of the mummy shroud, vivid forms of expression, such as naturalism and 
traditional Egyptian symbolism, are used to embody  the beliefs and practices relating to death. 
By placing the mummy shrouds in their Egyptian contexts and by analyzing both the physical 
portrait of the dead and the surrounding iconography, we can comprehend the development of 
funerary symbolism and practice within a multicultural context.
 This dissertation examines the iconography and material properties of the mummy 
shrouds through the applied theoretical lenses of gender, identity, hybridity, and materiality. 
These approaches reveal how the combination of the physical material properties of the shroud, 
the mummified body of the deceased, and the symbolic properties of the iconography converged 
to form a lasting image that possessed magical properties aiding in the divine transfiguration of 
the deceased.  The bundled ensemble of the mummy, shroud, and tomb situated within their 
historical and archaeological contexts reveals how objects and landscapes acted as vehicles for 
posthumously constructing one’s identity, commemorating the deceased within a community, and 
aiding the deceased on his or her journey through the afterlife. Taken as a whole, the funerary 
ensemble provided for the dead lends itself to an understanding of how material components 
worked together to reveal the religious and social inclinations of the deceased and the 
community in which he or she once lived.
 This study is divided into five main parts. Part I examines the tradition of funerary 
shrouds dating from the New Kingdom through the Roman Period. It is also an introduction to 
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the corpus of mummy shrouds analyzed in this study  and provides information regarding dating, 
provenance, physical attributes, and distribution. Parts II and III critically analyze traditionally 
employed methodologies and demonstrate the advantages of new theoretical approaches 
concerning typologies of iconography. In Part IV, social and anthropological theories regarding 
agency and materiality  are applied in case studies of the mummy shrouds. Part V reveals my 
conclusions and a detailed catalog of all currently known mummy shrouds. In this dissertation, I 
address new methodological and historiographic considerations regarding compositional and 
stylistic trends in the iconography of the mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt. 
 Chapter 1 situates the mummy shrouds within their historical setting and presents the 
evolution of the funerary shroud tradition dating from the New Kingdom onward. The chapter 
concludes with a presentation of the corpus of mummy shrouds analyzed in this dissertation. 
Chapter 2 critiques the scholarly interpretations of Greco-Roman funerary  art and illustrates the 
current trends and evolution of the scholarship. The discussion begins with the earliest and most 
traditional approaches from Classical perspectives, where the primary focus of these studies was 
on the naturalism of painted mummy portraits. By  examining the various art historical, 
Egyptological, and textual scholarly perspectives, the goal is to provide a framework for how to 
adequately analyze the mummy shrouds. Chapter 2 includes a discussion of previous scholarship 
that addresses issues of aesthetics, dating, provenance, and identity. The overall goal of this 
chapter is to assess the failures and successes of previous studies of Greco-Roman mummy 
portraits and shrouds, and to use this scholarship to inform the theoretical approaches applied in 
my analysis of the mummy shrouds.
 Chapters 3 and 4 argue for the importance of typological approaches to material culture 
and demonstrate the need for an iconographic typology  of the mummy shrouds. The first section 
presents how typologies are constructed to produce quantitative results and address specific 
research questions regarding the symbolism and meaning of the iconography of the shrouds. 
Chapter 4 engages in a discussion of the Osiris and Hathor shroud types and examines issues of 
gender representation and identity formation. Chapter 5 focuses on the hybridized nature of the 
Coffin Shrine Portrait, Full-body Portrait, and Tri-figure shrouds. The goal of this chapter is to 
illustrate how hybridized visual combinations expressed in these shroud types produced new 
symbolic meanings that were translatable to the viewer on multiple levels. 
 Chapter 6 is a discussion of the materiality and agency of objects, with particular 
reference to features of the shrouds that enabled human and object interactions. The application 
of a theoretical lens of materiality  to the mummy shrouds allows for the exploration of the co-
existence and co-mingling of traditions. The fundamental role materiality plays in shaping 
humanity, or in shaping relationships between humans, objects and humans, and objects 
themselves, is rarely considered. In this chapter, mummy shrouds from Thebes are examined 
using an ontological perspective in which I argue that  these funerary ensembles demonstrate how 
social relationships develop  through these material forms, and how these relationships can be 
observed in the materiality, mutuality, vitality, and plurality  of funerary objects. One broader 
implication of this theoretical application is that this type of object-oriented analysis provides a 
potential framework for interpreting how materiality  shaped the social lives of ancient objects 
and people through various networks of relationships that constituted elite Roman Egyptian 
burial practices. 
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Part I: Introductory Materials

1



Chapter 1: Introduction to Mummy Shrouds from Roman 
Egypt: History, Function, and Importance

May you preserve my burial and make my wrappings effective. May you rejuvenate my 
mummy within my sarcophagus. May you keep my roads safe from enemies, rebels, and 
those who should make a disturbance against what is there, without any decay for my ba 
or any ruin for my body. May I not die the second death, (but) may I be in the sky, living 
with the stars beside Orion in the womb of Nut. May I undergo every transformation 
according as I desire, while my name endures, distinguished and permanent, without 
destruction, on earth, for ever.

     P. Louvre N. 3284, three lines above main text (3)1 
  

1.1 The Historical Setting: Roman Egypt

  An understanding of the basic political, social, and religious changes that occurred 
during the transition from Greek to Roman rule in ancient Egypt is essential to understanding the 
development of its multicultural environment. Economic and sociopolitical factors promoted the 
cultural continuity of Egyptian religious practices while simultaneously facilitating cross-cultural 
interaction among the inhabitants of Roman Egypt. Consequently, religious funerary rituals and 
mummification practices enabled the continuation and innovation of hybridized funerary 
traditions and iconography, which resulted from a coalescing of cultures. 
 In August of 30 BCE, ten months after the defeat  of Mark Antony and Cleopatra at the 
Battle of Actium, Octavian (later called Augustus) arrived in Alexandria.2  In 27 BCE, Octavian 
awarded himself the title Augustus and his successors were give the official title of Prefect of 
Egypt (praefectus Aegypti, and after 380 CE praefectus Augustalis).3  During his forty-one year 
reign, Augustus instituted a range of administrative and social reforms that dismantled the 
Ptolemaic monarchy and enabled him to take command of Egypt as part of the Roman empire. 
The country was secured by Roman legions and auxiliary units that served to neutralize 
conditions in Egypt and support a stable transition to Roman rule.
 Although some residents in Egypt resisted Roman rule from the outset,4 Roman authority  
was eventually stabilized in the newly created province. Except for the burden of taxation, the 

2

1  Mark Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 476-477.
2 Christina Riggs, "Introduction," in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Egypt,  ed. Christina Riggs (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 3.
3 László Török, Transfigurations of Hellenism: Aspects of Late Antique Art in Egypt AD 250-700, vol. 23, Probleme 
der Ägyptologie (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2005), 64-65. Naphtali Lewis,  Life in Egypt under Roman rule, Classics in 
papyrology ; v. 1 (Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1999), 14-15.
4 Reports from Strabo (17.1.53), Dio Cassius (51.17.4), and the stele of C. Cornelius Gallus indicate that several 
uprisings against the Roman Empire had occurred in Egypt. For more information see Friederike Herklotz, 
"Aegypto Capta," in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Egypt,  ed. Christina Riggs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012), 16-18.



middle to lower class population continued living their normal village or town lives.5 
Agricultural production continued and Egypt’s new chief function was to produce one-third of 
the annual grain supply  needed to feed the city of Rome.6  To ensure a steady flow of grain, 
Augustus consolidated the province and appointed his personal representative as a prefecture. In 
doing so, Augustus ensured that the position would always be filled by a member of the Roman 
equestrian class. He also implemented a rule that no Roman of prominent equestrian or senatorial 
rank could enter the province without the explicit permission of the Emperor.7  By limiting the 
number and rank of visiting dignitaries, Augustus avoided the possibility  of secession and the use 
of Egypt for political opposition.8 Ultimately, Egypt would remain under Augusts’ control. 
 As a means of securing his rule, Augustus engaged with the priests and elite of Egypt. 
These strategic alliances placated the Egyptian elite, and Augustus’ support of the temples won 
over the sympathies of the Egyptian people.9  Temple construction continued and their walls 
boasted depictions of the emperor as the royal king appearing in traditional Egyptian religious 
scenes and wearing Pharaonic dress. Subsequent Roman emperors followed suit and adopted 
traditional Egyptian titulary  by inscribing their names in cartouches and using the standard 
honorific titles of the pharaohs.10  In essence, Egypt as a province was given religious autonomy, 
and Egyptian priests and the people maintained their own religious cults.11  Given the 
continuation of agricultural and religious traditions, many Egyptians viewed the Roman 
emperors as a succession of new foreign rulers who ruled Egypt from abroad. Augustus’ 
manipulation of the public sentiment through ritual art, created a powerful image of a new 
Roman pharaoh.12 This propagandistic campaign allowed Augustus and his line of successors to 
assume the role of pharaoh in Egypt. These strategic moves provided the perfect opportunity  for 
both the native priests and foreign conquerors to uphold and serve their own interests while 
carefully promoting an ideal image of the world—peace, justice, and order.13  

1.2 The Function of Mummy Shrouds 

The physical and magical preservation of the body after death was paramount for the ancient 
Egyptians. Beginning in the early Pharaonic periods (circa 3400 BCE) and continuing into the 
Roman Period, great efforts were made to ensure the mummified body was cared for and that the 

3

5 Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman rule, 14-15.
6 Ibid., 15.
7 Ibid., 15-16.
8 Ibid., 16.
9  For more information on imperial business and negotiations with native Egyptian officials see Eleanor Huzar, 
"Augustus, Heir of the Ptolemies," Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt II, no. 10.1 (1988).; G. Geraci, 
"!!"#$%" &" '#' $()*. La concezione augustea del governo d'Egitto," ibid. 
10 Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman rule, 15.
11  Gregory S. Dundas, "Augustus and the Kingship of Egypt," Historia: Zeitschrift für Alte Geschichte 51, no. 4 
(2002): 435.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.



dead were properly equipped for their journey through the afterlife. One particular funerary 
object—the mummy shroud—was magically  and physically capable of providing the necessary 
means for successful navigation through this uncertain liminal space. The mummy shroud 
physically protected the mummified body while specialized funerary iconography surrounding 
the image of the deceased apotropaically and magically assisted in his or her revivification. 
 By incorporating a mummy shroud into the deceased’s burial ensemble, an individual 
was guaranteed that his or her distinguished and individually crafted painted image would 
continue on earth long after death. This image of the deceased not only functioned as an agent of 
protection and transformation, it enabled living descendants of the deceased to commemorate the 
lives of those who had passed. The shroud provided an intimate interface long after the 
mummification and transfiguration of the deceased through which the living could communicate 
and celebrate the dead. Through traditional Egyptian magic, individualized portraiture, and the 
specialized iconography of the mummy shrouds, the deceased was transfigured into a divine 
being who possessed the ability to traverse time and space for all eternity. 
 The vividly painted mummy shrouds were designed to wrap the entire length of the body. 
The full-length representation of the deceased was laid directly  on top of the mummy, and it 
either enveloped the body  or was wrapped and then secured in place with strips of linen. The 
placement of the shroud created a three-dimensional image that corresponded directly  with the 
anatomy of the deceased’s body. The surrounding images, which included religious figures and 
vignettes, were also strategically  placed on the shroud to magically interact with the painted 
representation and physical body of the deceased according to traditional Egyptian funerary 
practices. 
 Complicating our understanding of the symbolism and function of the mummy shrouds, 
is the problem of decontextualization. Early excavators and Roman art historians stripped these 
objects of their original context  by removing them from the mummified bodies they once 
enveloped, and by focusing only on the shroud portraits as cropped heads.14  By completely 
ignoring the surrounding imagery, scholars have been complicit in the removal of these objects 
from their Egyptian religious contexts.15 In his study of a third century CE Coffin Shrine Portrait 
shroud,16  Dominic Montserrat  argued that the presentation of these mummy shrouds as flat 
canvases ignores the original contouring of the shroud to the mummified body, and this makes it 
“more difficult for us to think about the shrouds in terms of their religious and emotional 
importance to the people who commissioned them and hoped to spend eternity being reborn 
among their protective folds.”17 
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14  Publications by Klaus Parlasca and Günter Grimm often focus only on the portrait head of a shroud and do not 
provide full images. For examples see Plates 13.2, 14.2, and 43.1 of Klaus Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches 
Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966).
15 Dominic Montserrat, "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a Roman Painted 
Shroud in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden," in Deir el-Medina in the Third Millennium A.D.: A Tribute to 
Jac. J. Janssen, ed. R. J. and A. Egberts  Demarée (Leiden: 2000), 280.
16 Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1
17 Ibid.



 The linen shrouds provided an active medium where the deceased could be represented 
and commemorated through portraiture and iconography. Lorelei Corcoran’s study 18 of the 
iconography of portrait  mummies indicates that the imagery surrounding the central figure did 
not consist of random stock images. On the contrary, Corcoran notes a coherent and legible 
scheme was depicted to help the deceased be reborn again in the afterlife.19  On a conceptual 
level, the mummy shrouds exhibited a hybrid representational system that combined Hellenistic 
and Egyptian iconographic elements into one religious and social apparatus. The iconography 
developed for the mummy shrouds was a direct result of the synchronistic religious beliefs that 
appealed to the multi-cultural society that characterized the Roman Period in Egypt. Together, 
the shroud, iconography, and occasional inscriptions fused to become an agent of apotropaic 
magic and a vessel for the rebirth of the dead. The result was a material object that physically 
protected the mummified body  and magically equipped the deceased for their transformative 
journey through the afterlife. 

1.3 Corpus of Mummy Shrouds

 The subjects of this study are the mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt. The corpus of 
material consists of one hundred and twenty-nine examples of mummy shrouds. One hundred 
and fourteen shrouds were partially or fully  preserved enabling me to sort and type them into five 
main categories: Osiris shrouds, Hathor shrouds, Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds, Full-body 
Portrait  shrouds, and Tri-figure shrouds. Fifteen examples were too fragmentary  to clearly 
identify. I was unable to definitively classify these examples based on the preserved iconography. 
However, whenever possible, the fragmentary  shrouds were tentatively sorted, classified, and 
designated a potential type. 
 Mummy shrouds ranging in states of preservation are included in this study. By 
documenting all known examples of mummy shrouds—including shroud fragments—one is able 
to realize the widespread phenomenon of this funerary practice in Roman Egypt. Likewise, this 
collection of mummy shrouds illustrates the diversity of iconographic representations 
incorporated into each shroud’s pictorial program. This corpus of material is the most complete 
representation of known mummy shroud examples to date, and it is the only study solely 
dedicated to this subject. Several of the mummy shrouds were published alongside mummy 
portraits by Klaus Parlasca,20  but were never thoroughly studied on their own. Furthermore, 
Parlasca has favored the Hellenistic elements of the shrouds and published cropped versions of 
photographs that focus solely  on the portrait heads of the mummy shrouds. In addition to 
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18 See Lorelei Hilda Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a catalog of portrait 
mummies in Egyptian museums (Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1995).
19 Montserrat, "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a Roman Painted Shroud 
in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden," 281.
20  See Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.; Klaus 
Parlasca, Ritratti di Mummie, ed. Achille Adriani, Repertorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano: Serie B (Rome: 
"L'Erma" di Bretschneider, 1969 - 2003).; K. Parlasca and H. Seemann, Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und 
ägyptische Grabkunst aus römischer Zeit (Frankfurt: Klinkhardt & Biermann, M., 1999).



previously  published material, several currently unpublished mummy shrouds also appear in this 
dissertation with permission from their respective institutions. 
 What began as a study of less than thirty  mummy shrouds has now become a 
substantially  larger study of over a hundred examples and counting. It is most certain that the 
corpus of material will continue to grow.21  Throughout my research, several new and 
unpublished mummy shrouds were discovered by collections managers at the British Museum 
and Ägyptisches Museum in Berlin. It is highly likely that many  unpublished shrouds or shrouds 
that were previously  thought to be lost22 are currently  hidden in private collections or stored in 
museums around the world. Appendix 1.1 documents the present location, museum inventory 
number (whenever available), and designated type of each mummy shroud. Appendix 7.1 
provides additional information such as provenance, dates, and dimensions of each mummy 
shroud.  

1.3.1 Provenance

 Only twenty-five of the one hundred and twenty-nine shrouds come from known 
excavated contexts from sites such as Antinoe, Deir el-Medina, Hawara, Saqqara, and Sheik Abd 
el-Qurna.23  The remaining examples have been attributed to various locations according to 
stylistic analysis or based on historical records24  accompanying the object during the time of 
acquisition. Within the corpus, eight shrouds have been attributed to Akhmim, twenty-one 
shrouds to Antinoe, one shroud to Asyut, five shrouds to Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447), one 
shroud to the Fayyum, three shrouds to Hawara, one shroud to a region between Middle and 
Upper Egypt, twenty-one shrouds to Saqqara (two specifically to the tomb of Bakenrenaf), five 
shrouds to Sheik Abd el-Qurna (three to Tomb 32), and fourteen shrouds to the general Theban 
region.  Overall, eighty examples have be designated a site of origin, while forty-nine examples 
remain of unknown provenance (see Diagram 1.1 and Appendix 1.2). 
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21 While writing this dissertation, a fragment of linen was unfolded to reveal the bottom portion of a Hathor mummy 
shroud in the World Museum, Liverpool, Inv. No. Unknown (Lot 35, Sothebys, April 17, 1931). Two other Osiris 
shrouds with unknown inventory numbers were discovered in the World Museum, Liverpool and the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Lyon.
22 For example, in Christina Riggs’ The Beautiful Burial she identifies the shroud of Neferhotep as lost. However, 
the shroud is currently housed in the Brooklyn Museum (Inv. no. 75.114). Perhaps the old black and white photo 
used in her publication made it difficult for her to confirm that the restored Brooklyn Museum shroud is the mummy 
shroud in question.
23 The seven examples from excavated contexts include: Antinoe—Louvre: AF 6440, AF 6482, AF 6484, AF 6485, 
AF 6486, AF 6487, AF 6488, AF 6489, AF 6490, AF 6491, AF 6492, AF 6493, E 12581; Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Lyon,  1982.100; Vatican Museum, 17953.  Deir el-Medina Tomb 1447—Brooklyn Museum of Art,  75.114; 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1; Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1); Unknown Location 
(Bruyère 1953,  Pl. XXV no. 8); Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 9). Hawara—British Museum, 
EA74709. Saqqara Tomb of Bakenrenaf—Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 9/12/95/1.  Sheik Abd el-Qurna Tomb 32—
British Museum, EA30092, EA6705, EA6707.
24 For example, in 1615 both mummy shrouds at the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen in Dresden (inv. no 777 and 778) 
were purchased by Pietro della Valle in Saqqara where the mummies were said to have been discovered. Historical 
documentation, such as this information, often accompanied objects as they were acquired by museums. Although 
this information is useful in attributing provenance to objects, it should be taken with a degree of skepticism. 



Diagram 1.1: Column chart of the spatial distribution of mummy shrouds organized by site

 It is unfortunate that approximately  38%, or forty-nine examples, of one hundred and 
twenty-nine mummy shrouds are of unknown provenance. However, the other 62%, or 80 
examples, of the mummy shroud corpus indicate that the majority come from sites in Middle and 
Upper Egypt with areas such as the Theban region, Antinoe, and Saqqara yielding the most 
examples. It is not surprising that few mummy shrouds exist from the Fayyum and Delta sites., 
since the climate in these regions is not conducive to the preservation of textiles. Despite the 
prominent Hellenistic influences in these regions, little if any evidence of funerary wrappings 
remains preserved in the Fayyum and Delta. Therefore, it would be inaccurate to suggest  that the 
production and use of mummy shrouds was a localized phenomenon in the Middle and Upper 
Egyptian regions, with Saqqara being the major outlier. Overall, the lack of context and 
potentially skewed archaeological evidence indicates that one must take into account  all 
variables (including archaeological preservation) affecting our understanding of the spatial 
production and distribution of the mummy shrouds.

1.3.2 Chronology

 The chronological range of this study is from the late first century BCE to the fourth 
century CE, a timeframe during which the mummy shrouds gained popularity and became 
increasingly  more common in burials. Establishing a chronology for Greco-Roman funerary art 
(particularly for the mummy portraits) has been the primary concern for scholars in the field. 
According to Riggs, “the wide range of dates assigned to individual objects is a sign of 
continuing disagreement on the issue and of reliance on formal or stylistic criteria inadequate to 
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the task.”25  A particularly challenging undertaking is the distinction between Ptolemaic and early 
Roman material culture when precise findspots are not recorded. Objects are often designated a 
general date of the “Greco-Roman Period” when specific periods or centuries cannot be 
attributed to them. Only in the Imperial epoch do we begin to see a noticeable distinction 
between Ptolemaic and Roman funerary art where clothing, jewelry, and hairstyles can help 
narrow down date ranges.26  As a result, objects belonging to the late Ptolemaic or early  Roman 
Periods fall into a gray area where subtle cultural and artistic transitions are difficult to define 
unless archaeological information or texts can provide more specific dates and contexts. 
 The scarcity of provenance that plagues the study of Greco-Roman archaeology can be 
problematic when dating mummy shrouds with precision. Consequently, scholars have had a 
tendency to adopt a low chronology for any  type of “unusual” looking funerary art—falsely 
assuming anything with a naturalistic or “new” appearance must date to the Roman Period.27 
Naturalistic Hellenistic style portraiture was not an innovation of the Roman Period, but  rather a 
tradition with earlier Greek roots.28  Nonetheless, Roman rule in Egypt brought with it the 
tradition of a carefully crafted imperial image that highly  influenced the artistic milieu 
throughout the Roman territories and clearly influenced funerary art production in ancient 
Egypt.29

 The height  and decline of portrait  mummy production are highly debated topics among 
scholars such as Klaus Parlasca and Barbara Borg. The two have extensively  dated mummy 
portraits by comparing hairstyles, jewelry, and clothing to contemporary Roman imperial 
fashions, while also considering archaeological contexts or inscriptions whenever available. Both 
Parlasca and Borg have presented substantially different production chronologies for Roman 
Egyptian funerary portraiture. Borg restructures the chronology of mummy portraits by 
comparing hairstyles in Roman sculpture to Roman hairstyles in Egyptian funerary art.30  Borg 
posits that no mummy portraits date later than the mid-third century CE, and she cites the 
economic crisis and general decline of Egyptian cults during the mid-third century  as the likely 
causes for the decrease in production.31  Parlasca strongly disagrees with Borg’s proposed 
production dates. Instead, he believes particular hairstyles attributed to the third century CE 
should be dated to the late third or early  fourth centuries CE.32  Parlasca clearly favors a late 
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25  Christina Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 
American Journal of Archaeology Vol. 106, no. No. 1 (2002): 93.
26  Nigel Strudwick, "Some Aspects of the Archaeology of the Theban Necropolis in the Ptolemaic and Roman 
Periods," in The Theban Necropolis: Past, Present and Future, ed. N. and J. H. T. Strudwick (London: British 
Museum, 2003), 169.
27 Ibid. Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 93.
28 Ibid., 94.
29 Ibid.
30 See Barbara Borg and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts : Chronologie und kultureller Kontext 
(Mainz: P. von Zabern, 1996).
31  Barbara Borg, "Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt..." Ägyptische Porträtmumien (Mainz am Rhein Verlag Phillip 
von Zabern, 1998), 87-102.
32  Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 94. See also 
Parlasca and Seemann, Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus römischer Zeit.



chronology  for the mummy portraits.33  However, Parlasca has been unable to defend and 
elaborate on his chronological dating criteria, and often uses subjective observations of style to 
substantiate his dating claims. Borg has stated that Parlasca has made “no clear distinction 
between style and quality…some things that have been passed off as stylistic characteristics are 
in fact simply poor-quality painting.”34  Borg targets a major flaw in Parlasca’s stylistic dating 
criteria since he seems to equate urban Roman art  to the art of provincial Egypt. Borg states that 
“it  must be remembered that the influences at work in the Roman province of Egypt  were not 
only those of the cultural imports of the Greek conquerors, but also strong memories of the high, 
if meanwhile somewhat degenerated, autochthonous tradition.”35

 Along with stylistic dating techniques, the content and paleography of inscriptions can 
provide more precise dating.36  In the case of the mummy shroud of Tasherytwedjahor (Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993) (Figure 1.1), three Demotic inscriptions name the deceased and her 
husband (or possibly her father) who was the priest of Wepwawet at Asyut.37  The inscription 
provides the date of regnal year 4 of some ruler in the third month of summer, day 14.38 
Comparisons of the deceased’s hair, jewelry, and dress with Roman imperial fashion, along with 
a detailed study of the paleography, diachronic comparanda, and prosopographic data led 
scholars to conclude that the shroud of Tasherytwedjahor potentially dates to the first century 
CE, instead of the previously  accepted Severan date (late second century CE).39  This is one 
example where the “only reliable methods, such as textual and paleographic evidence, 
appropriate comparisons with Roman fashions and portraiture, and similarities in manufacture 
and decoration observed within a “workshop” corpus, permit reliable conclusions and show the 
way forward for future refinements to the chronology.”40 
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33 Klaus Parlasca, "Eine neue Monographie über Mumienbildnisse," Chronique d’Égypte 75(2000).
34 Barbara Borg, "Problems in the Dating of the Mummy Portraits," in The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from 
Ancient Egypt, ed. Euphrosyne Doxiadis (London: Thames & Hudson Ltd 1995), 232.
35 Ibid.
36 For example, a corpus of anthropoid coffins from Akhmim lacked provenance, but contained Demotic inscriptions 
with Egyptian recitations for the dead, were re-dated to the first century BCE—a much earlier date than previously 
ascribed. See Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 93.
37 Ibid., 94.
38  Christina Riggs and Martin Andreas Stadler,  "A Roman Shroud and its Demotic Inscriptions in the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston," Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt 40(2003): 81.
39 Ibid., 86-87.
40 Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 95.



Figure 1.1: Mummy shroud of Tasherytwedjahor, 1st or 2nd c. CE, Asyut (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
54.993)
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 A primary criticism of this method of dating objects is the overall subjective nature of 
stylistic dating techniques. Likewise, there is the possibility that imperial fashion trends in Egypt 
were not contemporaneous to those occurring in Rome; trends may have developed more slowly 
in Egypt. It  is also plausible that  Roman fashions were not precisely copied in Egypt and that 
trends might have developed independently and organically  over time. Therefore, it is important 
to acknowledge that stylistic changes were probably not linear developments and require all 
forms of available data (e.g., inscriptions and archaeological context) to be considered and 
analyzed alongside one another to produce a credible date range for an object.
 Besides the textual and archaeological information, the statistical analysis of dates 
attributed to the mummy shrouds can reveal patterns associated with the timeframe of 
production. By calculating 95% confidence intervals based on a sample size of seventy-nine 
shrouds with attributed dates,41  we can present a range of values for the average dates of 
production of the mummy shrouds.42  The following dataset was chosen because these mummy 
shrouds have been assigned more precise dates and date ranges. Objects designated from the 
“Greco-Roman Period” or “Roman Period” were not included in the dataset as not to skew the 
overall mean of the mummy shroud dating. From this statistical analysis, we can estimate that 
the Roman Period mummy shrouds had a mean terminus post quem production date of 
approximately 134.12 CE ± 20.71 years and a mean terminus ante quem production date of 
199.36 CE ± 18.08 years (both at a confidence level of 95%) (Diagrams 1.2 and 1.3, Table 1.2).43 
The dataset indicates that on average the mummy shrouds were produced primarily between the 
early second to late second century CE. Likewise, a bar chart graphing the attributed date ranges 
of each mummy shroud reveals a similar pattern in production dating. Of the ninety-one mummy 
shrouds, seventy-four examples have attributed dates that range between the early second 
century to mid-third century CE (approximately 100-250 CE) (see Appendix 1.3). Both the 
confidence interval graph and bar graph illustrate a concentration of mummy shroud production 
between the second and third centuries CE, which corroborates Borg’s suggested chronology  for 
the mummy portraits—and now for the mummy shrouds. 
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41  For more information on the dating of specific shrouds see the shroud catalog entries for designated dates and 
references. 
42  Confidence intervals (typically 95%-99%) provide more information than taking the mean, which is simply a 
point estimate of the population average.
43  Robert D.  Drennan, Statistics for Archaeologists: A Common Sense Approach, 2nd ed., Interdisciplinary 
Contributions to Archaeology (New York: Springer, 2010), 123.



Diagram 1.2: Confidence interval (95%) graph of the average dates of mummy shrouds during the 
Roman Period
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Descriptive Statistics for Average Shroud Dating

Terminus post quem (CE) Terminus ante quem (CE)

Average 134.12 199.36

Standard Deviation 100.78 88.00

Sample Size 91 91

Confidence Coefficient 1.96 1.96

Standard Error 11.58 10.07

Margin of Error 22.69 19.73

Upper Bound 153.40 220.02

Lower Bound 108.02 180.56

Max 375 400

Min 100 (BCE) 1

Range 475 399

Table 1.1: Statistics of dates for a set of 91 mummy shrouds
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Diagram 1.3: Bar chart of mummy shroud date ranges indicating the concentrated distribution between 
the second and mid-third centuries CE (circa. 101-250 CE)

1.3.3 Dimensions of Mummy Shrouds

 Mummy shrouds are full-length plastered and painted linen textiles that incorporate a 
central image of the deceased along with various iconographic elements to form a larger 
decorative scheme. Several portrait mummies, known as red shroud mummies,44  are not 
considered true mummy shrouds since wooden portrait panels were inserted over the face of the 
mummified deceased. True mummy shrouds are complete linen textiles where the entire 
representation of the deceased is painted directly  on the material. In some cases, stucco or 
gilding was added to mummy shrouds to enhance the appearance of jewelry  or architectural 
features. Some mummy portraits were painted on linen textiles and executed using similar 
artistic techniques. However, they  cannot be considered mummy shrouds since the linen portraits 
were laid on top  of the head of the mummy and secured by a geometric frame of bandages 
around the headpiece. Such mummy portraits are also considerably smaller in size when 
compared to the mummy shrouds and did not depict the full representation of the deceased. 
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44 For examples of red shroud mummies,  see Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) 
with a catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums. Lorelei H. Corcoran and Marie Svoboda, Herakleides: A 
Portrait Mummy from Roman Egypt (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2011).



 According to a study conducted by  Euphrosyne Doxiadis, the average size of a vertical 
mummy portrait is about 35 cm (length) x 18 cm (width).45  Unfortunately, Doxiadis does not 
state how many portraits were measured and included in her dataset, what statistical methods she 
used, or how she arrived at  her conclusion. In the case of the mummy shrouds, forty-four 
examples with known length and width measurements were used to calculate the average 
dimensions of a shroud.46  Mummy shrouds that  were fragmentary or that had only one 
documented measurement were not included in the sample size as to not skew the data, which 
unfortunately  resulted in a smaller dataset. Nevertheless, even though this sample set is based on 
a restricted number of shrouds, this smaller unbiased subpopulation of data was taken in an 
attempt to accurately represent the larger population of mummy shrouds. By calculating 95% 
confidence intervals47 based on our sample size of the mummy shrouds, we can present a range 
of values with a degree of precision or confidence around our calculations for the averages of 
length and width. By  using a sample size of forty-four complete48  mummy shrouds, we can 
estimate that the mummy shrouds used during the Roman Period had a mean length of 168.76 
cm ± 13.19 cm and a mean width of 87.80 cm ± 9.80 cm (both at  a confidence level of 95%) (see 
Diagram 1.4, Table 1.2, and Appendix 1.4).49  When compared to Doxiadis’ average mummy 
portrait measurements, the statistical analysis of shroud dimensions clearly illustrates that the 
average length of a mummy shroud is about 4.8 times greater than that of a mummy portrait, and 
the average width of a mummy shroud is also about 4.8 times greater than that of a mummy 
portrait. Despite some artistic and material similarities among the mummy shrouds and portraits, 
the mummy shrouds were significantly larger and enveloped the entire body of the deceased. 
Whereas, the mummy portraits only covered a small surface area of the mummified body.
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45  Euphrosyne Doxiadis, The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt (New York: H. N. Abrams, 
1995), 93-94. 
46 Drennan, Statistics for Archaeologists: A Common Sense Approach, 109.
47  Confidence intervals (typically 95%-99%) provide more information than taking the mean, which is simply a 
point estimate of the population average.
48 By “complete,” I mean shrouds with preserved length and width measurements reflecting the original size of the 
object. Fragments where the length and width boundaries are not preserved were not included in the data set and 
calculations.
49 Ibid., 123.



Diagram 1.4: Confidence interval (95%) graph of average mummy shroud dimensions
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Descriptive Statistics for Average Mummy Shroud Dimensions

Lengths (cm) for Sample Set Widths (cm) for Sample Set

Average 168.76 87.80

Standard Deviation 43.28 32.15

Sample Size 44 44

Confidence Coefficient 2.02 2.02

Standard Error 6.52 4.85

Margin of Error 13.19 9.8

Upper Bound 181.95 97.60

Lower Bound 155.58 78.00

Max 250 170

Min 70.2 33

Range 179.8 137

Table 1.2: Statistics of length and width measurements for a set of 44 mummy shrouds

1.4 Pharaonic Precursors to Mummy Shrouds

1.4.1 New Kingdom Votive Shrouds

 The development of pre-Roman mummy shrouds can be traced back to the New 
Kingdom and specifically to the region of the Theban necropolis. Klaus Parlasca argues that 
numerous finds concentrated within this area indicate that the custom of burial shrouds must 
have arisen in Thebes—particularly at the site of Deir el-Bahri.50 Despite their funerary context, 
the objects Parlasca refers to are closer in form and composition to offering slab stelae or tomb 
reliefs than to Greco-Roman funerary shrouds. The rectangular linen cloth of Hori (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 44.2.3) (Figure 1.2) from Deir el-Bahri, which dates to the Ramesside Period of 
the New Kingdom, depicts Hori seated before his funerary meal and closely resembles more 
traditional Old Kingdom funerary offering scenes. 
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50 Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler,  152-153; Taf. 154. 
151-152.



Figure 1.2: Votive Shroud of Hori, Ramesside Period (19th to 20th Dynasties), Deir el-Bahri (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 44.2.3)

 In the scene, Hori wears a fragrant cone of incense on his head while seated next  to his 
offering table, which includes three loaves of bread, a cut of meat, various vegetables, and two 
sealed jars of beer beneath the table. These are some of the provisions needed in the afterlife. The 
inscription before Hori describes the scene “as [an] offering of all things good and pure for the 
spirit of Osiris Hori, justified.”51  Although the exact archaeological context of Hori’s shroud is 
unknown, it is possible that this colorful scene was laid over Hori’s coffin or located somewhere 
within the burial chamber. Considering the self-contained subject matter and the size of the scene 
(the cloth is 38 cm x 43 cm), one can argue that this type of object is more of a votive offering 
shroud52  than a portrait  mummy shroud. The object was not physically wrapped around the 
mummy nor was it laid directly on the body of the deceased. 
 Another type of New Kingdom shroud, which differs in content from the votive shroud of 
Hori, was also discovered in the area of Deir el-Bahri. In the early twentieth century, 
approximately twenty-eight linen cloths were found separately by  the Egypt Exploration Fund’s 
excavation at Deir el-Bahri, by  R. de Rustafjaell, and by E. Naville.53  Not all the linen cloths 
were acquired through proper excavation, and it is thought that the majority of the objects 
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51 "Shroud of Hori (44.2.3)," Metropolitan Museum of Art Online.
52  For other examples of votive offering shrouds from Deir el-Bahri see Toronto,  Royal Ontario Museum Inv. 
910.16.1. Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler, Tafel 54, 
52. Also see Ibid., 152-153.
53  Tracey Lynne Holder, "Eighteenth Dynasty Painted Votive Textiles from Deir el-Bahri, Egypt" (University of 
Toronto, 1993), 1-2.



originated from the Eighteenth dynasty  Hathor chapel built by Thutmosis III in the northwestern 
corner of the Eleventh dynasty temple of Nebhepetre Mentuhotep II.54  Those excavated by 
Naville were discovered in mounds of debris south of the Hatshepsut temple in the North Court 
of the Mentuhotep  II temple.55  In spite of their uncertain archaeological context, in the case of 
these textiles, the goddess Hathor is the subject of veneration.56 
 In his study, Parlasca postulates that these textiles are related to burial shrouds.57 Parlasca 
bases his assertion on the fact that here Hathor is depicted in her role as the “Goddess of the 
Necropolis.”58  However, it appears that Parlasca is misinformed in his comparison and likening 
of the Hathor votive shrouds to the mummy shrouds (Figure 1.3). Although the two types of 
shrouds do share similarities in substance and technique (i.e., they are painted textiles with 
images of deities), the nature of the subject  matter is entirely different.59 The individuals depicted 
as devotees on the Hathor linen cloths are never referred to as “justified,” “Osiris N,” or as the 
“Blessed Spirit.”60  Furthermore, there are two instances61 in which the devotees are clearly still 
alive, since they ask for earthly benefits such as life, prosperity, love, cleverness, and health.62 
Thus, it can be suggested that these shrouds were votive offerings not intended for the dead or 
provided by the dead, but rather votive offerings63  to Hathor by  living individuals in an attempt 
to gain favor with the goddess. It can also be postulated that the appearance of Hathor in votive 
offering shrouds is a tradition that may  have been appropriated and adopted into the mortuary 
sphere as her popularity  grew and women began to identify  with her more from the New 
Kingdom onward.
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54 Ibid., 1.
55 Ibid., 2.
56 The most common position depicted on the votive shrouds is “giving praise,” or dwA, where the arms are raised 
and the palms of the hands are turned towards the one being praised—Hathor. See Ibid., 103.
57 Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler, 153.
58  “Goddess of the Necropolis” is not the only manifestation of Hathor on the votive shrouds. Other motifs and 
epithets associated with the goddess and not associated with funerary aspects are rendered on the cloths. See Holder, 
"Eighteenth Dynasty Painted Votive Textiles from Deir el-Bahri, Egypt".
59 Ibid., 120.
60 Ibid.
61 See Figure 1.9; See Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler. 
Taf. 55,2; Also see Heckscher Museum Inv. No. 59.294 Holder,  "Eighteenth Dynasty Painted Votive Textiles from 
Deir el-Bahri, Egypt". Plate 12, Item 12.
62 Ibid., 120.
63 For more examples of Hathor votive shrouds, see Ibid.



Figure 1.3: Hathor votive shroud, 18th Dynasty, Deir el-Bahri, Leningrad, 2400, (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 55, 
2)

1.4.2 Third Intermediate Period Funerary Shrouds

 The tradition of painted shrouds continued throughout the Third Intermediate Period in 
the Theban region of Egypt. However, evidence from Deir el-Bahri indicates a shift in the 
function and significance of these objects beginning in the Twenty-first  dynasty (c. 1070-945 
BCE). In the late winter of 1924, Herbert Winlock and the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
excavation team uncovered a tomb (Tomb MMA 60) carved into the rocky  slope just north of the 
enclosure wall of Hatshepsut’s temple at Deir el-Bahri. The tomb belonged to the fourth High 
Priest of Amun, Menkheperre (c. 1045-992 BCE), and had been used to bury a number of 
generations of the Menkheperre family.64  When the excavators discovered the original burial 
chamber, they  found six coffins: one inscribed for Henettawy (daughter of the first High Priest  of 
Amun “king” Painedjem); one belonged to princess Hennettawy (probably the daughter of the 
High Priest Menkheperre); one recorded the name Djedmutesankh (probably  Menkheperre’s wife 
or daughter); and the other three belonged to individuals whose connections to the High Priests 
are unknown.65 Of particular interest  was the mummy of Djedmutesankh, who was wrapped in a 
funerary  shroud (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.24)66  (Figure 1.4) decorated with a full-
length figure of Osiris. The image of Osiris was drawn in red ink and secured to the bandaged 
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64 "Tombs of Dynasty 21, Thebes," Metropolitan Museum of Art Online.
65 Ibid.
66 It should be noted that in Parlasca’s Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler, he misidentifies the Osiris shroud 
of Djedmutesankh (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.24) on Tafel 56, 2. Instead, he published the image of the 
Osiris shroud of Nesenaset (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.25) and not the image of Djedmutesankh’s shroud.



mummy with ties behind the body that were specifically woven for this purpose.67  Here, the 
function of the shroud was to identify  the deceased with Osiris, the Ruler of the Netherworld. 
The two lines of text before the god state, “Osiris, Lord of Eternity, foremost of the 
Westerners.”68  The line of text directly underneath the god bears the name of the deceased and 
her title of “First Chief of the Harem of Amun”—a title only befitting a wife or daughter of the 
High Priest of Amun.69

Figure 1.4: Osiris shroud of Djedmutesankh, 21st Dynasty, Deir el-Bahri Tomb MMA 60, Chamber B 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.24)
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67 "Osiris Shroud of Djedmutesankh (25.3.24)," Metropolitan Museum of Art Online.
68 Ibid.
69 Ibid.



 Another Osiris shroud discovered in Tomb MMA 60 at Deir el-Bahri belonged to the 
Chantress of Amun Nasenaset (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.25)70  (Figure 1.5). Like the 
shroud of Djedmutesankh, Nasenaset’s shroud is drawn in red ink and dates to the Twenty-first 
dynasty. Two lines of inscription run lengthwise and flank either side of the Osiris figure. The 
inscription asks Osiris to grant Nasenaset food and all good things pure for her in the afterlife. 
This request assures that she will be nourished for all eternity in the realm of the blessed dead.71 
Once the shroud was decorated with the necessary texts and imagery, it  was fastened to the 
mummy and then sewn into a plain outer sheet adorned with labels identifying the deceased. The 
decorated and inscribed Osiris shroud was concealed by the outer linen wrapping.

Figure 1.5: Osiris shroud of Nasenaset, 21st Dynasty, Deir el-Bahri Tomb MMA 60 (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 25.3.25)
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70  Nesenaset’s shroud’s inventory number is labeled incorrectly on Tafel 56, 2 of Parlasca’s Mumienporträts und 
verwandte Denkmäler as 25.3.24 instead of 25.3.25.
71 "Osiris Shroud of Nasenaset (25.3.25)," Metropolitan Museum of Art Online. 



 Two additional examples from the Theban region, which also date to the Twenty-first 
dynasty, indicate the influence of local religious traditions on the iconography of the funerary 
shrouds. The first shroud belongs to the singer of Amun Khenmemkhonsu (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, Inv. Unknown)72  (Figure 1.6). On the coarse un-dyed cloth is an image of Ahmose-
Nefertari drawn in red ink with two columns of dedicatory inscriptions before her. The second 
example is of a funerary shroud of the priest of Amun Iufmut (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. 
Unknown)73  (Figure 1.7). As in the case of the previously discussed Twenty-first dynasty 
shrouds, Iufmut’s shroud is also decorated in red ink. The central figure on the shroud is 
identified as the deified Amenhotep  I who faces a poorly preserved band of dedicatory 
inscriptions. Unlike the Deir el-Bahri Osiris shrouds, these two examples feature two distinct 
deified royal Egyptian rulers: Queen Ahmose-Nefertari the wife of King Ahmose I (founder of 
the Eighteenth dynasty) and her son King Amenhotep I (second king of the Eighteenth dynasty). 
After his death, Amenhotep I was deified and became the patron deity of the village of Deir el-
Medina, a town which had likely been founded during his or his father’s reign.74 Shortly after the 
death of her son, Ahmose-Nefertari died and she was incorporated into his litany and worshipped 
as part of the village funerary cult. Therefore, it can be suggested that these funerary shrouds 
likely originated from an area close to the village of Deir el-Medina where both figures remained 
prominent local deities well into the Third Intermediate Period. 
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72 The inventory number of the shroud is unknown. For images see Plate 4, Cat. no. 111 in Ph.P.M van 't Hooft et al., 
Pharaonic and Early Medieval Egyptian Textiles,  vol. VIII, Collections of the National Museum of Antiquities at 
Leiden (C.N.M.A.L.) (Leiden: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, 1994), 68. Also see Tafel 56, no. 5 in Parlasca and 
Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.
73 The inventory number of this shroud is unknown. For images see Plate 4, Cat no. 112 in Hooft et al., Pharaonic 
and Early Medieval Egyptian Textiles, 69.  Also see Tafel 56, no. 4 in Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches 
Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.
74  Edward Bleiberg, "Amenhotep I," in The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt, ed. Donald Redford (Oxford 
University Press, 2001), 71.



Figure 1.6: Shroud of Khenmemkhonsu, 21st Dynasty, Thebes, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. Unknown 
(Hooft, Plate 4 Cat. no. 111)
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Figure 1.7: Shroud of Iufmut, 21st Dynasty, Thebes, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. Unknown (Hooft, 
Plate 4 Cat. no. 112)

 Despite their differences, there are three elements, or characteristics, of the Third 
Intermediate Period Osiris shrouds75  that  should be noted. The first is the traditional profile 
rendering of a primary or local deity (e.g., Osiris, Ahmose-Nefertari, or Amenhotep I). This 
central image of a deity appears in profile and adheres to the canonical principles of Egyptian art, 
while funerary  shrouds of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods generally  present a frontal image of 
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75  For more examples of Third Intermediate Period Osiris shrouds see: Osiris shroud of Tiye from Deir el-Bahri 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.3.26) and examples no. 4 and 5 on Taffel 56 of Parlasca and Deutsches 
Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.



a deity  (e.g., Osiris or Hathor) or the deceased individual. It  can be argued that the visibility and 
function of the image determined the manner in which the central figure was represented. In 
other words, while both Third Intermediate Period and Greco-Roman shrouds were laid directly 
on the mummified body, the Third Intermediate Period shrouds were obscured by an additional 
layer of wrapping; the Greco-Roman shrouds were not. On the contrary, Roman shrouds were 
designed to be on display and viewed by those commemorating the deceased. This resulted in the 
body conforming, frontal depiction of the deceased in the guise of a deity as opposed to a profile 
view of the god or goddess. 
 The second notable characteristic of the Third Intermediate Period funerary shrouds is the 
inclusion of one’s titles and name. Several other examples of Osiris shrouds dating from the 
Third Intermediate include the name, and sometimes epithets, of the deceased. This may indicate 
that it was considered important to identify who was asking Osiris or another specific deity for 
his or her favor. Unlike the Roman Period Osiris and Hathor shrouds, the name of the deceased 
was not always included on the shroud. One can argue that the primary  reason for this exclusion 
in the Roman Period is that, by this time, the deceased not only identified with Osiris or Hathor, 
but after death and the proper rituals, the mummified deceased becomes a transfigured divine 
being belonging to the retinue of worshippers of Osiris and Hathor. Therefore, it was not always 
necessary to be identified by name since the deceased has already taken an aspect of the deity. 
 Lastly, the use of red ink to depict the central deity reveals the symbolic nature of the 
imagery—one that does more than just secure offerings for the afterlife. The color red, is 
commonly associated with blood, fire, and power. However, for the Egyptians, this color had 
different connotations that symbolically possessed these attributes and more. Red (dSr) was 
linked with the desert landscape of the “Red Land” (dSrt), which was associated with the 
dangerous and chaotic forces that threatened cosmic order. By  using this color, the Egyptians 
were able to harness the magical power associated with red and redirect it  in an apotropaic 
manner.76 
 Like many aspects of ancient Egyptian culture, red also possessed a dual nature:77 on the 
one hand it was associated with life-giving blood and the sun, while on the other it was 
associated with the negative qualities of the desert and the god Seth (murderer of his brother 
Osiris). The dual aspects of the color red, enabled one to access both life-giving and apotropaic 
power whenever deemed necessary. On the Third Intermediate Period shrouds, the apotropaic 
function of the red ink becomes clear with the depiction of Osiris and the appearance of 
inscriptions requesting nourishment from the god for all eternity. Over time, the color red gains 
new meaning, and during the Greco-Roman period, red becomes closely associated with life-
giving solar aspects and remains visible in the depiction and coloring of Osiris’ wrappings. 
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76 E.A.W. Budge has noted the magical properties of the color and its association with red amulets worn by soldier 
to protect them from being wounded and to stop the flow of blood. See E.A.W. Budge, From Fetish to God in 
Ancient Egypt (London1934).
77  For a detailed discussion of the symbolic nature of the color red (particularly its significance in the Roman 
Period), see Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a catalog of portrait 
mummies in Egyptian museums, 56-58. Also see M. Doli+ska, "Red and Blue Figurines of Amun," Varia Aegyptiaca 
6(1990).



1.4.3 Late Period Funerary Shrouds

 Funerary shroud evidence dating to the Twenty-sixth dynasty  (c. 672-525 BCE), or later, 
indicates a preference toward iconography symbolically  charged with power and protection. A 
linen fragment of unknown provenance and dating to approximately the Twenty-sixth dynasty 
depicts the god Thoth holding a wadjet eye (Brooklyn Museum, 37.1819E) (Figure 1.8).78  The 
relatively small size (44 cm x 22.2 cm) of the image indicates that it may  have been part of a 
larger scene. One could also suggest that these smaller shroud fragments could have been placed 
on top of the mummified body or on a coffin like the New Kingdom votive shrouds found at Deir 
el-Bahri. Unfortunately, the lack of archaeological context obfuscates our understanding of the 
exact function of these Late Period shroud fragments. Nevertheless, given the iconography  and 
known examples of earlier dating shrouds from similar funerary contexts, it is highly likely that 
these shroud fragments functioned within a mortuary context.

Figure 1.8: Shroud fragment of Thoth holding a wadjet eye, c. 26th Dynasty (or later), unknown 
provenance (Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1819E)
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78 "Thoth Holding Wadjet (37.1819E)," Brooklyn Museum of Art Online.



 The iconography of the Brooklyn Museum shroud of Thoth supports the notion that this 
fragment came from a mortuary  sphere. In Egypt, the god Thoth could be represented as either a 
sacred ibis or a baboon. In this example, Thoth takes the form of an anthropomorphic ibis, which 
is the form he takes in elaborate vignettes from the Book of the Dead. Thoth’s most prominent 
role was his duty  to document all the souls entering the Underworld, and his primary 
responsibility was to record the results of the examination of the heart  in the Hall of Two Truths. 
He had the vital task of announcing to Osiris whether the deceased was “true of heart.”79  In the 
image on the shroud, Thoth is depicted holding, or offering, the eye of Re. It is significant to note 
that Thoth is holding the right eye, the solar eye or Re, as opposed to the left eye, the lunar eye of 
Horus. The eye of Re is commonly associated with feminine and solar aspects, and wadjet eye 
amulets are known to possess apotropaic powers.80  Likewise, the solar eye is sometimes 
associated with the goddess Hathor who is referred to as “Hathor, the mistress of Dendera, the 
eye of Re in gods land.”81  It can be argued that in this capacity, Thoth functions not only as an 
overseer of the judgement of the dead, but also as an offering bearer presenting the deceased with 
the protection and solar regenerative power necessary to traverse through the underworld.
 Another shroud fragment that also appears to harness apotropaic magic through symbolic 
imagery is the long oval fragment of a man with crocodiles (Brooklyn Museum of Art, 
37.1820E) (Figure 1.9). Like the Thoth linen fragment, this shroud is of unknown provenance 
and likely dates to the Twenty-seventh dynasty  (or later). The fragment is also relatively small in 
size (53 cm x 24 cm).82 The image depicts a man in a kilt wearing a false beard and a crocodile 
rests on either shoulder. The crocodile was associated with the god Sobek and was considered a 
symbol of Pharaonic power.83  Like most Egyptian gods, Sobek often took two-forms—a 
crocodile with a crown of plumes or an anthropomorphic crocodile. Crocodiles, including the 
god Sobek, were also associated with other gods such as Re, Khepri, Shu, Tefnut, and Seth, 
which indicates the multifaceted nature of Sobek and crocodile imagery.84
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79 George Hart, The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses (London: Routledge 2005), 156-159.
80 John Coleman Darnell, "The Apotropaic Goddess in the Eye," Studien zur Altägyptischen Kultur 24(1997): 35.
81 Ibid., 42, 46.
82 "Long Oval Fragment (37.1820E)," Brooklyn Museum of Art Online.
83 Hart, The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses, 148.
84  Salima Ikram, "Crocodiles: Guardians of the Gateways," in Thebes and Beyond: Studies in Honour of Kent R. 
Weeks, ed. Zahi A. Hawass and Salima Ikram (Cairo: Supreme Council of Antiquities, 2010), 92.



Figure 1.9: Long oval fragment of man with crocodiles, c. 26th Dynasty (or later), unknown provenance 
(Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1820E)
 
 In the Eighteenth dynasty, images of Sobek became more prevalent, and Amenhotep III 
appears to have placed a greater emphasis on the god’s solar aspects. A dyad from a temple 
dedicated to Sobek-Re, lord of Sumenu, near Armant depicts the king together with Sobek-Re 
(Luxor Museum, J155)85  (Figure 1.10) and demonstrates the close relationship the ruler shared 
with the crocodile deity.86  Amenhotep  III’s deep connection with the god can also be seen in the 
crocodilian sphinxes from his mortuary temple in Thebes. The popularity of Sobek appears to 
have continued through the Twentieth dynasty, and the mummy of Ramses III appears to have 
been covered by a linen shroud cut and painted to resemble a crocodile (Cairo Museum, Room 
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85  For a discussion of the appropriation of the dyad by Ramses II, see Peter Brand, "Usurpation of Monuments," 
UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology(2010).
86 David B. O'Connor, Amenhotep III: Perspectives on His Reign, ed. Eric H. Cline (Ann Arbor Mich.: University of 
Michigan Press, 1998), 78.See footnote eleven on page 92 of Ikram, "Crocodiles: Guardians of the Gateways," 92. 



52); the image would have protected his body from harm.87 Hymns addressed to the god Sobek-
Re call upon him as a protector of Osiris—and by extension, a protector of the dead.88 

Figure 1.10: Dyad of Amenhotep III and Sobek-Re, c. 1391-1353 BCE (18th Dynasty), Temple of Sobek-
Re, Damansha (ancient Semenu), Luxor Museum, J 155 (Brand, 7 fig. 12)

 Crocodile imagery was also prevalent in astronomical ceilings in the tombs and temples 
of the New Kingdom and used throughout the Greco-Roman Period in Egypt. These celestial 
diagrams were populated by images of animals and divine beings. In the northern Egyptian 
constellations there is the image of a large female hippopotamus89  carrying a crocodile on her 
back (Figure 1.11). In the celestial scene from the tomb of Senenmut (TT353) in Thebes, the 
hippopotamus holds one or two mooring posts that  take the form of a dagger or small 
crocodile.90  A similar scene from the tomb of Seti I in the Valley of the Kings (Figure 1.12), also 
presents a male figure who intends to harpoon the large crocodile before him. Overall, the 
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87 The shroud is in a poor state of preservation. It does not have a museum number and little is known about it. See 
Ibid.
88 See Paul Bucher, Les hymnes à Sobek-Ra, seigneur de Smenou, papyri no. 2 et 7 de la Bibliothèque Nationale de 
Strasbourg (Kêmi, 1928).
89 The female hippopotamus with a crocodile on her back is identified in the scene as the constellation rrt (Ast DAmt), 
or the Big area near the Pole covering from Lyra to Bootes and area of Serpens Caput. See José Lull and Juan 
Antonio Belmonte,  "A Firmament above Thebes: Uncovering the Constellations of Ancient Egyptians," Journal for 
the History of Astronomy 37(2006): 383.
90 Ibid., 378.



popularity of these astronomical ceilings in tomb and temple settings potentially  explains how 
this imagery may have been translated to funerary shrouds incorporated in individual burials.  

Figure 1.11 Astronomical ceiling depicting hippopotamus with crocodiles (center right), c. 1470 BCE, 
Tomb of Senenmut (TT353), Thebes (Belmonte and Lull, Figure 1)

Figure 1.12 Astronomical ceiling depicting man with crocodile (center left), c. 1290-1279 BCE, Tomb Seti 
I, Valley of the Kings, Thebes (Belmonte and Lull, Figure 6)
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 As early as the Twenty-sixth dynasty, small magical stelae known as the “Cippi of Horus” 
gained prominence throughout Egypt. 91  A cippus (Figure 1.13) (British Museum, EA 60958) 
generally  depicted the Horus child standing on two crocodiles while holding scorpions, snakes, 
lions, and other deadly animals in both hands.92 Spells carved on the back, sides, and base of the 
stela were meant to be recited as liquid was poured over the object  by the owner, priest, or 
physician. Whomever desired protection, or a cure from illness, would pour the liquid on 
themselves or drink the liquid since it was magically  charged with the power of the spells and 
apotropaic imagery. The images of the two crocodiles resting on the shoulders of the man on the 
oval shroud fragment (Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1820E) (Figure 1.9) possibly  functioned in a 
similar manner. On the shroud, the male figure (presumably the deceased) invokes the power of 
Osiris by wearing a false beard and harnesses the protective strength of the two crocodiles 
resting on his shoulders. Therefore, both of the aforementioned Late Period shroud fragments 
conspicuously  invoke the power of Thoth, Re, Horus, Osiris, and Sobek by employing 
apotropaic imagery in their decorative schemes. 

Figure 1.13: Painted wooden cippus showing Horus standing on crocodiles, Late Period (after 600 BCE), 
possibly from Memphis, (British Museum, EA 60958)
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91  The ideas conveyed through the imagery and texts on cippi predate the Late Period. Some earlier examples of 
wooden cippi date to the Nineteenth dynasty of the New Kingdom. It appears that the production of these stelae 
flourished from the Late Period to the Roman Period. See Keith Cedric Seele, "Horus on the Crocodiles," Journal of 
Near Eastern Studies 6, no. 1 (Jan., 1947) (1947).
92  The spells and imagery were based on the myth of the of the infant Harpokrates (from the Egyptian “Har-pa-
khered”literally meaning “Horus-the-child”) who was bitten by a poisonous animal while hiding from Seth with his 
mother in the marshes of the Delta. His mother Isis finds the fatally wounded Horus and begins wailing. Her 
lamentations appealed to the sun-god Re who sends down his messenger Thoth to respond to her plea. Thoth then 
invokes the magical power of the gods to bring Horus to life and restore his health. Most importantly,  Horus is 
imbued with the power to trample dangerous creatures beneath his feet. See Ibid., 48.



1.4.4 Ptolemaic Period Funerary Shrouds

 In the Ptolemaic Period, Osiris funerary shrouds continue to be used as part of the burial 
ensemble and were recurrent funerary  objects in many  elite burials of the time. However, there 
are substantial changes in the way Osiris is depicted on the funerary  shrouds. The primary 
characteristic of Greco-Roman Osiris shrouds is the rendering of the god en face. An example of 
this shift from a profile to frontal view is the Osiris shroud of Djedhor (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, AL 38)93  (Figure 1. 14). This shroud fragment is thought to be from the Theban 
region and likely  dates to the late Thirtieth dynasty or early  Ptolemaic Period. Despite the 
shroud’s poorly preserved condition, a frontal image of Osiris drawn in black ink can be seen. 
Upon closer inspection, one can see the figure of Osiris wears an atef crown adorned with a 
uraeus. The face of Osiris is drawn with simple lines in a stylized manner, and only a small 
portion of his false beard remains visible. Likewise, one can see the faint lines of a pectoral 
collar and a small cobra beneath it  on his right side. It is unknown whether the Osiris figure’s 
arms were crossed across his chest since some shrouds do not depict Osiris with crossed arms. 
Regardless, the figure held a flail, which is seen by his right shoulder. The two faintly  visible 
parallel lines near his left shoulder indicates he would have also held a crook in the other hand. 
Similar Osiris shroud fragments dating to the third century  BCE were also discovered in Theban 
Tomb 32 at Sheik Abd el-Qurna (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.14: Osiris shroud of Djedhor, 30th Dynasty to early Ptolemaic Period, Thebes, Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, AL 38 (Hooft, Plate 6 Cat. no. 149)
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93  This piece of cloth with a frontal view of Osiris’  head drawn in black ink was removed from the mummy of 
Djedhor between 1826-1840. The fragment was stuck to a board for conservation purposes. Hooft et al., Pharaonic 
and Early Medieval Egyptian Textiles, 80.



 During the Ptolemaic Period we also begin to see an increased use of Hathoric imagery 
associated with female burials. In his study of Greco-Roman funerary texts, Mark Smith notes 
that “at some point prior to the Ptolemaic Period, the belief arose, or first found expression, that 
women could also acquire the aspect of Hathor, Osiris’ female counterpart as ruler of the realm 
of the dead, as an alternative to that of Osiris himself.”94  Scholars have been unable to identify 
exactly  when or why this shift took place. Some of the earliest  textual references to the “Hathor” 
of a woman date between the seventh and the fourth centuries BCE.95  In addition, Smith 
indicates that the designation of Hathor of so and so placed emphasis on that individual’s status 
as a devotee of the goddess rather than on Osiris in the afterlife.96 
 One funerary shroud from Akhmim dating to the Ptolemaic Period (c. 305-30 BCE) 
supports the idea of the rise in popularity  of Hathor funerary shrouds. The painted linen shroud 
of Seusertsetes, a dancer of Min, (British Museum, EA 17177) (Figure 1. 15) depicts her in the 
guise of the goddess Hathor. The deceased is painted as a stylized representation of the deity. She 
wears an elaborate collar and various weighted lines are used to imitate beadwork for her body 
wrapping. On top of her torso and legs is a winged scarab beetle rising above a column of 
inscriptions and the Four Sons of Horus, two on either side. Of particular interest is Seusertsetes’ 
invocation of Osiris’ power with no mention of the goddess Hathor in her funerary inscription. In 
this example, it is known that  Seusertsetes was a devotee of Min, a deity  associated with 
Akhmim, and not a devotee of Hathor. Therefore, she is able to associate herself with goddess 
through her idealized representation in the guise of Hathor, while maintaining her connections 
with Min the god of fertility and Osiris the god of the underworld. As a result  Seusertsetes forms 
a gendered connection with Hathor through her physical representation as the goddess, asserts 
her identity  by  presenting her profession as a dancer of Min, and equips herself for the afterlife 
through her inscription praising Osiris.
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94 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 7.
95 Ibid.; Christina Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion (Oxford ; New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 45.
96 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 7.



Figure 1.15: Hathor shroud of Seusertsetes, dancer of Min, Ptolemaic Period (probably c. 200 BCE), 
Akhmim (British Museum, EA 17177)
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 Although Osiris and Hathor shrouds were likely the most prevalent types of funerary  
shrouds in the Ptolemaic Period, unparalleled finds indicate other types of funerary shrouds 
existed as well. Theban Tomb 32 from Sheik Abd el-Qurna has yielded a remarkable amount of 
funerary  objects dating to the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods. Perhaps most significant are the 
unusual leopard skin97  funerary shrouds (Inv. nos. unknown) (Figure 1.16), which date from the 
early third century  to the late third century BCE.98  Three of the most intact fragments99 reveal a 
tail, paw, and spotted design. Gábor Schrieber cites similar examples found covering the mummy 
of Takerheb100 and two other examples kept in London (Figure 1.15)(Figure 1.16) and Berlin.101

Figure 1.16: Leopard shroud fragments, early 3rd c. to late 3rd c. BCE, Theban Tomb 32, Sheik Abd el-
Qurna, Inv. nos. unknown (Schreiber 2007, figs. 45, 46, 47)
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97  It should be noted that in Schreiber’s publications he refers to the decoration on the shrouds as “panther skin.” 
However, the term “panther” is generally associated with a melanistic color variant of several big cat species, or in 
other words, a black coated animal. Therefore, the pattern on the shroud fragments from Tomb 32 should be 
correctly identified as leopard skin print—patterned black rosettes and spots.
98 Gábor Schreiber, The Final Acts of Embalming: An Archaeological Note on Some Rare Objects in Theban Burials 
of the Early Ptolemaic Period, 31 August - 2 September, 2006, ed. Kata and András Gulyás Endreffy, Proceedings of 
the Fourth Central European Conference of Young Egyptologists (Budapest: La Chaire d'Egyptologie,  2007), 
340-343.
99 For images of the smaller panther shroud fragments, see Ibid., 354. figs. 45-48  
100 For a description of the shroud, see C.H. Cottrell, "Account of the Unrolling of a Mummy at Florence, belonging 
to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, by Professor Migliarini," Archaeologia 36(1855).
101  The Berlin shrouds are mentioned in Schreiber’s 2006 publication. He notes that these objects do not have 
inventory numbers and were brought to his attention by H. Kockelmann. See note 21 in Schreiber, The Final Acts of 
Embalming: An Archaeological Note on Some Rare Objects in Theban Burials of the Early Ptolemaic Period, 31 
August - 2 September, 2006, 341.



 Like the leopard shroud fragments from Sheik Abd el-Qurna, two examples with a 
leopard-skin design from the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology UCL have similar 
schematically painted lines and spots. The first fragment, the UC55121 shroud (Figure 1.17) is a 
torn piece of linen stained with purple and brown patches and decorated with a black outline of 
an unidentifiable design. The leopard-skin is represented with curving exterior lines, zig-zag fur 
lines, and curving gray dash marks to indicate skin markings.102  The second example, the 
UC55023 shroud (Figure 1.18) is a fragment of linen cut  into a leopard-skin shape. One paw and 
part of the body of the animal are preserved, and black with pink spots are painted over the 
alternating fur “scales.”103  Although the linen fragments are unusual, it is clear from the Pertrie 
Museum linen fragments and the Sheik Abd el-Qurna fragments that a leopard-skin design was 
part of the repertoire of funerary shroud designs that reflected some form of important funerary 
symbolism during the Ptolemaic Period.
 The exact significance of the leopard-skin iconographic motif is puzzling.104  Schreiber 
has suggested that the leopard imagery is associated with a lesser-known episode of the Osirian 
myth in the late Ptolemaic Papyrus Jumilhac.105  According to the myth, Seth, the murderer of 
Osiris, transforms himself into a leopard and he is slaughtered and flayed by Anubis, who puts on 
the leopard’s skin.106 Schreiber posits that, “in this setting the [leopard]’s skin evidently  becomes 
a symbol of the annihilation of the enemy and the triumph over the forces of chaos.”107  Schreiber 
goes on to suggest that these shrouds may have also had a prophylactic function since several 
gods such as Bes could be dressed in leopard’s skin.108 Returning to the Papyrus Jumilac Osirian 
myth, Schreiber also notes that since Anubis wore the leopard skin on his shoulders, perhaps 
these shrouds were designed to have covered the backs of the deceased.109 Although this is one 
potential interpretation of how these shrouds would have been used within a mortuary  context, 
there is simply not enough archaeological information or context to understand the placement 
and function of the enigmatic Ptolemaic Period leopard-skin shrouds.  
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102  Holger Kockelmann, Untersuchungen zu den später Totenbuch-Handschriften auf Mumienbinden: Band I.1 Die 
Mumienbinden und Leinenamulette des memphitischen Priesters Hor, Studien zum Altägyptischen Totenbuch 12 
(Harrassowitz Verlag, 2008), 345 no. 323.
103 See The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology UCL Online Catalogue, UC55023
104 Although puzzling, it is also possible that these leopard-skin shroud fragments may have belonged to priests and 
were referring to the deceased’s occupation in life as a priest who would have commonly worn leopard skins during 
ceremonies and rituals. Images of these leopard-skin-clad priests can be seen on tomb walls depicting the Opening 
of the Mouth ritual and other scenes regarding the dead. For examples, see the burial chamber of King Tutankhamun 
or the figurine of a priest in a leopard-skin cloak from Dynasty 25 (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.7.1415). For 
more information on the use of leopard skins as clothing, see Elisa Castel,  "Patherns, Leopards,  and Cheetahs: Notes 
on Identification," in Trabajos de Egiptología: Papers on Ancient Egypt, ed. Miguel Á. Molinero Polo, et al. (2002).
105 P. Jumilhac 11, 5-14
106 See P. Jumilhac XI, 13-14 and XIII, 12-13.
107 Schreiber, The Final Acts of Embalming: An Archaeological Note on Some Rare Objects in Theban Burials of the 
Early Ptolemaic Period, 31 August - 2 September, 2006, 341.
108 Ibid., 342.
109 Ibid.



Figure 1.17: Torn fragment of linen with possible schematic leopard-skin, Ptolemaic Period, unknown 
provenance (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology UCL, UC55121)

Figure 1.18: Fragment of leopard-skin shroud, Ptolemaic Period, unknown provenance (Petrie Museum 
of Egyptian Archaeology UCL, UC55123)
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1.5 The Burial Ensemble: Continuity and Innovation

 Continuity was an essential feature of Egyptian funerary religion and remained 
indispensable throughout the Roman Period. However, changes in funerary rituals and traditions 
organically  developed over time, and this consisted of reinterpreting and perpetuating earlier 
religious approaches concerning life after death.110  By the end of the Ptolemaic Period, burials 
were no longer equipped with the types of objects that had been present in traditional Egyptian 
pharaonic burials. On the contrary, during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, funerary equipment 
such as shabtis, canopic jars, sarcophagi, and elaborately painted tombs were replaced by  a more 
streamlined arrangement of burial goods. Sarcophagi became simplified coffins with minimal 
decoration, and mummy masks were superseded by portraits and shrouds. Traditional Egyptian 
tomb reliefs and burial goods were now carefully depicted on the body fields of cartonnage 
mummies or on the mummy shrouds.
 The iconographic repertoire of mummy shroud decoration cannot be understood without 
a secure understanding of Egyptian funerary iconography and texts dating as far back as the Old 
Kingdom (c. 2686-2160 BCE).111  In the Roman Period, this iconographic continuity and  
archaism is visible on the mummy shrouds and indicates the importance of a symbolic visual 
language associated with funerary rituals that were steeped in Egyptian religious tradition 
concerning the afterlife. Growing populations, hybrid cultural and religious traditions, coupled 
with economic and local practices necessitated a change in the treatment of the body  and 
interment of the deceased. Consequently, the burial ensemble as a whole was adapted to meet the 
social, economic, and religious needs of a growing multicultural population.
 Scant evidence from poorly excavated Roman Period cemeteries or objects ripped from 
their original context further complicate the study of burials, funerary material, and 
archaeological context.112  Nonetheless, given the current  evidence and material available at  this 
time, one can state with relative certainty that the mummified body, an idealizing image of the 
deceased, and a location to house the body of the dead (albeit a rock-cut tomb, reused tomb, hole 
in the ground, or monumental catacomb) were paramount  for the social commemoration of the 
dead and their renewed existence in the afterlife. 
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110 Martin Andreas Stadler, "Funerary Religion: The Final Phase of an Egyptian Tradition," in The Oxford Handbook 
of Roman Egypt, ed. Christina Riggs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 392-393.
111  For example,  see the Fifth dynasty Pyramid Texts in the pyramid of King Unas at Saqqara. Stadler, "Funerary 
Religion," ibid., 385.
112  Unlike the Ptolemiac Period where there is a wealth of textual and archival evidence documenting the activities 
and business of the Theban choachtyes, a family of “undertakers,” the Roman Period lacks the same level of 
documented administrative evidence. Relative chronologies and precise dating are also problematic in the study of 
Roman funerary material since scholars often attribute “new” developments or “odd” material objects to later dates. 
In her study of coffins from Akhmim, Riggs assigns Ptolemaic dates to material once considered to be of the Roman 
Period. In such cases,  she argues that one must keep “in mind the difficulty of discussing ‘continuity’  with 
confidence.” For further discussion, see, Christina Riggs, "Tradition and Innovation in the Burial Practices of 
Roman Egypt," in Tradition and Transformation: Egypt under Roman Rule Proceedings of the International 
Conference, Hildesheim, Roemer- and Pelizaeus-Museum, 3-6 July 2008, ed. Katja Lembke, Martina Minas-Nerpel, 
and Stefan Pfeiffer (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 344-345. For a discussion of the re-dating of two coffins from Akhmim, 
also see Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 62-64.



 1.5.1 The Mummified Body

 In considering the material evidence from the archaeological record, the essential 
elements of an archetypal Roman Period burial included the ensemble of a mummified body, a 
portrait of the dead (as a mask,113  painted panel, or shroud), and tomb.114  The mummified body 
was the most traditional Egyptian aspect of a Roman Period burial, and contrary  to popular 
opinion among some scholars, mummification standards did not “decline” in Roman Egypt. As 
in every period, standards and quality of mummification greatly depended upon factors such as 
cost, methods, materials, and skilled labor.115  The mummified and decorated bodies of the Soter 
family at Thebes, dating to the late first and early  second centuries CE, exhibit high quality 
mummification techniques and practices. The mummies were eviscerated and thoroughly 
embalmed. Over time the practice of evisceration became less common, and Riggs argues that 
this is because “a satisfactory state of preservation could be attained without evisceration, [and] 
it may be that  this stage was considered inessential.”116  Likewise, Riggs asserts that Roman 
Period versions of the “Ritual of Embalming” indicate that the “potent symbolism embodied by 
the canopic jars and by the Four Sons of Horus could effectively be evoked through ritual 
performance and visual imagery, regardless of what processes were carried out on the corpse.”117  
Canopic jars and representations of the Four Sons of Horus are often depicted on the mummy 
shrouds. Therefore, regardless of the quality, the mummified body was an indispensable 
ingredient in burial practices and critical to the overall Roman Period funerary ensemble.

1.5.2 The Funerary Portrait

 The artistic rendering, or portrait, of the deceased was an integral component of the 
Roman Period burial ensemble. Since pharaonic times, idealized representations of the dead have 
consistently graced the walls of tombs and coffins and have also been modeled in funerary masks 
for the dead. Arguably one of the most  significant innovations of Roman Period burials is the 
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113  Although not widely popular during the Roman Period, several mummy masks have been discovered at Deir el-
Bahri, Meir, and the Theban region. Mummy masks during this period appear to have been particularly concentrated 
in Middle Egypt. See, Ibid.; Barbara Borg, "Portraits," in The Oxford Handbook of Roman Egypt, ed. Christina 
Riggs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 620-621.
114 In ancient Egypt there are always exceptions to the rule. Obviously, poorer individuals would not have been able 
to afford higher quality burial ensembles. Families of lesser means did not have the resources to provide their dead 
with all the necessary accoutrements for the afterlife. Cost and local practices often dictated the quality and location 
of the burial. Past and present fieldwork at sites such as Hawara and the Fayyum, Terenouthis in the Delta, the 
Kharga oasis (Dush, Ain el-Labakha, and el-Deir), the Dakhla Oasis, and the Bahrya Oasis indicate various 
embalming practices and burial location types were used alongside one another.  For further discussion on 
mummification and ornamentation, see Beatrix Gessler-Löhr,  "Mummies and Mummification," ibid., ed. Christina 
Riggs.; Dominic Montserrat, "Death and Funerals in the Roman Fayum," in Portraits and Masks: Burial Customs in 
Roman Egypt, ed. M. L. Bierbrier (London: Published for the Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum 
Press, 1997).
115  See Gessler-Löhr, "Mummies and Mummification."; Riggs, "Tradition and Innovation in the Burial Practices of 
Roman Egypt," 345.
116 Ibid.
117 Ibid.



illusionistic portraiture118  of the Greek and Roman artistic milieu. Imperial fashion, cosmopolitan 
hairstyles, and traditional images of Egyptian gods were seamlessly combined on the mummy 
shrouds to form a visual landscape reflecting religious beliefs and commemorating the deceased. 
Given the importance of naturalistic portraiture in the Hellenistic world, Riggs suggests that it 
would have been unusual for portraiture to not have been incorporated in the funerary  art of 
Roman Egypt.119  Since display and commemoration were central facets of both Egyptian and 
Roman eschatological beliefs, funerary  portraiture became an ideal medium for the 
memorialization of the dead. Consequently, the mummy shrouds and their commemorative form 
appealed to the sensibilities of the multicultural population of Roman Egypt, who sought to 
project an identity  that emphasized age, gender, religion, cultural affiliation, and socioeconomic 
status.120

1.5.3 The Tomb

 For many of the mummy shrouds, the archaeological context is unknown, and only  a 
relatively small sample of shrouds come from secure archaeological contexts. Excavated Greco-
Roman tombs—some of which contained painted portraits and shrouds—from sites such as Deir 
el-Medina, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, Marina el-Alamein, and Kom el-Shoqafa demonstrate the 
continuity  and innovations associated with the construction of a final resting place for the 
deceased.

 1.5.3.1 Deir el-Medina

 Theban Tomb 1447 (Figure 1.19) located on the northern slope of east of Qurnet Murai 
indicates a tradition of the elite (re-)use of preexisting tombs in the cemetery associated with 
Deir el-Medina. In his excavation reports, Bernard Bruyère described the tomb as a hypogeum 
where the mummies were deposited at  the bottom of a rough staircase. The overall plan121  of the 
tomb consisted of two large rooms (3.5 m wide x 2.2 m long and 2.6 m wide x 3.05 m long) at a 
perpendicular angle with an east-west orientation, a 2 meter long corridor, a main room with a 
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118 There has been some debate regarding the first appearance of “true” portraiture in ancient Egypt. Some scholars 
have argued that the Old Kingdom Dynasty 4 reserve heads of Giza exemplify characteristics of portraiture and 
indicate a tendency towards individualization.  Others have cited another Old Kingdom example from Giza, the Bust 
of Prince Ankhhaf (circa the reign of Khafra, 2520-2494 BCE) (Museum of Fine Arts,  Boston, 27.442), for its 
stylized representation of a mature male, and another Old Kingdom example with notable realism is the Statue of 
Hemiunu (Pelizaeus Museum, Hildesheim,  1962).  Regardless of these Old Kingdom artistic experimentations with 
“realistic” or “naturalistic” portraiture,  these images are sculpture in the round as opposed to the two dimensional 
painted images of the Roman Period. Both are exceptional in their own right,  and whether one or the other was the 
first attempt at true portraiture is irrelevant to this discussion. See Roehrig, Catharine H., “Reserve Heads: An 
Enigma of Old Kingdom Sculpture,” in Egyptian Art in the Age of the Pyramids, (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1999), 73-81.
119 Ibid., 351.
120 Ibid.
121 For a full plan of TT 1447 and adjacent TT 1449, see Appendix Figures 6.7 and 6.8 of this dissertation.



low-ceiling of only 1.7 meters high, and side-chambers also with low ceilings.122  Bruyère 
discovered two shrouds123  in the low side-chambers and estimated that there were at least sixty 
bodies buried in the tomb.124 

Figure 1.19: Section of Theban Tomb 1447, Deir el-Medina (Bruyère 1953, 105)

 1.5.3.2 Sheik Abd el-Qurna

 Another well-known example of tomb (re-)use in Thebes is Tomb 32 situated as the base 
of el-Khokha at Sheik Abd el-Qurna. Much like Tomb 1447 at Deir el-Medina, four secondarily 
cut side-chambers were added to the preexisting New Kingdom burial shaft of Djehutymes by 
the Nesmin family  around the third century BCE.125  Archaeological evidence suggests that the 
Ptolemaic Period occupants of the tomb took over the lower section of the tomb along with the 
innermost forecourt. Modifications to the architectural structure of the tomb were carried out in 
the forecourt, where they  leveled the New Kingdom portico and restored the entrance to the 
innermost forecourt. The entrance to transverse hall of Tomb 32 was restored, and a new gateway 
was built of mud-brick where a Third Intermediate Period coffin fragment was placed as a 
threshold.126  Five examples and various fragments of Osiris shrouds (Figure 1.20) were 
excavated in Tomb 32. These shrouds can be traced back to the Twenty-first dynasty tradition of 
depicting Osiris in profile on large sheets of linen used in elite burials.127 
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122 Montserrat, "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a Roman Painted Shroud 
in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden," 283.
123 The shroud of Neferhotep (Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114) and the Leiden shroud of a male (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, F 1968/2.1) are discussed at length in Chapter 6 of this dissertation.
124  Bernard Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh (Le Caire: Impr. de l'Institut Français 
d'Archéologie Orientale, 1953).
125 For images of the burial shafts,  see Appendix FIgures 6.1 and 6.2 of this dissertation  Also see,  Gábor Schreiber, 
"Early and Middle Ptolemaic Funerary Art at Thebes (ca. 306-88 BC)" (paper presented at the Proceedings of the 
Colloquium on Theban Archaeology at the Supreme Council of Antiquity, Cairo, November 2, 2009), 111.
126 Schreiber argues that the Ptolemaic Period inhabitants of Tomb 32 respected and understood the original function 
of the architectural elements of the tomb and used them accordingly. See Ibid.
127 Ibid., 119.



Figure 1.20: Osiris shroud fragments, 3rd century BCE, TT 32 Sheik Abd el-Qurna (Schreiber 2011, 118 
figure 23)
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Figure 1.21: Plan of Theban Tomb 32 and Theban Tomb -400-, Sheik Abd el-Qurna (Hungarian 
Excavations in Theban Tomb -400-, 3 figure 3)
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 Continued excavations at the site have revealed that the occupation and adaptation of 
Tomb 32 continued into the Roman Period. The presence of multi-colored funerary shrouds 
(Figure 1.18) dating to the first half of the second century CE and their stylistic and iconographic 
similarities to the Soter Group128  finds (of an unknown Theban origin) suggests that some of the 
original Soter Group objects, or Soternalia, may  have originated from Tomb 32.129  The cult 
chapels of Tomb 32 also housed three burials, which were equipped with burial shrouds of the 
Soter type, dating to the Roman Period. Continued excavations carried out in Tomb -400- (Figure 
1.21),130  which is situated west of Tomb 32, have revealed additional objects that belong to the 
category of Soternalia. The presence of Roman funerary  shroud fragments in the two 
neighboring tombs (Tomb 32 and Tomb -400-131) indicates that el-Khokha remained a functional 
and desirable place for elite burials well into the Roman Period.

 1.5.3.3 Marina el-Alamein

 Another tradition of Greco-Roman Period monumental burials is present in the Lower 
Egyptian site of Marina el-Alamein, and the site provides significant evidence regarding funerary 
rituals and burial customs. The main necropolis of the settlement is comprised of tombs dating 
from the Ptolemaic Period through the Roman Period. Some of the tombs were grouped together 
and showed remarkable variation in their orientation and architectural structure.132  The most 
impressive tombs were the grand hypogea, which were oriented north-south and date between 
the middle of the first century CE to the middle of the second century  CE.133  A standard tomb 
(Figure 1.20) of this type consisted of a pavilion, or heroon, which had a banquet room with 
couches in the middle, and storage rooms for food and beverages on the sides. Jaros!aw  
Dobrowolski, head of the Polish excavation mission, believes some of these rooms may have 
been used as temporary dormitories for visitors 134  of the cult of the dead who came to celebrate 
the deceased and provide offerings for the dead. A staircase at the end of a corridor on the rear 
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128  The Soter Group refers to the best preserved examples of funerary art from approximately three generations of 
the family of Soter at Thebes. Coffin inscriptions (see the Coffin of Cleopatra in the British Museum, EA 6706) from 
various funerary ensembles in the Theban region indicate the family lived between 109 and 146 CE.
129 Hungarian Excavations in the Theban Necropolis: A Celebration of 102 Years of Fieldwork in Egypt: Catalogue 
for the Temporary Exhibition in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo Novermber 6, 2009-January 15,  2010, ed. T.A.  Bács, 
et al. (Budapest2009), 123.
130  For recent excavation reports on TT -400-, see Gábor Schreiber,  Balázs Tihanyi, and Zsolt Vasáros, "Hungarian 
Excavations in Theban Tomb -400-: A Note on the New Kingdom Occupants," Hungarian Archaeology E-Journal 
(2013 Summer).
131  To my knowledge, only one funerary shroud fragment is currently published (without a current location and 
inventory number). See Hungarian Excavations in the Theban Necropolis: A Celebration of 102 Years of Fieldwork 
in Egypt: Catalogue for the Temporary Exhibition in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo Novermber 6, 2009-January 15, 
2010, 123.
132 For descriptions of the various architectural tomb types, see W.A. Daszewski, "Mummy Portraits from Northern 
Egypt: The Necropolis in Marina el-Alamein," in Portraits and Masks: Burial Customs in Roman Egypt, ed. M. L. 
Bierbrier (London: Published for the Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum Press, 1997), 59.
133 Ibid., 64.
134 Ibid., 60.



side of the banquet hall led to a five to seven meter-deep open-air court with an altar (and 
occasionally a water well) in the center.135 

Figure 1.22: Hypogeum (S 6) plan and section, 1st to 2nd century CE, Marina el-Alamein (Dobrowolski, 
61 figure 2)

 Loculi, used to house the dead, and the benches below them were hewn in the bedrock. 
Some of the loculi—particularly  those that were oriented with their long side towards the 
chamber, may have been closed with curtains, or shrouds. Dobrowolski noted the discovery in 
several chambers of “four or five small circular mortises set at regular intervals just above the 
upper edge of the loculus and revealing traces of what looked like wooden pegs fastened with 
mortar.”136  He has suggested that these features may have been used to suspend shrouds.137 
Burial goods were limited to small glass bottles, sherds of ceramic cups, textile fragments, and 
partly burned pieces of wood.138  Eleven corpses were discovered in a walled funerary  chamber. 
Of the eleven, five had very poorly  preserved mummy portraits. The majority of the bodies 
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135 Ibid.
136 Ibid.
137 A substantial number of shrouds—particularly the full-body portrait and tri-figure shrouds—do not exhibit crease 
or folding marks. This could indicate that they were likely never wrapped or laid on the mummy. Dobrowolski’s 
discoveries at Marina el-Alamein arguably support the idea that some of these funerary shrouds were never intended 
to envelop the mummified body,  but rather cover the loculus that housed the body of the deceased. See Chapter 2 of 
this dissertation for further discussion on the function of mummy shrouds.
138 Ibid., 61.



suffered from extensive decay due to the humidity and disintegrated at  the touch.139  The 
discoveries at Marina el-Alamein indicate that mummification and funerary portraiture140  were 
not only characteristic of Fayyum and Upper Egyptian Roman burials, but also of Lower 
Egyptian burials. 
 
 1.5.3.4 Kom el-Shoqafa

 Like the hypogea at Marina el-Alamein, the catacombs of Kom el-Shoqafa provide 
insight into the constructed architectural and ritual space for the dead. Kom el-Shoqafa lies on 
the western necropolis of Alexandria, and it is comprised of a series of catacombs (Figure 1.23) 
consisting of three levels.141  This complex of burial chambers and banqueting halls is 
architecturally and artistically embellished making it a hallmark of Alexandrian monumental 
funerary  building. Marjorie Venit describes the catacombs as “vast intricately decorated interior 
spaces cut so greatly into the rock [that they] present an enormity of experience outside the 
normal human realm and bespeak a level of technological expertise…”142  A large spiral staircase 
descends round a circular shaft, which provides air and light for visitors, to the vestibule and first 
level of the structure. A rotunda that originally only led to the left before the addition of more 
tombs opens to a triclinium that provided space for visitors to celebrate meals in honor of the 
dead.143 
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139 Ibid., 62-63.
140 The discovery of these mummy portraits at Marina el-Alamein constitute the first of such finds in Lower Egypt. 
Mummies discovered during excavations in this region were often in an advanced state of decay or completely 
rotten. If excavators had previously discovered mummies with portraits at Pharos Island (Ras el Tin and Anfushy 
cemeteries) in Alexandria, they were never recorded. See Ibid., 64-65.
141  Marjorie Susan Venit, The Monumental Tombs of Ancient Alexandria : The Theater of the Dead (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 26.
142 Ibid., 125-126.
143  Contemporary rooms used for similar purposes can be seen in wall paintings in Pompeii. When archaeologists 
first entered the triclinium, they found tableware and amphorae from these meals. This evidence supports the idea 
that this space was used for feasting and celebrating the dead. Given the small space (8.5m wide x 9m deep), it also 
appears that these meals were more intimate gatherings—perhaps for only immediate family members. See J.  Y. 
Empereur, A Short Guide to the Catacombs of Kom el Shoqafa Alexandria, trans. Colin Clement, 2nd ed., A Short 
Guide (Alexandria, Egypt: Harpocrates Publishing, 2003), 4-5.



Figure 1.23: Section of Kom el-Shoqafa, 2nd to 4th century CE, Alexandria (Empereur)

 The second level is accessed by a staircase that leads down to the principal tomb. This 
central tomb of Kom el-Shoqafa has a plan akin to that of a Greek temple or temple-tomb 
complete with an antechamber and a pronaos set before the inner sanctum of the naos.144  The 
burial chamber has three sarcophagi carved into niches decorated with traditional–yet stylized–
Egyptian funerary  reliefs. Two doorways, just before the pronaos, lead into galleries of rock cut 
loculi (Figure 1.24) where hundreds of deceased individuals were buried. Coins discovered in 
this area indicate that the complex had been used until the beginning of the fourth century  CE. 
French archaeologist and Egyptologist Jean-Yves Empereur has stated that, “such a huge facility 
suggests the involvement of a well-organised undertaking business…Finds from other parts of 
the Roman empire have confirmed that these companies existed.”145  Only the most elite could 
afford their own funerary chapel and sarcophagus, and a maze of loculi were added to the 
catacomb to suit the needs of the elite who were buried in simple loculi sealed with plastered 
slabs.146 Empereur has suggested that many of the loculi ultimately  held more than one body, and 
it is likely  that over three hundred individuals were laid to rest at Kom el-Shoqafa.147 
Unfortunately, there is not enough material evidence nor skeletal remains to verify Empereur’s 
hypothesis. If any mummified bodies had been discovered, the rising water table and humid 
climate would have rotted them beyond recognition.
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144 Ibid., 6-7.
145 Ibid., 15-16.
146 Ibid., 16.
147 Ibid.



Figure 1.24: Loculi of Kom el-Shoqafa, 2nd to 4th c. CE, Alexandria (Empereur, 16 figure 20)
 
1.5.4 The Funerary Rituals

 The final resting place of the mummified body not only ensured the physical survival of 
the deceased’s body, but also provided the ritual space where the regeneration of the dead could 
occur. Certainly the bundled material funerary  ensemble was accompanied by a variety of rituals 
and ceremonies that may  or may not have left behind substantial archaeological traces.148 
Nonetheless, it  is important to keep in mind the essential nature and symbolic significance of 
performance and appropriate funerary rites. Surviving Demotic papyri have preserved funerary 
rituals such as the “Opening of the Mouth,” the judgment from the “Book of the Dead,” and 
glorification in the “Book of Breathing” and the “Book of Traversing Eternity.”149 Such evidence 
dating to the Roman Period emphasizes the value in the performance of funerary  rituals and its 
relevance in the revivification and commemoration of the dead. Since Roman burial outfits had 
been scaled down, the mummified body, funerary  rituals, feasts, and subsequent visitations were 
given more ideological weight than before.150 When performed and recited, these aforementioned 
funerary  texts invoked ritual protection, aided in rebirth, and secured the efficacy of the entire 
burial ensemble.
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148  In various instances, papyrological texts, inscriptions,  imagery, and material culture have expanded our 
knowledge of various ceremonies and rituals associated with the burial process.  Archaeological traces of funerary 
wreaths, fruits, seeds, and leaves at Hawara are likely remains of funerary offerings and ritual provisions for the 
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1.6 Sources and Methodology

 Excavations conducted in the early 1900s by  Bruyère, Petrie, and Guimet and their 
published reports provide some of the information and material culture used to understand the 
archaeological contexts and overall funerary functions of the mummy shrouds from Roman 
Egypt. Unfortunately, early documented archaeological records are often lacking in detail and 
information. Nonetheless, given the overall absence of the archaeological context of the mummy 
shrouds, these resources remain invaluable and contribute to an understanding of the temporal 
and spatial contexts of the mummy shrouds. 
 The methods of recording the mummy shroud iconography and information were: 1) a 
Relational database 2) Photography 151 3) Freehand sketching.152  The information compiled for 
each mummy shroud is presented in the catalog at the end of this dissertation. Documents and 
sources associated with the mummy shrouds were obtained from early excavation reports, 
catalogs, online museum databases (both online public and private museum databases), and 
museum entries and photographs. This information was stored in a relational database153 
designed to facilitate my analysis and comparisons of the mummy shrouds. The database 
contains records for Museum Inventory Numbers, Provenance, Location, Dimensions, Type, 
Gender, Inscriptions, References, Images, and Supplementary  Notes. Additional fields can be 
added to each entry to facilitate further research objectives and inquiries. 
 The one hundred and twenty-nine mummy shrouds of this study are divided into six 
categories154 (Osiris shrouds, Hathor shrouds, Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds, Full-body Portrait 
shrouds, Tri-figure shrouds, and Fragmentary  shrouds) based on decoration and composition (see 
Diagram 1.5 and Appendix 1.1). Despite the fragmented state of preservation of the mummy 
shrouds in the sixth category, these objects have been included in this study to indicate the 
widespread use of mummy shrouds along with the variation in iconographic representations.

1.6.1 Osiris Shrouds

 This type of mummy shroud features a single central figure in the guise of the god Osiris. 
The traditional crook and flail coupled with a fully mummiform body securely  identifies the 
figure as Osiris. On the shrouds representing deceased males, the head of the central figure is 
depicted with non-naturalistic features wearing a false beard and atef crown. Osiris shrouds 
depicting women or pre-pubescent males have similar features, but represent the faces of the 
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Ancient Egyptian Art at the Brooklyn Museum of Art for allowing me to photograph the mummy shrouds in their 
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(Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv.  No. Unknown (Room 14) and Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv. No. Unknown (Room 
14, 269)) in the museum were drawn free-hand and are not to scale.
153 Filemaker Pro 11 Advanced was used to create the relational database.
154 Of the six categories only five are types and the other remaining category is designated as “fragmentary” for the 
shrouds that were not well enough preserved to be typed.



deceased in a naturalistic three-quarter portrait (for women) or naturalistic portrait en face (for 
the young boys). These deceased individuals do not wear the atef crown. Instead, a nimbus or 
winged scarab frames the head.

  In all instances of the Osiris shrouds, the mummiform body is painted in a red or pink 
color with either rhomboidal bandage patterning or a bead-netting pattern decorating the body. 
More elaborate shrouds are decorated with detailed vignettes either on the central figure’s body 
or on registers in the background. Non-structured (i.e., imagery not on register lines) funerary 
iconography is commonly seen on less elaborate mummy shrouds. Additionally, some of the 
Osiris shrouds contain inscriptions either written on a central band that runs between the legs of 
the central figure or around the entire scene of the shroud, which functions as a border for the 
composition of images. Approximately 26% or 33 out of 129 mummy shrouds are Osiris 
shrouds.

1.6.2 Hathor Shroud

 A counterpart to the Osiris shroud is the Hathor shroud where the non-naturalistic central 
female figure is rendered in the guise of the goddess. One of the defining features of this shroud 
is the tri-partite wig or long black hair adorning the head of the deceased. The central figure also 
wears a close-fitting garment typically painted in a red or pink color and is sometimes accented 
with a bead-net pattern. Funerary  iconography can be seen on vignettes decorating the body of 
the central figure or in the background of the overall composition. The vignettes often include 
scenes of gods performing rituals to help the deceased on her journey through the afterlife or 
apotropaic amuletic figures. Approximately 15% or 20 out of 129 mummy shrouds are Hathor 
shrouds.

1.6.3 Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud

 The Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud is defined by the coffin shrine casing that envelops the 
central figure, typically from the chest down to the ankles. This central space is either decorated 
with funerary vignettes or a rhomboidal bandage or bead-net pattern. An architectural frame is 
built  up  from the coffin casing around the portrait of the central figure. A naturalistic portrait 
captures the image of the deceased. He or she is typically represented in three-quarter profile or 
slightly turned to one side. The central figure generally  holds at least one attribute in his or her 
hand(s) such as: a floral garland, chalice, pomegranate, greenery (or myrtle branch), or ankh. 
Often, the deceased is posed with one hand raised up with the palm facing out. Various vignettes 
adorn the mummy casing or are displayed in registers along the sides of the central figure. 
Approximately 27% or 35 out of 129 mummy shrouds are Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds.

1.6.4 Full-body Portrait Shroud

 This mummy shroud type depicts the central figure in a full-length naturalistic portrait. 
Typically the deceased wears the traditional civic costume of the time, which can include a tunic, 
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mantle, clavus or clavi, and sandals. The individual holds at least one object in his or her hand(s) 
such as a garland, chalice, the hem of his or her tunic or mantle, or an ankh.The deceased is also 
posed with one hand raised and palm facing out, which is a similar posture seen on the Coffin 
Shrine Portrait shrouds. Funerary iconography is often displayed in background vignettes or 
drawn in a non-structured manner around the central figure. Approximately 12% or 15 out of 129 
mummy shrouds are Full-body portrait shrouds.

1.6.5 Tri-figure Shroud

 The Tri-figure shroud includes a full-length naturalistically drawn portrait of an 
individual who wears civic dress and is flanked by two deities. Osiris and Anubis are the most 
commonly included deities on the Tri-figure shrouds. There are a few instances of Isis and 
Nephthys (or possibly Hathor) appearing on the shrouds. In general, the three figures stand on 
top of a solar bark with the deceased standing in the center of the two deities. Often the portrait 
head of the deceased is highlighted by a light-colored square frame or an architectural feature. 
Funerary imagery  is often organized into background registers. Typical imagery includes: the 
Four Sons of Horus, a libation pourer, embalming scenes, and Weighing of the Heart  scenes. The 
Tri-figure shrouds, also commonly referred to as the “psychopomp” shrouds, are well-known for 
the enigmatic black stick-figures commonly seen interacting with the central figure or depicted 
in the background vignettes. Approximately  7% or 9 out of 129 mummy shrouds are Tri-figure 
shrouds.

1.6.6 Fragmentary

 These shrouds are generally in a poor state of preservation with too little intact to be 
definitively classified. Therefore, a sixth category  has been created to include any information 
that can be gleaned from the surviving iconography. All examples have been tentatively 
designated types, but are included in the “fragmentary” category since there is no way  to verify 
the accuracy of the classification. In some cases, the only published images of certain shrouds do 
not photograph the entire object and only focus on one detail of the shroud. As a result, these 
examples have also been labeled as “fragmentary.” Perhaps additional finds and future projects 
will enable us to reevaluate this category and place these fragments into their appropriate types. 
Approximately 13% or 17 out of 129 mummy shrouds are too fragmentary to classify.
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Diagram 1.5: Pie chart with percentage and number of mummy shroud types

1.7 Why Mummy Shrouds?
 
 Often overlooked or dissected into dichotomous parts because of their Hellenic and 
Egyptian hybrid pictorial nature, the mummy shrouds provide unparalleled insight into religious 
and social facets of life and death in Roman Egypt. Moving beyond the aesthetic properties of 
these objects and focusing on the symbolic and material functions of what is depicted on the 
shrouds enables a fuller understanding of individual and collective social aspirations as well as 
afterlife beliefs. Textual sources and prosopographic information discovered with or on the 
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mummy shrouds have identified the middle to upper class citizens who commissioned or were 
commissioned mummy shrouds. This information has revealed the social, professional, and 
religious identities of the individuals depicted on the mummy shrouds. Likewise, the 
combination of text and imagery on several of the mummy shrouds enabled the dead to forge 
familial and social connections for posterity. When combined with archaeological evidence and 
contexts, we can gain insight into the identities, families, and professions of those living in the 
provinces of Roman Egypt. 
 Mummy shrouds are useful in the study  of hybridity because of their extraordinary form 
and function that  reflects a combination of religious practice and artistic expression. When 
viewed in their entirety, the mummy shrouds present a visual language that defines much of the 
funerary  art from Roman Egypt. In the overall decorative scheme of the mummy shroud, vivid 
forms of expression, such as naturalism and traditional Egyptian symbolism, are used to embody 
the beliefs and practices relating to death. By placing the mummy shrouds in their Egyptian 
contexts and by analyzing both the physical portrait  of the dead and the surrounding 
iconography, we can begin to comprehend the development of funerary symbolism and practice 
within a multicultural context.
 One possible vehicle for expression is the material form of the mummy shroud.155  The 
combination of the physical material properties of the shroud, the mummified body of the dead, 
and the symbolic properties of the content form a lasting image that possessed magical properties 
aiding in the divine transfiguration of the dead. By examining the mummy shrouds through the 
lens of materiality, we gain a further understanding of how material objects were equipped with 
magical capabilities and became agents of transformation. The mummy shrouds are useful to the 
study of materiality  and funerary archaeology, because they illustrate how meaning was 
transmitted through visual and physical representations. Taken as a whole, the funerary  ensemble 
provided for the dead lends itself to an understanding of how material components worked 
together to reveal the religious and social inclinations of the deceased.  

1.8 Organization of the Discussion

 This study is divided into five main parts. Part  I, “Introductory  Materials,” examines the 
tradition of funerary shrouds beginning in the New Kingdom and leading up to the Roman 
Period. It is also an introduction to the corpus of mummy shrouds analyzed in this study and 
reveals information about their context, dating, material composition, and function. Part II, 
“Traditional Approaches: Context and Chronology,” discusses the methods traditionally 
employed by  nineteenth and twentieth century scholars who have studied Greco-Roman mummy 
portraits and shrouds. In this section, I demonstrate the advantages of new theoretical approaches 
regarding typologies of iconography and the application of anthropological and social theory in 
my analysis of the mummy shrouds. In Part III, “New Approaches to Traditional Methods: 
Symbolism and Meaning,” I focus on the importance of typologies and how to construct a 
typology  for the mummy shrouds that facilitates a discussion of the significance of visual 
symbolism and the creation of new functions and meaning through hybrid art styles. Part IV, 
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“New Methodological Approaches: Agency and Materiality,” uses anthropological theories 
regarding social memory and materiality and applies these theoretical lenses to case studies of 
the mummy shrouds. Lastly, Part V, “Conclusions and Future Considerations,” ends with a 
discussion of my findings, emerging trends, and the future direction of the field along with a 
detailed catalog of all currently known mummy shrouds. 
 Chapter 2 critiques the scholarly interpretations of Greco-Roman portraiture in ancient 
Egypt and illustrates the current trends and evolution of the scholarship. The discussion begins 
with the earliest  and most traditional approaches from a Classical perspective, where the focus of 
these studies centered on the Hellenistic tradition of portraiture. By  examining the various art 
historical, Egyptological, and text-based scholarly perspectives, my goal is to provide a 
framework for how to adequately analyze the mummy shrouds without succumbing to 
disciplinary  biases. The discussion of previous scholarship  addresses issues of aesthetics, 
provenance, ethnicity, and dating. In particular, questions regarding chronological approaches 
have dominated scholarly  debates, and this chapter suggests a new typological approach that will 
inform the rest of this study on the mummy shrouds. 
 Chapters 3, 4, and 5 argue for the importance of typological approaches to material 
culture, and demonstrate the need for an iconographic typology of the mummy shrouds. The first 
chapter presents how typologies are constructed to produce quantitative results and address 
specific research questions regarding the symbolism and meaning of the iconography  of the 
shrouds. Chapter 4 engages in a discussion of the Osiris and Hathor shroud types and examines 
issues of gender representation and identity formation. Chapter 5 focuses on the hybridized 
nature of the Coffin Shrine Portrait, Full-body Portrait, and Tri-figure shrouds. The goal of this 
chapter is to illustrate how hybridized visual combinations expressed in these shroud types 
produced new symbolic meanings that were translatable to the viewer on multiple culturally 
encoded levels. 
 Chapter 6 is a discussion of the materiality and agency of objects, with particular 
reference to the visual and physical features of the mummy shrouds that enabled human and 
object interactions. By applying a theoretical lens of materiality  to the mummy shrouds, I explore 
the co-existence and co-mingling of religious and funerary traditions. The fundamental role 
materiality plays in relationships between humans, objects and humans, and objects themselves, 
is rarely considered. In this chapter, mummy shrouds from Thebes are examined using an 
ontological perspective in which I argue that these funerary ensembles demonstrate how social 
relationships developed through these material forms. One broader implication of this theoretical 
application is that this type of object-oriented analysis provides a potential framework for 
interpreting how materiality  shaped the social lives of ancient objects and people through various 
networks of relationships that constituted elite Roman Egyptian burial practices. 
 This dissertation concludes in Chapter 7 by addressing the significance and symbolism of 
iconographic and compositional trends of the mummy shrouds in ancient Egypt over the course 
of the Roman Period. I conclude with ideas for future research and how themes of typology, 
gender, identity, hybridity, and materiality can be applied to future studies of mummy shrouds 
and ancient Egyptian Greco-Roman funerary art as a whole.
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Part II: Traditional Approaches: Context and Chronology
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Chapter 2: Interpreting Greco-Roman Funerary Art: a 
Scholarship Review

2.1 Introduction

 Greco-Roman Egypt has been largely ignored by Egyptologists until comparatively 
recently. Studies of ancient Egyptian material culture have traditionally  given preference to the 
art and archaeology of Pharaonic periods, and primarily emphasized the Old, Middle, and New 
Kingdoms. Indeed, these prolific periods produced an abundance of funerary  material and 
generated some of the most prominent  monuments, funerary or otherwise, in ancient Egypt.156 
However, recent studies over the past thirty to fifty  years have started to emphasize the 
importance of artistic, archaeological, and textual evidence dating to the Ptolemaic and Roman 
periods. Texts, masks, portraits, mummies, and shrouds from the Greco-Roman period, in 
particular, attract attention with their unique blend of Egyptian and Hellenistic visual traditions. 
 As early as the seventeenth century CE, Greco-Roman Egypt was discussed and studied 
with varying levels of attention given to the material culture and archaeology of this period. In 
some instances, early explorers and researchers were fascinated by the naturalism and human-
like qualities of mummies with painted portraits and enthusiastically exported these objects 
(often devoid of their original context) for private and public collections. Meanwhile, more 
typically, other intrepid explorers and early scholars considered Greco-Roman material culture to 
have little or no value for the study of Egyptology. For most Egyptologists, even today, ancient 
Egyptian history stopped at the end of the Dynastic era.157  
 It is difficult to provide a scholarship  review dedicated specifically to mummy shrouds 
since few scholars have studied these objects in detail. The history  and politics concerning the 
discovery  of the mummy portraits and shrouds has shaped the perspectives of eighteenth, 
nineteenth, and even twentieth century  scholars who approached these objects from colonialist 
perspectives privileging westernized Greek Hellenistic portraiture over Egyptian elements. 
Emphasis was placed solely on the portrait  of the deceased, and both mummy portraits and 
shrouds were lumped together and published side-by-side in catalogs. Minimal attempts were 
made to understand the function and symbolism of the surrounding Egyptian motifs on the 
shrouds, and archaeological context (if the information was even available) was rarely  discussed 
unless there was any chronological significance associated with it. Therefore, the discussion of 
previous scholarship  is divided into categories based on school’s of thought (e.g., Classical 
studies, Egyptology, Art History, etc.). By reviewing the work of scholars according to their 
discipline, we can see how the study of portraiture in Roman Egypt has evolved over time while 
focusing on elements such as style, chronology, texts, and contexts. I begin my discussion with 
some of the earliest discoveries of Greco-Roman funerary objects such as portrait mummies and 
shrouds and how these early  interpretations subsequently influenced Classical and Art historical 
studies of Roman funerary portraiture in Egypt. By organizing the discussion in this manner, 
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current research trends are illuminated and indicate the rising importance of social and 
archaeological contexts when analyzing the imagery exhibited on portrait mummies and shrouds. 
Context is, and will always be, a primary concern and source of frustration, since a significant 
portion of Greco-Roman funerary material is unprovenanced. 

2.2 Early Interpretations

 Some of the earliest modern references to Ptolemaic and Roman funerary material come 
from travel diaries, exploration narratives, and early excavation reports of affluent travelers, 
treasure hunters, and budding archaeologists.158  One of the earliest narratives detailing the 
discovery  of Greco-Roman material dates to December of 1615, when an Italian nobleman and 
traveller named Pietro della Valle (1586-1652) visited the site of Saqqara.159  While conducting 
his own “excavation,” Della Valle was approached by locals selling two mummies with painted 
mummy shrouds. He eventually  purchased these complete and undamaged mummies (Figure 
2.1). The male mummy had a naturalistic painted portrait, and his body  was richly  decorated 
with various symbols and ornaments in a variety  of colors. Written on his chest was the 
inscription: "#$#%&, or “farewell,” which intrigued Della Valle.160  In his letters, Della Valle 
described the male and female mummies as “the most exquisite sight in the world…, quite apart 
from the fact that the curiosity  of scholars can draw a thousand conclusions from it  for the 
knowledge of the antiquities of those days.”161 He also recorded his experience of climbing down 
into the grave where the mummies had been discovered. “When I arrived at the bottom of the 
shaft myself, I found corpses in all the graves, so that  it was clear that…, the shaft had only just 
then been discovered. The corpses lay buried in the sand without any particular order…, one on 
top of another, just like macaroni and cheese.”162  Della Valle would later publish his account of 
his travels in a three part series.163  Despite his excitement over his new acquisitions, back in 
Europe, these two shrouded mummies were regarded as curiosities since their artistic qualities 
did not appeal to the European western aesthetic of the time.164 
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161 Ibid.
162 Ibid.
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Figure 2.1: Female portrait mummy (left) and male portrait mummy (right), c. 253-268 CE, Found at 
Saqqara by Pietro della Valle, Staatliche Skulpturensammlung Aeg. 778 and 777 (respectively)(Doxiadis, 
18-19 Pl. 9-12)

 Extensive work carried out in Egypt by British and French expeditions uncovered a 
variety of objects—particularly painted portraits—from Thebes and Saqqara. In 1823 and 1826, 
the British Museum and the Louvre acquired artifacts from British consul Henry Salt 
(1780-1826).165  In October 1815, Salt wrote of his discoveries. In his notes he states, “One case 
contains two Greek mummies—one of which is of great  value, as it has upon it a portrait painted 
on wood in the encaustic style of the an[c]ients…The specimen I send home may throw a light 
upon this subject and to illustrate thereby the early  history of the art.”166 Perhaps as a result  of his 
recognition of the significance, mummy portraits and shrouds from Saqqara and Thebes entered 
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various European collections throughout the nineteenth century.167  These efforts in the late 
eighteenth and early  nineteenth century  lead to mummy portraits gaining prominence in public 
scholarship and displays.
 Considerable discoveries in Egypt at the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of 
the twentieth century  brought more attention to Greco-Roman funerary art. The discovery of a 
major cemetery, with many mummies and painted portraits, at the site of er-Rubayat in 1887 
introduced these objects to various European cities and to New York.168  Around the same time, 
from 1887 to 1889, Sir Flinders Petrie (1853-1942) continued his work at  Hawara. Like other 
Fayum sites, Petrie discovered many mummies with painted naturalistic portraits. His expressive 
letters report of a “procession of three gilt mummies…glittering in the sun” and his attempts to 
salvage poorly preserved portraits, which he planned to reconstruct with new conservation 
techniques.169  In 1921, Petrie returned to the site of Hawara, where he continued to make 
discoveries of Roman period portraits and mummies.170  The vast majority  of these objects are 
now a part of the various collections in Great Britain. Unlike many of his predecessors, Petrie 
carefully  recorded the archaeological context of his finds.171  Yet over half of all known mummy 
portraits lack any information concerning their context. This dearth of knowledge can likely  be 
attributed to the enormous public interest  that resulted from Petrie’s discoveries, which caused 
artists and antiquities dealers to encourage the illegal digging of these objects to boost the art 
market.172  However, over time, artistic interest in Roman mummy portraits waned as critics and 
scholars viewed them as an “isolated phenomenon without due consideration of their Egyptian 
and Roman context.”173 
 Consequently, the study of mummy portraits and the majority  of other Greco-Roman 
material culture was hindered, as these objects were regarded as a classical development by most 
Egyptologists who preferred the more traditional pharaonic periods, and as a result ignored this 
later material in their studies of ancient Egypt. Classicists who continued to focus on the mummy 
portraits were primarily interested in the development of Roman portraiture and largely  ignored 
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any Egyptian elements associated with the portraits.174  It was not until the 1960s that several 
scholars began a to specialize in Greco-Roman portraiture, which included portraits on wood and 
linen mediums, and most importantly on painted shrouds. 

2.3 Classical Perspectives

 The type of attention scholars have given to the mummy shrouds varies by discipline. In 
some studies, mummy shrouds are never mentioned or are only  mentioned in conjunction with 
portraits or full portrait mummies. Rarely, are mummy shrouds given the attention they require. 
This is especially the case in scholarship  belonging to the discipline of Classics and Classical 
Archaeology. The following scholars have been selected for discussion as a result of their 
classical approaches to Egyptian funerary art—especially  portraiture—from the Ptolemaic and 
Roman periods. Scholars such as László Castiglione coined the term “double style” and sought 
to distinguish Greek and Egyptian artistic styles in funerary  art. Klaus Parlasca, a prolific writer 
on the subject of Greco-Roman portraiture in Egypt, consistently focuses on the Roman aspects 
of funerary portraiture and typically ignores the Egyptian context  and compositional elements in 
his discussions of the mummy shrouds. Barbara Borg continues to privilege Classical approaches 
in her analysis of Egyptian funerary art while challenging the dating criteria used to date the 
mummy portraits. Overall, the scholarship of these authors reveals the tendency to create 
dichotomies between Egyptian iconography, which is viewed as secondary, and Hellenized 
elements of Greco-Roman funerary art, which are the primary focus.

2.3.1 László Castiglione

 In 1961, the hybrid nature of Greco-Roman funerary  art caught the attention of a 
Hungarian Egyptologist named László Castiglione. He observed that art pertaining to Egyptian 
religion (e.g., temple architecture, relief, and sculpture) was executed in an “Egyptian style,” 
while art pertaining to social aspects of life (e.g., funerary art) provided the right medium for the 
“interpénétration” of Greek and Egyptian artistic styles.175  He referred to the combination of 
these two distinct styles as the “style double,” or double style, where each had their own 
“manières de la représentation”—one characteristic of Egyptian art and the other of Greek art.176 
Castiglione’s argument is tenuous since he uses the term “style” in a broad sense to refer to an 
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entire culture: Egyptian style and Greek style. Likewise, Castiglione never defines the 
parameters of these two styles, nor does he indicate what distinguishes something from being 
“Greek” or “Egyptian.” Castiglione’s study of Greco-Roman funerary  art (which includes 
examples of painted tomb reliefs, sculpture, stelae, mummy masks, painted portraits, and painted 
mummy shrouds) is highly problematic since he establishes a false dichotomy in his analysis of 
these objects. To him, funerary art combined two entirely  separate styles in one medium, where 
there is no overlap or influence among the two. In other words, Castiglione would consider an 
image of a man (Figure 2.2) wearing a mantel (himation) over a tunic (chiton) to be depicted in 
the “Greek style” despite the figure’s adherence to pharaonic representational principles—a 
conceptual rendering of the human form in which the head, arms, and feet are presented in 
profile, while the one-eye, shoulders, hands, and torso are shown frontally.177  His assumptions 
and attempt to separate out Greek and Egyptian elements resulted in a narrow analysis of these 
works, in which the primary objective was to identify  two distinct representational systems. 
Although misguided, Castiglione’s incipient studies of hybrid art mobilized a discussion of 
Greco-Roman funerary  art and has since influenced the successive work of many classical 
archaeologists. Consequently, there is little doubt that Castiglione’s study has shaped “the 
growing school of thought which sees Hellenistic culture generally  in terms of juxtaposition 
rather than of a mixture.”178

Figure 2.2: Image of a man from a painted plaster mummy mask fragment, Mid to late 1st  c. CE, Middle 
Egypt, Paris, Louvre, E 25384 (Riggs 2005, 13 figure 3)
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177 Ibid., 12-13. Castiglione, "Dualité Du Style Dans L'art Sépulcral Égyptien a L'époque Romaine," 212.
178 Roger Bagnall, "Papyrology and Ptolemaic History: 1956-1980," Classical World 76(1982): 18-19.



2.3.2 Klaus Parlasca

 German classical archaeologist Klaus Parlasca was one of the first scholars to 
systematically  investigate the painted portraits of Roman Egypt. In 1966, Parlasca published his 
primary contribution to the study of portraiture of Roman Egypt—Mumienporträts und 
verwandte Denkmäler—in which he cites the existence of over 750 examples of portraits. His 
corpus of material is comprised of wooden portrait panels and other funerary items such as 
plaster masks, wrapping decoration, and painted shrouds, primarily from the Fayum region. 
 In his work, Parlasca’s primary objective was to arrange his material in chronological 
order based on style and archaeological context.179  Parlasca also set out to understand the 
archaeological context of the portraits—particularly  for sites such as Hawara, Abusir el Meleq, 
and Antinoopolis. By examining the artistic style of the portraits and comparing portraits of 
unknown provenance to those discovered in situ, Parlasca hoped to gain insight into the mummy 
portraits’ developmental contexts and their Hellenistic precursors.180 Parlasca tackled the difficult 
subject of style (a term he does not adequately define) and its relationship to chronological 
sequencing by analyzing changes in dress from earlier examples to later known examples of wall 
paintings, mosaics, and sculpture from Italy. He compared these Roman objects to the mummy 
portraits and examined how these stylistic changes could be used to date the portraits.181  The 
most constructive form of dating comes from comparisons of hair and dress worn by  men and 
women in the portraits with examples of Roman portraits and sculpture from Italy. In one 
example, Parlasca revised the dating of a shroud of a female in Berlin (Berlin, Ägyptisches 
Museum, 11652)182  (Figure 2.3). A comparison of hairstyles from the elder Agrippina on known 
portraits with the hairstyle of the female on the shroud allowed Parlasca to re-date the Berlin 
shroud to the first  century  CE instead of the fourth century  CE.183 However, the common three-
quarter profile or frontal view of the individuals depicted in the mummy portraits and shrouds 
often obscures the hair arranged behind the head and makes comparisons with sculpture in the 
round or coins particularly challenging for scholars—including Parlasca.184  Therefore, at times, 
Parlasca’s dating arguments are undermined due to questionable comparanda. 
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179  A similar approach was used in the dating of mummy masks by Günter Grimm. See Günter Grimm and 
Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Die römischen Mumienmasken aus Ägypten (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974). Also 
see, Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.
180 Ibid., 16.
181 Although, at times, Parlasca uses Roman examples where disagreements over dating have also occurred.
182 Ibid., 168. See Pls. 12,2 and 14,2 (detail)
183 Ibid., 168-170. For more comparisons see Parlasca’s footnote 118 on page 169.
184  One example in which Parlasca’s stylistic dating may be questionable is in the case of the Boston shroud of a 
female (Boston Inv. 54.993)(Pl. 43, 1). Parlasca dates the shroud to the late second century CE. Although, based on 
comparisons with another Boston shroud of a female (Boston Inv. 50.650)(Pl. 13, 2) and the Berlin portrait of Aline 
(Pl. 8, 1)(Berlin Äg. Inv. 11411), the first Boston shroud (Inv. 54.993) could also date to the mid- to late first century 
CE. See Ibid., 186-188.



Figure 2.3: Mummy shroud of female, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 
(photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin )
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 Parlasca’s chapter titled, “Bemalte Leichentücher,” presents one of the first studies 
specifically devoted to Roman mummy shrouds. In the chapter, Parlasca reveals that his study  is 
not comprehensive,185  he notes that  a proper stylistic analysis of the shrouds would require an 
understanding of Egyptian imperial funerary art and a substantial knowledge of traditional 
Egyptian funerary iconography. Nevertheless, Parlasca’s presentation of important evidence has 
laid the foundation for further research on the subject. The majority of his chapter is focused on 
tracing the evolution of the use of funerary shrouds. Parlasca believed the custom began during 
the New Kingdom in Thebes. Examples from Deir el-Bahari illustrate scenes of Hathor worship, 
while other examples depict the deceased seated before an offering table—imagery akin to 
Egyptian slab stelae.186 However, his efforts are thwarted by a lack of dateable shrouds from the 
twenty-first Dynasty (c. 1000 BCE) to the beginning of the Ptolemaic Period. Nevertheless, as 
one of the first  scholars to produce a study on Roman mummy shrouds, Parlasca’s volumes are 
invaluable for their presentation of widely scattered material.187  
 The removal of mummy portraits and shrouds from their original mummified bodies has 
resulted in the decontextualization of these objects. Perhaps, this explains how and why classical 
scholars, like Parlasca, have viewed and interpreted the mummy portraits as a classical 
phenomenon. In his work, Parlasca exhibits a clear preference for Hellenistic imagery, and when 
discussing the mummy shrouds, he establishes a divide between what he considers “Egyptian” 
and “Hellenistic” artistic styles. This forced separation of cultural motifs along with his 
unwillingness to accept possible independent developments in the Roman Period, has restricted 
Parlasca’s analysis of the shrouds. Likewise, by imposing a classical bias onto his analysis of the 
mummy portraits and shrouds, Parlasca has further assisted in the removal of their original 
Egyptian context and character. 
 Parlasca’s subsequent four volume catalog series on the mummy portraits and shrouds, 
Ritratti di Mummie: Repertario d’arte dell’Egitto greco-romano (1969-2003),188  is significant 
for its compilation and presentation of previously unpublished material.189 As a whole, Parlasca’s 
prolific scholarship is instrumental to researchers of Greco-Roman funerary art  in Egypt, because 
of the vast collection of images, data, and extensive bibliographic information presented in his 
publications. Furthermore, his dating criteria and techniques have opened new lines of inquiry 
and discussion for future studies on the chronology and provenance of mummy portraits and  
shrouds. 
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185 Ibid., 16-17.
186 Ibid., 152-154. See Pls. 54, 1; 54, 2; 55, 1; 55, 2; 
187 Many images of these objects were previously unpublished and unattainable (some of the objects have since been 
lost or are now in private collections).
188 See Parlasca, Ritratti di Mummie.
189 Likewise, Parlasca’s catalog, Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus römischer Zeit, from a 
1999 exhibition in Frankfurt, provides a detailed descriptions and color images of published and unpublished 
mummy shrouds, portraits, and masks. The exhibition was held at the Schirn-Kunsthalle Frankfurt from January 30 
to April 11, 1999. See Parlasca and Seemann, Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus 
römischer Zeit.



2.3.3 Barbara Borg

 Barbara Borg’s 1993 volume, Mummienporträts: Chronologie und Kultureller Kontext, 
builds off of Klaus Parlasca’s 1966 study  of Roman portraiture in Egypt. Borg’s study primarily 
focuses on panel mummy portraits and only  references shrouds when needed for comparisons 
and dating. Borg acknowledges that her corpus selection may seem arbitrary to the reader, 
especially since she incorporates a combination of various portraits and shrouds in her analysis. 
Like Parlasca, she also cautions that a thorough investigation of the mummy shrouds would 
require her to increase the size and depth of her study, which was not her initial objective.190 In 
Borg’s opinion, the mummy shrouds pose a separate set of questions regarding provenance, 
technological production, and stylistic representation.191  Overall, Borg’s objective is to explore 
some of the most important questions raised by  the genre of mummy portraiture through specific 
examples that enable her to: reinvestigate the archaeological findspots of the portraits; reanalyze 
dating methods and modify chronological dating; reevaluate stylistic criteria; and describe the 
religious and sociocultural environment in which the mummy portraits were created and existed.
 Borg redefines the dating of portraits by emphasizing Greek, as opposed to Roman, 
characteristics and naturalistic representations. In her analysis of the mummy portraits and of 
Hellenistic sculpture, Borg reveals the relationship of mummy portraits to Greek and Roman art. 
The author posits that  through the mummy portraits, a Hellenic identity was constructed in 
Roman-era portraiture since, “mummy portraits assert  the norms and values cultivated in urban 
centers of the Greek East.”192  In other words, civic and familial duties, self-presentation through 
art, and education were some of the guiding social principles that developed and influenced this 
Hellenic identity expressed through portraiture.  
 In 1998, Borg published her book entitled“Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt...” 
Ägyptische Porträtmumien. Like Lorelei Corcoran in her 1995 study of portrait mummies, Borg 
emphasizes the importance of understanding both ancient and modern contexts of the mummy 
portraits.193  She pays particular attention to the history of mummy portrait collecting and the 
politics surrounding their discovery.194  Borg notes how classicists, art historians, and collectors 
first examined the portraits in the 1880s and 1890s and showed enthusiasm over their naturalism 
and what they  considered to be a lost  genre of Roman art. Borg underscores that the removal of 
the portraits from their mummies and the portability  of these paintings greatly influenced 
classical scholarship and the decontextualized readings of these images.195  Likewise, she 
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190  Borg is one of the first scholars to acknowledge the limitations of her own study and urge that the mummy 
shrouds be investigated in future studies. See Barbara Borg and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., 
Mumienporträts: Chronologie und kultureller Kontext (P. von Zabern, 1996), 2.
191 Borg also references mummy masks, objects that were the subject of many studies in the early 1990s,  in Chapter 
8 of her manuscript. In Borg’s opinion, the shrouds merit their own study and are occasionally mentioned throughout 
her analysis of the panel portraits.
192  Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion,  140-141. See Borg and 
Institut., Mumienporträts: Chronologie und kultureller Kontext.
193 See description of Lorelei Corcoran’s scholarship.
194 Borg, "Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt..." Ägyptische Porträtmumien, 3-32.
195 Ibid.



maintains that the mummy portraits have consistently  intrigued their viewers since they bring to 
life fantasies regarding the lives of individuals from the ancient past.
 Borg’s review of the historical decontextualization of the mummy portraits leads into a 
discussion of how to reinstate these objects within their original cultural milieu and 
archaeological context. First, Borg explores the production and function of mummy portraits, 
which she believes were images of Egypt’s provincial elite.196  Second, Borg re-dates several of 
the portraits based on her knowledge of Roman Imperial sculpture. Like Parlasca, she also 
compares the hairstyles of the mummy portraits to those of Roman busts.197  These comparisons 
reveal that the first portraits were painted under Roman influence in the time of Tiberius (14-37 
CE) and continued until the first decade of the third century CE. Borg believes mummy portrait 
production flourished in the second century  CE. Unlike Parlasca who has suggested that portrait 
production continued into the fourth century CE,198  Borg argues that production slowly declined 
over time and ended by the middle of the third century CE.199  Lastly, Borg examines the 
production of mummy portraits in the late second and early third century CE. 200  She argues that 
portrait production declined during this period, and she also suggests the economic crisis and 
general decline of Egyptian cults during the mid-third century  are likely causes for the decrease 
in production.201 
 Borg’s scholarship occasionally privileges classical sources and materials over ancient 
Egyptian sources, which has resulted in a skewed interpretation of the visual and material culture 
of Roman Egypt. However, her extensive comparisons of Greek and Roman images and mummy 
portraits have helped redefine dating criteria and have brought forth new evidence that has 
challenged preexisting studies. Likewise, her work on intercultural relationships in the 
multicultural society of Roman Egypt has illustrated how anthropological and social history 
techniques can be successfully applied to material culture from Roman Egypt.
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196 Ibid., 33-60.
197 Ibid., 38, 43, 46.
198 Parlasca and Seemann, Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus römischer Zeit, 74-78.
199 Borg, "Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt..." Ägyptische Porträtmumien, 88-101.
200 Third, Borg investigates the religious context of the mummy portraits and questions if some of the images depict 
cult initiates. Corcoran has made similar assertions about the cultic affiliations of the deceased depicted in the 
mummy portraits. Like Corcoran, Borg believes the names of the individuals portrayed can be used to infer their 
cultural identity and religious affiliation. Of particular interest is Borg’s argument that some of the portrait mummies 
were kept and displayed in the house. This theory is based on a literal reading of Roman period literature suggesting 
that mummies were kept in the home and put on display during cult festivals and banquets.  Although Borg’s idea of 
the growing importance of public self-representation is intriguing, there simply is not enough domestic 
archaeological evidence to definitively suggest portrait mummies were ever displayed in the home. For further 
discussion of patronage, see Chapter 5 in Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with 
a catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums.  Also see Borg, "Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt..." Ägyptische 
Porträtmumien, 78.
201Some scholars,  including Parlasca, have suggested that the spread of Christianity is another potential explanation 
for the decline in portrait production during the fourth century CE, and that the mummy portraits may have been 
precursors of Christian icons.  If one accepts Borg’s mummy portrait production timeline, it is highly unlikely that 
the portraits served as a direct inspiration for the icons since they had stopped being produced long before the first 
icons appeared. Regardless of when the mummy portraits ceased in production, it is likely that multiple factors 
played a role in obsolescence. Ibid., 87-102.



2.4 Art Historical Perspectives 

 The following art historical approaches to Greco-Roman portraiture give more attention 
to the vast corpus of decontextualized mummy portraits (i.e., those portraits no longer attached to 
their original mummy) than to portrait mummies, masks, and mummy shrouds of the same 
period. In some cases, mummy shrouds are incorporated in discussions of style and provenance, 
but comparisons are limited and are often used to explain an important characteristic of a 
particular mummy portrait. Euphrosyne Doxiadis approaches Greco-Roman funerary art from 
the perspective of a painter whose objective is to explore materials of production, painting 
techniques, and style. Similarly, Morris Bierbrier and Susan Walker reach a broad audience 
through their carefully curated exhibitions and catalogs. However, their approach to mummy 
portraits, and occasionally mummy shrouds and masks, is based on contextual and historical 
lines of inquiry, which address questions of production, ethnicity, and identity.

2.4.1 Euphrosyne Doxiadis

 Euphrosyne Doxiadis approaches the portraits from the perspective of a painter in her 
book The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt. Although she focuses 
primarily  on painterly techniques, Doxiadis acknowledges that “there is nothing in their own 
field that I can teach the historians, the archaeologists, the classicists, or the papyrologists.”202  To 
compensate for her lack of historical and archaeological knowledge, she collaborated with 
Barbara Borg who in turn provided the descriptions of the portraits and several essays on their 
social, religious, and archaeological contexts. 
 In her study, Doxiadis groups the portraits according to the sites where they were 
discovered (or to which they were attributed) and provides useful information regarding their 
various findspots.203  Doxiadis’ approach allows her to access the portraits’ artistic style and 
quality by  examining portraits from specific regions. As a result, she divides the portraits into 
roughly four categories: 1) complex three-quarter poses executed in the sophisticated tradition of 
the Alexandrian school;204  2) less complex and more subtle poses in their naturalistic 
rendering;205  3) schematic stylized portraits;206  4) images of minimalistic quality where the face 
is reduced to a simple linear design.207 Consequently, Doxiadis’ personal knowledge of pigments, 
material resources, and painting technique enables her to reconstruct techniques used by the 
painters of the mummy portraits and to situate the portraits within a pictorial tradition ranging 
from Greek naturalism to Byzantine icons. 
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202 Doxiadis, The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt.
203 Ibid., 13.
204  See the portraits from Hawara: priest of Serapis no. 31; Demos and her baby nos.  39, 40; Artemidorus no. 58. 
Ibid., 32-33, 48-49, 56-57, 70.
205 See portrait nos. 22, 28, and 29 from Philadelphia. Ibid., 27, 30-31.
206 See portrait nos. 75, 76, and 105 with unknown provenance. Ibid., 106-107, 168.
207 See portrait nos. 117 and 118 with unknown provenance. Ibid., 178-179.



 Doxiadis mentions that in her weakness lies her strength, since she can appreciate the 
“artistic greatness” of the portraits, which she believes is a “secret no academic discipline can 
unlock.”208  I disagree with her statement. Since the 1960s, mummy portraits had been primarily 
studied as works of art and evaluated based on their artistic and aesthetic qualities. There had 
also been a longstanding tradition of removing mummy portraits, shrouds, and masks (anything 
portable placed on the mummified body) from their original contexts and assessing their style 
and artistic merit based on western aesthetic ideals. Doxiadis is also equally guilty of executing 
similar evaluative practices in which she projects value judgements and personal emotions onto 
these images of the deceased. Through her work, she perpetuates the idea that  the importance of 
these objects lies in their artistic value. Doxiadis stresses the importance of cultural changes 
fashioned through colonization, and completely ignores the social and religious Egyptian 
traditions from which these portraits and burial customs evolved.209

 Criticism notwithstanding, Doxiadis provides brilliant images and vivid oversize color 
plates not commonly published in academic journals or volumes. Her study also provides a good 
source of information on several sites associated with the portraits and two Saqqara shrouds, 
which are briefly  mentioned and haphazardly included among other mummy portraits. 
Nevertheless, Doxiadis’ approach from the perspective of an artist  and painter is unique and 
provides insight into the production of ancient  portraiture and painting techniques, which were 
the product of a cosmopolitan society  that had largely  adopted Egyptian religious funerary 
practices. 

2.4.2 Morris Bierbrier and Susan Walker

 In the late 1990s, a resurgence of interest in the funerary art of Greco-Roman Egypt was 
marked by new scholarship and a series of museum exhibits.210  Interdisciplinary  research in 
multi-cultural societies and identity constructions soon influenced the perspectives of 
Egyptologists and Classicists. Scholarship on funerary art shifted from descriptive 
characterizations of style and dating to more contextual and historical lines of inquiry. In 
particular, the naturalism and lifelike qualities of Roman mummy portraits attracted a broad 
range of scholars and visitors interested in seeing and studying the faces of the dead.
 In the summer of 1997, the British Museum hosted an exhibition entitled “Ancient 
Faces,”211  in which the museum’s extensive collection of funerary art from Ptolemaic and Roman 
Egypt was supplemented by  additional museum loans to form a comprehensive display primarily 
consisting of Roman mummy portraits. The highlight of the exhibition was a colloquium on 
burial customs of Roman Egypt and a subsequent publication of twenty-one papers that explored 
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208 Ibid., 13.
209 Although, some of Borg’s essays included in the volume address these topics.
210 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 36.
211 This groundbreaking undertaking was organized by Vivian Davies,  Keeper of Egyptian Antiquities at The British 
Museum, and by Morris Bierbrier and Susan Walker of the Departments of Egyptian and of Greek and Roman 
Antiquities.



the practice of incorporating lifelike portraits with the deceased.212  Notable scholars such as 
Roger Bagnall, Barbara Borg, Lorelei Corcoran, Dominic Montserrat, Mark Smith, Jan 
Quaegebeur, Euphrosyne Doxiadis, and Klaus Parlasca (to name a few) presented new 
information and arguments regarding the development of mummy portraiture in both religious 
and social contexts. Likewise, the exhibit and published volume illustrates the advances in 
scientific analysis and conservation of the portraits. 
 The “Ancient Faces” exhibit and the publication Portraits and Masks: Burial Customs in 
Roman Egypt, edited by Bierbrier, inspired a series of exhibitions in Paris, Vienna, and Frankfurt 
that introduced other mummy portraits to the general public. In the spring of 2002, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, in collaboration with The British Museum, hosted a 
modified version of the “Ancient Faces” exhibition, in which The Metropolitan Museum added 
more than forty paintings and related objects from the own collection and from German, French, 
Canadian, and other American collections.213  The exhibition addressed the complexity of the 
culture of Roman Egypt as experienced by the individuals represented in the portraits. On the 
contrary, the catalogue, Ancient Faces: Mummy Portraits from Ancient Egypt, concentrated on 
the artistry, social context, and meaning of the painted portraits.214  John Taylor, Roger Bagnall, 
Morris Bierbrier, Euphrosyne Doxiadis, and editor Susan Walker provided a series of short 
articles that cover topics such as burial practices, portraiture, archaeological discovery, and 
dating. 
 Overall, the traveling “Ancient Faces” exhibition brought mass appeal to the Greco-
Roman portraiture of ancient Egypt, and inspired several other similar exhibits in Europe and the 
United States.215  The naturalistic portraits depicted on panels and shrouds appealed to Western 
aesthetic sensibilities, which are accustomed to seeing and perceiving the subject’s personality as 
well as his or her physical appearance. Ultimately, the large and varied corpus of material 
displayed in these museum exhibitions emphasized the unparalleled interpretive potential of 
funerary art and mortuary evidence from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt.216 

2.5 Egyptological Perspectives 

 Egyptological studies of Greco-Roman funerary art can also be biased in their 
approaches. However, unlike Classicists who approach this material, Egyptologists are often 
driven by a desire to contextualize mummy portraits and masks from this period within an 
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212  Morris L. Bierbrier, ed. Portraits and Masks : Burial Customs in Roman Egypt (London: Published for the 
Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum Press,1997).
213 Susan Walker, ed. Ancient Faces : Mummy Portraits from Roman Egypt (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York: Routledge,1997), 7.
214 See Ibid.
215  Other museum exhibitions include: Marseille, “Égypte Romain (1997); The Louvre,  “Portraits de l’Égypte 
romaine” (1997); Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, “Bilder aus dem Wüstensand” (1998); Linz and Klagenfurt 
“Mumie-Schau’n” (1998); Frankfurt, “Augenblicke” (1999); Belgium, France, and the Netherlands, “Keizers an de 
Nijl/Les Empereurs du Nil” (1999-2001). For more information on these exhibitions and other museum exhibitions 
see Riggs, "Facing the Dead: Recent Research on the Funerary Art of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," 88-89.
216 Ibid., 99.



Egyptian framework. The following scholars have been selected for discussion because of their 
attempts to situate funerary portraiture within a larger historical and social Egyptian context. 
Lorelei Corcoran’s work examines the sociological and religious implications of complete 
mummies with preserved portraits. Dominic Montserrat—one of the few scholars to devote 
attention to just the mummy shrouds—studied the iconography, symbolism, and archaeological 
context of the mummy shrouds, particularly  the Leiden shroud of a male.217  Lastly, Christina 
Riggs focuses on assemblages of objects (e.g., mummies, masks, portraits, and shrouds) that she 
believes can help elucidate the nature of ethnic and religious identities in Roman Egypt. Overall, 
these scholars focus on a broad array  of material with the intention of challenging how 
Classicists and Egyptologists view and analyze material from the Greco-Roman period.

2.5.1 Lorelei Corcoran

 In 1995, Lorelei Corcoran published a monograph of her dissertation research in the 
study of Roman funerary art entitled Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV Centuries A.D.) 
with a catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums. 218  In her study, Corcoran 
meticulously describes examples of complete mummy portraits, which are housed in museum 
collections throughout Egypt.219  In her work, Corcoran challenges the traditional biases of 
Classical and Egyptological scholars who had reduced the study of Ptolemaic and Roman rule in 
Egypt to the dissolution of a great civilization.220  As one of the first Egyptologists to 
systematically  study a corpus of portrait mummies, Corcoran is particularly critical of 
Hellenocentric readings of the mummy portraits, which have permeated the critical works of 
Classical scholars such as Parlasca and Borg.221 
 Corcoran’s study focuses on a clearly delineated corpus of Greco-Roman funerary 
material: complete portrait mummies that are divided into three categories according to body 
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217  For further discussion of the shroud, see Chapter 5 of this dissertation and catalog entry Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, Leiden, F 1968/2.1.
218  Corcoran,  Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a catalog of portrait mummies in 
Egyptian museums.
219 Walker, ed. Ancient Faces : Mummy Portraits from Roman Egypt, 3-5.
220 Ibid., 1-2.
221  Borg’s Mumienporträts: Chronologie und kultureller Kontext (1996) and Doxiadis’ The Mysterious Fayum 
Portraits (1995) were not available to Corcoran while writing her manuscript.



decoration.222  By examining the portrait mummies as a bundled whole, rather than just  the 
portraits in isolation, Corcoran draws parallels and connections between decorative aspects and 
preexisting Egyptian religious traditions. One of Corcoran’s primary  objectives is to investigate 
“complete mummies that  preserve the portraits within the context of their decorated wrappings” 
as a means of addressing various lines of inquiry regarding chronological dating, provenance, 
ideology, and patronage.223  
 Corcoran’s study is methodical, and her standardized formula for each catalog entry 
facilitates a comparative analysis of these portrait mummies. Although the treatment of the 
portrait mummies within the catalog could stand as a study on its own, the heart of Corcoran’s 
work lies in her analysis of the material. One of Corcoran’s main objectives is to establish 
absolute and relative chronologies224  for the portrait mummies. As a means of establishing her 
own chronological framework, Corcoran utilizes carbon dating and inscriptions to corroborate 
previously  proposed dates for decorated mummy wrappings with those dates previously  assigned 
to the individual portraits.225  During this process, Corcoran discovers several portrait mummies 
where discrepancies exist between the dates assigned to their portraits and the suggested dates of 
their body wrappings.226  Traditionally, mummy portraits have been dated based on painterly 
styles and decorative elements, and, as Corcoran’s examples indicate, this technique is 
“susceptive to subjective interpretation” and “cannot be relied on for dating” without the 
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222  Corcoran’s classification is based on manufacturing technique and decoration of the mummy casings: 1) 
Rhombic-wrapped mummies are covered in multiple layers of bandages arranged in a diamond-shaped pattern; 2) 
Red-shrouded mummies are decorated in a cloth or stucco casing that was painted red. The body was either divided 
into registers that depicted mythological scenes or a full-length representation of the individual; 3) The least 
common type was the stucco mummies that have a body where the registers or entire body field are either 
completely gilded or the portrait is painted onto the shroud and the body is divided into a grid pattern decorated with 
raised stucco relief. In the catalogue, Nos. 1-11 are designated as rhombic-wrapped mummies, Nos. 12-17 are 
examples of red-shrouded mummies, and Nos. 18-23 are stuccoed mummies. Corcoran organizes her catalogue in 
this manner because the dates, provenance and/or workshops of the mummies are mostly unknown. Technique of 
manufacture and decoration of mummy casings provides clearer and more definite information that facilitated this 
type of numbering system for the mummy portraits. For further discussion see Corcoran, Portrait Mummies from 
Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums, 7-8.
223 Ibid., 6.
224  Carbon dating of an individual portrait mummy from the collection of the National Cultural History Open-Air 
Museum, Pretoria,  South Africa has provided the absolute date of A.D. 175 +/- 60 from the late Antonine period.  
Relative dating indicators include: 1) Stela of “Aline” dating to the reign of Tiberius; 2) Folded papyrus found with a 
rhombic-wrapped mummy referring to the eleventh year of Hadrian’s reign; 3) Imperial period inscribed stone found 
with three portraits; 4) Inscribed mummy from the reign of Trajan from el-Hibeh; 5) Two portraits associated with 
an inscription dated to the time of Marcus Aurelius; 6) Mummies inscribed with Roman names and funerary 
salutations.  For further discussion see Ibid., 14-16.
225 Ibid., 6.
226  Two examples, in particular,  of mummy portraits that have been reassigned dates are red-shrouded mummies 
Nos. 14 and 15. According to Klaus Parlasca’s stylistic dating of the portrait, mummy No. 14 should date to the 
beginning of the reign of Hadrian and mummy No. 15 to the late Antonine period.24 However, these proposed dates 
suggest a fifty-year gap between Nos. 14 and 15 despite the fact that the body wrappings exhibit a similar 
construction where the horizontal registers, which contain funerary scenes,  depict a comparable repertoire of scenes 
and stylistic technique.  Upon further inspection, the cartonnage footcase of mummy No. 15 points to an earlier date 
within the second century. Therefore, the body wrappings indicate these two mummies should date to the first thirty 
years of the second century—a time of heightened popularity for red-shrouded mummies. Ibid., 28-29. 



consideration of the details of the body wrappings.227  Although Corcoran’s analysis and dating 
approaches take into account the context of the burial and details of the body wrappings and 
portraits, the author acknowledges a potential flaw in relying heavily on portrait  and wrapping 
comparisons. “A criticism of this dating technique might be that it is circular: dating criteria for 
the body wrappings are identified from categories of wrappings whose dates have been obtained 
from the portraits, yet some mummies (and subsequently their portraits) should be re-dated 
because of criteria from the body  wrappings.”228  By  highlighting a potential problem in her 
chronological dating technique, Corcoran underscores the importance of also placing these 
portrait mummies within their archaeological context.
 Corcoran’s argument regarding iconography, symbolism, and meaning centers on the idea 
that “portrait mummies were decorated in a manner which is iconographically  coherent.”229 
According to the author, each decorative element was deliberately planned. These decorative 
motifs contributed toward and complemented the complete imagery of Egyptian religious 
symbolism.230  Corcoran also proposes “neither is there any  element of the iconography that is 
not rooted in traditionally Egyptian ideas about the afterlife. Even those motifs borrowed from 
the cosmopolitan sphere of Greek, Roman, or Asian mythology conformed to ‘une réalité 
authentiquement égyptienne.’”231  Corcoran refers to iconographic elements dating from the Old 
Kingdom to the New Kingdom to understand the Roman period motifs exhibited on her corpus 
of material. Corcoran’s comparisons only  further support her views regarding conformity  to “une 
réalité authentiquement égyptienne.”232 
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227  Ibid., 32-33. Dating criteria based on Corcoran’s observations are established and discussed at length in her 
second chapter.
228 Ibid., 33.
229 Ibid., 49.
230 Ibid.
231 Ibid.
232  Corcoran “reads” the mummy decoration from the bottom up, beginning with the feet, and she notes the careful 
representation of feet that enabled the deceased to stand and travel among the gods in the solar bark in the afterlife. 
She also focuses on the body field decoration of red-shrouded and stucco portrait mummies. Her discussion of the 
significance of the red ground on the red-shrouded mummies is most convincing. Within a funerary context, the 
author draws a connection between the symbolic significance of the color red and the sun-god Re. The red color of 
the morning and evening sun is representative of the cyclical battle against the Apophis snake and the dark powers 
of the underworld,  which can be traced back to the Pyramid Texts.  By drawing comparisons between Pharaonic 
motifs and ritual practices, Corcoran successfully argues that Roman Period funerary practices originated from 
native Egyptian traditions or the emergence of hybrid traditions still rooted in traditional Egyptian principles. For 
example, Corcoran examines the traditional Osirian aspects (i.e. chthonic and vegetal) and the essential role they 
played in Egyptian funerary religion. She pays particular attention to how the ideology of Osiris evolved over time
—especially during the Roman period—to “serve as a foil to balance the powerful solar imagery that dominated the 
religious and funerary cults.” Other important solar motifs are the amuletic designs of lotus blossoms and buds that 
appear on the front edge and sides of the cartonnage footcases. She draws a connect between Spells 81 and 81b of 
the Book of the Dead and these motifs to support her idea that the lotus blossom on the footcase function as a 
guarantee of solar resurrection and cyclical birth. The underworld is a common motif illustrated on the base of the 
mummy. The interplay between the sandals of the deceased and the architecture of the underworld door results in 
“the effect of the design that the deceased is standing at the gateway of a great temple” leading to the underworld 
and facilitates the daily passage of the deceased through the entryway. Corcoran continues to draw connections with 
the historical usage of red wrappings in Egypt by citing a Sixth dynasty inscription from the tomb of an official 
names Mery-Aa, where the tomb-owner explains how he prepared his father’s body for burial “with oil from the 
residence and in red cloth from the house of life.”  Ibid., 56-59. See Ibid., 51-53. See Ibid., 49.



 Corcoran’s scholarship  is of considerable importance for the study of Roman funerary art 
within the field of Egyptology. Her analysis of the portrait  mummies restores them to their 
original funerary  context. Her meticulous documentation, detailed drawings of the complete 
portrait mummies, and thought-provoking interpretation emphasizes the importance of studying 
funerary  imagery as a whole and relating the images back to their original archaeological 
context. Overall, by challenging the way in which archaeologists and art historians view the 
relationships between Classical and Egyptian cultures, Corcoran’s work on the portrait mummies 
provides a foundation for future studies in Ptolemaic and Roman funerary art from Egypt.  

2.5.2 Dominic Montserrat

In 1996, Montserrat published Sex and Society in Graeco-Roman Egypt.233  In this 
volume, Montserrat uses Foucault’s theories to problematize the categorization of sex and 
sexuality. Montserrat believed these categories to be culturally contingent and a recent 
phenomenon. He reiterates how one should not conflate modern and ancient constructions of 
sexuality. Montserrat is one of the first Egyptologists to fully engage with the idea of sex, the 
body, and the lived experience. Most importantly, his methodology  and practice revealed a 
theoretical shift in which he looked at the ancient self-perceptions and the embodied sexuality  of 
individuals while relating them back to the social realities of Greco-Roman Egypt.

Additional theoretically based scholarship included Montserrat’s 1997 collaborative work 
with Lynn Meskell entitled “Mortuary Archaeology and Religious Landscape at Graeco-Roman 
Deir el-Medina,” in which they  investigated the patterns of religious and mortuary usage of the 
Theban site. The collaborative study  sought to contextualize group burials and mummy shrouds 
while tracing patterns of mortuary and religious activity at the site from the Ptolemaic to Roman 
periods. Both Montserrat  and Meskell examined the construction of sacred landscapes through 
three case studies: the Greco-Roman archaeology of the Temple of Hathor; the late Roman Pebos 
family tomb 1407/C3 discovered in the cellar of a Ramesside period house; and the pattern of 
burials (in particular tomb 1447) at Deir el-Medina.234  By implementing anthropological and 
social theory, the authors concluded that monumental constructions at Deir el-Medina gained a 
layered significance over time that was directly associated with social order, power, identity, and 
religious importance.235

Montserrat was also one of the first Egyptologists to devote an entire study to mummy 
shrouds, or in the case of this particular article, one shroud. In 2000, Montserrat published an 
article entitled “Burial Practices at  Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a 
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233  Dominic Montserrat, Sex and Society in Graeco-Roman Egypt (London: Routledge, 1996),  9, 17-19, 25, 138. 
Although Dominic Montserrat’s career as an Egyptologist was tragically cut short, his exceptional productivity 
enabled him to publish several influential studies that seamlessly combined social and anthropological theory with 
new and old archaeological and textual data. Montserrat’s analysis of mummy portraits and shrouds has initiated a 
provocative and informative discourse that has inspired several themes and ideas discussed in this dissertation. 
234 Dominic and Lynn Meskell Montserrat,  "Mortuary Archaeology and Religious Landscape at Graeco-Roman Deir 
el-Medina " The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 83(1997).
235 Ibid., 196-197.



Roman Painted Shroud in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden.”236  In this study, Montserrat 
revisited material from his previous article on Deir el-Medina mortuary practice, since the 
Leiden shroud had been briefly discussed in the Montserrat  and Meskell article. Here, Montserrat 
produced an in-depth study  in which he examined the dating, iconography, symbolism, and 
archaeological context of the Leiden shroud. Considering the male’s garments and posture along 
with the archaeological context of the shroud, Montserrat re-dated it to the late Antonine-Severan 
period (c. 170-222 CE).237  Additionally, Montserrat favored Corcoran’s position on the 
importance of visual context and the intentionality  behind the imagery  on the mummy shrouds 
and portrait mummies. His work took into account all available resources (textual, visual, and 
archaeological), which resulted in a comprehensive approach and critical study of Greco-Roman 
culture and traditions. 

2.5.3 Christina Riggs

 The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion by Christina 
Riggs was published in 2005, discusses the intersection of art, identity, and religion in burial 
customs and funerary  contexts in Roman Egypt. Riggs focuses her study on a broad corpus of 
funerary  art with similar craftsmanship or archaeological provenance, which she believes 
distinguishes these objects as being from a single workshop or from a particular site or region.238 
Riggs justifies her selection of material by  stating,“a group of objects is more revealing than an 
object in isolation, and objects that had been scattered both geographically  and scholastically 
have been reunited in the process of reassembling the groups.”239  Through a comparative study 
of funerary  equipment240  and an insightful discussion of art, social life (including political and 
economic aspects), gender, and religion, Riggs explores the complex nature of burial practices in 
Roman Egypt.241 
 Riggs’ discourse on gender issues is one of the few studies to fully explore 
representations of gender in funerary art from Roman Egypt. Through a comparative analysis of 
texts and a variety of artistic media, the author examines how gender influenced funerary 
iconography and religious beliefs in Greco-Roman Egypt. Riggs’ investigation is focused on two 
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236 Montserrat, "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a Roman Painted Shroud 
in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden."
237 Ibid., 279-280.
238 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 38.
239   However, Riggs’ scattered corpus of material and her deviation from the time constraints of the Roman period 
(Riggs also includes objects from the Ptolemaic period),  convolutes and obscures some of her main arguments. See 
Ibid.
240  In her comparative study, Riggs looks at mummies, painted portraits, coffins, mummy shrouds,  mummy masks, 
inscriptions, and a few decorated tomb walls from a variety of areas such as Thebes, Akhmim, and the Kharga Oasis.
241  Riggs establishes the parameters of her study and introduces the larger questions addressed in her volume such 
as: the styles and objectives of Egyptian and Hellenistic art; the questionable nature of ethnic and religious identity 
in Roman Egypt; and mortuary mythologies embodied during the preparation of the deceased through 
mummification and funerary rituals. While debating some of these topics, Riggs briefly explains the history of 
research conducted on mummy portraits and masks, but does not fully engage in a discussion of the methodological 
processes other scholars have used to approach funerary material from Roman Egypt.



particular groups of coffins: one group from el-Hibis in the Kharga Oasis, and the other from 
Akhmim (Panopolis) in Middle Egypt, both dating to the first century BCE and the first half of 
the first century  CE. She argues that the Kharga coffins mark the beginning of a tradition in 
which deceased females were designated as “Hathor” and males were designated as “Osiris.” 
This new designation in the Roman Period differs from the Pharaonic Period designation, where 
both males and females sought the title of “Osiris N.”242  Riggs goes on to suggest this funerary 
practice was a systematic way of distinguishing the gender of the deceased in the afterlife and 
that certain motifs reflected traditional funerary mythology via an Egyptian mode of 
representation. Through her analysis of the Akhmim corpus, Riggs demonstrates distinct gender 
designations and the versatility in using both Hellenistic portraiture and Egyptian symbolism in 
the construction of cartonnage mummy coffins and masks for the deceased.243  The author also 
focuses on the modeling of the female body and the representation of female garments on the 
coffins, which she believes provide a substantial depth of information about “the sensual beauty 
and transcendence of the transfigured female subject.”244 
 Riggs continues her discussion of the implications of representing the deceased in a 
Hellenistic form or an Egyptian form by focusing on mummy masks from Meir in Middle Egypt 
and painted tombs. She scrutinizes these examples dating from the first to second centuries CE to 
understand why naturalistic images of the deceased found widespread favor in Roman Egypt. 
She also explores how these images of the dead were shaped by religious ideas of the time. Here, 
Riggs addresses Castiglione’s seminal idea of the “dualité du style” and provides a more nuanced 
explanation of Classical and Egyptian modes of representation.245  Through her analysis of the 
material, Riggs demonstrates how the selective use of Greek dress, Roman accessories, or other 
Hellenistic adornments indicated the social position of the deceased, while Egyptian hairstyles, 
adornment, and sexual characteristics emphasized the efficacy of the transfigured body  within an 
Egyptian funerary context.246  In other words, there was a choice in representational models: 
Hellenistic naturalistic portraiture and contemporary  dress were reserved for scenes before the 
judgement of the dead, and Egyptian forms and divine dress were reserved for mythological 
narratives associated with the transfiguration of the dead.247  Riggs’ observations and analysis of 
these portrayals of the dead identify distinct patterns in representations of the deceased and 
provide a refined interpretation of Hellenistic and Egyptian mortuary iconography.
 A diachronic survey of third century CE western Thebes provides valuable insight into 
Roman era mortuary workshops within the Theban region. Through a close analysis of masks 
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242 Ibid., 48-49.
243 Ibid., 60-67.
244 Ibid., 78-83.
245  The construction and production of these mummy masks is discussed at length, along with the inscriptions and 
iconographic elements.
246 Ibid., 95-129.
247  Painted reliefs in House 21 at Tuna el-Gebel are a prime examples where contemporary dress and naturalistic 
portraiture are reserved for representations of the dead before judgement. Scenes depicting the deceased after he or 
she has entered the realm of the dead take on more traditional Egyptian forms. It is important to note that the outer 
rooms of House 21 are decorated following the principles of Greek are, while the inner rooms adhere to the 
traditional Egyptian representation system. See Ibid., 134-139.



and shrouds from Theban burials at Deir el-Bahri and Deir el-Medina, Riggs reveals a distinct 
preference for traditional Egyptian forms of visual representation. Although coffins and masks 
were inscribed in Greek, high political and religious officials were outfitted with more traditional 
Egyptian funerary burials.248  Riggs argues that unlike other contemporaneous counterparts 
elsewhere in Egypt, Theban funerary  workshops indicated a preference for archaizing trends and 
traditional Egyptian motifs. Furthermore, Riggs believes that the Theban provincial elite were 
aware of Hellenistic trends, but made the deliberate choice to use more conservative forms of 
representation. One criticism of this argument is Riggs’ potential misunderstanding of Theban 
social dynamics. It is possible that Roman Thebes may have been behind in adopting new trends, 
unlike other more cosmopolitan regions. Nonetheless, Riggs strongly argues that this perceived 
archaism can also be interpreted as a deliberate act used to offset Greek cultural influence in art 
and act against Roman political power.249 
 Riggs’ study is a substantial undertaking—the arguments and ideas from each chapter 
could be expounded upon and become separate volumes in their own right. However, as one of 
the first scholars to attempt to synthesize Greco-Roman funerary material, Riggs presents an 
impressive corpus of mortuary materials organized by provenance. Stimulating arguments 
regarding the influence of gender on representations of the dead, pictorial systems used to depict 
the dead, and regional archaism are fundamental contributions to the general discourse of Greco-
Roman funerary  art. Overall, Riggs’ study has provided a platform for future research seeking to 
understand cultural, economic, and political factors that may have influenced visual expression 
through visual funerary forms.

2.6 Text-based Perspectives

 There is a wealth of textual information dating to the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, and 
many funerary objects (including masks, portraits, coffins, and shrouds) contain inscriptions 
identifying the deceased. Mark Smith focuses on religious papyrological texts, and analyzes 
these documents, while drawing connections with Pharaonic precursors that potentially  explain 
the origins of religious traditions and practices in Greco-Roman Egypt. Similarly, Dieter Kurth 
looks at inscriptions on mummy shrouds and coffins. His objective is to give equal attention to 
texts and imagery on funerary equipment and provide further insight into the religious beliefs 
and practices of the Roman Period. Together, these scholars emphasize the importance of 
studying texts and imagery alongside one another. In doing so, these sources can reveal a wealth 
of information about the identity, status, and religious practices of individuals living in Roman 
Egypt.
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248 For examples see Riggs’ discussion of the Soter group and Pebos family. Ibid., 182-217.
249  Here, the author’s primary contribution is her analysis of Theban funerary iconography and the striking 
comparisons she makes to other contemporaneous workshops, which clearly reveal the continued persistence of 
Egyptian iconographic elements within the mortuary sphere. Whether an act of conservatism or defiance, Riggs’ 
hypothesis is compelling when one recalls the political and religious prominence of Thebes from the Middle 
Kingdom to the Late Period and its dwindling prestige in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Ibid., 175-244.



2.6.1 Mark Smith

 In his 2009 volume, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and 
Roman Egypt, Mark Smith provides unparalleled insight into mortuary ritual practices and 
funerary  beliefs of the Greco-Roman Period. In his work, Smith familiarizes the reader with a 
corpus of diverse and complex funerary  texts, and he situates these sources within their historical 
and religious contexts.250 For smith, context is paramount in his analysis of the literature, and he 
dedicates a significant portion of his introduction to a review of the historical background of 
Pharaonic funerary traditions and texts.  
 Through these selected literary sources, Smith reveals the evolution and vitality of 
funerary  beliefs and practices in Greco-Roman Egypt. Many of the texts, like their Pharaonic 
predecessors, refer to the deceased passing through the Hall of Judgment, and once admitted into 
the afterlife, receiving abundant offerings while interacting with gods. Other texts include brief 
biographies of the life and death of the deceased person.251 Of particular interest and relevance to 
this dissertation is Smith’s treatment of Text 50 (Columbia Missouri Mummy Shroud Inv. 
61.66.3) (Figure 2.4), which is inscribed on a mummy shroud.252 This Demotic text is inscribed 
on an unprovenanced shroud of a female named Taathyr, and it is dated to the first or second 
century CE.253  The inscription refers to Taathyr in the third person and requests various 
privileges for her in the afterlife such as admittance into the cult of Osiris where she may share in 
the offerings. Smith notes that this text resembles other short texts, also known as “letters of 
recommendation,” inscribed on coffins and related funerary  objects.254  Although Smith’s 
description of the shroud is brief, he still emphasizes the importance of visualizing how the 
shroud was oriented and related to the body of the deceased. By engaging in this type of visual 
and relational analysis, one is able to understand the function, meaning, and symbolism of the 
imagery and the text.255  His analysis of both inscriptions and imagery on the mummy shrouds 
and how they relate to one another has influenced the work of Dieter Kurth and myself.
 Smith’s innovative perspective on Demotic funerary texts and his elegant translations of 
the literature, provides access to previously published and unpublished material that enables 
scholars to integrate these funerary texts into an analysis of Greco-Roman funerary art. These 
texts are fundamental to an understanding of the religious symbolism behind the imagery 
depicted on the mummy shrouds. Additionally, his comprehensive study  of Ptolemaic and 
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250  For full discussion see Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 
16-57. Approximately sixty texts were selected by the author for translation and critical analysis. The criteria for the 
selection was based on the fact that: texts must have been composed or attested for the first time in the Ptolemaic or 
Roman periods; evidence must suggest the texts were composed for the benefit of a deceased person; and preference 
was given to more well-preserved examples with interesting content. Of the selected corpus, Smith subdivides the 
texts into two parts: Osirian ritual texts adapted for the deceased and texts that benefit the deceased. Smith 
introduces each text, comments on theological developments, and addresses philological discrepancies in previous 
translations and his new translations of the texts. 
251 For examples see texts: 14, 15, and 57 in Smith.
252 Ibid., 583-585.
253 Ibid., 583.
254 Ibid. Also see footnote number 4 for other comparable texts.
255 Ibid., 584-585.



Roman funerary texts draws attention to the different media on which these religious texts were 
inscribed. Overall, Smith’s investigation of the Columbia Missouri shroud reveals the important 
relationship  between text and visual representations in Roman funerary art, particularly  on the 
mummy shrouds.

Figure 2.4: Mummy shroud of Taathyr, 1st to 2nd century CE, unknown provenance, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3 (Riggs 2005, Plate 2)
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2.6.2 Dieter Kurth

 Like Smith, Dieter Kurth’s study focuses on texts inscribed on funerary equipment. In 
2010, Kurth published a volume entitled Materialien zum Totenglauben in römerzeitlichen 
Ägypten, in which he analyzes the inscriptions on two mummy beds, two falcon shrines, and 
seven mummy shrouds.256  The pieces examined in this study are primarily  from the sites of 
Thebes, Panopolis (Achmim and Athribis), and Letopolis.257  Only one object has an inscription 
that securely dates it  to the reign of Roman Emperor Tiberius (c. 14-37 CE),258  while the other 
objects span the first two centuries of Roman rule. Kurth’s objective is to concentrate on 
translating the inscribed texts, as opposed to interpreting the decoration. According to Kurth, the 
impetus for this study comes from images often being privileged over texts when an object 
contains both. Kurth maintains that these shortened versions of texts are as equally well-crafted 
as more elaborate texts and deserve equal attention. Therefore, he asserts that these texts, 
analyzed in conjunction with their images, allow for alternative interpretations and explanations 
of the overall meaning and symbolism of the object.259 
  Likewise, Kurth posits that the wide variety of compositions of texts and images are 
based on traditional Egyptian funerary beliefs and appeal to the multicultural populace. Each 
piece is examined and interpreted separately. A multipart investigation of each object is carried 
out by the author, who translates and provides philological commentary  for each inscription. 
Kurth supplements his translations with brief descriptions of the imagery  and with a general 
description of the object.260  Through his detailed study of inscriptions and previously 
unpublished material, Kurth provides insight into the design of a relatively small corpus of 
funerary  material from the Roman Period. Particularly in the cases of the Pushkin Museum 
shroud (5763)261  and the Ashmolean Museum shroud (1913.942),262  Kurth successfully 
illustrates how scenes (and their accompanying texts) were cleverly composed to aid the 
deceased on his or her journey  through the underworld. Kurth acknowledges that his study is not 
comprehensive and that his current conclusions are tentative until more material can be analyzed. 
However, the overall value of his work lies in the ideas, hypotheses, and treatment of the 
funerary  objects. Kurth’s research encourages scholars to engage in an intensive analysis of 
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256 The two mummy beds and falcon shrines are from the Ägyptischen Museum und Papyrussammlung in Berlin and 
the National Archaeological Museum of Athens. The seven shrouds come from various collections including the 
Ägyptischen Museum und Papyrussammlung in Berlin, Pushkin Museum in Moscow, Philadelphia University 
Museum, Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, North Carolina Museum of Art in Raleigh, and private collection of 
Thomas Liepsner. See Dieter Kurth, Materialien zum Totenglauben im römerzeitlichen Ägypten (Hützel: Backe-
Verlag, 2010).
257 Ibid., 6.
258 Kasten in Schreinform Athen X 81 (Slg. Rostovitz); Kästen IIIA in Ibid., 200.
259 Ibid., 6.
260  In Kurth’s opinion, it is not a fixed rule that certain elements (in style and composition) are tied to particular 
locations—rendering it necessary that each object be thoroughly analyzed.  Corcoran also agrees that stylistic 
characteristics cannot be attributed to a location when studying unprovenanced material—or should at least be used 
cautiously. Ibid.
261 See Ibid., 7-33.
262 Ibid., 53-66.



funerary  material, where both the image and text are given equal attention and provide us with 
further information regarding religion in Roman Egypt. 

2.7 Present and Future Scholarship

 The plethora of images and information published by  twentieth scholars such as 
Castiglione and Parlasca, established the groundwork for current and future studies on Greco-
Roman funerary material. Parlasca’s volumes are valuable resources, and without his 
publications, it  would have been difficult to complete this dissertation. Parlasca’s suggestion for 
further research on the mummy shrouds has been a source of inspiration for many scholars 
including myself who continue to study Greco-Roman funerary  art from a multidisciplinary 
perspective. Nonetheless, Classical studies on the mummy portraits and shrouds have made 
valuable contributions to their overall study  by constructing chronologies and developing dating 
methods comparing Greco-Roman fashion trends in Egypt with those in the greater 
Mediterranean world. However, the Greek Hellenistic style and quality  of the mummy portraits 
continues to dominate most discussions, and Egyptian elements are still ignored, with an 
emphasis being placed on the portrait of the deceased and not on the overall iconographic 
composition. Both mummy portraits and shrouds continue to be lumped together and published 
side-by-side in catalogs. Minimal attempts have been made to understand the function and 
symbolism of the surrounding Egyptian motifs on the shrouds, and archaeological context is 
rarely discussed.
 Twenty-first century scholars of Greco-Roman Egypt recently have begun to institute 
new approaches that  combine archaeological, linguistic, and anthropological theory, with 
previously  discovered and newly unearthed material. Corcoran, Riggs, and Montserrat, in 
particular, have focused on contextualizing Greco-Roman portrait mummies and shrouds within 
their ancient Egyptian social and religious contexts. Their scholarship has allowed researchers to 
look beyond the physical and functional properties of an object, and move toward a recognition 
of the social dimensions and material and iconographic components of objects. These innovative 
approaches have both answered questions about expressions of identity  and status, and raised 
new questions about the Greco-Roman funerary  industry and social practices of the period. Most 
importantly, scholars have continued a dialogue where diverse approaches can now converge to 
understand the social and physical landscape of Greco-Roman Egypt and can establish a 
trajectory for study of material culture within a larger cultural context.
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Part III: New Approaches to Traditional Methods: 
Symbolism and Meaning
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Chapter 3: Mummy Shroud Typologies

3.1 Introduction to Mummy Shroud Typologies

 Typing and sorting funerary  material, including masks, coffins, painted portraits, and 
shrouds, is a necessary first step before analyzing and comparing these objects. Many  catalogs 
and publications do not make typological distinctions between masks, portraits, and shrouds—
occasionally resulting in misinformation or the misidentification of objects. Often mummy 
shrouds are incorporated into studies of Roman portraiture because they  are aesthetically and 
visually striking, yet their presence in a catalog rarely serves a significant purpose. These objects 
vary on functional, stylistic, and religious levels within the ancient Egyptian funerary tradition, 
and it is important to make clear distinctions between object  types so that we can we draw 
informed comparisons. Therefore, I have constructed a typology of the mummy shrouds that 
takes into account their composition and iconographic repertoire. Through five constructed types 
and the comparisons I make among them, my objective is to gain insight into the religious 
traditions, social practices, and afterlife beliefs of the people of Roman Egypt.
 The act of classifying and sorting is both a conscious and unconscious mental process 
where one recognizes the variables and attributes of a set of objects.263 Classification systems are 
often based on primary characteristics of an object, such as color, size, shape, and so forth. In 
this study, the primary characteristic of the mummy shrouds is the manner in which the central 
figure is represented (i.e., as Osiris, Hathor, in a coffin shrine, with two gods, or as a full-length 
image). For a classification system to be useful, it must be both bounded and comprehensive, so 
that a category exists for every object that is to be sorted. The categories must be mutually 
exclusive, with each object going into one and only one category. This form of classification is 
referred to as a typology.264 No typological study  has been conducted exclusively on the mummy 
shrouds, although several of the shrouds have been incorporated into distributional typologies 
used to date mummy portraits.265

3.2 Distributional Typologies: Chronology and Provenance

  Typing and sorting has been limited to placing the mummy shrouds in a temporal and 
spatial context266  by  using distributional typologies. The study  of the temporal and spatial 
development of Roman mummy portraiture has been motivated by historical purposes and the 
desire to establish a basis for dating other similar sets of materials. Extensive comparisons with 
Greek and Roman art have helped scholars such as Klaus Parlasca and Barbara Borg determine 
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263  William Y. Adams, "Time, Types, and Sites: the interrelationship of ceramic chronology and typology," Bulletin 
of the Egyptology Seminar 8(1987): 10.
264  Although, archaeologists tend to use the terms “classification” and “typology” interchangeably, in this study, a 
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classified according to the iconographic representation of the deceased.  Ibid., 11.
265  See, Parlasca and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler.; Borg and 
Institut., Mumienporträts: Chronologie und kultureller Kontext.
266 See scholarship review of Parlasca and Borg in Chapter 2.



the chronological sequencing of mummy portraits and several shrouds based on stylistic 
attributes and iconography. Spatial classifications, like chronological classifications, focus on 
stylistic (or iconographic) rather than functional attributes; these features are generally more 
likely to vary from place to place and time to time.267  Motifs, inscriptions, materials, and form 
can be considered valuable indicators of provenance.268  The typing and sorting of specific 
characteristics on the mummy portraits and shrouds have revealed distinct local traditions. 
Additionally, scholars of Roman funerary art from Egypt have drawn comparisons between 
portraits with known provenance to other funerary material lacking in archaeological context.269 
 The relative and absolute sequencing of Roman portraiture in Egypt provides information 
for potential typology constructions based on time periods and provenance. In this study, these 
previously  constructed typologies were used for understanding the spatial production and 
temporal distribution of mummy shrouds. However, iconographic elements, rather than time 
periods or provenance, were used as the primary and secondary characteristics during the 
construction of my typology. 

3.3 Goals of Mummy Shroud Typologies

 One of the primary objectives of this dissertation is to further understand the symbolism 
and meaning of mummy shroud iconography. Why  are the deceased depicted in five distinct 
manners? What does this signify? What do some of the “new” iconographic elements represented 
on the shrouds symbolize? How are Egyptian and Hellenistic religious traditions expressed in the 
iconography and representations of the dead? These questions informed the construction of the 
mummy shroud typologies and are addressed throughout my analysis of the material. 
 The method of classification implemented in my analysis of the shrouds addresses 
descriptive, comparative, and analytical purposes.270  A descriptive purpose is essentially 
morphological and based on describing and identifying the visible attributes of the mummy 
shrouds.271  The comparative purpose is one of the common goals of classification systems and 
enables one to make quantitive and statistical comparisons across different sites, areas, and time 
periods. The analytical purpose of these classifications is to expand our knowledge and 
understanding of the mummy shrouds.272  The descriptive, comparative, and analytical data 
acquired from typological classifications lead to new interpretations about the people who used 
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267 William Y. Adams and Ernest W. Adams, Archaeological Typology and Practical Reality: A Dialectical Approach 
to Artifact Classification and Sorting (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 220.
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269  Although Lorelei Corcoran cautions against the use of classification systems that address issues of production 
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locality. For more on chronologies and provenance of the portrait mummies, see chapters 2 and 3 in Corcoran’s 
Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt.
270  Adams and Adams, Archaeological Typology and Practical Reality: A Dialectical Approach to Artifact 
Classification and Sorting, 158.
271 Ibid., 159.
272 Ibid., 160.



the mummy shrouds and reveal patterns of historical relationships between the function and use 
of the mummy shrouds.273

3.4 Typologies of Iconography: Addressing Symbolism and Meaning

 In this study, typologies of iconography facilitate an understanding of the symbolism and 
meaning of various iconographic elements depicted on the mummy shrouds. When a series of 
attributes from one group of objects are distinguished from another, particular compositions, 
depictions of subjects, and image content (i.e., the number of figures, placement, and gesture) 
present valuable information. By imposing a degree of order in terms of primary  and secondary 
characteristics on the material, a “culturally patterned variability” emerges.274 
 The primary  iconographic focus is the figure of the deceased individual. The manner in 
which the deceased is rendered determines the category for that  type of mummy shroud. 
Comparisons of the placement, gestures, dress, number of figures, and motifs included in the 
depictions of the deceased reveal several mutually exclusive types of shrouds: Osiris shrouds, 
Hathor shrouds, Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds, Full-body  Portrait shrouds, and Tri-figure  
Portrait  shrouds. Some of the shrouds are too fragmentary and are missing defining 
characteristics of an attributable type. As a result, an additional “fragmentary” type is included. 
All fragmentary  shrouds are tentatively assigned a shroud type based on the preserved 
iconographic elements. Each shroud was studied, analyzed, and entered into a relational 
database275  that enabled me to document reoccurring iconographic attributes. Consequently,  I 
compared and contrasted the compositions and motifs depicted on the shrouds, and isolated 
characteristics that constituted the criteria for each shroud type. 
 In the following chapters, I will conduct an in-depth analysis of the specific attributes of 
each shroud type that led to the creation of this typology  of iconography. Likewise, I will address 
how this typology affords us with a more nuanced understanding of the symbolism and meaning 
of mummy shroud iconography. The following hierarchical diagrams (Diagrams 3.1 - 3.5) 
present the primary and secondary attributes of the five mummy shroud types:
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Diagram 3.1: Osiris Shroud Typology Hierarchical Diagram

Diagram 3.2: Hathor Shroud Typology Hierarchical Diagram
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Diagram 3.3: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Hierarchical Diagram

Diagram 3.4: Full-body Portrait Shroud Typology Hierarchical Diagram
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Diagram 3.5: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Typology Hierarchical Diagram

3.5 Implications of Typologies of Iconography

 Typologies—particularly typologies of iconography—allow us to formulate more precise 
terminology  and accurate descriptions of visual representations and enable us to make 
comparisons and reach quantitative results.276  Critics of typologies imply that some typologies 
serve no useful purpose. However, if a typology appears to serve no purpose, then the typologist 
neglected to specify the purpose and criteria behind the classification system. There is an endless 
number of potential typologies that can be created to address a wide variety  of in-depth research 
questions. For example: Do certain motifs on the mummy shrouds appear more favorable during 
specific time periods or at specific locations? In the given corpus of material, how many women, 
men, and children are present? Are women and men depicted in a manner unique to their 
respective genders? What does this imply? The list of questions is are inexhaustible. By 
addressing and identifying issues of typologies of iconography, specific characteristics attributed 
to the deceased allow us to read into the symbolism and meaning behind the decoration of the 
mummy shrouds.
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Chapter 4: Osiris, Hathor, and Mummy Shrouds: Visual 
Expressions of Gender and Identity

4.1 Introduction

 Throughout the Roman Period in Egypt, mummy shrouds decorated with images of the 
deities Osiris and Hathor were used in religious funerary rituals and placed over the mummified 
body of the deceased. The visual imagery on the shroud combined with the appropriate spells 
and rituals enabled the dead to successfully  transition to the afterlife. Full-length painted images 
of the gods surrounded by vignettes of scenes from the Book of the Dead were effective modes 
of representation that reveal how gender was used to associate the transfigured deceased with 
either Osiris or Hathor. Likewise, funerary inscriptions, some inscribed on the mummy shrouds, 
written specifically  for women during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, associated some 
females with Osiris or Hathor, and even on occasion a composite form of Osiris-Hathor—
occasionally alternating between them in different passages of the same text. Yet it remains 
uncertain why female associations with gods and goddesses were more fluid while males were 
consistently associated with only Osiris. 
 This chapter examines gendered expressions of self-presentation within the limits of a 
mortuary context, more specifically, it investigates the iconography and composition of the 
Osiris and Hathor mummy shroud types. An analysis of inscriptions and representations of both 
male and female Osiris and Hathor mummy shrouds277  adds a new comparative dimension 
arguing that gender relations were fluid and dynamic. First, I discuss the important association of 
the dead (both male and female) with Osiris and how the imagery and texts on the shrouds 
facilitated this intimate relationship with the patron deity of the underworld. Second, I explore 
the relationship between Osiris, death, and feminine and masculine regeneration. Third, I 
examine how issues of age and gender were iconographically addressed and related to the 
representations of male youths and females on Osiris mummy shrouds. Lastly, I argue that new 
artistic conventions and renewed associations with the goddess Hathor enabled deceased women 
the choice to identify with either Osiris and Hathor while maintaing their own gendered identity.  
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4.2 Osiris XY and Osiris XX: Male and Female Worshippers of Osiris

 The myth278 invoked by  the image of the god Osiris played a vital role in the preparation 
of the dead for the afterlife. The death and rebirth of Osiris provided the Egyptians with a model, 
one which they would continue to emulate for centuries through ritual mummification rites. 
However, the personal details of Osiris’ life, death, and resurrection played the most prominent 
role in forging intimate relationships between him and his retinue of worshippers.279  In order to 
understand the nature of this relationship, Mark Smith believes “one must first grasp  how ancient 
Egyptians conceived of the human being.”280  The Egyptians perceived each individual to have a 
“corporeal self” and a “social self.”281  The key to maintaining both was the idea of 
“connectivity.”282  In other words, “just as the disparate limbs of the human body could only 
function effectively as parts of a properly constituted whole, so too could the individual person 
only function as a member of a properly structured society.”283 Essentially, death was not only a 
physical death in which the body and senses ceased to operate; it  was also a social death where 
the individual was isolated and removed from his or her community. Therefore, the myth of 
Osiris provided a prototype where death could be reversed and life restored through the process 
of mummification and justification.284  
 Like Osiris who died only to be revived by the acts of his wife and son, the dead hoped 
for a similar fate as a result of mummification and its accompanying rituals.285  Corporeal 
integrity  was necessary for the deceased’s survival in the afterlife. Mummy wrappings, burial 
goods, and offerings organized by family members for the daily needs of the dead protected and 
nurtured the body. In essence, the embalming of the body and ritual revivification of its sensory 
aspects acted as a form of “corporeal justification.”286  In other words, the ritual embalming 
procedure, which included the wrapping of the body in linen bandages and a shroud, restored the 
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278 A variety of sources ranging in date and location provide a brief sketch of the Osirian myth. Osiris was murdered 
by his brother Seth. Some accounts claim Seth acted in self-defense while others cite Osiris’ illicit affair with 
Nephthys, the wife of Seth, as the motive for Seth’s actions.  After the murder of Osiris, his wife Isis searched for his 
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279 Ibid., 2.
280 Ibid.
281 Ibid.
282 Jan Assmann, Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005).
283 Smith, "Osiris and the Deceased," 2.
284  Smith cites Horus’ defeat of Seth as a form of justification for Osiris that “restored his social position and re-
integrated him within the hierarchy of the gods.” See Ibid., 2-3.
285 Ibid., 3.
286 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 6.



physical integrity of the deceased’s body in the same manner that Isis’ treatment of Osiris’ 
bandaged body brought him back to life.
 In obtaining justice, Osiris regained life and mastery  over the realm of the dead. Jan 
Assmann has described this justification and revivification as a form of “moral mummification” 
whereby Osiris “regained his integrity, his identity, and his personality.”287  Therefore, in the last 
stages of mummification, the deceased like the god Osiris would receive justification through the 
ritual enactment of the Judgment of the Dead. In the end, he or she would ultimately acquire the 
prominent status ascribed to a follower of Osiris in the underworld and gain admittance into a 
society of blessed spirits and deities. This rite is sometimes referred to as “giving an Osiris” to 
someone. Many Egyptian texts refer to “the Osiris of so and so” generally written as Wisr NN or 
as Wisr n NN.288  Smith289  argues that this title did not mean that the dead had become Osiris.290 
On the contrary, he interprets the Osiris of an individual as “that form which comes into 
existence after the proper rites of mummification have been performed on him or her, the 
transfigured mode of being which the deceased acquires through efficacy of those rites, in which 
he or she is supposed to endure for the rest of eternity.”291  The acquisition of this title indicated 
that the deceased had obtained an Osirian-aspect, which meant he or she had been admitted into 
the god’s following and he or she had become a devotee within his cultic sphere.292 This “Osirian 
form was an outward mark of a person’s status as a member of this community of 
worshippers.”293  It was at this point that the dead was reintegrated into a new social community 
and regained his or her social self.  This newly acquired position of the deceased is represented 
on the Osiris mummy shrouds, which clearly  indicate through their inscriptions and iconography 
that both men and women could achieve this transcended Osirian form. 
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4.3 Male Representations of Osiris: Acquiring an Osirian-aspect

 There are approximately  thirty-three known examples of Osiris mummy shrouds (see 
Appendix 4.1). Of these thirty-three examples, only three can be attributed to deceased female 
individuals (female portrait heads are painted on the images of Osiris), and four can be attributed 
to young males based on specific motifs that occur on shrouds that are associated with younger 
individuals.294  The remaining twenty-six Osiris mummy shrouds bear traditional representations 
of Osiris. Sixteen of these shrouds (one of which belongs to a young male with a portrait head)295 
are inscribed with various texts containing spells, which often identify  the deceased by  name (see 
Appendix 4.2).296  It is difficult to definitively attribute a specific gender to the remaining ten 
mummy shrouds that do not provide inscriptions nor defining visual characteristics of gender. 
The issue of gender identification with respect to the Osiris mummy shrouds is complicated. 
Osiris shrouds dating back to the Third Intermediate Period commonly used traditional idealizing 
imagery of Osiris to represent both deceased males and females.297  The texts inscribed on these 
Third Intermediate Period Osiris shrouds also identified the deceased by  name or used third 
person pronouns to reveal the gender of the dead. It is important to note that Roman Period 
Osiris-type shrouds with inscriptions only  record the names of males who are also only 
represented in Osiris’ traditional idealized form. Individualizing imagery such as portrait heads 
appears to be reserved only for representations of females and youths. Thus one can assume that 
the remaining ten uninscribed Osiris shroud examples were likely commissioned for male 
individuals. 
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 The physical representation of Osiris on all the Osiris-type mummy shrouds played a 
vital role in the deceased’s acquisition of an Osirian-aspect. The image of the deceased in the 
guise of the god magically transformed him or her into a transfigured spirit (akh) after the 
deceased underwent corporeal rebirth and gained admittance to the underworld. The form and 
composition of the Osiris imagery on the mummy shroud equipped the dead with the symbolic 
and physical attributes necessary  for him or her to gain favor with and acceptance into the retinue 
of Osiris. Smith argues in his discussion of the acquisition of an Osirian-aspect  that this process 
“did not involve identification with the deity himself.”298 On the contrary, he continues, it meant 
“being admitted to the body of worshippers and a cultic community, whose members perform the 
‘liturgy’ of the deity.”299  This community of worshippers was composed of transfigured spirits 
who, by  participating in their worship of Osiris, acquired the same divine status.300 Therefore, the 
central focal point of the Osiris shrouds is the indispensable image of the deceased donning his 
or her Osirian-aspect.

4.3.1 Book of the Dead Vignettes

 An example of an Osiris shroud that  combines traditional imagery from the Book of the 
Dead, hieroglyphic inscriptions, and a central representation of the god is a shroud from 
Akhmim, which dates to the early  Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728)
(Figure 4.1). The image of the deceased in the guise of Osiris provides the central axis and 
primary focal point of the symmetrically decorated shroud. The deceased wears a black nemes 
headdress, which frames the idealized and schematic features of his face. A broad black-colored 
pectoral collar adorns his chest and neck, and contrasts with the red rhomboidal pattern imitating 
the bead-net traditionally placed over the body  of a mummy. In his hands, he holds the crook and 
flail, which are insignia of royal power and symbolic of Osiris’ inherited rule over the 
underworld. Perched on the deceased’s angled forearms are two falcons who protectively spread 
their wings toward the crook and flail. Between his two hands and running down the center of his 
body is the Abydos fetish, which is a symbol of Osiris and his connection with his most 
important place of worship.301 Directly beneath the fetish is a black djed pillar adorned with what 
appears to be a red cape or mantle and sun disc. The djed pillar represents the idea of stability 
and permanency, which are connected to the rejuvenation and strength of Osiris’ resurrection. 
Below the pillar and resting on the deceased’s feet are two opposing recumbent jackals whose 
close associations with Anubis provide the mummified dead with protection for their journey 
into the underworld. 
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Figure 4.1: Osiris mummy shroud of Antinoos, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
 
 The methodically crafted scenes on registers flanking either side of the deceased 
represent the important elements necessary for an effective burial and successful transition into 
the afterlife. The scenes functioned as instructions for the dead to navigate through the difficult 
and sometimes treacherous landscape of the underworld. The ideas of justification, protection, 
social mourning, regeneration, and transformation are represented in the six registers that are 
divided by  the central figure of the dead into twelve complementary  scenes. These concepts are 
visually interpreted into vignettes that correspond with the various stages of the deceased’s 
passage to the afterlife as described in the Book of Gates.302  The narrative should be read from 
the bottom register to the top register.303 
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 The first bottom register (Figure 4.2) is set in the underworld and portrays the judgement 
of the dead. To the viewer’s left, the scene depicts Osiris seated on his throne with Ammit, the 
devourer of souls with unworthy hearts, before him. To the far left Anubis extends his arm to a 
black skeleton-like figure with his arms raised in exultation.304  Here, the dead is represented 
without his mummy bandages and is vulnerable to the judicial review conducted by Osiris and 
his tribunal positioned on the opposing side of the scene. However, his raised arm posture and 
the remaining registers indicate that his judgement was ruled as positive.305  Thus, the dead 
successful and has been justified; he may continue on his journey of transformation.

  
Figure 4.2: First register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

 Depicted to the left of the second register (Figure 4.3) are four figures whom Dieter 
Kurth has identified as the human incarnations of the Four Sons of Horus.306  However, the 
figures are likely just a row of deities, probably judges of the netherworld, who appear to each 
trample upon deceased individuals. The trampling of enemies is a common motif in Egyptian art, 
and this scene could be interpreted as the deities of the underworld suppressing and punishing 
those wicked individuals who were not successfully judged. Directly across is a frieze of five 
cobras. It  is an unusual scene, and parallels are difficult to find. However, one could attribute the 
presence of these raised cobras to an apotropaic function or as representations of the chthonic 
elements of the cosmos. In this capacity the cobras either provide protection to the deceased or 
represent the netherworld, while the deities to the left prevent the wicked from hindering the 
deceased’s journey.
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Figure 4.3: Second register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

 The third register (Figure 4.4) reveals a human figure holding a was scepter and flail 
while wearing the double crown. The figure is seated on a chair formed by a coiled serpent. To 
the left and standing behind the figure are the traditional images of the Four Sons of Horus who 
guard the mummified internal organs of the dead. An audience of five figures, one of which is 
the mummy of the dead, is seen on the corresponding scene. The four divine figures can be 
identified from left to right as the goddess Neith wearing the red crown and holding a strip  of 
linen. The following unidentified goddess307  also holds the loop of rebirth in her hand. The last 
two figures keep their arms out and torsos bent in a manner that is reminiscent of the traditional 
mourning posture. Here, the dead undergoes corporeal justification. For the first time he is 
depicted in his mummified form and his internal organs are now protected by the Four Sons of 
Horus. Likewise, his social self is mourned by the goddesses who bring him objects associated 
with his eventual rebirth. Not only has the dead’s corporeal self been justified through his 
physical mummification, but his visual or spiritual self is also represented for the first time in the 
same form. Through this imagery, the social loss of the dead is felt  by the goddesses who 
acknowledge the temporality of his death and bring offerings to aid in his rebirth.

  
Figure 4.4: Third register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

 As seen in the fourth register (Figure 4.5), the deceased advances from his transitory  state 
to be reborn by the sky  goddess Nut. To the viewer’s left  side, Nut is pictured arched over the 
ground on her toes and fingertips. A single star placed in the space shielded by the goddess’ body 
represents the heavens. Nut gives birth to the sun positioned by her womb. In this scene, Nut is 
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the barrier separating the forces of chaos and the ordered cosmos.308  Her role is to give birth to 
the sun god daily  and maintain the cycle of night and day. In doing so, Nut, the mother-like 
protector goddess, became connected with the tomb, underworld, and resurrection. Directly to 
the right of Nut is the tree goddess also known as the “Lady of the Sycamore” whose 
manifestation is associated with the goddesses Nut, Isis, and Hathor. A female form emerges 
from the branches of the tree and leans forward to suckle the newly reborn deceased. The scene 
across the register depicts the mummified deceased joined by three anthropomorphic deities 
wielding what appear to be knives in their hands and standing next to small portals, or gates of 
the netherworld. These guardians of the gates protected the sacred liminal space between earth 
and the underworld.309 It is here that  the dead is granted passage through the gates that separate 
the two realms. He is now able to freely traverse between the world of the living and the dead.

  
Figure 4.5: Fourth register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

 The fifth (Figure 4.6) and sixth registers (Figure 4.7) complete the deceased’s final 
transformation into an akh and his acquisition of an Osirian-aspect. The outer left scene of the 
fifth register represents that seated goddess Ma’at watching over a cow-shaped deity 
(presumably Hathor) who stands on top  of a coffin box containing the mummified body of the 
dead. Variations of this scene within funerary  contexts is not uncommon.310  This representation 
expresses the idea of a celestial cow giving birth to the sun god by transforming him from his 
underworld form of Osiris into his celestial form as the young sun god on the following day.311 
Similar to the ideas conveyed in the fourth register, this concept of continued renewal and 
regeneration is one that the deceased individual only  hoped to attain. The corresponding scene on 
the right side shows four seated divinities equipped with the feathers of truth. The first and fourth 
figures wear false beards indicating perhaps that they  are male gods while the second and third 
figures do not have this male attribute and may be identified as goddesses.312  Their presence 
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308 Ibid., 84.
309 For more information on the guardian-demons of the Book of the Dead and their role as mediators between gods 
and mankind see Rita Lucarelli, "The Guardian-demons of the Book of the Dead," British Museum Studies in 
Ancient Egypt and Sudan 15(2010).
310 Kurth, Materialien zum Totenglauben im römerzeitlichen Ägypten, 85.
311 Ibid.
312 Given the presence of the ma’at feather on their heads, it could be suggested that these figures are judges of the 
netherworld. In traditional scenes of judgement from Book of the Dead papyri of the Ptolemaic Period, there are 
forty-two judges. 



along with that of Ma’at indicates that the deceased has been justified in death. He has completed 
the process of corporeal justification and moral judgement, and he is prepared for his solar 
rebirth.313 

  
Figure 4.6: Fifth register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
 
 The left scene of the uppermost sixth register (Figure 4.7) is filled by a solar bark 
carrying a sun disk with the reborn deceased inside. He is flanked by the two goddesses Isis and 
Nephthys.314  To the right, another solar bark fills the scene by carrying a sun disk with a wadjet 
eye, a symbol of protection, embraced by the two gods Shu and Atum.315  This final register 
represents the deceased’s final stage of transformation after having successfully  completed the 
necessary  funerary rites for a successful afterlife. Like Osiris, he has been justified, mummified, 
protected, and reborn as a transfigured spirit.

  
Figure 4.7: Sixth register left and right scenes, Akhmim, early Roman Period (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

4.3.2 Osiride Mummy Shroud Inscriptions for the Dead

 The entire scene is enclosed by a yellow frame containing funerary  inscriptions for the 
dead. Like the central image of Osiris and the vignettes modeled after the Book of the Dead, the 
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313 Ibid.
314 Isis is to the far left and touches the sun disk with her left hand while Nephthys is to the right with her right arm 
elevated and left hand also touching the sun disk. Ibid., 86.
315 Shu is to the viewer’s left of the sun disk wearing a feather on his head. Atum is to the right of the sun disk. Ibid.



hieroglyphic inscription focuses on the rejuvenation and continued subsistence of the deceased 
for all eternity. The invocation is to be read from the viewer’s right  side at the center of the top 
horizontal row. The inscription continues down the right column and ends at the center of the 
bottom row. It continues on the viewer’s left side at the center of the top row, and it  continues 
down the left  column until it finishes at the center of the bottom row. The first half of the 
inscription primarily focuses on the rebirth of the deceased and the animation of his ba, which is 
now free to participate in life outside of the tomb and traverse the heavens and the earth. In 
addition, this is the first  instance where the deceased individual is identified by his name 
Antinoos, son of Hierax. The two components of the inscription state:

Hail, O (your) legacy emerges from this God who is aging and (again rejuvenated) 
emerges from the body of Atum, who always returns again and continues on earth in the 
house of the great God (Osiris), whose protection is powerful and whose protection is 
(also) the protection of (Antinous, son of) Hierax. Your ba flies up to heaven to Re and 
unites with his light. 316

O, Osiris Antinoos, son of Hierax, the goddess Hathor gives you bread and Hesat 
gives you milk; Renenet gives you wine, and you will be given the Djeseret-drink 
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316  Transliteration and German translation by Kurth: “Sei gegrüßt,  o (du) Erbe, der aus diesem Gott hervorkommt, 
der altert und (wieder verjüngt) hervorkommt aus dem Leib des Atum, der immer wiederkehrt und sich auf Erden 
fortdauern läßt im Hause des großen Gottes (Osiris), dessen Schutz mächtig ist und dessen Schutz (auch) der Schutz 
ist des (Antinoos, Sohn des) Hierax. Dein Ba fliegt auf an den Himmel zu Re und vereint sich mit seinem Licht.” See 
Ibid., 76.



in Heliopolis. You go in and out of the hall of the two Maat goddesses, and you 
have lifted yourself up in Areqheh, for eternity.317

 The second portion of the inscription to the viewer’s left focuses on the offerings and 
libations bestowed on Antinoos by the gods. Through the incantation, the gods provide bread, 
milk, and wine for the deceased for all eternity. Likewise, it is at  this point that the deceased is 
invited to join these divinities in the netherworld. One of the most important elements of the 
inscription is the title granted to the deceased—wcjr antwns, which is a genitival construction that 
may be translated as the “Osiris of Antinoos.” The incantation not only identifies that Antinoos 
has attained his Osirian-aspect, but it signals the completion of his journey after death. Through 
the combination of imagery—Antinoos in the guise of Osiris and the Book of the Dead vignettes
—and text the deceased became elevated to the status of akh, his ba was awakened, his ka was 
activated, and he was finally endowed with an Osirian-aspect.318

4.3.3 Variations on an Osirian Theme

 Not all Osiris shrouds were as elaborately  decorated as the mummy shroud of Antinoos 
(Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728).319  Some shrouds were more stylized—using 
geometrical patterns and motifs in place of vignettes or simply arranging images of gods and 
goddesses around the central figure of the dead.320  One explanation for this stylized option or 
change could be that intricate decorative schemes and inscriptions were not always economically 
accessible to the deceased and his or her family members. It is also possible that certain stylistic 
trends were more prevalent in specific regions and time periods. Therefore, artists and those 
commissioning the mummy shrouds were likely required to improvise whenever necessary  and 
create texts and visual imagery  that not only  protected the body of the dead, but also facilitated 
the rebirth and regeneration associated with Osiris.
 One example of a stylized decorated Osiris shroud with abridged funerary texts and 
imagery is a shroud dating to the early second century CE and attributed to the Theban region 
(North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95) (Figure 4.8). Similar to the shroud of 
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317 Translation and German transliteration by Kurth: “O Osiris Antinoos, Sohn des Hierax, die Göttin Hathor gibt dir 
Brot und Hesat gibt dir Milch; es gibt dir Renenet Wein, und dir wird das Djeseret-Getränk gegeben in Heliopolis. 
Du gehst ein und aus in der Halle-der-der beiden-Maat-Göttinnen, und du hast dich erhoben in Areqheh, in 
Ewigkeit.” See Ibid., 77-78.
318  Mark Smith, "Resurrection and the Body in Graeco-Roman Egypt," in Deuterocanonical Literature Yearbook: 
The Human Body in Death and Resurrection, ed. Tobias Nicklas, et al. (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 39-40.
319  Osiris shrouds iconographically and compositionally similar to the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728 
shroud are: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201; Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654; Ashmolean 
Museum, 1913.924; British Museum, EA 26453; British Museum, EA 30092; Chicago Natural History Museum, 
105190; F. Cailliaud 1826-27, II,  Pl. 70, 1-2, V. (Louvre,  E 13048); Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.184.20; 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.4724; Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1; Private Collection: Liepsner; 
Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763; Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764; University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649.
320  Stylized and minimally decorated Osiris shrouds: Ägyptisches Museum Berlin, ÄM 12427; Allard Pierson 
Museum, APM 15.926; Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649; British Museum, EA 65775; British Museum, EA 
6705; British Museum, EA 6712; North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen 
collection); Royal Museum of Art and History, Brussels, E. 5699.



Antinoos, the central focus of this shroud is the figure of the dead in the guise of Osiris. 
Although a portion of the decoration on the viewer’s right side is missing, it can be assumed that 
both sides were arranged and decorated in a symmetrical manner. The central figure is depicted 
wearing the atef crown adorned with four lateral uraei, each crowned with a sun disk. A central 
uraeus rises from the middle of the white crown. The deceased wears a plaited-like false beard; 
the chord by which the bead is attached is drawn alongside the cheeks. A wide collar and pectoral 
with two seated deities adorns the upper portion of the mummy while the rest of the body is 
decorated in a geometric bead-netted pattern. Also decorated in geometric patterns are the crook 
and flail that the deceased holds in his left and right hands. Beginning at the center of his chest 
and slightly below his hands, a column of text extends down toward his feet. Visible just below 
his elbows is what appears to be a cape-like textile decorated with rosettes, branching vines, and 
spiral patterns.321

Figure 4.8: Osiris mummy shroud of Kronis, Thebes, early 2nd c. CE (North Carolina Museum of Art, 
Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95) (Kurth, 109 Abb. 8)
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321  Kurth, Materialien zum Totenglauben im römerzeitlichen Ägypten,  110. It is worth noting that the djed pillar on 
the shroud of Antinoos (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728) also wears a cape.



 Although the shroud does not have defined registers, funerary iconography  is 
incorporated into the overall painted scene. This imagery may not be as detailed as some of the 
vignettes in the background of other Osiris shrouds, yet the carefully selected images still 
maintain their magical potency and efficacy through their placement on the shroud. At the foot of 
the mummy is the god Anubis in the form of a jackal seated on a narrow rectangular base.  
Secured around his neck with a ribbon is the key  to the underworld, and between his paws he 
holds a sekhem scepter, a symbol of his authority  and power in the netherworld.322  Presumably 
there would have been another image of Anubis on the opposite missing side. The placement of 
Anubis at his feet allows the dead to be ushered in and enter into the realm of the underworld. 
 The next recognizable image next to the right shoulder is that of a wadj scepter, or 
papyrus scepter. To the Egyptians the papyrus plant symbolized new life and resurrection. A 
papyrus scepter amulet was often placed around the neck of the deceased on the day of the 
funeral and was believed to imbue him or her with vital energy to survive the ordeals of the 
underworld.323  Directly above the scepter is the image of a Horus falcon wearing the double 
crown. As the rightful heir to Osiris’ throne and the earthly  embodiment  of kingship, Horus 
wears the double crown. The symbolic significance lies in the fact that after Horus avenges his 
father’s murder, Osiris is justified and Horus assumes his rightful status. Likewise, Horus is the 
sky  god who maintains the sun and the moon and who protects and facilitates the regenerative 
cycle of night and day.324  On either side of the central figure’s ears there are two scarab beetles. 
Similar to Horus, the scarab also possess solar attributes and regenerative powers. More 
specifically, the god Khepri, who is often represented in the form of a scarab, is the force that 
moves the sun across the sky and thus represents the creation and rebirth of the dead. 
 Nephthys in the position of mourning is seated on the right side of the deceased’s head. 
Only a small portion of the opposite figure remains intact, but it is likely  that this figure would 
have been the goddess Isis. Here, both goddesses mourn the social loss of the deceased prior to 
his rebirth in the afterlife. The last identifiable image is that of a small wadjet eye near the top of 
the deceased’s head. Although not  as elaborate, this abbreviated image has the same meaning and 
function as the uppermost vignette on the shroud of Antinoos, which elaborately  depicts the solar 
bark carrying the wadjet eye. Taken as a whole and read from bottom to top, the imagery on this 
stylized shroud provides the dead with the same access, protective and regenerative powers, and 
moral justification as shrouds decorated with full vignettes modeled after the Book of the Dead.
 Lastly, the inscription that runs down the center of the deceased’s Osiris figure completes 
the transformative process and ensures that he will attain his Osirian-aspect. Again, the identity 
of the deceased individual is revealed through the funerary inscription, which states: 
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323  The Oxford Essential Guide to Egyptian Mythology, ed. Donald B. Redford (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2003), 9-18.
324 Ibid., 164-168.



O, Kronis, justified, born of Tathotis, may you give the great mother (of gods), 
Isis, a beautiful funeral on the west side of Thebes. May you receive water and  
incense libations from the hand of Amun from Luxor, which is in Medinet Habu. 
May your ba live in heaven with Re and your body in the underworld with Osiris 
for all eternity.325

 Here, Kronis is given the title of “justified,” which clearly indicates the successful 
completion of his transition after death. Additionally, the inscription states Kronis will continue 
to receive libation and incense offerings. By including this in his inscription, Kronis has ensured 
that even if his funerary  cult is not maintained by the living, it  will be maintained by the divine. 
Furthermore, Kronis‘ ba is now free to roam the skies with Re while his transfigured body 
remains with Osiris in the underworld as a part of his retinue for all eternity. Although this 
inscription was not as long and elaborate as the inscription on Antinoos’ shroud, all the necessary 
components and themes are present. Through the combination of imagery and text, Kronis gains 
his Osirian-aspect and social acceptance into a community  of worshippers. Overall, the shroud of 
Kronis (along with other less ornamented Osiris shrouds) presents the type of resourcefulness 
exhibited by artists and patrons who carefully crafted magically effective funerary  objects when 
faced with a potential lack of resources or particular preferences in style. 

4.4 Osiris Shrouds of Young Males: Age and the Construction of Identity

 By harnessing the regenerative powers of the adult male god Osiris, the decoration and 
symbolism of the mummy shrouds worked together to provide a fitting and effective medium for 
the rebirth of its owner—young and old—in the afterlife. High mortality  rates, especially among 
children in ancient Egypt, meant that a substantial population of individuals perished before 
reaching sexual maturation. Mortuary evidence particularly  from the New Kingdom up through 
the Roman Period suggests individuals who died at a premature age were not marginalized, but 
instead, were afforded the same bodily treatment and ornamentation as adults. Despite their short 
lifespans, youths were perceived as fully integrated members of society who deserved equal 
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Unendlichkeit.” See Kurth, Materialien zum Totenglauben im römerzeitlichen Ägypten, 108.



status, and were often depicted as diminutive adults.326  Furthermore, burials of younger 
individuals dating from the New Kingdom and late Roman Period suggest  the burials were 
treated with great care and were regarded as meaningful since “they were already considered 
embodied beings, worthy of both emotional and material outlay.”327 
 In his analysis of adolescent male portraiture from a corpus of “Fayum portraits,” 
Dominic Montserrat proposes that specific visual “symbols would primarily  need to express sex, 
social status and age category. The latter was particularly important  for males who had died at 
liminal stages in their lives: the preadolescent, 'untimely dead,' and the adolescent, dead at the 
peak of his physical and sexual vigour.”328  In other words, visual markers were employed in 
funerary  portraiture of younger individuals to “indicate prepubescent males, adolescents up to 
the age of about twenty, and males over twenty.”329  In Montserrat’s study, slight-mustaches, 
wreaths, and nudity were attributes used to convey  the physical age group of younger males. He 
argues that this fixed repertoire of symbols representing age became an “iconographic necessity 
on a funeral portrait” as a result of social conventions regarding puberty  and masculinity in 
Roman Egypt.330  Three examples of Osiris mummy shrouds belonging to male youths further 
support Montserrat’s argument. These shrouds employ  similar visual attributes associated with 
preadolescent and adolescent males, which indicate the importance placed on the 
commemoration of age and masculinity in Roman Egypt.  
 There are three331  Osiris mummy shrouds that visually  identify the age of the deceased 
with iconographic elements such cropped short  hair, subcutaneous layers of fat around the chin 
and neck, and naturalistic facial features combined with wide oval eyes. A mummy shroud from 
the private collection of Georges Gorse (Figure 4.9) in Paris is one of the best preserved 
examples of a preadolescent youth in the guise of Osiris. However, only the upper half of the 
shroud remains preserved. To the left of the central figure is a partially preserved image of the 
god Anubis wearing the double crown and holding a was scepter. Presumably, the rest of the 
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326  Gillian E. Bowen, "Child, Infant and Foetal Burials of the Late Roman Period at Ismant el-Kharab, Ancient 
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327  Lynn Meskell, "The Egyptian Ways of Death," Archaeological Papers of the American Anthropological 
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328  Dominic Montserrat, "The Representation of Young Males in “Fayum Portraits"," Journal of Egyptian 
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329 Ibid., 225.
330 Ibid.
331  The three examples are: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, Universität, ÄM 12427; Forschungszentrum Griechisch-
Römisches Ägypten, Trier, OL 1997.11; Private Collection: Georges Gorse (Paris). There are two other examples of 
Osiris shrouds where the central figure has a short-cropped haircut and does not wear an atef crown: British 
Museum, EA 26453 and Chicago Natural History Museum, 105190.  Neither of these examples have inscriptions to 
provide the name and age of the deceased. Likewise, neither of the two exhibit naturalistic facial features like the 
three aforementioned Osiris shrouds.  However, given how rare it is to depict an Osiris figure without the atef crown, 
I am inclined to say that the British Museum and Chicago Natural History Museum Osiris shrouds likely belonged 
to young deceased males. 



shroud would have also been decorated with figures of Egyptian deities arranged on various 
registers. The body of the central male youth is decorated with a rhomboidal-shaped bandage 
pattern. In his hands, he holds the crook and flail of Osiris. His face is youthfully plump and 
round, and above his lips is a darkened area which may be the remains of a faint mustache, or a 
prominently  drawn philtrum and cupid’s bow.332 The individual’s long and narrow nose connects 
to his arched eyebrows; his left brow frames his protruding almond shaped eye. The youth’s hair 
is slightly disheveled and closely cut. Riggs has noted that “this style is not a specific Roman 
imperial hairstyle; instead, it derives from the representation of ephebic youths in the Hellenistic 
world, where short hair and a clean-shaven face were a visual trope for well-groomed young men 
of high social status.”333 Together, the artistic rendering of the deceased’s facial features, and the 
subtle highlights added to the nose, cheeks, and chin present a naturalistic portrait of the youth. 
Likewise, these individualizing visual attributes associated with age combined with funerary 
motifs connected with Osiris allows the deceased to achieve his transfigured state while 
maintaining his youthful identity and harnessing the reproductive powers of Osiris. 

4.4.1 Divine Associations: the Nimbus and Floral Wreath

 A prominent feature in the depiction of young males on the mummy shrouds is the ring of 
light—or nimbus—that highlights the deceased’s face. This circle of light serves to backlight the 
portrait. The nimbus is not only a compositional device framing the portrait of the deceased, it is 
also an iconographic device that signifies light  and power with respect to a divine being.334 
Although commonly associated with Christianity, one can find iconographic precursors to the 
nimbus in Sumerian, Akkadian, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman works of art.335  Nonetheless, the 
importance of the nimbus does not lie in its precise origins, but rather in its significance within 
the culture in which it was visually used. 
 In ancient  Egypt, the sun disc is traditionally depicted as a large golden-colored sphere 
associated with Re the sun god. Egyptian deities often possess solar attributes, and it is common 
to see gods and goddesses such as Re-Horakhty, the Apis bull, the Aten (especially during the 
Amarna Period), or Sekhmet with large solar disk headdresses. Within the Greco-Roman artistic 
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332 Unfortunately, the black and white photograph and the low resolution image makes it difficult to see if the mark 
above the males’ lip is intentional or accidental. A high resolution photograph, one that is preferably in color, is 
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333 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 58. Also see Montserrat, "The 
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College, 2013), 8.
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Framing and Light: Analyzing the Nimbus in the Mediterranean", 26-61.



milieu, the nimbus also possessed lunar connotations336 along with practical functions337 where it 
framed the head of the deceased and directed the viewer’s attention to a particular area of the 
mummy shroud. 

Figure 4.9: Osiris mummy shroud of a youth, Roman Period, unknown provenance (Private Collection: 
Georges Gorse) (Parlasca 2011, 316 Abb. 6)

 The nimbus represented on the Georges Gorse shroud visually functions as a frame for 
the portrait head of the deceased. The clearly delineated outline and color of the circle contrasts 
with the young male’s dark hair drawing the viewer’s attention directly  to the portrait of the 
youth. In addition to the nimbus’ visual power, the symbolism associating it with the sun disk 
and the sun god Re allows the deceased to obtain self-regenerating powers. Furthermore, given 
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336 A red-figure kylix attributed to the Brygos Painter (c. 500-450 BCE) (Antikensammlung Museum, Berlin, Berlin 
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could be a distinct hairstyle,  headdress, or hood. Nevertheless, the importance of the circular object is to designate 
and highlight important figures within a particular scene. Ibid., 41-44.



his prepubescent state at the time of his death and his lack of sexual potency, the magical powers 
of Re allow him to maintain his own youthful physical appearance, while gaining the powers of 
sexualized male creation needed to complete his transformation. Lastly, the physical 
mummification of the youth’s body  and the visual depiction of his body  wrapped in bandages 
draws a direct link with Osiris. Therefore, despite his age, the deceased youth is able to harness 
the virility and masculinity  of Osiris for the effective completion of his transformation into the 
afterlife. 
 Much like the nimbus, the floral wreath placed on top  of the deceased’s head also acted 
as a functional and iconographic device. An example of a young male wearing a wreath on his 
Osiris shroud (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427) (Figure 4.10) dates to the second 
century CE and is thought to originate from Thebes. The uppermost portion of the shroud 
remains intact, and it depicts the deceased from the neck up surrounded by various motifs and 
figures of Egyptian divinities.338 A red-colored wreath of perhaps roses or other flowers rests on 
top of the youth’s curly  black hair. Floral wreaths were commonly worn as crowns for religious 
festivals and celebrations in Egyptian, Greek, and Roman cultures.339  Most importantly, the 
wreath is a symbolic indicator of an individual’s elevated status and alludes to rituals and 
celebratory practices he or she may have participated in during his lifetime.340  Riggs suggests 
that wreaths worn by the dead “may have been connected with the ‘crown of justification’ in 
Egyptian thought,” and that this “multivalent symbol” indicated the transcendence of the 
transfigured subject.341 In this example, the floral wreath does not fully  frame the male’s plump 
face like the nimbus seen on the Georges Gorse shroud. Nonetheless, the coloring and shading of 
the face contrasted with his black hair and red crown still draws the viewers gaze upward toward 
the face of the young male.  Although the deceased body  is not preserved, the visible tops of the 
crook and flail crossing over his chest indicate that the rest  of his body would have been 
decorated in an elaborate rhomboidal pattern like that of the Georges Gorse shroud. Overall, the 
iconographic use of the floral wreath and the Osirian accoutrements depicted on the Berlin 
shroud of a youth allow this young male to present himself in an elevated state—a victor who 
has successfully  navigated the netherworld and attained immortality—while accessing the 
apotropaic and regenerative powers of Osiris thus ensuring his continued survival and rebirth.
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338  For a description and analysis of the iconography, see the catalog entry in this dissertation for Ägyptisches 
Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427 shroud.
339 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 82.
340 Ibid., 81.
341 Ibid., 83.



Figure 4.10: Osiris mummy shroud of a youth, Thebes, 2nd c. CE (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 
12427) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)

 Some scholars have suggested that there was an elevated importance in the 
commemoration of individuals who died at a young age with funerary portraits.342  Others have 
noted that the “religio-magical literature of the period underlines the danger and magical 
potential held by the untimely dead (ahoroi), and stresses the need of special propitiation.”343  It 
appears that  during the Roman Period the relationship between social identity and the afterlife 
became increasingly more important. Consequently, individuals were compelled and able to 
express their identity  through the iconography  and portraiture of the mummy shrouds. For 
younger individuals, the mummy shroud’s function was threefold. Pragmatically, the shroud 
protected the mummified body, represented the dead, and provided the essential spells, rituals, 
and equipment needed for a successful burial. Symbolically, the imagery of the Osiris shroud 
enabled the dead to be reborn as an acolyte of Osiris and attain his Osirian-aspect. Socially, not 
only was it  necessary  to attain an Osirian-aspect after death to be welcomed into his divine social 
sphere, but it  was also equally  important to indicate one’s identity  and status as a male child. It 
can be suggested that this new expression of identity  and reformulation of the status of children 
was a reaction to the emergence of a cosmopolitan hereditary aristocracy in Egypt.”344 
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342 Salima Ikram, "Barbering the Beardless: A Possible Explanation for the Tufted Hairstyle Depicted in the 'Fayum' 
Portrait of a Young Boy (J.P. Getty 78.AP.262)," The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 89(2003): 284.
343 Ibid., 248. Also see Sarah Iles Johnston, Restless Dead: Encounters between the Living and the Dead in Ancient 
Greece (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999).
344 Török, Transfigurations of Hellenism: Aspects of Late Antique Art in Egypt AD 250-700, 209.



4.5 Female Representations of Osiris: Expressions of Gender Identity

 According to Kathlyn Cooney, the ancient Egyptians “brought notions of masculine 
potency into their own funerary beliefs.”345  In order to harness masculine powers of sexuality 
and to be reborn into the next world, she suggests that the Egyptians believed their dead needed 
to transform346  into manifestations of the gods, particularly deities of creation and 
regeneration.347 However, how were women able to achieve the same form of divine status when 
they  lacked the necessary physical elements for recreation?348  Consequently, several creative 
adaptations were available to women. Funerary shrouds from the Third Intermediate Period 
indicate it  was not unusual for women to visually represent themselves in their fully  transfigured 
Osirian form. Women gained eternal life and maintained their individual gendered forms by 
incorporating inscriptions into the overall visual composition of the shroud that identified a 
woman’s name (often prefixed to the name of Osiris) and status.349  Gender was also 
communicated through texts by changing male pronouns to female pronouns.350  This brings into 
question how women of the Roman Period adapted male forms of gender-specific funerary 
representations, such as the Osiris mummy shrouds, to address their own social needs.  
 Evidence suggests women of the Roman Period who commissioned Osiris shrouds did 
not focus on texts to retain their identities, but rather on the visual adaptations of traditional 
mummy shroud iconography. An inscription dedicated to a deceased female on an Osiris mummy 
shroud has yet to be discovered.351  However, through iconographic variants deceased women 
were able to join the cult of Osiris and harness his masculine regenerative power without 
sacrificing their gender and identity. The iconographic adaptations from three352  female Osiris 
shrouds dating from the mid first century CE and the early second century CE illustrate how the 
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345 Kathlyn M. Cooney, "Gender Transformation in Death: A Case Study of Coffins from Ramesside Period Egypt," 
Near Eastern Archaeology 73, no. 4 (2010): 224.
346  In Cooney’s article she uses phrases such as the dead “transformed into the manifestation” (224), “assimilate[d] 
into Osiris” (228) or “the mummy itself was meant to represent Osiris” (234) indicating that she believes the dead 
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justified and given a position as himself or herself among the blessed dead. See Smith, "Resurrection and the Body 
in Graeco-Roman Egypt," 40. 
347 Cooney, "Gender Transformation in Death: A Case Study of Coffins from Ramesside Period Egypt," 224.
348  Kathlyn M. Cooney, "The problem of female rebirth in New Kingdom Egypt: the fragmentation of the female 
individual in her funerary equipment," in Sex and Gender in Ancient Egypt: 'Don your wig for a joyful hour', ed. 
Carolyn Graves-Brown (Swansea: The Classical Press of Wales, 2008), 4-5.
349 Gay Robins, Women in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1993), 175.
350  This phenomenon also occurred in Book of the Dead papyri from the 21st Dynasty.  See, Lisa Swart, 
"Observations on the status of women in the 21st and 22nd dynasty, Thebes,  Egypt," Journal of the Society for the 
Study of Egyptian Antiquities 35(2008).
351 Likewise,  gender-specific visual indicators on non-inscribed Osiris shrouds also suggest the deceased individuals 
had been male.
352  The three female Osiris shrouds are: Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
50.650; Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750. For a detailed analysis of the iconography and symbolism of each shroud, 
see their catalogue entries.



deceased addressed issues of gender and masculinity associated with Osiris in order to 
effectively be admitted into the afterlife. 
 A shroud from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (50.650) (Figure 4.11) presents a woman 
with an Osirian body and naturalistic portrait head. In the center of the shroud, a red-colored 
mummiform body is decorated with a broad collar; two visible registers353  depict embalming 
rituals conducted by the god Anubis. In her hands, she holds the crook and flail, symbols of 
Osiris’ kingship  and the power in the underworld. Framing the hands of the deceased are two 
protective falcons and wadjet eyes. Larger registers flank either side of the central mummiform 
figure. The bottom left register shows a tree goddess pouring water on a human-headed bird (or 
ba) of the deceased who simultaneously receives sustenance and purification from the deity. 
Opposite this scene is the preserved portion of a sycamore fig tree goddess suckling the deceased 
who appears before the deity as a nude child—newly reborn and in need of nourishment. On the 
second left register is the falcon headed solar deity  Re-Horakhty striding forward while 
protecting the deceased. Directly across, there would have been another deity whose scepter is 
remains partially visible. To the top left, the figure of Osiris is seated on his throne with an 
incense burner before him. Directly across from Osiris there would have sat another equally 
important and powerful deity overseeing the final transformation of the individual. The images 
depicted on the top register represent the woman's triumph over death like that  experienced by 
Osiris.354  Only instead of “transforming” into the god, she acquires his Osirian-aspect, and the 
dead is admitted into the underworld by the god who enabled her to complete her journey. 
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Figure 4.11: Osiris mummy shroud of a woman, purchased at Akhmim (Panopolis), mid to late 1st c. CE 
(Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650) (photograph © 2014 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)

4.5.1 A Portrait of the Transfigured Female Body

 There are three iconographic elements that are central to the overall efficacy and function 
of the shroud: the mummiform body, the framing of the head, and the portrait. It is most certain 
that the red355  colored mummiform body  of the woman on the Boston shroud (Figure 4.11) is 
directly  connected with the god Osiris—he was the first to be mummified, and his myth is the 
prototype for admittance to the underworld. By depicting herself with the body of Osiris and 
with his traditional accoutrements, as opposed to her own feminine form (i.e., notable breasts, 
hips, and pubic triangle), she is able to forge a link between her physical female mummified 
body and the visual representation of what could be considered a masculinized mummified form. 
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The Osirian mummiform shape combined with the symbolic solar powers associated with the 
color red enables her to temporarily gain masculine regenerative powers and use them to her 
benefit. Likewise, her individual portrait  allows her to identify as female, while visually 
manipulating and masculinizing the representation of her body. In a study of women’s coffins 
from the Ramesside Period, Cooney argues that “multiple manifestations of the individual and 
the inclusion of both genders seems to have been necessary for the deceased female’s rebirth into 
the next realm.”356 
 In addition to revealing her gender, the naturalism and details of the portrait head produce 
a dimension of individuality  that  the aforementioned stylized Osiris shrouds of adult males do 
not convey. Her coiffed hair and small drop earrings add a touch of style and unique expression 
to her portrait. In contrast with the rest of the composition of the shroud, the portrait uses light, 
darkness, color, and brushstroke weight to create the illusion of a three dimensional face on a flat 
surface drawing the viewer’s attention directly to the deceased’s face. Lastly, attention is drawn 
to the deceased’s head as a result of the frame constructed by the wings of protective deities. 
Flanking either side of her head are two cobras with their wings outstretched toward her face. 
The headdresses of the two deities identify the figures as Isis and Nephthys. Directly above her 
head and facing inward is a large winged scarab beetle. It  is important to note that when the 
shroud was laid on the body of the deceased, the winged scarab would have surrounded her head 
like a crown and functioned in a similar manner as the nimbus or floral wreath.357 
 Another example from the Pushkin Museum (4280/I 1a 5750) (Figure 4.12) combines 
both the traditional nimbus and winged scarab beetle to signify the transfigured status of the 
deceased, unlike the Boston shroud, which only uses the iconography of solar divinities to 
protect her head and does not depict a true nimbus. Most importantly, the Pushkin shroud 
indicates a symbolic solar connection between the winged scarab beetle and the nimbus. These 
instances of use reveal that either the winged scarab beetle, or the nimbus, or some combination 
of the two could be used to frame and protect the head of the deceased. Instead of adorning their 
heads with the traditional atef crown associated with Osiris and his dominion over the 
netherworld, these women used iconography associated with regenerative solar powers to 
complement the Osirian imagery  on the shrouds and complete their transformation into the 
afterlife. Consequently, these women were able to achieve the status of the “blessed dead” while 
emphasizing their female identities through naturalistic portraiture.
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Figure 4.12: Osiris mummy shroud of a woman, unknown provenance, mid 1st c. CE (Pushkin Museum, 
4280/I 1a 5750) (Parlasca 1966, I/21, 32)

 Overall, an association with the male god Osiris was not an issue for deceased women, 
since gender designations were fluid and temporal. Women could be welcomed into the retinue 
of Osiris by associating the lower halves of their bodies with his masculine regenerative powers, 
and simultaneously maintain their feminine identities by presenting their faces in a contrasting 
naturalistic portrait. To be reborn, the Egyptians often associated the deceased with both 
genders.358  Recitations from chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead, which dates back to the New 
Kingdom (c. 155-1069 BCE), record how the deceased “likens himself not only  to male gods of 
creation, Osiris and Re, but  to the goddesses Isis and Nephthys, who incorporate the powers of 
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protection, sustenance, and gestation.”359  Chapter 42 continues by likening each body  part of the 
deceased individual to a different divinity allowing the dead to acquire body parts that are both 
male and female; his or her body can possess both the phallus of Osiris and the breasts of 
Neith.360 This form of self-identification with the divine can also be found in texts contemporary 
with the mummy shrouds. A Greco-Roman Period composition of the First Letter for Breathing 
(P. Florence 3662), written for the benefit of a woman named Arsinoe, continues the motif of 
gendered associations with the divine.361 In the text (lines 4/3-9), the deceased has just requested 
favors from the god Atum, and she continues by stating:

<My> hair is Nun. My face is Re. My eyes are Hathor. My ears are Wepwaut. My 
nose is him who is pre-eminent in Letopolis. My lips are Anubis. My teeth are 
Selqet. My neck is Isis and Nephthys. My arms are Banebdjed. My breast is Neith 
the mistress of Sais. My back is the lords of Kheraha. My belly is Sekhmet. My 
buttocks are the eye of Horus. My legs are Nut. My feet are Ptah. My toes are the 
living uraei. No limb of mine is devoid of divinity. Thoth is the protector of my 
body. My flesh is full of life each day.362

 Through the text, Arsinoe links different parts of her body with various deities. Smith 
believes that in doing “this sort  of Gliedervergöttung,” the deceased “not only assures the 
physical integrity of [her] body, but admits her[self] to the protective sphere of the deities named 
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359 The passage reads: “I have come into this land, I have made use of my feet,  for I am Atum, I am in my city. Get 
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my phallus is Osiris; my muscles are the Lords of Kheraha; my chest is He who is greatly majestic; my belly and my 
spine are Sekhmet; my buttocks are the Eye of Horus; my thighs and my calves are Nut; my feet are Ptah; my 
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of all my flesh.” Cooney, "Gender Transformation in Death: A Case Study of Coffins from Ramesside Period 
Egypt," 235-236. For the translation see Faulkner et al., The Egyptian Book of the Dead: The Book of Going Forth 
by Day: Being the Papyrus of Ani (Royal Scribe of the Divine Offerings), Written and Illustrated Circa 1250 B.C.E., 
by Scribes and Artists Unknown, including the Balance of Chapters of the Books of the Dead Known as the Theban 
Recension, Compiled from Ancient Texts, Dating Back to the Roots of Egyptian Civilization, 125.
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Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 500-501. For publications of P. 
Florence 3662 see note 10 on page 500 of Smith. For description, translation, commentary, and photographs of P. 
Louvre N. 3279 see Jean Claude Goyon, Le Papyrus du Louvre N. 3279,  vol. 42, Institut français d'archéologie 
orientale du Caire Bibliothèque d'ètudes (Cairo: Le Caire: Imp. de l'Institut français d'archéologie orientale, 1966).
362  Translation by Mark Smith. See Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman 
Egypt, 508.



as well.”363  Similarly, Cooney suggests that  “the dead had to become a masculine divinity to 
create new life after death, but he or she also had to incorporate female divine powers, essentially 
to give birth to one’s own resurrected self.”364  In other words, a shroud depicting a woman with 
an Osirian body and female portrait head provided her with “nuanced powers associated with 
both genders.”365  This gender flexibility and fluidity provided artists and the dead with a new 
visual repertoire in which both masculine and feminine attributes could be combined to produce 
a mummy shroud that effectively assisted in the rebirth of the female dead while maintaining her 
own gender identity. Overall these Osiris shrouds, created specifically  for female patrons, 
functioned as an outlet  for social expression and provided the dead with the ability  to maintain 
her gender identity throughout the process of rebirth.  

4.6 Female Regeneration: Renewed Associations with Hathor

 The adaptable iconographic repertoire of the Osiris mummy shrouds enabled both men 
and women of all ages to acquire an Osirian-aspect and to ultimately be reborn into the afterlife. 
However, another deity—the goddess Hathor—provided an equally “powerful visual and 
conceptual model for representing a dead woman or girl in her transfigured, goddess-like 
form.”366  Although Hathor did not play a role in the Osirian mythology, one of her primary 
funerary  roles367  was to guard the cemeteries and welcome the dead as the “Mistress of the 
West,” which paralleled Osiris’ role as “foremost of the westerners.”368  Like most ancient 
Egyptian gods and goddesses, Hathor was a multi-faceted369 deity with many titles and attributes 
ranging from the marked characteristics of a mother figure to the goddess of the dead. However, 
during the Greco-Roman Period, the goddess was perhaps most recognized as Osiris’ female 
counterpart as ruler of the underworld.370 
 Mark Smith convincingly argues that “at some point prior to the Ptolemaic Period, the 
belief arose, or first found expressions, that women could also acquire the aspect of Hathor…as 
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370 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 7.



an alternative to that of Osiris himself.”371  The primary  distinction was that the acquisition of a 
Hathorian-aspect “placed special emphasis upon a person’s status as a devotee of that goddess 
rather than Osiris in the afterlife.”372  It was previously believed by some scholars373  that 
gendered associations with Egyptian deities—particularly  in the case of Hathor—was a 
phenomenon that developed in the Greco-Roman Period. Funerary  art and textual evidence from 
the Greco-Roman Period does indicate a large vested interest in Hathor, but funerary evidence 
dating back to the pharaonic period suggests this “phenomenon” had occurred long before. A 
statue inscription dating to the 11th Dynasty (c. 2040 BCE) provides an early instance in which a 
deceased woman was linked to Hathor and her husband to Osiris.374 In addition, locutions of @.t-
@r n NN or @.t-@r NN dating to as early as the 23rd Dynasty were applied to the sarcophagi and 
statues of elite women.375   Evidently, the cultic association of deceased females with the goddess 
Hathor was not an innovation of the Greco-Roman Period, but rather “another way of expressing 
an already existing conception.”376 
 In her study  of gender representations in a mortuary context, Riggs states “the greater 
frequency with which dead women were likened to Hathor from the Late Period onwards 
suggests an increasing concern with individualizing the deceased in funerary texts and pictorial 
representations, by  maintaining in the afterlife the gendered role, identity, and body that 
individuals assumed in Egyptian society.”377  Therefore, it can be argued that the symbolism of 
gender-based iconography of the Roman Period Hathor shrouds not only equipped deceased 
females with the means for rebirth in the afterlife, but also provided a mode of expression in 
which women could visually communicate and commemorate their own gendered social 
identities. 

4.6.1 Iconography of Gender and Power: Hair, Dress, and Posture

 The ancient Egyptians equated reproductive capabilities and sexuality with rebirth and 
renewal, and they articulated their importance in the gender-specific funerary art of men and 
women.378  An individual’s gendered-role and identity in the afterlife was maintained by the 
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artistic commemoration of one’s death through the conceptual language of Egyptian art.379 In his 
analysis of depictions of Hathor, Erik Hornung has noted that “any iconography can be no more 
than an attempt to indicate something of her complex nature… [and] pictures of gods should not 
be understood as illustrations or descriptions of appearances, but rather as allusions to essential 
parts of the nature and function of deities.”380  Representations of women on the Hathor shrouds 
employ specific iconographic attributes of the goddess such as the tripartite hairstyle, formfitting 
sheath dress, lotus flower or lily-scepter, and posture to not only indicate the gender of the dead, 
but to also emphasize the regenerative powers, social roles, and religious roles of women in life 
and after death. Combined, these attributes “hail the transformation of the dead as if their gender 
would survive death and, most importantly, contribute to their rebirth.”381

 All sixteen examples of the Hathor shroud type share the attribute of a black tripartite wig 
or long black hair. For the ancient Egyptians, “women’s hair had [an] erotic significance, helping 
to mark women as icons of sexuality and fertility.”382  Likewise, there was a strong connection 
between long, curly  hair and the Egyptian goddesses Isis, Nephthys, and Hathor.383  In particular, 
Hathor’s epithets in Ptolemaic temple inscriptions associate the goddess with long, curly  hair 
flowing past her shoulders.384 Riggs suggests that “in Egyptian iconography, long, curly hair and 
wigs had erotic connotations, and in a funerary context a woman’s undressed hair evoked her 
beauty, desirability, and reproductive potential.”385  In particular, two Hathor shrouds present 
traditional and stylized interpretations of the Hathoric hairstyle. The first shroud (British 
Museum, EA 24908) (Figure 4.13) dates to the second century CE and is from Akhmim.386 This 
example depicts a central female figure surrounded by a complex design of intricate vignettes. 
Focusing specifically  on the hairstyle, one can observe her black hair arranged like a tripartite 
wig. Wavy lines create texture and loose strands of hair were added to the ends. Here, the 
tripartite wig plays an important role in the process of identity  formation—particularly  the newly 
constructed identity  displayed on the deceased’s shroud. The women’s breast-length, tripartite 
wig draws attention to the nurturing and feminine features of her breasts, which are depicted by 
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Nephthys. See Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 101.
384  Georges Posener, "La légende de la tresse d'Hathor," in Egyptological Studies in Honor of Richard A. Parker: 
Presented on the Occasion of His 78th Birthday, ed. Leonard H. Lesko (Hanover, NH and London: Brown, 1986).
385 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 101.
386  At the time these photographs were taken in 2011, the British Museum ( EA 24908) Hathor shroud was 
sandwiched between two large display cases.  The shroud was installed in a glass frame on the side of a large display 
case. The room in which this object was housed was under renovation and made access to the shroud extremely 
difficult. Unfortunately, my photographs are often angled and I could not get an adequate shot of the shroud in its 
entirety. 



two yellow circles reminiscent of the sun disk. Much like the painted false beard attached to the 
face of the dead on the Osiris shrouds, the elaborate wig on the Hathor shrouds transformed the 
deceased’s identity  into an idealized divine being invoking the sexuality and virility  of the 
gods.387 Overall, the representation of a deceased female with an abundance of unrestrained hair 
reinforces the gender distinction associated with hairstyles, and directly links her image to the 
eroticism and fertility associated with the goddess Hathor.

Figure 4.13: Upper torso of Hathor shroud, Akhmim, 2nd c. CE (British Museum, EA 24908) (photo by 
author, courtesy of the British Museum)

 Possibly  from the Theban region, the second shroud (Chicago Natural History Museum, 
105189) (Figure 4.14) dates between the first century BCE to the early first century  CE. This 
shroud depicts a central female figure surrounded by  small registers of simply drawn deities. 
Like the British Museum shroud (EA 24908), the woman’s black hair is textured with curls and 
falls behind her shoulders. On her head she wears two wreaths: the upper with a sun disk and 
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387 Robins, "Hair and the Construction of Identity in Ancient Egypt, c. 1480-1350 B.C.," 68.



tripartite leaves or flowers, and the lower with multicolored flowers.388  The stylized hair-dress 
and adornments of the Chicago Hathor shroud are a variation on the many wreath combinations 
featured on coffins of females from Akhmim and various images of Hathor from the Greco-
Roman Period.389  The wreath upon the woman’s head holds additional significance and supports 
Smith’s theory that the acquisition of a Hathorian-aspect emphasized the person’s status as a 
devotee of the goddess. An inscription from the lid of a Ptolemaic coffin (Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo, CG 29310) from Saqqara describes a festival in honor of the goddess where priestesses 
wear wreaths on their heads.390 It reads: 

…Singers and maidens gathered together,
Made acclaim like that of Meret,
Braided, beauteous, tressed, high-bosomed,
Priestesses richly adorned,
Anointed with myrrh, perfumed with lotus,
Their heads garlanded with wreaths,
All drunk together with wine…391

Floral wreaths also appear with great frequency  on Greco-Roman terracottas, wall paintings, 
mummy masks, and other shroud types suggesting a broader connection with religious 
celebrations and festivals.392  Nonetheless, the long hairstyle and floral wreaths both emphasize 
the feminine connection with Hathor and the deceased’s participation in celebrations associated 
with the goddess. Thus her role in the afterlife as a devotee of Hathor is cemented. 
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388 Riggs, "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt," 286-287.
389  Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 82. For examples and 
references to wreaths on female coffins from Akhmim and associations with Hathor, see notes 91 and 93 on page 82 
of Riggs.
390  The coffin lid belongs to Wennofer. For the inscription see Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature: A 
Book of Readings: The Late Period, vol. III (Berkeley: Los Angeles: London: University of California Press, 1980), 
56. Also see Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 82.
391  Excerpt taken from Lichtheim’s translation of lines 4-5 on page 56. See Miriam Lichtheim, "Late Egyptian 
Wisdom Literature in the International Context: A Study of Demotic Instructions," in Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 
(Freiburg (Schweiz): Universitèts Verlag, 1983), 54-58. 
392 See note 91 in Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 82.



Figure 4.14: Hathor shroud, unknown provenance (possibly from Thebes), 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE (Chicago 
Natural History Museum, 105189) (Riggs 2008, figure 1)
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 Similar to the hairstyles and ornamentation, the formfitting sheath dress worn by women 
on the Hathor shrouds communicates religious and transformative associations with female 
deities, which provide visual clues differentiating social class and rank. There are subtle 
variations in the style of the traditional dress worn by the deceased women depicted on the 
Hathor shrouds. The women of the Hathor shrouds typically wear a version of the traditional 
archaic sheath dress with multicolored bead-net patterning including hues such as red, pink, and 
blue in the design. Styles include dresses with wide shoulder-straps cut into a V-shape around the 
neck,393 tunics with short sleeves and draped mantels,394 and sheath dresses tied beneath exposed 
breasts extending down to the feet395  (see Appendix 4.4). The restrictive nature of the sheath 
dress suggests that this attire would have seldom been worn for ordinary  activities. On the 
contrary, individuals were shown in this formal dress for a specific purpose according to earlier 
respected standards of representation.396 
 Symbolically, the archaic sheath dress was meant  to represent a woman in a particular 
divinized manner for religious purposes.397  Riggs has noted that archaic sheath dresses were also 
worn by Egyptian goddesses398, which suggests that this attire “was specifically suited to the 
Egyptian representation of the dead woman on the threshold of her rebirth.”399  The tight-fitting 
garment was meant to reveal the form of the body beneath and stress the femininity  of the 
wearer. As depicted on the Hathor shroud from the Chicago Natural History Museum (105189) 
(Figure 4.14) and several other examples, the sexual and reproductive aspects of the deceased are 
further emphasized in the images of women in the bare-breasted sheath dresses with their hair 
arranged either as a tripartite wig or flowing mane.400  Furthermore, the bead-net  patterning 
associated with mummification and Osiris, invokes the regenerative and procreative powers of 
the god of the underworld. Overall, in this context, the long, dark, curly hair on the shrouds 
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393  Wide strap V-neck sheath dresses: British Museum, EA68950; Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5.1943; Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472.
394  Short-sleeved tunics and mantles: British Museum, EA24908; British Museum, EA68951, EA68953, EA68954; 
Louvre, E.  13045; Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3; Private Collection: 
Auction Drouot (Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13; Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3. The knotted mantle worn 
over the tunic is a Late Period sartorial development. In the Roman Period, it eventually became identified with the 
goddess Isis. “In its native Egyptian context, the knotted ensemble appeared in representations of deified Ptolemaic 
queens.” Riggs, "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt," 297-298.
395  Sheath dress from below breasts to feet: Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189; Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 44.7; Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection); Unknown 
Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1).
396 William H. Peck, The Material World of Ancient Egypt (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 48-49. 
397 Ibid., 49.
398  In her analysis of clothing and its symbolic value, Riggs states “clothing associated with Hathor appears in the 
Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts, where her dress is usually called the Tstn, derived from the word ‘to knot together’.  In 
Coffin Text Spell 484, the deceased says, ‘I don the dress of Hathor’, and in Spell 485, ‘I have put on the cloak of 
the Great Lady (i.e., Hathor), and I am the Great Lady’. Although the specific associations of various garments, 
belts, and other pieces of cloth in Egyptian religious iconography is imperfectly understood, the consistent inclusion 
of these different clothing elements in art and texts suggests that they had both an actual and a semiotic function.” 
See Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 77.
399 Ibid., 129.
400 Ibid., 46.



combined with the formfitting, bead-net sheath dress or the mantle ensemble associated with 
deified Ptolemaic queens, draws upon the “significance and divine associations that  different 
garments” possessed and summons the regenerative powers of Hathor.401 
 Accoutrements such as the lotus flower or lily-scepter402 and the accompanying bent-arm 
posture of several figures on the Hathor shrouds403  draw upon the iconography of Egyptian 
queens and the God’s Wives of Amun dating back to the New Kingdom.404 The pose consists of a 
bent arm (usually the left) across the body tucked below the breasts (see Figures 4.13 and 4.14). 
Riggs suggests the pose regains prominence during the Ptolemaic Period when there was a public 
resurgence in female statue production depicting the lily-scepter pose on royal and non-royal 
female statues.405 She believes the prevalence of these public images must  have influenced artists 
who may have used these statues as visual sources for their two-dimensional renderings of 
deceased women on the mummy shrouds.406  Nonetheless, the significance of the posturing is its 
associations with high-ranking women of power. The archaistic choice of depicting the dead in 
the lily-scepter pose also reveals the continued transmission of meaning in traditional Egyptian 
iconography during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Riggs point out that “the iconography of 
Egyptian goddesses offered a flexible and dynamic means of communicating the qualities of 
royal women as well as the transfiguration of the non-royal deceased.”407  In particular, the lily-
scepter pose and dress connect a deceased female with the power and status of a panoply of 
Egyptian goddesses while the hairstyle and overall context of the imagery forges a connection 
with Hathor as the goddess of the underworld. Thus, deceased women were able to assert their 
gendered identity through traditional Egyptian visual attributes centered on the iconographic 
theme of rejuvenation and associations with Hathor. Consequently, this form of expression 
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401  Coffin Texts 483-486 discuss how the dress worn by Hathor rejuvenates the deceased. See Raymond Faulkner, 
The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts II, Spells 355-787 (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1977), 128-131. Also see 
Riggs, "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt," 297-298.
402 The lily-scepter has its origins in a curved fly whisk or flail.  “Such whisks or flails can be ‘read’ as xwj,meaning 
‘to protect’,or xw, ‘protection.’  Symbolically, they refer to both the protection offered to the bearer and the bearer’s 
ability to offer protection to others.” Ibid., 295.
403  Examples include: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin,  ÄM 24037; British Museum, EA24908; Chicago Natural 
History Museum, 105189; Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7; Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3; Royal 
Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection).
404  Examples of Late Period statues of the God’s Wives include: over-life size statues of Ahepenwepet II and 
Amenirdis I from Karnak; small statues of Ankhnesneferibre and the statuette of Shepenwepet II from Medinet 
Habu; granite statue fragments from Nitocris discovered at Deir el-Medina. Ibid., 298-299.
405  Twenty-four statues depict women from a Theban priestly family holding the lily-scepter. These examples were 
discovered in a cachette at Karnak and date to approximately the second century BCE. Other contemporary images 
of women with the lily-scepter pose include a statue of Cleopatra II Philometor near the first pylon at Karnak. For 
more examples see Ibid., 299-300.
406  Riggs also believes the Ptolemaic statues with similar postures points to a later dating of the shrouds. She 
believes some or all the Hathor shrouds may have been created closer to the Ptolemaic Period rather than the Roman 
Period. Prosopographic and stylistic evidence has hinted toward earlier Roman Period dating. However,  Riggs 
suggestions are not out of the realm of possibility. Ibid., 299.
407 Ibid., 300.



enabled them to reveal the importance of projecting the deceased in a transfigured form while 
drawing upon the divine qualities of the goddess with whom she was affiliated.408

4.6.2 Hathor Shroud Vignettes

 Specialized vignettes, some of which depict the deceased in her gendered form and 
display  gender specific iconography, play a prominent role in the individualization of the Hathor 
shrouds. Several examples, utilize gendered iconography to associate the deceased with both 
male and female deities. Other Hathor shrouds demonstrate how these vignettes were aptly 
developed for the deceased individual as a way of presenting her in an idealized feminine form. 
Each mummy shroud was carefully crafted to represent the dead in her gendered form and to 
facilitate the rebirth of the deceased.
 The tyet knot, also known as the “Isis knot” or “Girdle of Isis,” closely resembles the 
ankh, except that the transverse arms curve downward forming two loops. Amulets made of red 
carnelian were often placed around the neck of the deceased as a magical agent of protection.409 
It has been suggested that the symbol represents the loops of a long sash or red belt, which may 
have been worn by  women during menstruation and was worn by  Isis and other Egyptian 
goddesses.410  Representations of Ptolemaic queens also show these women wearing similarly 
knotted ensembles that held divine associations—some of which included the goddess Hathor.411 
The origins of the tyet knot are rather enigmatic with no evidence to suggest that the knot or 
knotted costume had any specific connections with Isis before the Greco-Roman Period.412 
However, at some point in Ptolemaic or early Roman Egypt, the knot became strongly  associated 
with the iconography of the goddess Isis. This motif appears in various forms on three of the 
Hathor shrouds.413 
 A Hathor shroud from Chicago (105189) and another from Toronto (983.154.1) 
demonstrate how gendered iconography not only establishes the identity of the deceased, but also 
functions on a magical and sexual level to aid in the regeneration of the dead. The first example 
(Chicago Natural History  Museum, 105189) (Figure 4.14) dates from the first century  BCE to 
the first century CE and possibly originates from Thebes. The eighth register from the bottom on 
the viewer’s left side depicts a wadjet eye above a tyet knot (Figure 4.15). Directly below, on the 
seventh register is a small djed pillar (Figure 4.15). The significance of these motifs lies in their 
sexual and regenerative implications. The pillar symbolizes the backbone of Osiris and 
represents stability. Meanwhile, the eye is an agent of action, protection, and restoration 
associated with Horus who is the offspring of Osiris and Isis. 
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408 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 47.
409  Anne K. Capel et al., Mistress of the House, Mistress of Heaven: Women in Ancient Egypt,  1st ed. (New York: 
Hudson Hills Press, 1996), 70.
410  Ibid.; Carol Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), 45.; Riggs, The 
Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 77.
411 Ibid.
412 Robert S. Bianchi, "Not the Isis Knot," Bulletin of the Egyptological Seminar 2(1980): 19.
413 The tyet knot appears on: British Museum, EA24908; Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189; Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection)



Figure 4.15: Hathor shroud registers with djed, tyet, and wadjet eye, (possibly from Thebes), 1st c. BCE - 
1st c. CE (Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189) (Riggs 2008, figure 1)

 Together, the djed and the tyet represent the duality  of life, and evoke both the masculine 
and feminine sexual capabilities of Osiris and Isis. The result of their union is Horus—
symbolized by the wadjet eye—who is the embodiment of their union and instrument of 
protection. A similar cluster of motifs (Figure 4.16) is present  on a shroud (Royal Ontario 
Museum, 983.154.1(Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection)) (Figure 4.17) also from 
Thebes and dating to the first century  BCE. On the viewer’s left side, the second and third 
registers depict a tyet knot and djed pillar together. Directly below is a wadjet eye. Again, the 
presence of the tyet knot on the shroud acknowledges the female gender of the deceased while 
the djed pillar provides her with the masculine attributes necessary for rebirth.

Figure 4.16: Hathor shroud registers with tyet, djed, and wadjet eye, Thebes, 1st c. BC (Royal Ontario 
Museum, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection)) (Riggs 2008, figure 5)
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Figure 4.17: Hathor shroud, Thebes, 1st c. BC (Royal Ontario Museum, 983.154.1(Private Collection: 
Former J. Hirsch Collection)) (Riggs 2008, figure 5)
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 Like the aforementioned examples, the British Museum Hathor shroud (British Museum, 
EA 24908) (Figure 4.13) incorporates the tyet knot’s symbolism into the overall iconographic 
composition, but also uses specialized vignettes to depict the deceased on her regenerative 
journey. Six registers of scenes fill the lower body of the central figure. The third register (Figure 
4.18) from the bottom is where the deceased is first  depicted in her female form. In the scene, a 
boat with lotus-form umbels and a shrine-shaped cabin carries a mummiform female inside.414 
Thoth and a goddess are seated behind the central cabin, and another goddess and Anubis are 
seated at the front of the bark. 

Figure 4.18: Third body register from the bottom, Akhmim, 2nd c. CE (British Museum, EA 24908) (photo 
by author, courtesy of the British Museum)

 The following scene (Figure 4.19) depicts the dead as a ba bird with outspread wings. 
The bird is flanked by tyet knots and winged goddesses who are presumably Isis and 
Nephthys.415 Directly  above this scene, the fifth register (Figure 4.20) from the bottom illustrates 
the deceased again in her female form.  Horus and Thoth flank the figure and pour libations over 
her. On either side of the three figures are tyet knots crowned by sun disks. To the viewer’s left  is 
a goddess and Anubis holding the ankh. To the right is Horus and another goddess also holding 
the ankh. These three scenes depict the deceased’s transformative journey: her voyage in the 
solar bark as a woman, her spiritual manifestation as a ba bird accompanied by gendered 
iconography identifying her as a woman, and her transfigured female spirit receiving favor from 
the gods.
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414 Riggs, "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt," 288.
415 Ibid.



Figure 4.19: Fourth body register from the bottom, Akhmim, 2nd c. CE (British Museum, EA 24908) 
(photo by author, courtesy of the British Museum)

Figure 4.20: Fifth body register from the bottom, Akhmim, 2nd c. CE (British Museum, EA 24908) (photo 
by author, courtesy of the British Museum)

 Overall, gendered iconography plays an important role in the identification and 
regeneration of the dead. The depiction of the tyet knot on the Hathor shrouds and its 
longstanding associations with goddesses such as Hathor and Isis forge direct connections with 
powerful divine females. When combined with the djed pillar motif, the tyet knot  acquires a new 
significance—the binary nature of life and death, masculine and feminine, and finally death and 
regeneration. Together, these two symbols invoke the protection of Isis and Osiris along with the 
eternity  of renewed life. Likewise, scenes depicting the deceased in her female form illustrate 
how further individualizing attributes were added to the shrouds in order to distinguish the 
deceased and draw upon gendered divine associations with goddesses such as Isis and Hathor.  
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4.6.3 Gendered Texts for the Afterlife

 Only six of the seventeen Hathor shrouds are inscribed with funerary  texts for the dead. 
Five of the texts are written in hieroglyphs and one is written in Demotic. Three inscriptions416 
are incomplete, one inscription417  is obscured by the original bandages holding the shroud in 
place, and two inscriptions418  are complete. The Hathor shroud (Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3) (Figure 4.21) with the inscribed 
Demotic text is perhaps the most remarkable of the six examples due to its exceptional condition 
and complete form. Unfortunately, the dating and provenance of the shroud are not secure. 
Parlasca has suggested that the shroud comes from Saqqara since it shares some stylistic 
characteristics found on another shroud, which he believes to originate from Saqqara and date to 
the mid second century  CE.419 Riggs, on the other hand, does not assign a precise location in her 
assessment of the Missouri shroud, but rather a region where it may have been produced. She 
believes it originates from either Upper or Middle Egypt based on the similarity  in layout and 
jewelry to the shroud of Ta-sheryt-Hor-udja from Asyut (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993), 
and she dates it  to the mid to late first century CE.420  Lastly, Smith conservatively dates the 
shroud to the first century or second century  CE presumably based on his analysis of the text.421 
Despite the lack of consensus among scholars, it is apparent in the Missouri shroud’s inscription 
that in the Roman Period there was a preoccupation with the wellbeing of the dead along with an 
emphasis on expressions of gender and individualization.
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416  Incomplete hieroglyphic inscriptions: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278 (poorly preserved and missing 
portion from the viewer’s right side); British Museum, EA68950 (missing the bottom portion); World Museum, 
Liverpool, Inv. No. Unknown (Lot 35, Sothebys, April 17, 1931) (missing the majority of the top portion).
417  Linen bandages hold the shroud (British Museum, EA6707) in place and do not provide access to the 
hieroglyphic text.
418 Complete inscriptions: Louvre, E. 13045 (hieroglyphs); Museum of Art and Archaeology,  University of Missouri-
Columbia, 61.66.3 (Demotic).
419 Parlasca’s methods and argument are questionable here. He believes the Missouri shroud is from Saqqara because 
it shares an unusual scene in common with another shroud: a mummy laid-out between Anubis and Horus above 
which a sheep-like animals stands. He identifies this figure to be the “he-goat or ram of Mendes, ‘the one which 
mates with women’ referenced by “Herodotus in his discussion of Egyptian customs”.” Parlasca states that a similar 
scene also appears on a shroud in Berlin (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037). However, this shroud does not 
have a secure date nor provenance. Parlasca frustratingly states in his conclusion that “the mummy shroud in Berlin 
referred to above can be attributed to a workshop which also produced a shroud found at Sakkara that can be dated 
on iconographic grounds between A.D. 138 and 143. We may assume that our shroud was made in the same region. 
This is supported by the linguistic character of the text as well as by the relative frequency with which mummy 
shrouds are found in this area.” Parlasca never identifies the shrouds he used for comparison nor how he came to 
these conclusions. Essentially, Parlasca believes the Missouri shroud is from Saqqara because he found another 
shroud with a similar scene that was stylistically similar to shrouds known to be from Saqqara, which he never 
identifies. Therefore, his suggestions regarding the dating and provenance of the Missouri shroud should be 
questioned and further examined. See Klaus Parlasca, "A Painted Egyptian Mummy Shroud of the Roman Period," 
Archaeology 16(1963): 268. 
420  Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, Plate 2. Also see Ibid., 
98-103.
421 However,  Smith does not disclose how he reached that conclusion. See Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the 
Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 583.



Figure 4.21: Hathor mummy shroud of Taathyr, Middle or Upper Egypt, 1st or 2nd c. CE (Museum of Art 
and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3) (Parlasca 1963, 264)

 The Missouri shroud depicts the deceased in a recumbent position with a red-fringed 
cloth draped over her body. Consequently, only her head, feet, and shoulders are visible. Her 
tightly curled, black hair falls loosely  over her shoulders. The frizzy texture of the curls is 
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conveyed by the wisps scrawled by the painter. The long, centrally parted hairstyle is similar to 
that of the Chicago Natural History Museum Hathor shroud. Above her head, a vulture encircles 
the mummy with its outstretched wings with a feather in each claw. When wrapped around the 
mummified body, the vulture would offer protection while functioning as a headdress for the 
deceased; one that was common for Egyptian goddesses. A certain degree of individualization 
can be seen in the rendering of her facial features.422 Rather than sticking out, her ears lie close to 
her head. Deeper hues and flesh tones are used to define her nose, mouth, and chin. The illusion 
of depth is created by  the darkening of her nostrils and eyelid creases. Much like the texture of 
her hair, her eyebrows are executed in feathery  brushstrokes rather than a harsh cosmetic line.423 
Lastly, a unique feature can be seen in the rendering of her small, bare feet, which are each 
represented with six toes.
 Unlike most of the Hathor shrouds, her clothing is obscured by the elaborately decorated 
cloth. The deceased’s only personal adornment includes beaded hoop earrings and a broad collar 
around her neck with an attached pendant, which is in the form of a shrine with an ibis.424 Below 
the collar and pendant, the deceased is covered in a red cloth schematically divided into six 
horizontal registers with mythological scenes. These vignettes from the Book of the Dead depict 
various stages of her resurrection, reception in the underworld, and nourishment in the 
afterlife.425 The scenes are framed on either side by a yellow pair of narrow bands that extend the 
length of her body. These ochre-colored bands are decorated with a pattern symbolizing “all life, 
stability, and dominion.”426  Outside of these bands is another pair in yellow with an inscription 
that runs continuously from the top of the shroud to the bottom on the right side and then from 
the bottom to the top on the left side.427 Smith translates the text as:

(1) May the ba of Taathyr whom Thatres bore live in the presence of Osiris Sokar, 
the great god and the lord of the West. May her ba fly up to the sky while her body 
is destined for the underworld. May she approach the deities who act as 
doorkeepers(?) for the lord of the gods. May she be given a palm branch and may 
offerings be presented to her in the night of the 22nd of Khoiak in the necropolis of 
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422 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 100-101.
423 Ibid., 100.
424 Riggs has commented that this type of 
425  Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 584. For a more detailed 
description of the register scenes,  see the catalogue description for he Museum of Art and Archaeology, University 
of Missouri shroud, Inv. No. 61.66.3. Also see Parlasca, "A Painted Egyptian Mummy Shroud of the Roman Period."
426  Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 584.Parlasca describes the 
writing on the inner band as a pictorial grouping of four hieroglyphic characters continuously repeating “All life, 
perpetuity, well-being.” See Parlasca, "A Painted Egyptian Mummy Shroud of the Roman Period," 268.
427 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 584.



Abydos in the presence of Osiris foremost in the West, the great god and lord of 
Abydos. May she be granted favour before the lord of the gods unto eternity.428

 The bands of inscriptions identifies the deceased as Taathyr,429  the daughter of Thatres, 
and establishes her individual and social identity for posterity. The text also functions as a 
literary  compliment to the scenes drawn across her body.430  For example, the bottom register 
(Figure 4.22) depicts her ba obtaining sustenance from a tree goddess and receiving life (the 
ankh) from a hawk divinity (possibly Horus). To the far right, a female deity (possibly Maat) 
stands while holding a balance in preparation for the weighing of the Taathyr’s soul. Moving to 
the uppermost register (Figure 4.23), two ba birds are presented on either side of her head while 
the central figure receives the protection of both Isis and Nephthys. Together, these two registers 
illustrate the journey of the deceased and the outcome where her “ba fly[s] up to the sky.” The 
remaining registers depict Taathyr’s physical transformation. Particularly noteworthy  is the fifth 
register from the bottom (Figure 4.24), this scene depicts the mummy of Taathyr in its Osirian 
form. In this transient state, she uses her masculine attributes to copulate with the vulture form of 
Isis before the Four Sons of Horus. Consequently, Taathyr’s transition is complete, her body is 
reanimated, and it is now “destined for the underworld.”

Figure 4.22: Bottom register of shroud of Taathyr, Tree goddess with ba bird, vulture god holding ankh, 
and possibly Maat holding a balance (Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
61.66.3) (Parlasca 1963, 264)
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428  Ibid., 584-585. Parlasca provides a different translation of the text by Erich Lüddeckens of the University of 
Mainz: “May the soul of Taathyr, daughter of Thatres, live in the presence of Osiris-Sokar the Great God, Lord of 
the West [abode of the dead]. May her soul hasten to Heaven, her body to the Underworld. May she be near the 
gods who serve the Lord of the Gods. May…be given to her. May offerings be made to her of jugs (?)…Abydos,  in 
the presence of Osiris,  Ruler of the West,  the Great God,  Lord of Abydos. May offerings be given her in the presence 
of the Lord of the Gods forever.” Parlasca, "A Painted Egyptian Mummy Shroud of the Roman Period," 268. 
429 In Egyptian “Ta-hathor”. In Greek ,""-.# or “Taathyr”.
430  For a detailed analysis of all registers, see the catalogue entry for Taathyr’s shroud (Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3).



Figure 4.23: Top register of shroud of Taathyr, Portrait of Taathyr with two ba birds and the goddesses 
Isis and Nephthys (Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3) (Parlasca 
1963, 264)

Figure 4.24: Fifth register of shroud of Taathyr, Mummy copulating with Isis falcon before Four Sons of 
Horus (Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3) (Parlasca 1963, 264)

 Collectively, the text and images convey  a desire for the posthumous wellbeing of 
Taathyr while referring to her in the third person.431  Blessings are bestowed upon her in 
preparation for the potentially  treacherous journey through the underworld. Most importantly, the 
text requests Taathyr be admitted to the retinue of Osiris in the underworld and take part in the 
festival of the god on earth at Abydos.432  In his analysis of the inscription, Smith suggests that 
“in seeking to ensure its beneficiary’s posthumous well-being in both spheres of existence, our 
text resembles other short ones inscribed in demotic on coffins and related objects, in particular, 
the ‘letters of recommendation,’ where reference to the deceased is in the third person as 
well.”433  Taken as a whole, the individualizing elements of Taathyr’s inscription and image 
indicates the importance of preserving her female identity. The iconography of the scenes on her 
body reflect the fluidity of gender constructions where Taathyr is able to momentarily acquire 
masculine attributes to complete the regenerative process. Lastly, the distinguishing features of 
the inscription bordering the shroud further reinforce the importance of individual and gendered 
identities. These adaptations of traditional symbolic iconography and funerary texts presents a 
level of flexibility in both forms where women could commemorate their own gendered social 
identities without sacrificing the possibility of eternal life. 
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431 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 583.
432 Specifically, it is asked that Taathyr be able to take part in the oblations presented during the Khoiak mysteries of 
Osiris. See Ibid.
433 Ibid.



 4.7 Expressions of Gender and Identity

 Funerary art, particularly mummy shrouds, in Roman Egypt provided the ideal medium 
for the eternal expression of gender. New artistic conventions expressed through the Osiris and 
Hathor shrouds enabled men and women to visually  communicate and commemorate their own 
gendered social identities. Men acquired an Osirian-aspect by invoking the god’s masculine and 
regenerative powers through symbolically charged imagery  and texts. Cleverly crafted vignettes 
surrounding the central figure protected the deceased on his journey through the underworld. 
Individualizing portraits and symbolic motifs such as the nimbus and floral wreath further 
provided adolescent males and women with the opportunity to acquire their own Osirian-aspect 
without sacrificing their own individual gender and age based identities. 
 The expression of gender identity in the mummy shrouds was paramount—particularly  in 
the case of representations of deceased women. However, it  was equally  important  to visually 
and symbolically  project “the deceased in a form with divine qualities that were comparable, but 
not identical, to those of the funerary deity with whom he or she was affiliated.”434  The rise in 
popularity of Hathor and her connection with the underworld made the goddess an ideal 
counterpart to Osiris. The revival of her worship meant traditional Hathoric dress, postures, 
accoutrements, and hairstyles increased the variety in which women could be represented. 
Likewise, gendered motifs such as the tyet knot and djed pillar combined with individualized 
inscriptions and images of the dead preserved one’s gender and physical appearance in their 
commemoration and rebirth.435  Riggs has noted “The choice to employ conventions and 
elements not traditionally included in the Egyptian artistic repertoire was a meaningful one, 
whether consciously or not, and the art created as a result of that choice is all the more 
significant because of it.”436  In sum, the gender flexibility  and fluidity developed through old and 
new artistic conventions equipped the dead with innovative symbolic and individualizing visual 
opportunities for his or her own rejuvenation and commemoration without sacrificing one’s 
individual and social identities.  
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434 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 47.
435 Ibid., 41.
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Chapter 5: Iconography of the Mummy Shrouds: Reflecting 
Symbolism and New Meaning 

5.1 Introduction 

 The cultural mixture of the iconography of the mummy shrouds may appear pronounced 
to the modern viewer. Yet, it is likely that to an ancient viewer versed in Egyptian and Hellenistic 
traditions, the apparent hybridity  would have been less conspicuous, and better understood as an 
entangled visual system: one where flexibility and relate-ability  translated different messages and 
meanings from the commissioner of the art to the viewer. Moreover, this visual language and its 
translatability enabled Egyptian, Roman, and Greek cultures to become transparent within a 
work of art without losing its specific cultural and religious identity.437  The choice to employ 
new artistic conventions alongside an ancient Egyptian visual repertoire was significant, since it 
reveals what was deemed useful or desirable to artists and patrons.438  Therefore, as Christina 
Riggs suggests,“by analysing precisely how the divergent pictorial and symbolic traditions 
interact and by imagining the funerary art of Roman Egypt in its own place and time we can 
begin to apprehend the meaning it embodied.”439

 The scholarship  of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries indicates that the overall 
hybridized composition of the mummy shrouds has been continuously overlooked. In their 
analysis of Greco-Roman mummies and shrouds, scholars have primarily  focused on what is 
Egyptianizing, Hellenizing, or Romanizing within the composition and favored iconography 
rooted in one particular cultural tradition—primarily Greek or Roman cultures—over Egyptian 
traditions.440  Consequently, any scholarly discussions of the mummy shrouds were limited to 
only the study of portraiture, and the overall composition of portrait mummies and shrouds were 
consistently dismissed or entirely  ignored.441  Therefore, the objective of this study is to 
understand how the hybridized iconography of the mummy shrouds worked within the larger 
visual composition to convey religious meaning and new cultural traditions in Roman Egypt. 
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437  Jan Assmann, "Translating Gods: Religion as a Factor of Cultural (Un)Translatability," in The Translatability of 
Cultures: Figurations of the Space Between, ed.  Sanford Budick and Wolfgang Iser (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1996), 36.
438 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 5.
439 Ibid.
440 See, Castiglione, "Dualité Du Style Dans L'art Sépulcral Égyptien a L'époque Romaine." Parlasca and Deutsches 
Archäologisches Institut., Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler. Laszlo Kákosy, "Selige und Verdammte in 
der spätägyptischen Religion," in Selected Papers (1956-73), ed. Istvan Dioszegi (Budapest: Studia Aegyptiaca 
1981).
441  Parlasca, particularly in his Reportorio d’arte dell’Egitto greco-romano series,  consistently emphasizes the 
Roman aspects of mummy portraits and shrouds while often ignoring the Egyptian imagery on these objects.



5.2 Hybridity and its Discontents

 In Diplomacy by Design Marian Feldman describes visual hybridity as “cultural 
intermixture…where many of the primary  motifs are literally hybrid entities, composites of 
typically disassociated elements.” As a result “this visual/motival hybridity combines with shared 
idiomatic renderings…to form an artistic tradition that cannot be associated exclusively with any 
single previously understood geocultural tradition.”442 In other words, hybrid art is the product of 
crossbreeding of various traits from prior existing antecedents. However, the notion of hybridity 
has a tendency  to be ascribed a negative or positive connotation based on values related to ideas 
of purity, inclusion, and exclusion.443 
 One approach to issues of hybridity is to shift focus from parsing the exact cultural 
origins of iconographic elements, and instead concentrate on understanding the content and 
meaning expressed through new visual combinations. Questions of purity and authenticity  in 
hybrid cultural studies obscures our ability to produce productive lines of inquiry. Our analysis 
of hybrid art  should extend beyond reducing visual material culture into components and 
ascribing them to one culture or another. As suggested by post-colonialist theorist Homi Bhabha, 
“the importance of hybridity  is not to be able to trace two original moments from which the third 
emerges.”444  Bhabha’s words resonate when one recalls that by the Roman Period, Egypt had 
been in contact with Eastern Mediterranean and sub-Saharan civilizations for many centuries, 
and undoubtably appropriated other visual cultural traditions in the process.445 This, in essence, 
hybridizes Egyptian culture by nature much in the same manner that Hellenistic and Roman 
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442  Marian H. Feldman, Diplomacy by Design: luxury arts and an "international style" in the Ancient Near East, 
1400-1200 BCE (Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press, 2006), 59.
443 Ibid., 61.
444  Jonathan Rutherford,  "The Third Space. Interview with Homi Bhabha," in Identity: Community, Culture, 
Difference, ed. Jonathan Rutherford (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1990), 211.
445  For further reading on the topics of cross-cultural interactions and foreign relations in ancient Egypt: (detailed 
discussion of the foreign relations with the Near Egypt in the Badarian period) Béatrix Midant-Reynes, Préhistoire 
de l'Egypte (Paris1992).; (discussion of foreign—Near Eastern—influence on Egyptian Art) William Stevenson 
Smith, Interconnections in the Ancient Near East: A Study of the Relationships between the Arts of Egypt, the 
Aegean, and Western Asia (New Haven/London: Yale University Press,  1965).; (discussion of second millennium 
cross-cultural interactions between Egypt, the Aegean, and the Levant) W. V. Davies,  Louise Schofield, and British 
Museum. Trustees.,  Egypt,  the Aegean and the Levant : interconnections in the second millenium BC (London: 
British Museum Press for the Trustees of the British Museum, 1995). 



cultural traditions had also been influenced by outside cultural contact for centuries as well.446 
Consequently, the first  step  is to look past the idea of disentangling various artistic cultural 
origins and traditions, and instead attempt to appreciate what is effectively communicated and 
understood through new visual combinations within their contemporary context. In doing so, one 
can place an emphasis on the overall function of the new visual repertoire and how it  was 
executed—essentially exploring on a macro rather than a micro scale the new meanings ascribed 
to the iconography and their translatability on behalf of the viewer. 
 Second, according to Bhabha “the importance of hybridity is that it bears the traces of 
those feelings and practices which inform it, just like translation, so that hybridity puts together 
the traces of certain other meanings or discourses.”447  In other words, by focusing on the notion 
of visual hybridity, we can form a critical assessment of the symbolic significance and the social 
role played by the iconography displayed on the mummy shrouds. By viewing hybridization as a 
dynamic process that entails the combination of two or more social cultures within a “Third 
Space,” one sees the results in transcultural forms. The concept of a “Third Space” was first 
developed by Bhabha as a metaphor for the space in which cultures meet. It is in this space that 
hybrid identities are created and produce new representations and meanings, which illustrate that 
“signs can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricized, and read anew.”448  By situating the 
mummy shrouds in Bhabha's “Third Space,” I argue that their meaning can no longer be simply 
divided into Egyptian, Greek, and Roman elements. Furthermore, by  also applying the 
theoretical lens of hybridity to the mummy shrouds, one can look beyond the binaries and 
polarities that have previously thwarted nineteenth and twentieth century scholarship, and instead 
embrace the merging of cultures and translation of religious beliefs that occurred through the 
visual iconography  of the mummy shrouds. Thus, employing the notion of hybridity  enables us 
to explore the negotiation of new meaning and cultural exchange through visual representation. 
 In this chapter, I propose that this corpus of mummy shrouds presents a translatable 
visual language—one that was designed to communicate religious beliefs and cultural 
associations in Roman Egypt to a multicultural contemporary audience. In particular, I will focus 
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448  Homi K. Bhabha, "Cultural Diversity and Cultural Differences," in The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, ed.  B. 
Ashcroft, G. Griffiths, and H. Tiffin (New York: Routledge, 2006), 155-157.



on the Tri-figure, Coffin Shrine Portrait, and Full-body  Portrait shrouds. These three types of 
mummy shrouds lend themselves well to the discussion of hybridity and translatability due to 
their syncretic use of religious iconography, which is deeply rooted in Egyptian, Greek, and 
Roman cultural traditions. By examining the composition and iconography  of these mummy 
shroud types, I aim to understand why  specific iconography and motifs were visually employed, 
how it was understood by those commissioning and viewing it, and how it functioned on both 
social and religious levels. 

5.3 Tri-figure Shrouds: Sms or Psychopomp Shrouds 

 Riggs has suggested “like statuary, painted portraits place the human subject on display, 
fix the subject’s physical appearance, and could, by virtue of the setting or frame, elicit the 
veneration of the subject through the portrait image.”449 These observations hold true in the case 
of the Tri-figure mummy shrouds, which are commonly referred to as “psychopomp” shrouds. 
The deceased flanked450 by two deities (commonly Osiris and Anubis, but in some cases, Isis and 
Nephthys, or Osiris and Hathor/Isis) is a compositional scheme unique to the Tri-figure shroud. It 
is the combination of these three equally-sized figures that grabs the viewer’s attention. For these 
individuals are not  just set beside one another, Anubis rendered in profile reaches out to embrace 
the man in contrapposto pose, while Osiris represented en face looks out  to the viewer. The three 
individuals stand together in the same imagined space, interacting before the viewer’s eyes, and 
it is this interplay among the figures that has resulted in the misidentification of the characters 
and misinterpretation of the scene.451 
 The Tri-figure shrouds are often referred to in scholarly literature as “psychopomp” 
shrouds because of the role Anubis plays in ushering the dead to the netherworld and presenting 
him or her to Osiris.452 However, this labeling imposes a strictly  Hellenized reading of the scene 
and limits our understanding of the overall image. To only focus on the relationship between the 
figures of Anubis and the deceased is to deny the overall significance of the shroud, which is to 
magically facilitate the deceased’s transfiguration and his or her acquisition of an Osirian aspect. 
By focusing on the relationships and interactions among all three figures—Anubis, the deceased, 
and Osiris—we can access the functionality  and symbolism associated with their interaction and 
uncover themes of presentation, cultic worship, and regeneration embedded in the visual 
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449 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 149-152.
450 A mummy shroud from the Pushkin Museum (Inv. No. 4301/I 1a 5747) is one exception where the central female 
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imagery. Therefore it may be argued that instead of referring to the Tri-figure shrouds as 
“psychopomp” shrouds, a more accurate description of this shroud type would be to also refer to 
them as “Sms” shrouds. The Egyptian verb Sms means “to follow, or to serve”453  and best 
characterizes the relationships forged in the scene between the interactions of the figures. 
 While navigating through liminal space and time on the neshmet bark, Anubis presents 
the deceased to Osiris. Clearly the image of Anubis as a proprietor of the underworld and guider 
of souls parallels that of the Greek god Hermes as a psychopomp.454  However, it is in this 
moment that the deceased is welcomed as a member of Osiris’ retinue and experiences the final 
stage of his or her transformative process. Not only does he or she assume the role of devotee, 
but also acquires a divine form associated with Osiris.455  Therefore, the term Sms possesses a 
double meaning concerning the figures depicted on the Tri-figure shrouds: the deceased follows 
Anubis to his presentation before Osiris, and the deceased in turn becomes a follower of Osiris. 
Consequently, the naturalism of the deceased’s image communicates a familiarity  with Greek 
and Roman art  and fashion that commemorates the transfiguration of the dead while situating the 
scene within an Egyptian religious tradition. The depiction of the presentation of the dead before 
Osiris signals the transfiguration of the dead and the continued importance of Osirian cultic 
worship  in Roman Egypt. Nevertheless, throughout this dissertation, the more noncommittal 
descriptive term of Tri-figure shrouds is used to refer to this shroud type. However, according to 
the ancient Egyptian religious tradition, the term Sms shrouds is a better name that describes the 
entire scene and visual content of the shroud.

5.4 Tri-figure Shrouds: Figures and Attributes

5.4.1 The Deceased

 The central figure on the Tri-figure shroud is typically the deceased individual 
represented in a lifelike456  full-body  portrait. The dead is commonly depicted in three-quarter 
profile and can take one of two postures: the first is a striding position closely related to the 
traditional Egyptian forward striding pose, and the second is a Hellenistic contrapposto pose 
where the deceased’s weight is shifted onto one leg.457  An example of the second standing 
posture can be seen on the rendering of the central figure on a shroud from the Pushkin Museum 
(4229/1 1a 5749) (Figure 5.1). The central figure is an adult male with dark, loose curls and a 
sparse, straight beard. His hairstyle and beard suggest a first century CE date. He wears a tunic 
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453 Smith, "Osiris NN or Osiris of NN?," 335.
454 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 166.
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and mantle, which is draped over his left shoulder and arm. The man stands with his weight on 
his left leg and with his torso and head turned slightly  to his right. In his hands, he holds a book-
roll. When juxtaposed with the other two figures on either side, the deceased’s image is clearly 
rendered in a naturalistic manner where his posture provides spatial depth to the scene.458  Most 
importantly, the deceased’s portrait memorializes him in his idealized-life-like form, and 
indicates the significance placed on representing and preserving the dead in his natural form. 

Figure 5.1: Tri-figure shroud of man, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara (Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749) 
(Doxiadis fig.14)
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458  Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 172-173. Corcoran, Portrait 
Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums, 52-53.



5.4.2 Anubis: “Guider of Souls” or “Psychopomp”

 Anubis’ posture plays an important role in understanding the interactions among the 
figures on the Tri-figure shrouds. Unlike the other two figures on the shroud, Anubis is posed in 
the traditional Egyptian striding profile. The god Anubis stands with his gaze fixed directly on 
the deceased. The god’s left  hand holds the outline of a key, and he caresses the underside of the 
left hand. The intimacy of this interaction with the deceased is enhanced by his movement 
toward him. The right arm of Anubis extends behind the man. Based on a comparison with three 
other Saqqara mummy shrouds also dating to the mid first century  CE we can confirm that the 
faint outlines on the right shoulder of the man are the fingers of Anubis.459 In the scene, Anubis 
appears to guide the deceased through his journey to the underworld, embracing and presenting 
him before Osiris in preparation for the deceased’s final judgment. The combination of these 
visual elements suggests that Anubis functions as a “guider of souls” 460 who ushers the deceased 
between the realm of the living and the dead—a concept well established in Egyptian funerary 
beliefs, and seen in images from the Book of the Dead (British Museum, EA 9901/3) (Figure 
5.2).461  Such scenes in the Book of the Dead reveal that Anubis’ primary objective is to deliver 
the deceased to his judgement and to the god Osiris. On the Pushkin shroud, Anubis wraps his 
arms around the deceased to guide the man to the afterlife. Likewise, Anubis’ gesture with his 
left arm also suggests his role in the scene is to protect and present the deceased to Osiris as he 
does in the Book of the Dead vignettes. 

The idea of a god serving as a “guider of souls,” a “psychopomp,” is a translatable idea 
known in the Greek world from representations of the god Hermes. An example of a funerary 
lekythos dating to 420-410 BCE from Athens represents Hermes as a psychopomp leading the 
deceased Myrrhine by  the hand to Hades (National Archaeological Museum in Athens, inv. no. 
4485) (Figure 5.3).462  In this capacity, Hermes is not to judge the deceased, but to provide safe 
passage to the underworld much like Anubis’ role of guiding the dead across the threshold of the 
world of the living to the world of the dead. 
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Figure 5.2: Page from the Book of the Dead of Hunefer, 19th Dynasty (c.1275 BCE), Thebes (British 
Museum, EA 9901/3) (British Museum Online Collection Database)

Figure 5.3: Funerary Lekythos of Myrrhine, 420-410 BCE, Athens (National Archaeological Museum in 
Athens, 4485) (Clairmont 1979)
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A comparable example from Roman Egypt that demonstrates the same sort of 
sophisticated syncretism of Egyptian and Greco-Roman funerary beliefs is found in a late first 
century CE tomb painting in the “Hall of Caracalla” Persephone Tomb at Kom el-Shoqafa in 
Alexandria (Figure 5.4).463  The scene is divided into two registers: an upper scene of the 
lustration of the mummy, and a lower scene of the abduction of Persephone. The upper register 
depicts a traditional Egyptian embalming scene with Anubis attending to the deceased who lies 
on a lion-headed funerary bier. Beneath the bier are four canopic jars with the heads of the Four 
Sons of Horus. Representations of winged goddesses and gods wearing the double crowns of 
Egypt flank either side of the deceased. The representation is juxtaposed with the lower register 
executed in purely Hellenistic style. The illustration depicts the abduction of Persephone by  the 
god of the underworld Hades. The scene shows Hades in his chariot snatching Persephone from a 
field where she had been picking flowers with Hékaté.464  To the far left  of the scene is Artemis 
shown standing in three-quarter profile standing next to a tree while wielding a bow and arrow. 
Athena is also depicted in profile clad in armor and holding a spear and shield. The third figure 
from the left is Aphrodite posed as Venus de Milo. Flying over her left shoulder is the faint figure 
of Eros who points his bow and arrow in the direction of Persephone and Hades.465  While the 
upper register adheres to Egyptian principles of art, which revolve around conceptual 
representations and profile views, the lower register utilizes techniques of perspective, depth, 
light, shadow, movement, and dynamism. In these scenes two ways of figuring death are 
deliberately  paralleled within their own respective cultural traditions.466  Although these scenes 
are executed in two different artistic styles, their physical proximity  and narratives correlate the 
Egyptian belief in eternal life with the Greek underworld myth. The correspondence between 
gods such as Anubis and Hermes, Osiris and Hades, Isis and Demeter, and the deceased and 
Persephone reveals the direct parallelism in the artistic and religious designs of the scenes.467 
Although this instance of paralleling and expressing similar ideas is obvious as a result of the 
two juxtaposed scenes, the translation of meaning can sometimes be more subtle and nuanced on 
the mummy shrouds. Nonetheless, the translation of similar afterlife myths and beliefs into two 
visual languages “doubl[es] the efficacious value of the image.”468
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Stones Unturned: Essays on the Ancient Near East and Egypt in Honor of Donald P. Hansen, ed.  Erica Ehrenberg 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 272.



Figure 5.4: Reconstruction of tomb painting from Kom el Shoqafa, late 1st c. CE, Alexandria (Empereur 
2003)

5.4.3 Image of Osiris: Osiris NN or Osiris?

 Unlike the other two figures, the mummiform Osiris is depicted frontally on the Tri-
figure shrouds. On the Pushkin shroud of a man (Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749) (Figure 
5.1), Osiris wears the atef crown comprised of a central element, similar in shape to the white 
crown of Upper Egypt, with two ostrich feathers flanking it. This crown definitively identifies 
the figure as Osiris while indicating his power as the ruler of the underworld. It is worn on top of 
another headdress adorned with a simple circlet and horns; though in some Tri-figure shroud 
examples Osiris may  also wear a solar disk and/or uraei. Although the headdress donned by 
Osiris on the Pushkin shroud of a man is shaded in black, a comparison of the shape with the 
another Saqqara Tri-figure shroud (Pushkin Museum, 4301/1 1a 5747) (Figure 5.5) suggests that 
it is intended as an Egyptian nemes headdress associated with divine kingship and often 
stylistically combined with the atef crown.469   The amalgamation of the two crowns results in a 
direct correlation with Osiris as divine king and lord of the underworld. Additional 
accoutrements that symbolize the importance of his divine kingship are the crook and flail held 
in Osiris’ hands crossed in front of his chest. 
 The unusual rendering of Osiris’ face, which combines the naturalism of Greek 
portraiture with the ambiguity of Egyptian idealistic representation is of particular interest.  
Scholars have debated over whether the face could be a representation of Osiris, or a mask 
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representing the face of the deceased, or an image of the transfigured dead.470  As discussed in 
Chapter Four of this dissertation, the idealized representations of the deceased on the Osiris 
mummy shrouds depict  the dead in the guise of Osiris with his newly acquired Osirian aspect. 
However, except for those Osiris shrouds depicting prepubescent males, the faces of the 
deceased are stylized and idealized rather than represented naturalistically as they are on the Tri-
figure shrouds. The Hellenized representations of Osiris’ face has led to additional interpretations 
that the Osiris figure on the Tri-figure shrouds is a depiction of the deceased’s mummy and not 
the god himself. In other words, the Tri-figure shrouds show two images of the dead—one before 
and one after transfiguration. There are, however, problems with this reading of the image. For 
instance, five of the Tri-figure shrouds illustrate the deceased with Osiris and Anubis.471 Of these 
five, two are depictions of women,472  and neither of these examples present Osiris with a 
feminine portrait head.473  Furthermore, another Pushkin Museum shroud (Pushkin Museum, 
4301/1 1a 5747) (Figure 5.5) depicts two deceased individuals—one young boy and one woman. 
Yet there is only one mummified Osiris figure and not two as one would expect to see on a 
shroud possibly commemorating the death of two individuals. In addition, on the Tri-figure 
shrouds Osiris wears the traditional false beard, which is an adornment that would not have been 
typically worn by the mummy of a woman. Specific iconographic attributes such as the false 
beard and gendered facial features different from the dead suggest the image should be read as 
Osiris himself. Lastly, a Tri-figure shroud in Berlin (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM  11651) 
(Figure 5.6) clearly illustrates the deceased male presenting a small offering vessel to the figure 
of Osiris. It is highly unlikely that the deceased would ever provide offerings to himself. 
Therefore, the figure of Osiris on the Tri-figure shrouds is not a representation of the dead in a 
mummified or transfigured form, but rather the god Osiris accepting a new acolyte into his 
retinue of worshippers.
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Figure 5.5: Tri-figure shroud of woman and child, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara (Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 
5749) (Riggs 2005, pl.7)
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Figure 5.6: Tri-figure shroud of a man, mid 1st c. CE , Saqqara (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651) 
(Parlasca 1999, kat. 165)
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5.4.4 Voyage to the Afterlife: Neshmet-bark or Ferry

 Another integral element of the composition and the relationship between the three main 
figures is the object on which they  stand. It is apparent on the two Pushkin Museum shrouds 
(Figures 5.1 and 5.5) and a the shroud of a man in Berlin (Figure 5.6) that all of the figures on 
the shrouds stand on a type of platform that curves up at each side and culminates with 
papyriform capitals. Close observation reveals that they are standing in a neshmet-bark,474  a 
funerary  boat connected with Osiris and his journey in the netherworld.475  It is in this boat that 
the gods travel during the hours of the night and reemerge at dawn. A Greek counterpart to this 
Egyptian belief is the myth of Charon who ferries the deceased down to the banks of the river 
Styx across to Hades.476  This mythical scene is sometimes depicted on Attic terracotta lekythoi, 
and is represented on an example of an Attic white-ground lekythos from 450 BCE (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 21.88.17) (Figure 5.7).477  On the right, the Greek god Hermes conducts the 
deceased to Charon's boat. Here, Hermes is shown in his capacity as a psychopomp much like 
Anubis who is depicted as the guider of souls on the Tri-figure shrouds. Nevertheless, the boat, 
or bark, on the mummy shrouds designates the sacred space in which the three figures interact 
and stand. On a functional level, the boat serves as a vehicle of transport that carries the deceased 
over the threshold into the underworld. On a symbolic level, the image of the boat is a sacred 
vessel associated with the mythical journey to Abydos, the final resting place of the god Osiris. 
Therefore, just  like Osiris, the deceased, in his or her transfigured form, navigates through the 
perilous journey to immortality. 

Figure 5.7: White-ground lekythos, c. 450 BCE, Athens (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 21.88.17) 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Collection Database)
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5.5 Tri-figure Shroud Background Composition

Understanding the composition of the Tri-figure shrouds can help further explain the 
setting in which the scene takes place. A striking element in the background of the Pushkin 
shroud of a man (Figure 5.1) is the elaborate architectural façade seen behind the head of the 
deceased. This has been interpreted as either a tomb façade or a gate to the underworld.478  The 
central architectural element can best be described as a double papyriform-columned aedicula 
with a cavetto cornice and torus molding topped with uraei. The cavetto cornice is decorated 
with a winged sun disk, and the lintel and doorjambs are decorated with legible inscriptions in 
hieroglyphs.479 The transliteration and translation read as follows:

Hr anx Wsir-Hp … Dd mdw in Wsir nTr.w … aA di anx d.t

The living Serapis … words spoken on behalf of Osiris, the great 
God, the lord of the gods …, given life for eternity.480

 The inscription praises the god Serapis and invokes the words of the god Osiris. It also 
notes that life continues for eternity. Although the deceased has experienced a corporeal death, 
his successful judgement by  Osiris secures the transfiguration of his spirit and his renewed 
existence in the afterlife. Two large masonry  walls, best described as Egyptian temple pylons 
flank the inscribed aedicula. In Egyptian architecture, the pylon is a monumental gateway 
creating a threshold that separates the profane from the sacred. Much like the architectural 
pylons of temples, the pylons depicted in the background of the Pushkin shroud’s composition 
creates a visual and symbolic barrier between the worlds of the secular and divine. Thus, this 
façade is most naturally understood as a gateway for the deceased that leads to a sacred space, 
perhaps a portal to the underworld.481 Overall, the symbolic association of boats crossing a body 
of water to reach the underworld—whether it is Hades or the netherworld—supports a reading 
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that the deceased is standing at the threshold of the living and the dead. Furthermore, the 
pyramid-like complex at  the top left of the Berlin shroud (Figure 5.6), the architectural frame 
around the head of the deceased on the Louvre shroud (Figure 5.8), and the of the pylons and 
temple façade in the background of the Pushkin shroud of a man (Figure 5.1) fashions a sacred 
space where the deceased navigates from the profane to the sacred on a boat  accompanied by 
Osiris and Anubis. 

Figure 5.8: Tri-figure shroud of young man, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara (Louvre, N 3076) (Louvre Online 
Collection Database)
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5.5.1 Canopic Jars

A fundamental and traditional Egyptian component of the composition is the set of 
canopic jars situated on the registers in the background of several Tri-figure shrouds.482  The 
Pushkin Museum shroud (Figure 5.1) of a man depicts four mummiform canisters with heads 
that all resemble the jackal-headed Anubis. The correct interpretation of these images is not at 
first obvious, but a direct comparison with the Berlin shroud of a man (Figure 5.6) and Louvre 
shroud of a man (N 3076) (Figure 5.8) reveals the four canopic jars are topped with the canonical 
heads of the Four Sons of Horus. To the left of the central figure of the Louvre shroud rests the 
human-headed jar of Imseti who symbolically  holds the liver of the mummified deceased. A 
falcon-headed Qebehsenuef to the right of the deceased holds the intestines. To the left and 
below, the jackal-headed Duamutef holds the stomach. Finally, at the bottom right, the baboon-
headed Hapi guards the lungs of the deceased.483 Therefore, the canisters on the Pushkin shroud 
of a man must be intended as canopic jars and reveals that canopic jars, although no longer 
physically incorporated in the burial, were still considered an essential part of the burial 
ensemble. Furthermore, not only do the canopic jars visually occupy the open space between the 
three figures in the scene, they also symbolically equip  the deceased with the appropriate 
funerary  accoutrements for the magical protection of the viscera through their visual 
representation.

5.5.2 Libation Pourer and Black Stick Figures 

Various iconographical elements depicted on these shrouds are difficult to interpret, but 
none seem quite as enigmatic as the small “servant figure” in the upper left corner of three of the 
shrouds484 and the elongated black stick figures seen on five examples.485  An observation of the 
largest representation of the young “servant figure” on the Pushkin shroud of a woman and child 
(Figure 5.5) indicates that he wears a short white tunic with gold tinted sleeves and a conical 
shaped headpiece in blue, which is colored tan on other instances. The figure’s left arm is raised 
higher than the right  and he appears to be working a shaduf to fetch water.486  Based on 
comparisons with scenes from the tomb of Petosiris at Tuna el-Gebel and the ‘Nilotic’ mosaic 
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from Palestrina, scholars have interpreted the figure to be an Egyptian peasant servant.487  This 
reading is one possibility. It is also plausible that the individual is meant to represent some type 
of libation pourer whose sole purpose was to provide the deceased with offerings in perpetuity. 
However, a review of the material has revealed no definitive explanation for the figure’s peculiar 
headgear, clothing, and actions.
 Modern scholars also continue to be puzzled by the black stick figures represented 
throughout the Tri-figure shrouds. Nonetheless, they  have come to be referred to in the secondary 
literature as “souls of the damned.”488  In particular, Laszlo Kákosy was the first to draw attention 
to these figures by devoting a study to them titled “Selige und Verdammte in der spätägyptischen 
Religion” in which he offered an interpretation as to what they were intended to represent. 
Kákosy  suggested that these figures should be understood—solely  in Greco-Roman terms—as 
the “souls of the damned” trapped on the banks of the river Styx waiting to be ferried across by 
Charon.489  His argument, however, lacks any concrete evidence within the ancient Egyptian 
religious and artistic tradition. Closer inspection of these figures and their actions within the 
scene reveals a new possibility  regarding their identity and function within the composition. 
These figures are depicted in the act of rowing the boat on which all the figures stand, drawing 
water, erecting canopic jars, dressing the deceased, mourning the dead, and possibly performing 
the Opening of the Mouth rituals by extending to the mouth of the deceased an adze-like object. 

Table 5.1: Images of Black Stick Figures

Rowing the Boat

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749
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Rowing the Boat

Louvre, N 3076

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749

Drawing Water

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749
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Drawing Water

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651

Louvre, N 3076

Erecting Canopic Jars

    Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749
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Dressing the Deceased

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749

Mourning the Dead

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652

Opening of the Mouth

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652
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 The helpful and benevolent actions of the black stick figures in these various scenes 
suggest that these are not  the souls of the damned, but rather helpers aiding the deceased in his or 
her preparation for the afterlife. Small, stylized diagrammatic figures like these can be seen in 
funerary  papyri and tomb decorations dating from the New Kingdom onward in ancient Egypt.490 
One interpretation might  be that these are stylized figures of mourners who play crucial roles in 
funerary  rituals in both Egyptian and Hellenistic traditions or souls of the dead who help  prepare 
the deceased for the afterlife. However, another plausible interpretation of these figures is that 
they  functioned as stylized pictorial representations of Egyptian shabtis—funerary  figurines of 
servants who accompanied the deceased in the afterlife.491  It can be suggested that as the custom 
of incorporating these funerary  objects in the tombs declined during the Ptolemaic Period,492 that 
instead they were depicted on the shrouds as stand-ins that  could be understood as either 
benevolent souls of the dead or shabti-like figures. 

5.6 Coffin Shrine Portrait Shrouds: Framing the Dead

Framing the portrait of the deceased plays an important  role in almost all mummy shroud 
types—particularly  in the composition of the Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds. In addition to 
functionally highlighting the image of the dead with a visual framing device, the carefully 
executed background and the attention given to the area framing the face of the deceased acts on 
a deeper symbolic level. A comparison of Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds with the so-called 
“coffin cabinets” or “sarcophagus shrines” of Abusir el-Meleq from approximately the first half 
of the first century CE,493  reveals an interesting visual correspondence between the types of 
framing devices used in the decorative programs of these funerary objects and the mummy 
shrouds. The shape of a wooden coffin (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM  17039/40) (Figure 
5.9) which houses an anthropomorphic sarcophagus, is decorated to imitate the façade of an 
Egyptian chapel or temple with architectural elements such as a painted winged sun disk, cavetto 
cornice, and line of uraei at the top of the cabinet. The sides and back interior of the 
anthropomorphic sarcophagus are painted with images of gods and scenes from the Book of the 
Dead, which is similar to the decorative registers and vignettes seen on the mummy shrouds. The 
half door, when opened at the top, reveals the modeled Egyptian mummy mask, and the propped 
up idealized image of the mummified deceased, which is treated like a statue. The upper door 
enables viewers to interact with the dead and provide offerings to the image of the deceased.
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Figure 5.9: Sarcophagus shrine, first half of 1st c. CE, Abusir el-Meleq (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 
17039 (inner sarcophagus) ÄM 17040 (cabinet shrine)) (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 1,1)
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Figure 5.10: Sarcophagus shrine of a young boy, first half of 1st c. CE, Abusir el-Meleq (Ägyptisches 
Museum, Berlin, ÄM 17126 (inner sarcophagus) ÄM 17127 (shrine cabinet)) (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 1,2)

The sarcophagus shrine of a young boy (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 17126 and 
17127) (Figure 5.10) reveals how Hellenistic sculptural traditions may have influenced the 
manner in which a deceased individual was commemorated on the Coffin Shrine Portrait 
shrouds. The inner sarcophagus represents a young boy wearing a himation and adopting the 
arm-sling posture, where the mantle envelops the body and the right arm is caught up in its folds 
while resting against the figure’s chest. The pose was used for Greek sculptural representations 
of aristocratic men and adolescent boys, and it associated the deceased with the Greek 
educational tradition. Overall, the posture was an outward expression of political, social, and 
cultural ideas defined by the Greek elite.494  In the Roman Period, the arm-sling posture was still 
used for portraits, but males also held additional attributes such as book-rolls that represented the 
deceased’s profession or status.495  However, unlike their Greco-Roman statuary counterparts, the 
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sarcophagus shrines were not intended for permanent display as public funerary monuments and 
shrines.496  On the contrary, the architectural features of the exterior cabinet akin to the 
architecture of Egyptian temples indicate the coffin cabinets and sarcophagi were meant as 
sacred houses for the mummified body that  were to be kept in tombs with limited public access. 
The “cult image” of the deceased was to be concealed and only revealed on appropriate ritual 
occasions.497 

The shroud of a young man (British Museum, EA 6709) (Figure 5.11) from Sheik Abd el-
Qurna and dating to the first half of the third century CE presents the image of a youth encased 
by architectural features and funerary iconography with a direct visual correspondence to the 
coffin cabinets, particularly with the wooden coffin (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 
17039/40) (Figure 5.9) and nested anthropomorphic sarcophagus in Berlin. The shroud depicts 
the central figure lying on a funerary bed. On either side of the deceased, the sides of the bed are 
represented by alternating brown and red striped shafts. A painted bead net  is surmounted by  a 
cavetto cornice with a winged sun disk and serpents. It  extends from the midsection of the 
deceased down to the mid-calf. The net has celestial connotations, and it  is meant to assist the 
deceased in his transformation, rebirth, and divine association with Osiris.498 The gold frame of a 
canopy  encircles the youth’s head. The roof of the canopy is decorated with a winged solar disk 
and a row of uraei. A red garland is suspended from the canopy and hangs directly above the 
deceased’s head in commemoration of his death and rebirth in the afterlife. 
 The shroud depicts a young man with curly  black hair, rounded face, prominent ears, 
thick eyebrows, and overlarge eyes with long lashes. There are no traces of a beard on his 
youthful face. The ends of his mouth are upturned in a subtle smile. He wears a white tunic 
decorated with reddish clavi. His right hand points to the garland held in his left hand. The figure 
rests his arms on the edge of the gold and pink colored bead net extending from his midsection 
down to his calves, which reveals black thong sandals with ankle straps on his feet. It can be 
argued that the bead net casing and the architectural frame enveloping the image of the deceased 
are visual traditions continuing the “coffin cabinet” custom.  Furthermore, it can also be 
suggested that the Coffin Shrine Portrait  became a viable substitute for the costly and 
cumbersome mummy “coffin cabinet,” which ultimately went out of use.
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Figure 5.11: Unwrapped shroud of a young male, first half of 3rd c. CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna (British 
Museum, EA6709) (British Museum Online Collection Database) 
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5.6.1 Coffin Shrine Shroud Vignettes

Placed within the broader context of evolving funerary practices in Roman Egypt, the 
side vignettes of the British Museum shroud of a young male (EA6709) (Figure 5.11) reveal how 
the decoration was not a compilation of meaningless stock images, but rather a “coherent 
iconographical scheme designed to bring about the rebirth of the deceased and his astral union 
with Osiris in the solar barque as an akh iqr, or transfigured spirit.”499  Each image depicted on 
the shroud is highly specific and nuanced, with vignettes to the left of the portrait representing an 
account of the youth’s death and the feelings associated with his untimely loss, while the 
vignettes to the right  of the portrait depict the youth’s journey  to the afterlife and his rebirth in 
idealized form.500  Upon closer inspection, it becomes evident that the images on the left side 
faithfully  reproduces Greek iconographic traditions adapted for Egyptian burial practices, and the 
images on the right side express the Egyptian conception of death.501   

Several of the vignettes to the left of the central figure are rendered with a certain level of 
ambiguity  that enables the viewer to read and interpret the scenes in a different way. In other 
words, the same image can serve multiple audiences composed of viewers from different cultural 
and religious traditions.502  For example, the second register on the left (Table 5.2 Register 2) 
depicts a procession of figures dressed as priests carrying the coffin of the deceased. This image 
is unusual in the context of a Roman shroud since it  recalls scenes from New Kingdom tombs 
dating approximately  eighteen hundred years before the death of this young individual.503  Yet, 
both Dominic Montserrat and Susan Walker note the importance of the scene lies in the evidence 
it provides for elite funerary practices in Roman Egypt. Furthermore, this vignette “shows that 
foreign and indigenous practices were both acceptable…[and this image] should perhaps be 
regarded as a paradigm of a funeral.”504  To an Egyptian viewer, this image represents a ritual 
deeply rooted in Egyptian tradition and portrays an archetypal burial. From a Hellenistic 
perspective, this image illustrates the most ideal form of funerary  practice according to Egyptian 
traditions. Nevertheless, it is difficult to state with certainty  if such a funeral procession would 
have taken place, but the presence of this image on the shroud does indicate the value associated 
with the social practice of a funerary procession.
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Table 5.2: Vignettes Left of the Central Figure (British Museum, EA 6709)

Viewer’s Left from Top to Bottom

Register 2: Men dressed as priests process with the coffin of the 
deceased

Register 3: Woman mourns while in the guise of Nemesis

Register 7: Woman (perhaps the deceased’s mother or wet-nurse) 
in the guise of Hathor of the sycamore fig tree milks breasts to 
nourish the deceased
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The series of vignettes following the procession scene can be interpreted in multiple ways 
(Table 5.2 Registers 3 and 7). The third register from the top depicts a seated woman wearing a 
reddish-brown tunic with dark clavi and holding a wheel. Montserrat and Walker have identified 
the figure as the goddess Nemesis, who was worshipped by  the elite of Roman Egypt.505 
Although Nemesis is typically  represented with wings, it is possible that the image is also meant 
to represent  the mother of the deceased in the guise of the goddess mourning the premature loss 
of her son. A comparison with another contemporary  shroud of a boy from Antinoe (Louvre, AF 
6486) (Figure 5.12) indicates that the placement of the mourning female is of equal significance. 
The top left and right vignettes on the Louvre shroud present two bare-breasted female mourners,
—perhaps the mother or a female family  member of the deceased—each standing next to a vase-
shaped pitcher used for pouring liquid known as a ewer.506  The postures of these two figures are 
of equal importance since the women are presented in contrapposto pose gesticulating in 
mourning. It is of interest to note that  these vignettes represent the figures in a naturalistic style. 
Perhaps the prominent placement and dynamism of the figures serves to further underscore the 
significance of these women and their role in the transformation and celebration of the deceased. 
On both the British Museum and Louvre shrouds, the female mourner(s) are placed within close 
proximity to the head of the deceased indicating an underlying symbolic significance in their 
presence. In both instances, these figures grieve over the social and physical loss of the deceased,  
and thus have a paramount position in the social commemorative narrative constructed by the 
vignettes flanking the central image of the dead.
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Figure 5.12: Shroud of a young boy, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe (Louvre, AF 6486) (Louvre Online Collection 
Database)
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! The bottom vignette on the left side of the British Museum shroud of a youth also 
presents a scene that can be interpreted in two ways. Register seven (Table 5.2 Register 7) 
represents Hathor as the goddess of the sycamore with a small tree behind her. Dressed like the 
figure of Nemesis, with gold bracelets, a collar, and a reddish-brown mantle with gold lining, 
Hathor squeezes her breasts to produce life-giving milk for the deceased. Although she 
commonly appears on mummy shrouds as a provider of nourishment in the shape of a woman 
merged with the trunk of a tree, here, Hathor is represented with her tunic rolled-down exposing 
her breasts. This symbol of mourning, which is unique to mortals, suggests that this figure might 
not only  be the goddess Hathor, but could possibly reference the grief experienced by the 
deceased’s mother or wet-nurse.507  To a viewer familiar with the Egyptian tradition, this image 
represents Hathor as a provider of sustenance for the dead who has successfully navigated the 
underworld. However, to a viewer unfamiliar with Egyptian traditions, this image could 
symbolize the familial loss and grief experienced by a mother or wet-nurse who once nourished 
the deceased and wishes to do so for all eternity.

5.7 Full-body Portrait Shrouds

 The Hellenistic manner in which the deceased is represented on the Full-body Portrait 
shrouds suggests that the visual imagery  of the shrouds complemented Egyptian funerary 
practice. Riggs has stated that “portraiture in the Greek mode was highly visible and valued by 
the ruling elite, and in Roman Egypt, people’s familiarity with the prestige accorded to 
naturalistic portraiture helped deem it an appropriate and desirable means of representing the 
dead.”508  Values such as education, self-presentation, and civic and familial duty cultivated in 
Hellenistic centers in Roman Egypt were asserted through Greek-form portraiture.509 
Consequently, the values associated with these carefully  crafted images were integrated into the 
artistic conventions of mummy portrait shrouds, and ultimately  facilitated the construction of a 
Hellenic identity  while simultaneously situating the life-like representations of the dead within 
an ancient Egyptian religious traditions.510  Whether conspicuous or more subtle, this potent 
combination of life-like naturalism along with visual and magical elements helped ensure the 
construction of the deceased’s identity, the commemoration of his or her life, and the 
transitioning of the deceased from this world into the next.511

  The Full-body portrait shrouds are the only type of shroud where the deceased is depicted 
in full portraiture standing alone. Although the Tri-figure shrouds also depict full-body 
representations of the dead, the composition of those shrouds highlights the deceased’s personal 
relationships with Egyptian deities such as Osiris, Anubis, Hathor, and Isis. The Full-body 
portrait shrouds, however, emphasize the naturalism, posture, and dress of the deceased who 
stands within a sacred space often constructed by surrounding secondary  Egyptian funerary 
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motifs. By  representing the portait-like figure in tandem with Egyptian funerary imagery, the 
naturalistic portraiture of the mummy shroud commemorates the deceased in his or her lifelike 
form, and emphasizes the otherworldliness of the image of the transfigured dead.

5.7.1 Embedding Portraiture in the Egyptian Religious Tradition

 Approximately  one-third, or four examples,512 of the Full-body  portrait shrouds depict  the 
full-length image of the deceased framed by registers with images of deities and amuletic 
figures. One example where the naturalistic image of the deceased is conspicuously combined 
with an Egyptian visual repertoire is the shroud of a man in the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin 
(ÄM  13277) (Figure 5.13). The shroud is of unknown provenance, but has been suggested to be 
from Saqqara.513  The shroud can be dated to the time of Hadrian or the first period of the 
Antonines based on the central figure’s hairstyle and clothing.514  Although the shroud is missing 
a considerable portion of the lower part and a narrow strip along the right side, the full-length 
image of the central figure and most of the side registers remain intact. The central figure is a 
young male, slightly  turned to the right, with curly hair and a hint  of a sparse beard on his face. 
He wears a white chiton and cloak, with two thin clavi continuing down the front of his garment. 
In his right hand, he holds a bouquet of flowers or myrtle branch. He holds a small spade in the 
left hand. Based on this attribute, scholars have suggested that the man may have been a 
gardener. However, this interpretation is problematic since the quality  and nature of his funerary 
shroud suggests he held a higher social position.515 The spade is an unusual attribute and not seen 
on any other shroud examples, which probably  indicates that this object was associated with 
some aspect unique to the dead or held some personal significance for the deceased. It is likely 
that these attributes functioned as funerary symbols that represented new life. Nevertheless, the 
central figure’s clothing indicates his high civic status, and the objects held in his hands 
commemorate his life and transition into the afterlife. 
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Figure 5.13: Shroud of a man, c. 117-160 CE, unknown provenance (probably Saqqara) (Ägyptisches 
Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277) (Parlasca 1966, taf. 34, 2)
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 The deceased is flanked by two columns of registers that mimic the decoration of temple 
walls or shrine dedicated to the deceased. A total of eight registers decorate the background of 
the shroud, with four registers on either side of the central figure (Table 5.3). Read from the 
bottom to the top, the scenes depict the deceased’s journey through the afterlife. Although 
damaged, the bottom left register depicts Osiris seated on his throne, and it  is likely that in this 
scene he is presiding over the judgement of the deceased as seen on several other mummy 
shrouds.516  The second register from the bottom represents the anthropomorphized goddess of 
the sycamore holding libation vessels used to pour water to refresh the dead or make an offering 
to him.517  On a symbolic level, the goddess represents renewed life and the moment of transition 
where the deceased receives sustenance from the goddess. The last two top registers on either 
side of the central figure indicate the completion of the final stages of the deceased’s transition, 
and he is depicted following Egyptian deities. Finally, the deceased has achieved a transfigured 
state, and he is now able to join the company of the gods in the afterlife. 

Table 5.3: Side Registers of the Shroud of a Man (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277)

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) God with the deceased 4. (top) God with the deceased

3. Goddess with the deceased 3. Thoth with the deceased
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Goddess of the sycamore 2. Goddess of the sycamore

1. (bottom) Osiris seated on throne 1. (bottom) Damaged

 The Full-body shroud of a man from Berlin (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277) 
(Figure 5.13) clearly  combines two representational systems—naturalistic portraiture and 
Egyptian funerary  imagery—within an overall visual composition. The result is an image that 
commemorates the personal identity of the deceased through portraiture and the visual language 
of poses, physical appearance, personal adornment, and attributes.518  The background registers 
framing the commemorative figure further imbue the shroud with religious and magical 
significance by  creating a sacred space, or niche-like area, where the statuesque image of the 
dead can be viewed and venerated. The naturalistic full-body  portrait  coupled with scenes of 
Egyptian gods and goddesses illustrates the ongoing engagement between Hellenic 
commemorative visual traditions and Egyptian mortuary beliefs and practices.519  The 
combination of these broad cultural trends within one medium indicates the ease with which 
artists and individuals were able to embed codified images of the dead into the ancient Egyptian 
visual funerary tradition. 
 Another example that indicates a more simplistic juxtaposition of Hellenistic and 
Egyptian iconographic elements can be seen in the Full-body  shroud of a woman in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (09.181.8) (Figure 5.14). The shroud dates to approximately 
170-200 CE and is from Antinoe. The fringed funerary shroud is missing a narrow strip  along the 
edge of the right side, but the central image remains well-preserved. The plumpness of the 
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woman’s face and neck are a stylized trait unique to the shroud. She wears a fine tunic with 
narrow black clavi, and a mantle draped over her arms. The mantle is loosely  worn and covers 
the back and arms, while the front is held by the left  hand. The woman’s garment is complicated. 
The deep folds below the right arm could be a part of the mantle or could be a part of the tunic 
sleeves. A visible tight sleeve around her left wrist could also belong to a tunic or an undertunic. 
The fine fringe around the bottom of her garment could also be a part of the tunic or 
undergarment whose upper border of purple triangles is visible at the neckline. Her ensemble is 
completed with red socks and black sandals. She wears numerous pieces of jewelry including: 
two gold spiral necklaces, a necklace comprised of large oval rings alternating with small spheres 
and a central rosette-shaped flower with six leaves, three gold bracelets on the left wrist, and 
three gold bracelets on the right wrist, three rings, and earrings. 

Figure 5.14: Shroud of a woman, c. 170-200 CE, Antinoe (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8)
(Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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 The portrait of the elaborately  dressed woman is flanked by a small Egyptian deity  on 
either side. To the left is the image of Anubis wearing a kilt and double crown while holding an 
ankh and was scepter. To the right is the partially  preserved image of a light  colored jackal-like 
god wearing a kilt and holding a was scepter. Although not as elaborately decorated as the Full-
body shroud of a man from Berlin, this shroud of a woman utilizes a simplified background in 
the same manner to frame the dead and magically  empower the deceased. The central figure of 
the woman on the Metropolitan shroud appears to step forward from the light gray rectangle 
framing her in the background. This technique along with the plain light-colored ground line and 
simple black-lined frame provide the illusion that  the deceased is standing within a doorway, 
perhaps akin to the Egyptian false door, where the dead could communicate with the living by 
way of this constructed sacred space. Furthermore, the apotropaic images of Egyptian deities on 
either side of the central figure also function as markers delineating the visually  constructed 
sacred and profane spaces on the shroud. 
 Overall, the Full-body portrait  shrouds highlight the importance of the deceased’s full-
length representation as part of a decorative whole rooted in the Egyptian funerary tradition. The 
side registers or standalone images of Egyptian gods framing the central image of the deceased is 
a stark juxtaposition of deliberate unmitigated Hellenistic portraiture and idealized Egyptian 
religious images and magic. Together, the two visual systems present deliberate hybridization 
where one cultural tradition is never subsumed by the other, rather the combination of the this 
codified and formulaic language continues to display the importance of social and economic 
class to a viewer familiar with Greco-Roman portraiture and the magical effectiveness of 
Egyptian funerary imagery in achieving and experiencing the afterlife. 

5.8 Hybridity and Translatability

The hybrid imagery  of the mummy shrouds functioned as a point of culture exchange and 
inclusion where the constant flux and continuous process of visual and cultural interaction could 
take place.520 Through the adoption and intermixing of visual elements such as the naturalism of 
Greek portraiture and the symbolism of Egyptian iconography, artists and patrons were able to 
select desirable traits that commemorated and aided the dead. Consequently, images and 
meanings were crossbred and the mummy shrouds display the new iconographic language and 
meanings associated with this visual hybridity.521  The Tri-figure Portrait shrouds present a 
deliberate combination of Egyptian and Hellenistic visual systems that were relatable to viewers 
versed in either or both of these cultural traditions. The depiction of the deceased interacting with 
Osiris and Anubis and the naturalism of the central figure’s full-length portrait conveyed 
messages regarding social status, cultic affiliation, and religious beliefs in the afterlife. The 
ambiguity  of certain motifs also allowed these images to be read and interpreted by the viewer in 
multiple ways. Likewise, the Coffin Shrine Portrait shrouds combine Hellenic postures 
associated with the tradition of social statues and education with the amuletic figures and images 
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of Egyptian gods. These shrouds presented the viewer with the interaction of Hellenistic and 
Egyptian images and patterns of visual expression by  framing the portrait of the deceased with 
iconography associated with traditional Egyptian funerary practices. Similarly, the Full-body 
Portrait  shrouds merged symbolism and functionality through the conspicuous and sometimes 
inconspicuous embedding of Hellenic portraiture into an Egyptian framework. Taken as a whole, 
the continuance and emergence of new hybrid visual elements on the mummy shrouds was an 
intentional decision to preserve what was distinctive about each cultural tradition and to create a 
new amalgamated visual repertoire, which was effective for the rebirth of the deceased in the 
afterlife and translatable to a wide audience of viewers.
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Part IV: New Methodological Approaches: Agency and 
Materiality
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Chapter 6: Material Matter(s): the Materiality of Mummy 
Shrouds and Funerary Practice in Roman Egypt

6.1 Mummy Shrouds as Objects of Agency

 Ancient Egyptian funerary objects—in particular mummy shrouds—blur the distinction 
between subject and object and offer a unique perspective combining functionality, magic, 
symbolism, and paradigmatic relations. However, within the field of Egyptology, the 
fundamental role materiality plays in shaping relationships between humans, humans and 
objects, and objects themselves is rarely considered. An examination of the material properties of 
the mummy shrouds from an ontological perspective provides information on the development of 
social relationships and acts as a potential framework for interpreting the social lives of ancient 
objects and peoples from Roman Egypt.522

 One of the primary  considerations in the study of materiality  is that of agency—
specifically the agency of objects. Alfred Gell and Bruno Latour are two scholars who focused 
on the idea of agency and have been influential in the study of material culture theory and 
materiality.523  According to Gell, one of the main objectives of the study of agency is to 
understand the social lives of beings and to comprehend the role objects play in mediating social 
relationships between people and things, with an emphasis on the dialectical nature of this 
relationship.524 His view is that people act on things and things also act  back to affect people—
thus constructing a mutually  constitutive relationship.525  In this case, Gell distinguishes between 
primary agents (humans) and secondary agents (non-humans). The distinction between these two 
agents is that primary agents possess intentionality (e.g., patrons or artists) and secondary agents 
are the artifacts through which primary agents can affect their agency, such as the mummy 
shrouds. Gell’s widely accepted theories may be applied when examining the mummy shrouds—
objects embedded with intentionality and agency, not only  originating from humans, but  rather 
from rituals and divine sources.
 The notion of agency is a complex issue regarding ancient Egyptian magico-religious 
beliefs and practices. Almost every class of object in ancient Egyptian culture possesses a unique 
relationship  between form, symbolism, and magical (or utilitarian) function.526  Generally, form 
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follows function in much of Egyptian art and the specifics of form are often dictated by symbolic 
concerns. These forms of symbolism are expressed at primary and secondary levels of 
association that further our understanding of the agency and materiality of ancient Egyptian 
material culture.527 
 The primary  form of an object implies concepts or identities directly  related to the 
object.528  For example, a mummy shroud is meant to magically protect the deceased’s body 
while presenting an idealized representation of his or her transfigured form. An example of this is 
the Osiris mummy shroud of Nespawtytawy (Ashmolean Museum 1913.924) (Figure 6.1), which 
dates to the second century CE and is attributed to the Theban region.529  Nespawtytawy wears a 
stylized atef crown with black ram’s horns, his eyes are rimmed with cosmetic lines, and a small 
false beard is attached to his chin. He wears an ornamented pectoral and a necklace with a large 
naos pendant, and he holds a crook and flail in each hand. A winged scarab beetle spans the 
entirety  of his midsection. The deceased’s body is decorated in a rosette-like bead-net pattern in 
red and yellow. A preserved band of inscription runs down the center of his body and records: 

“I am the garment of the Two Weaving Goddesses (i.e Isis & Nephthys), a product of the hands 
of Tayet (i.e. the goddess of Textile work), the Lady Shezem-she (??) envelopes three with her 
handiwork, Hedjhetep (i.e. the goddess of weaving)...I spread my arms out to hide the body of 
Osiris, the God’s Father, Nespatawi (?). I will never depart from him.”530
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A direct link with the name and identity of Nespawtytawy is forged through the inscription on 
the shroud. Along with the physical proximity of the shroud to his mummified body, the 
inscription further emphasizes the importance of the physical identification of the deceased 
through text and image. Therefore, the mummy shroud form is directly associated with 
enveloping and protecting the body of the deceased, and preserving an idealized image of the 
dead in his Osirian-aspect for all eternity. Furthermore, the inscription records the words spoken 
from the perspective of the animated garment woven by the two goddesses Isis and Nephthys. 
These magically imbued words not only detail the importance and sacred nature of the shroud, 
but they give agency to the shroud and its representation of the deceased. Together, the activated 
shroud and transfigured image of the deceased exist to protect Osiris Nespawtytawy for all 
eternity. 

Figure 6.1: Shroud of Nespawtytawy , Thebes, 2nd c. CE (Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924) (van Haarlem 
2009, afb. 5)
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 The inclusion of apotropaic imagery (i.e., amuletic figures and deities) on the shroud is 
meant to protect the mummified body  of the deceased and to preserve the image of the deceased, 
which functioned as an extension of and stand-in for the physical body should the two ever be 
separated. The entire shroud of Nespawtytawy is framed by a spotted border, and the top is 
decorated with a partially  preserved winged sun disk or beetle, which is an architectural feature 
commonly reserved for monumental gateways and doors. The deceased is flanked by six 
registers of deities and amuletic figures (Table 6.1), each serving specific apotropaic and ritual 
functions. The two jackals wearing keys to the underworld around their necks provide the dead 
with access to the underworld. The Four Sons of Horus, depicted in pairs on either side of the 
deceased, magically protect the internal organs of the dead. The djed pillar to the right of the 
deceased is associated with Osiris. It is placed near the spine of the central figure as a means of 
reanimating the dead and ensuring his resurrection in the afterlife. The tyet knot on the opposite 
side is the feminine counterpart to the djed pillar and was associated with Isis. The side-by-side 
placement of these two amuletic figures invokes the protection of the powerful gods Osiris and 
Isis. The images of coiled black and white snakes on either side of the central figure harnesses 
the protective powers of these serpents, and like the other amuletic figures, evoke the ideals of 
duality and order. Lastly, the images of kneeling women with raised arms indicates the mourning 
and grief associated with the loss of Nespawtytawy. The prominent positioning of these women 
on either side of the deceased’s head suggests that they could also take on the role of the two 
goddesses Isis and Nephthys, whose primary roles were to mourn and protect the deceased. 

Table 6.1: Left and Right Side Registers of Nespawtytawy’s Shroud (Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924)

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Papyrus blossom; Kneeling 
woman with arms raised in gesture of 
mourning; Damaged

6. (top) Papyrus blossom; Kneeling woman 
with arms raised in gesture of mourning; 
Damaged

5. Coiled black snake with sun disk 5. Coiled white snake with sun disk
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Tyet knot; Damaged 4. Djed pillar

3. Hapi holding linen offering 3. Duamutef holding linen offering

2. Imsety holding linen offering 2. Qebehsenuef holding linen offering

1. (bottom) Lotus blossom; Seated jackal 
with key around neck

1. (bottom) Lotus blossom; Seated jackal 
with key around neck

 
 All together, the image of the dead, the inscription, and the apotropaic imagery on the 
shroud indicate that the mummy shroud was one of the most crucial objects used in protecting 
the deceased and enabling his or her transition to the netherworld after death. Most importantly, 
once the necessary rituals such as the Opening of the Mouth ceremony were performed on the 
shroud-enveloped mummy, the senses of the deceased were magically  activated—the image on 
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the shroud in conjunction with the mummified body were able to see, breathe, smell, taste, and 
hear for the dead. Moreover, if the body of the dead were ever to be compromised, the shroud’s 
form and image became a surrogate for the deceased. Therefore, the mummy shroud was not just 
a representation of the dead, it  was the deceased individual. Essentially, subjects and objects in 
ancient Egypt held fluid roles and engaged in complex and dynamic relationships as a result of 
funerary  ritual practice and magic. This fundamental understanding of how functionality, magic, 
and symbolism were combined in one or more objects allows us to think beyond things as mere 
artifacts or works of art. In doing so, we can address the connection between the ancient 
Egyptian conception of self-understanding and its positions towards the material forms that 
comprised the physical world.

6.2 Unraveling the Materiality of Mummy Shrouds

 Scholars are able to theorize and discuss the nature of subject-object relationships and 
materiality in the abstract, but applying those ideas to real archaeological case studies is difficult 
and complex. In his work, Carl Knappett, an archaeologist and anthropologist who specializes in 
object networks of material culture, addresses some of the inconsistencies and flaws encountered 
in materiality  studies. Knappett’s objective is to answer the most fundamental question—what is 
materiality? This may  seem like a simple question, yet it becomes strikingly apparent how 
difficult it is to define a term so commonly  and inconsistently  applied in scholarship. Knappett 
argues that to “define materiality we need to think about it along four dimensions: 1) material 
relations, 2) social relations, 3) vitality, 4) plurality.”531  Knappett’s arguments are particularly 
compelling, since he not only  engages with theoretical ideas established by  scholars in the field, 
but he also puts these theories into practice by undertaking case studies that range in time, space, 
and region.532  Overall, Knappett stresses the importance of considering assemblages of objects, 
rather than objects in isolation, and he analyzes material culture explicitly through networks that 
consist of relations between people and objects. This multi-dimensional approach may be applied 
effectively when examining the materiality of the mummy shrouds.  
 Knappett illustrates in his scholarship the wide and varied meanings that materiality 
possesses for different archaeologists. Some scholars see materiality  as human relations to the 
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"Materiality," in Archaeological Theory Today, ed. Ian Hodder (Cambridge: Polity, 2012), 189. For case studies on 
reconstructing the social and technical components of object production, see O. Gosslain, "Materializing Identities: 
An African Perspective," Journal of Archaeological Method and Theory 7(2000).; P.  Lemonnier, Elements for an 
Anthropology of Technology (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1992).; M.-C. Mahias, "Pottery Techniques 
in India: Technical Variants and Social Choice," in Technological Choices: Transformation in Material Cultures 
Since the Neolithic, ed. P. Lemonnier (London: Routledge, 1993).
532  For example, see Carl Knappett, Network Analysis in Archaeology: New Approaches to Regional Interaction 
(Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2013).



world, while others view it as social relations or “mutuality.”533  Others perceive materiality as a 
vitality possessed by things and independent of human interaction, while some see it as plurality 
or things connecting with other things to form ensembles.534  Therefore, Knappett suggests we 
might “see materiality as emergent from dependent (material relations), codependent (social 
relations), independent (vital), and interdependent (plural) properties.”535  These theories allow us 
to “acknowledge the intractability  of things” and create a dialogue with other disciplines in the 
pursuit of making our methodologies for studying materiality more explicit.
 In the following series of four case studies, Knappett’s four dimensions of material 
relations will be used to analyze the materiality of mummy shrouds. Since context plays an 
important role in discussing object assemblages and material relationships, shrouds with 
archaeological contexts specifically at the sites of Deir el-Medina and Sheik Abd el-Qurna will 
play  an instrumental role in this discussion of materiality.536  First, I will look at materiality  as 
material relations 537  and consider the socially and culturally constructed nature of the mummy 
shrouds, in particular the shroud of Cleopatra (British Museum, EA6707), while taking into 
account the physical and mechanical construction of the objects. Second, I discuss materiality  as 
social relations538  by examining the shroud of Neferhotep (Brooklyn Museum 75.114) and by 
focusing on the social interactions between living humans and the mummy shroud, between the 
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533  See Ian Hodder, Entangled: An Archaeology of Relationships between Humans and Things (Oxford: Wiley-
Blackwell,  2012). Daniel Miller, "Materiality: An Introduction," in Materiality, ed. Daniel Miller (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2005).
534  For a discussion of materiality as vitality, see Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010). Bjørnar Olsen, "Symmetrical Archaeology," in Archaeological Theory 
Today, ed. Ian Hodder (Cambridge: Polity, 2012).  For a discussion of materiality as bundling and ensembles, see 
Webb Keane, "Signs Are Not the Garb of Meaning: On the Social Analysis of Material Things," in Materiality,  ed. 
Daniel Miller (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005); Webb Keane, "Subjects and Objects," in Handbook of 
Material Culture, ed. C. Tilley, et al. (London: Sage, 2006).
535 Knappett, "Materiality," 201.
536  There are only three sites where mummy shrouds have come from excavated contexts: Deir el-Medina, Sheikh 
Abd el-Qurna, and Antinoe. The first two sites have the best published excavation records, and provide the most 
information about archaeological contexts. Therefore, I have chosen to focus on these two sites. For a detailed 
analysis of these two sites, see Appendix 6 in this dissertation.
537  To discuss the idea of materiality as material relations, one must first make the distinction between materiality 
and mutuality.  According to Chris Gosden, an archaeologist specializing in landscapes and identity, materiality 
“refers to human relations with the world,” while mutuality “looks at human inter-relations.” Gosden acknowledges 
the dichotomous nature of both definitions, but he also maintains that the two ideas are inseparable and mutually 
constitutive. In his work, Gosden identifies two distinct relationships that are crucial in the discussion of “social 
being”—material relations (materiality) and social relations (mutuality). These two ideas facilitate, both on a 
practical and theoretical level,  the discussion of the socially and culturally constructed nature of objects, while also 
considering the physical and mechanical construction of objects. See Chris Gosden, Social Being and Time (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1994).
538  Knappett considers Daniel Miller’s work, Materiality, to be “a rich discussion of immateriality rather than a 
definition of materiality per se.” Knappett’s main critique of Miller’s work is that he discusses materiality at length, 
but never defines his use of the term; “is this because Miller considers materiality itself to be self-evident and banal, 
unworthy of extended discussion?” He goes on to suggest that,  “in much of Miller’s important work the emphasis 
falls more on social relations than material relations; he effectively treats materiality as a lens through which to view 
mutuality (or immateriality).” Ingold, like Knappett, finds this frustrating and criticizes Miller for not giving 
sufficient importance to materials in his discussion of materiality. Knappett, "Materiality," 190. For Miller’s 
discussion of materiality, see Miller, "Materiality: An Introduction."



mummified dead and the shroud, and in some instances, relationships between the mummy 
shrouds themselves.539  Third, I will explore the idea of materiality as vitality by acknowledging 
the inorganic agency of the mummy shrouds, specifically the Leiden shroud (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, Leiden F 1968/2.1), and I further explore the status of ‘things qua things.’540 Lastly, I 
focus on materiality as plurality, and I trace “human-thing entanglements” by looking at the 
“bundled” ensemble of the mummy, shroud, and burial in the reused tombs of Deir el-Medina.541

6.3 Materiality as Material Relations: the Mummy Shroud and Coffin of Cleopatra, 
daughter of Candace 

 Observing the material and mechanical properties of objects is one component in 
understanding the materiality  of that object. By emphasizing the physical aspects or the material 
components of the mummy shroud and coffin, we can observe how these material objects 
reinforced one another and formed an efficacious burial ensemble for the dead. For instance, the 
shroud of a young woman named Cleopatra (British Museum, EA6707) (Figure 6.2) is one of the 
few examples that comes from a known archaeological context. The undisturbed mummy shroud 
still remains bandaged to the mummified body and reveals how the body, shroud, coffin, and 
funerary accoutrements physically related to one another. 
 The mummy 542  of Cleopatra, daughter of Candace, was found wrapped in a mummy 
shroud (British Museum, EA6707) (Figure 6.2) and resting in a wood painted coffin (British 
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539  For further discussion of the social implications of the material world, see Fredrik Fahlander, "Differences that 
Matter: Materialities, Material Culture and Social Practice," in Six Essays on the Materiality of Society and Culture, 
ed. Håkon Glørstad and Lotte Hedeager (Lindome: Bricoleur Press, 2008).
540  In Knappett’s discussion of materiality as vitality, he notes a trend in the humanities to “think beyond 
relationality and consider the active, ‘brute’ materiality of things that is not solely dependent on relations.” This re-
calibrated way of thinking about materiality favors “presence” over “meaning.” In other words, preference is now 
given to the material properties of objects. Thought is given to what abandonment reveals about materiality, the use 
and disuse of objects, resistance to agency, and what qualities are affected by temporality. Knappett considers this “a 
desire to acknowledge the elusiveness of things: what Olsen has called trying to get at the status of ‘things qua 
things.’” However difficult as it may be to accept the inorganic vitality of things, in accepting this position, one 
avoids a humanocentric approach to materials that render objects inert and vulnerable to human action.Knappett, 
"Materiality," 194. For Olsen’s discussion of “things qua things,” see Bjørnar Olsen, In Defense of Things: 
Archaeology and the Ontology of Objects (Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press, 2010).
541  Hodder has explored this notion of “human-thing entanglements” and suggests one has to remove oneself from 
individual and localized materials to understand materiality. Along similar lines, Keane stresses the potential of 
studying materiality through the notion of “bundling.” Keane’s ideas attempt to understand reuse and its relation to 
how people understand the material nature of their material culture.  By focusing on the multiple “bundled” qualities 
of objects as opposed to individual qualities, Keane argues that these “bundled” qualities suggest possibilities of 
reuse and interpretation. One of the most important effects of materiality is the co-presence of qualities, or 
“bundles,” that are inescapably bound to other qualities,  “which can become contingent but real factors in its social 
life.” Keane contends that bundling is one of the conditions of possibility that reveals how the bundled qualities of 
an object will shift in their relative importance, value, utility and relevance across contexts. For further discussion of 
“human-thing entanglement” see Ian Hodder, "Human-thing Entanglement: Towards an Integrated Archaeological 
Perspective," Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (N.S.) 17(2011).  Likewise, for further discussion of 
“bundling,” see Keane, "Signs Are Not the Garb of Meaning: On the Social Analysis of Material Things," 188.; 
Keane, "Subjects and Objects," 200.
542  For more information on the pathology of the mummified remains, see the catalog entry for British Museum 
shroud EA6707 in this dissertation.



Museum, EA6706) in Tomb 32 at Sheikh Abd-el Qurna in western Thebes.543 The inscription on 
the coffin identifies Cleopatra as a member of the family of Cornelius Pollius, Archon of Thebes, 
in the time of the Emperor Trajan.544  It  also records that she died at the age of seventeen years, 
one month and twenty-five days. An additional column of hieroglyphic text is inscribed on the 
shroud and extends from the center of the chest down to the feet. However, the text is obscured 
by the mummy bandage wrappings that still remain in place and have not been removed. The 
body is loosely wrapped in linen bandages and covered with an outer decorated mummy shroud 
that is secured by  these exterior bandages, which cross diagonally  and horizontally around the 
body. 
 The shroud is decorated with a full-length representation of the deceased in the guise of 
Hathor. The deceased woman wears round gold hoop earrings and a pink floral wreath on top  of 
her curly, black hairstyle. The pale white tone of the face is starkly contrasted by the thick dark 
lines used to render the facial features. The large almond-shaped brown eyes are framed by two 
large bushy eyebrows that are connected to her long and slender nose. Her lips, philtrum, and 
chin are drawn as contour lines, and present an idealized representation of the deceased rather 
than a naturalistic portrait. Directly  above the deceased’s head is a solar bark with a seated figure 
inside a solar disk. On either side of Cleopatra’s head are kneeling bare-breasted goddesses in 
mourning poses along with personified victories holding floral wreaths commemorating the 
death of the young woman.
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543 For more information on the archaeological context of Sheik Abd el-Qurna, particularly Tomb 32, see Appendix 
6.1.
544  The column of hieroglyphs inscribed on the center of the coffin lid reads: “Hail to the Hathor Kleopatra, 
justified, born of Kandake. Her duration of life was 17 (?) years...months, (20+?) days.” See van Landuyt, "The 
Soter Family: Genealogy and Onomastics," 74.



Figure 6.2: Shroud of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 CE (British Museum, EA6707) (British 
Museum Online Database)

 On a functional level, the mummy shroud of Cleopatra served as an active referent that 
bears an idealized likeness of the deceased to be remembered by  those who would continue to 
pay tribute to their ancestors in perpetuity.545 On a magical level, the shroud also functioned as a 
physical replacement for the deceased’s body in the afterlife in case it was ever physically 
compromised. This traditional Egyptian understanding of the importance of funerary 
assemblages and how they  equipped the deceased for a successful afterlife illustrates the 
symbiotic relationship between the mummified body of the deceased and her mummy shroud. 
After death, physical representations of the deceased in essence became surrogates for the 
individual and functioned inter alia as an interface between the profane and the sacred worlds. 
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545 Meskell, "Introduction: Object Orientations," 53.



This interface also facilitated ritual interactions where the spirit of the deceased, or ka,546  could 
re-inhabit the body. Although the exterior bandaging covers much of the shroud’s painted 
decoration, it  does not conceal the head of the deceased. On the contrary, the bandages bring 
attention to the face. The exterior bandaging was a precautionary  measure taken to ensure the 
mummified body and the shroud were never separated, and thus safeguarded the image of the 
deceased and her means of communicating with the living. Lastly, the painted cartonnage ba547 
bird amulet resting on top of the bundled mummy demonstrates a physical connection with the 
body and image of the deceased. Consequently, the ba has the mobility required to leave and 
reenter the place of burial, so that through the ba the deceased could then have access to another 
mode of physical existence.  
! The mummy of Cleopatra was discovered inside a rectangular wood coffin (British 
Museum, EA6706) with a vaulted lid, corner posts, and separate baseboard. The lid (Figure 6.3) 
is decorated by two rows of deities, or guardians of the gates, seated inside portals to the 
underworld and wielding knives. A column of inscription runs down the center of the lid. The 
sides of the vaulted lid (Figure 6.3 and 6.4) are decorated with a line of deity-headed ba birds 
with raised hands. The sides of the coffin (Figure 6.4) present two distinct scenes from the Book 
of the Dead: the Weighing of the Heart ceremony and the adoration of Osiris with the 
presentation of the deceased to the god by Anubis. 

Figure 6.3: Lid with inscription on the coffin of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 CE (British 
Museum, EA6706) (British Museum Online Database)
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546  The ka closely resembles the idea of a person’s spirit.  It was what distinguished the living from the dead. 
However, ceremonies such as the Opening of the Mouth ritual were needed to permit the mummy, statue, or image 
of the dead to be animated and inhabited by the ka,  which could then receive offerings of food and drink. These 
offerings are what sustained the ka in the afterlife.
547  The ba closely resembles the principal aspect of an individual’s personality.  The ba took the form of a human-
headed bird; as a bird, the ba could fly in and out of the tomb to visit the world of the living. 



Figure 6.4: Side view of lid and coffin of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 CE (British Museum, 
EA6706) (British Museum Online Database)

 The top end of the coffin side and lid (Figure 6.5 left), where the head of the deceased 
would have rested, presents a procession of deities accompanying the sun god who traverses the 
sky  in a boat. Above the scene are a series of large winged sun disks, which correspond to the 
architectural elements of a temple façade. The upper portion of the panel is decorated with a 
frieze of uraei. The bottom end (Figure 6.5 right) where the feet rested depicts two jackals 
holding keys to the underworld secured around their necks. The two jackals flank a portal to the 
netherworld with three ba birds perched on top. The upper portion is decorated with a row of 
alternating djed pillars and tyet knots. The side of the upper lid of the coffin depicts the 
mummified Cleopatra with Isis as a kite floating above her. 
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Figure 6.5: Top (left) and bottom (right) side of the coffin of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 
CE (British Museum, EA6706) (British Museum Online Database)

 Celestial-themed imagery  is also present  in the interior decoration and baseboard of the 
coffin (Figures 6.6 and 6.7), where two variations of the goddess Nut are represented. The 
interior of the coffin (British Museum, EA6706) (Figure 6.6) presents an image of Nut with her 
arms and legs outstretched. The goddess is surrounded by  the twelve signs of the zodiac. Beside 
the goddess are additional signs of the zodiac including Piscean fish and Gemini twins. On the 
separate base board (British Museum, EA6706) (Figure 6.7), which would have been situated 
within the wooden coffin, the goddess Nut is dressed in contemporary costume similar to that of 
Cleopatra on her shroud. The goddess is depicted lying down with a stylized fig tree decorating 
the background. On either side of Nut’s head are the figures of Isis and Nephthys in mourning 
and the personified victories holding up  wreaths in honor of the deceased’s triumph over 
death.548  At Nut’s feet  are two recumbent jackals seated on portals to the underworld. A large 
streak of resin with attached bits of linen remains on the base board and outlines where the 
mummified body would have rested on the image of Nut. 
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548 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion, 199-200.



Figure 6.6: Inner coffin of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 CE (British Museum, EA6706) 
(British Museum Online Database)

Figure 6.7: Coffin baseboard of Cleopatra, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, c. 100-120 CE (British Museum, 
EA6706) (British Museum Online Database)
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 The wooden coffin and its pseudo-architectural style indicates that it  was designed as a 
house for the body of the deceased. The sturdier physical properties of the wood, combined with 
the magical and apotropaic imagery on it, protected and enclosed the mummified body wrapped 
with an idealized image of the deceased from external harm. On a mechanical level, the linen 
wrappings and resin treatment of the mummy also protected the physical integrity of the body. 
The amount of physical labor and valuable resources put into the mummification of the dead 
materially  and conceptually  transformed the body into a sacred representation of the deceased.549 
The shroud, with the image of the dead in the guise of Hathor, functioned as a “magical 
mimesis,”550  representing the deceased in her divine aspect and preserving her identity  so that 
she might receive life-sustaining offerings from the living. The additional exterior linen 
bandaging physically  bound the image on the shroud with the body  of Cleopatra, so that the two 
would not be easily  separated. The ba bird amulet was intentionally left unbound on top of the 
bundled body, thereby  permitting the spirit  of the dead to leave and reenter the tomb at will. The 
wrapped and shrouded body was then placed inside a constructed vessel meant to preserve the 
physical and magical bonds constructed between these objects. Overall, the layering of materials
—bones, flesh, wrappings, painted linen, and wood—was embedded with magical properties and 
constructed an image that represented a divine or transfigured being for eternity.551

6.4 Materiality as Social Relations: the Shroud of Neferhotep 

Materiality as social relations is an approach taken by recent scholars who attribute 
materiality to social rather than material relations.552  In taking such a position, we can explore 
the social significance of materials by combining the material and socio-cultural importance of 
an object within its archaeological context. The mummy shroud of Neferhotep exemplifies how 
social relationships were forged between the living and the deceased through the mummified 
body’s physical proximity with the decorated mummy shroud. 

The shroud of Neferhotep, son of Herrotiou, (Brooklyn Museum 75.114) (Figure 6.8) 
dates to approximately  100-225 CE and was discovered in the large catacomb-like structure of 
tomb 1447 in the cliffs of Deir el-Medina.553  In his excavation reports, Bernard Bruyère did not 
mention whether the shroud had been discovered with a mummy or even where it was located 
within the tomb. However, two mummies (EA6709 and EA6715)554  (Figure 6.9) in the British 
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549 Christina Riggs, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt (London: Bloomsbury 2014), 107.
550 Ibid.
551 Ibid., 106-107.
552  See Nicole Boivin,  Material Cultures, Material Minds: The Impact of Things on Human Thought, Society and 
Evolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).; Miller,  "Materiality: An Introduction."; Keane, 
"Subjects and Objects."; Lynn Meskell and Robert W. Preucel,  eds., A Companion to Social Archaeology (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing,2004).
553  For excavation reports and the inscription on the shroud, see Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El 
Médineh.
554 EA 6715 was acquired by the British Museum and thought to be from the Theban region. EA 6709 was found at 
Sheikh Abd el-Qurna.  Possible dates for these two shrouds and the shroud of Neferhotep are from the 2nd c. to 3rd c. 
CE.



Museum collection with their shrouds intact provide examples of how Neferhotep’s shroud 
would have related to the mummified human body. The shroud was laid directly on top of the 
deceased and the excess material was folded under the mummy. Similar to the shroud and 
mummy of Cleopatra, the body and shroud of Neferhotep  would have physically  connected and 
literally become a bundled ensemble. The combination of funerary objects and their magical 
properties would have taken on a sense of material vitality, or magical purpose.555  The painted 
image of the individual conformed to the body  as it was wrapped around the mummy and 
produced a compelling interface through which the living could physically and magically 
communicate with the dead. 

Figure 6.8: Shroud of Neferhotep, son of Herrotiou, Deir el-Medina Tomb 1447, c. 100-225 CE (Brooklyn 
Museum 75.114) (Brooklyn Museum Online Database)
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555 Knappett, "Materiality," 192-202.



Figure 6.9: Shroud of a youth on mummy (left) and shroud of a boy on mummy (right), Sheik Abd el-
Qurna, late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE (British Museum, EA6709 and EA6715) (British Museum Online 
Database)
 

Focusing on the meaning and symbolism of key visual elements on the shroud of 
Neferhotep, including the pose of the deceased and the overall composition of the image, 
provides a better idea of how the shroud functioned in a funerary context. In other words, by 
looking at the bigger picture and by contextualizing the object within a tomb setting, we can 
better understand the more nuanced functions of the mummy shroud. It may be suggested that in 
the case of the materiality  of the mummy shrouds, both the object (the mummy shroud) and the 
individual (living and dead) engaged in a mutually constitutive relationship,556 where each acted 
and reacted toward the other and produced a foundation for the understanding of objects and 
human sociality  in Roman Egypt.557  We can link the material of the shroud to its social 
significance by exploring the relational property that emerges through social and physical 
interactions conducted between the living and the dead.558
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556  For further discussion of art and agency and the relationship between people and things see Gell, "The 
Technology of Enchantment and the Enchantment of Technology," 40-66.
557 Hodder, Entangled: An Archaeology of Relationships between Humans and Things, 27-34.
558 Ibid., 33.



 The imagery on the mummy shroud of Neferhotep  possesses a performative and 
symbolic significance. According to burial tradition, deceased individuals were laid to rest in an 
east-west orientation. The winged solar deity Khepri flanks Neferhotep’s head and feet. Khepri is 
depicted pushing a solar disk across the sky symbolically initiating the rising of the sun in the 
east. On the opposite end of the shroud, representing the west, Khepri no longer carries the sun 
since it has now set. The two depictions of the god ensure the deceased will symbolically be laid 
to rest according to traditional burial practice, even if the mummy of the deceased, for whatever 
reason, was disturbed from the proper alignment. Likewise, the cyclical nature of the rising and 
setting sun mimics the cycle of life and rebirth, guaranteeing Neferhotep’s renewed existence in 
the afterlife.

The mummy shroud of Neferhotep depicts him with deep-set, almond shaped eyes along 
with a prominent nose and eyebrows. The lack of facial hair signifies he was a younger male at 
the time of his death and contributes to his overall youthful appearance. His hair is cropped short 
and a crown of gilded leaves frames his head. According to Greco-Roman tradition, this framing 
around his head is a mark of distinction associated with civic honors. Neferhotep’s upper torso is 
visible and reveals his traditional Greek civic costume. His right arm is bent  upward and toward 
the center of his chest. Upon closer inspection, his left arm is outstretched before him, and his 
left hand cups an object or a patera that would have been full of incense. The fingers of his right 
hand are positioned in a way that implies he is pinching incense between his thumb, index, and 
middle finger. Both the right ring finger and the left pinky are adorned with gold rings inlaid with 
what appear to be reddish colored stones indicating his wealth and status. Neferhotep’s torso is 
hidden behind a trapezoidal frame topped with a cavetto cornice, torus molding, and a sun disk 
flanked by uraei. His feet extend beyond the bottom of the architectural frame, which is 
decorated with rhomboidal shapes imitating mummy wrappings. The coffin shrine covering 
Neferhotep’s midsection and extending down to his feet distinguishes the scared space inhabited 
by him from the profane space where the viewer stands. The shrine also acts as a pedestal or 
stage where ritual acts may  take place, facilitating interactions between living beings and the 
representation of the deceased.

Contextualizing the mummy shrouds and visualizing how they  were meant to be viewed
—folded or draped over the bodies of the deceased instead of as a flat canvas—allows the 
depicted posture of the represented individuals to take on a more visceral and multilayered 
significance.559  On his shroud, Neferhotep holds a small incense burner in his left hand, and his 
arm is bent in the direction of the viewer. The gesture of Neferhotep’s right hand suggests he is 
pinching incense and that he is in the process of performing a ritual offering associated with 
sacrifice. In this capacity, he engages with the living offering bearer so that the two can perform 
the sacrifice together. Neferhotep’s performative actions560 ensure proper sacrifices will be made 
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559  Montserrat, "Burial practices at third century ad Deir el-Medina as evidenced from a Roman painted shroud in 
the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden," 280-281.
560 Portions of this shroud (Brooklyn Museum 75.114) were damaged and missing when it was excavated in 1948 by 
Bernard Bruyère. The shroud of Neferhotep was restored some time in 1970 prior to the Brooklyn Museum’s 
acquisition of it in 1975.  The restoration included work on the right hand and based on the hand positioning of 
individuals on similar type shrouds.  For comparable examples see: Benaki Museum: 6877; Metropolitan Museum 
of Art: 26.5; British Museum: EA 6709,  EA 6715; Musée du Louvre: AF 6440, AF 6484, AF 6485, AF 6486, AF 
6487, AF 6492.



on his behalf, even if his family or others are unable to complete the necessary ritual actions for 
his eternal subsistence.561  Furthermore, a Demotic inscribed memorial in one of the stone 
quarries at Gebel el-Silsila562  for a man named Pamonthes, son of Petisis, instructs a visitor to 
recite the name of Pamonthes, perform a ritual gesture of bending his or her arm, and dance in 
return for blessings and divine inspiration from the god Mont. 

 1) pA  rn  nfr n Pn-Mnte  sA  PA-dj-‘s.t  mne  ti  m-bAH  Mnte

 2) pA  ntr  ‘A  Sa  Dt  pA  xite  n  Mnte  pA  ntr  ‘A  pA  nt  ‘w=f
 3) r  ‘S  pAi  rn  nfr  mi  fi=f  t-te=f  mi  ‘r=f  wa  gs-
 4) gs  m-bAH  Mnte  pA  ntr  ‘A  sX  n  HA.t-sp  XVII  n  Tiba-
 5) ris  Kisrs  Sbsts 

6) III  -nw (?) …

  1) The beautiful name of Pamonthes, son of Petisis, here before 
   Mont,   
  2) the great god, forever. The spirit (the inspiration) of Mont, the 
   great god (may work!). Who
  3) will read this beautiful name, let him raise his hand and dance
  4) before Mont, the great god. – Born in year 18 of Tibe-
  5) rius Caesar Augustus,
  6) in the 3rd month…563

In this instance both the image on the shroud of Neferhotep and the inscription of 
Pamonthes support the possibility of a mutually  constitutive relationship between the shroud or 
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561 Smith,  Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt,  25.  For more information on 
the inscription see Friedrich and Wilhelm Spiegelberg Preisigke, Ägyptische und griechische Inschriften und Graffiti 
aus den Steinbrüchen des Gebel Silsile (Oberägypten):nach den Zeichnungen von Georges Legrain (Strasbourg: 
Karl J. Trübner, 1915), p.17, pl. 20, no. 282.  
562  Preisigke, Friedrich and Wilhelm Spiegelberg. Ägyptische Und Griechische Inschriften Und Graffiti Aus Den 
Steinbrüchen Des Gebel Silsile (Oberägypten):Nach Den Zeichnungen Von Georges Legrain.  Strasbourg: Karl J. 
Trübner, 1915.
563  German translation: 1) Der schöne Name des Pamonthes, des Sohnes des Petisis, bleibt hier vor Mont, 2) dem 
großen Gott, bis in Ewigkeit. Der Geist (die Inspiration) des Mont, des großen Gottes (möge wirken!). Wer 3) diesen 
schönen Namen lesen wird,  der möge seine Hand erheben und einen Tanz aufführen 4) vor Mont, dem großen Gotte. 
– Geschrieben im Jahre 18 des Tibe- 5) rius Caesar Augustus, 6) im 3. Monat… See, Ibid.



image of the deceased and the visitor. Neferhotep’s shroud and the deceased’s body possess a 
magical relationship of vitality and agency. The bundled ensemble of the mummy and shroud 
enables a relationship between it  and the visitor. Here, we come across the various entanglements 
that occur between the material world and humans—both living and nonliving—or in this 
situation, a variation of it. Likewise, an emphasis on the importance of ritual and social 
interactions underscores the mummy shroud’s importance as a medium for commemorating the 
dead.

6.5 Materiality as Vitality: the Leiden shroud

 When exploring materiality in terms of vitality, we must think beyond relationality  (i.e., 
material and social relations) and consider the agency of objects that is not solely dependent on 
relationships with human actors.564  In other words, by de-privileging humans, we can access the 
capacity of things—mummies, shrouds, coffins, and tombs—as they acted as agents with 
“trajectories, propensities, or tendencies of their own.”565 This major reorientation in our thinking 
about the material vitality of mummy shrouds as independent agents identifies connections 
between the shrouds, deceased, living beings, and environment that  shaped ontologies and 
affected human relationships.566  For example, the shroud of a young man in Leiden illustrates 
how the shroud imagery, the mummified body, and rituals worked together to reanimate the dead.

The Leiden shroud (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden F 1968/2.1) (Figure 6.10) was 
discovered by  Bruyère in Tomb 1447 at Deir el-Medina without a mummified body. The shroud 
dates to approximately the late second century to early  third century CE.567  The image of the 
young male is set against a dark reddish-purple background adorned with light  colored stylized 
blue and yellow rosettes. The deceased has deep-set, almond shaped eyes along with a prominent 
nose and eyebrows. His hair is cropped short, and he lacks facial hair, signifying he was a 
younger male at the time of his death. A light colored nimbus frames the naturalistically rendered 
portrait head of the male. On the right side, the figure of Osiris stands on a plinth. The viewer’s 
left side of the shroud is poorly preserved, and only a stylized key held by  a black hand 
(presumably Anubis based on comparisons with other shrouds) remains visible. The youth wears 
an off-white under-tunic with a light-brown stipe around the neck. His over-tunic is cream 
colored with two dark purple (now brown colored) clavi. The sleeves of the outer tunic have a 
band of the same color. The young male holds a looped-over pink rose garland with green leaves 
in his right hand and a small green myrtle branch in his left hand, both symbolizing victory and 
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564 Knappett, "Materiality," 192-193.
565 Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, viiii.
566  Marlis Schweitzer and Joanne Zerdy, eds., Performing Objects and Theatrical Things (Palgrave Macmillan,
2014).
567  Montserrat assigns a date of c. 170-220 CE to the Leiden shroud based on his analysis of the deceased’s 
garments. For further discussion of dating, iconography, and symbolism, see Montserrat,  "Burial Practices at Third 
Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a Roman Painted Shroud in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, 
Leiden," 279-280.



rebirth. The bottom fragment of the shroud (now lost)568  (Figure 6.11) depicts the hem of the 
youth’s tunic and his feet. He wears a pair of sandals with a lingula fastening. From his torso to 
his ankles, the youth is enclosed by a mummy casing, or coffin shrine.  

Figure 6.10: Leiden Shroud, Deir el-Medina Tomb 1447, late 2nd century to early 3rd century CE 
(Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden F 1968/2.1) (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden Online Database)
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568 In Bruyère’s excavation reports, he includes a line drawing with the bottom portion of the shroud. However, only 
the top portion of the shroud is in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden. There is no information available regarding the 
bottom portion of the shroud. It is thought to be lost. Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh.



Figure 6.11: Line drawing by Bruyère including missing bottom portion of mummy shroud, late 2nd c. to 
early 3rd c. CE, Deir el-Medina, Tomb 1447, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden, F 1968/2.1(top half) 
(bottom half unknown),(Bruyère Pl. XXV, Ill. 7)

 The archaeological context569  in which the shroud was discovered provides insight into 
the material vitality and agency the Leiden shroud possessed. The shroud was discovered in the 
same area as the shroud of Neferhotep by  Bruyère during his excavation of Deir el-Medina tomb 
1447. Tomb 1447 had a five meter long ramp descending into the entrance. The stairs of the 
ramp were cut into marl and the walls of the tomb were composed of stone masonry  and plaster. 
Bruyère noted that the stairs were quite worn from frequent use, which he believed had occurred 
during the lattermost part of the tomb’s occupation.570  The three rooms within the tomb 
contained as many as forty dismembered mummies and several burial cloths.571  In Bruyère’s 
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570 Ibid., 104-105.
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excavation report, it is unclear where within the last two rooms572 he and his team discovered the 
decorated mummy shrouds. In a brief account of the mummy shrouds, he mentions the presence 
of “enveloppements bandelettes,” presumably used to secure the mummy shrouds to the 
mummified body. Unfortunately, these objects were not of great interest to him, and his 
descriptions of them are brief, and he does not mention if the mummy shrouds were attached to 
bodies. Bruyère’s description of the tomb’s state of disarray indicates that it had likely been 
looted in antiquity. Nevertheless, Bruyère goes on to mention that the masks and painted shrouds 
discovered in the tomb likely belonged to the same family or members of the same religious 
cult.573 

It was customary  Egyptian practice for families of the dead to bring offerings to and care 
for the deceased. In cases where the family was economically  privileged, a fee might be paid to 
priests or cult members to perform necessary  ritual acts and maintenance of the tomb.574  As 
important as it was for descendants or cult members to interact with the dead by  bringing 
offerings, it  was equally crucial that the deceased be equipped with all the necessary spells, 
blessings, and funerary goods for the afterlife. Tomb 1447 is typical of a new type of tomb  
constructed in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods where extravagant architecture and lavish wall 
decorations were no longer essential components for an effective burial, but rather a modest re-
appropriated communal tomb had become suitable for the burial of a higher status individuals. 
All the decorative elements of a traditional burial could even be reduced to a single shroud that 
had become a less conspicuous surrogate for the entire individual tomb, emphasizing the 
importance of personal modesty and a collective social unit.

The presence of other shrouded individuals buried within tomb 1447 and portrayed in a 
similar manner on his or her mummy shroud also guaranteed the continuation of ritual burial 
practices among re-occupants of the tomb even without the presence of a living being. The male 
depicted on the Leiden shroud holds a pink garland with green leaves in his right hand and a 
myrtle branch in his left hand.575  His pose can either be interpreted as having received these 
offering gifts or in a state of offering them to another, perhaps his deceased neighbor or a ritual 
celebrant. Nevertheless, by holding the garland and branch in his hands, the male figure is 
equipping himself with funerary objects that possessed rejuvenative powers and ensured the 
efficacy of his transition into the afterlife.576  
 An additional feature that played a prominent role in the reanimation of the dead was the 
depiction of uncovered feet (Table 6.2) on the mummy shrouds, which aided in creating a 
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572 There were a total of three rooms in the tomb, and Bruyère noted that a large wall divided the first room from the 
second and third rooms. Ibid., 104-105.
573 Ibid., 106.
574  For more information on liturgies and mummification practices in the Greco-Roman period, see P.W. Pestman, 
The Archive of the Theban Choachytes (Second Century B.C.): A Survey of the Demotic and Greek Papyri 
Contained in the Archive (Leuven: Peeters, 1993), 165 not 185.
575  Both motifs are commonly found on Roman shrouds and masks from the Theban region such as those from the 
Pebos family group. See, Montserrat, "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from a 
Roman Painted Shroud in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden," 278.
576  Smith Mark, Traversing Eternity: texts for the afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt (Oxford; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), 12.



magical and functional connection between the living and the dead. First, it  is important to 
acknowledge that the way we view the shrouds—flatly mounted—is not the way they were 
originally  viewed in context. To the modern-day viewer the feet are seen from the top and  
extending downward. Viewed in proper context, the painted feet on the shrouds would have 
conformed to the body of the deceased and sloped upwards, following the shape of the 
deceased’s physical feet. Second, mummy shrouds prominently display the sandal-clad feet  in a 
manner that would have allowed the deceased to walk, suggesting that these extremities must 
have played a vital role for the deceased. In particular, Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud examples 
like those of Neferhotep, the shroud of a youth in the British Museum, and the Leiden shroud , 
all present the uncovered feet of the dead even though the shrine façade covers the lower portion 
of the body. 

Table 6.2: Uncovered Sandaled Feet on Mummy Shrouds

Brooklyn Museum, 75.114 
(Neferhotep)

British Museum, EA6709 
(Shroud of a youth)

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, 
F 1968/2.1 

(Leiden shroud)

 After death, the deceased in their transfigured state577  were expected to roam freely  
between the realms of the living and the dead. Although the tomb was considered the final 
resting place and home for the physical body of the deceased, it was not envisioned that the dead 
would spend the rest of his or her posthumous existence confined within it.578  On the contrary, 
the tomb provided a spatial interface between the realms of the living and the dead. From the 
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577  As a ba, the deceased could leave the tomb in the form of a human-headed bird.  As an akh, the deceased as a 
“ghost” or spirit being could interact with the world of the living.
578 Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 3.



New Kingdom onward,579  Egyptian funerary  texts580  emphasized the idea that the deceased 
would be able to return to the world of the living, and referred to this activity as “going forth by 
day.”581  A Roman Period text recited during mummification known as the Embalming Ritual, 
details the eleventh and final ritual of the mummification process that is to be performed on the 
legs and feet  of the mummy. The lector priest reciting the spells speaks the words, “You will 
tread the ground with your feet in Thebes. You will walk upon the earth in Karnak. You will see 
Amun in all of his appearances.”582  The aforementioned ritual acts and utterances served a 
practical purpose in creating the physical mummy, but also had a wider significance, since they 
also produced a transfigured spirit as a consequence of these ritual acts and recited words.583 
 The idea that the underworld was a land of sojourn for the dead is referenced in the Book 
of Traversing Eternity where the text reveals that “Your hands seize. Your feet move. All of your 
limbs perform their appointed tasks.”584  This emphasis on the deceased being able to move 
freely potentially  may  explain why the feet on the mummy shrouds were drawn in detail and left 
uncovered. To bind or not to represent the feet in an adequate manner meant that  the deceased 
would not be able to regain mobility after death. The ritually enabled mobility invoked by the 
image of the deceased’s uncovered sandaled feet suggests the dead were capable of moving 
about the tomb and journeying between two worlds either individually or together as a collective 
whole.
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579  “Going forth by day” is mentioned in Middle Kingdom funerary texts, but becomes more widespread after the 
Amarna Period (c. 1352-1336 BCE) in Book of the Dead texts. For a discussion of the popularity and use of the text, 
see Ibid., 395.
580  Additional texts emphasizing the ability of the deceased to use his or her feet to walk and travel in the afterlife 
include: “Your ba will be renewed and you will be renewed. Your body will live, your bones will be soundly knit, 
your limbs will be firm, your vessels will be reinvigorated, and your spine will be enlivened. Your eyes will see for 
you, your feet will go for you, your ears will be open for you, your tongue will be open for you, your throat will be 
open for you, and your lips will be open for you.” (Liturgy of Opening the Mouth for Breathing (P. Louvre E 
10607)) in Ibid., 375.; “O ba, breathing upon his feet.  He will begin to travel in peace over every land.” (Book of 
Transformations (P. Louvre E 3452)) in Ibid., 646.
581 Ibid., 395. Also see, Jan Assmann, Tod und Jenseits im Alten Ägypten (Munich: C.H. Beck, 2001), 285-286.; Jan 
Assmann, Altagyptische Totenliturgien, Bd. 2: Totenliturgien und Totenspruche in Grabinschriften des Neuen 
Reiches, ed. Martin Bommas and Andrea Kucharek (Heidelberg: Universitatsverlag Winter Heidelberg, 2005), 
28-30.
582 See Text 11 in Smith, Traversing Eternity: Texts for the Afterlife from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, 229.
583 Ibid., 223.
584 See Text 21 in Ibid., 395, 406.



6.6 Materiality as Ensemble: Re-appropriated Space and Decorated Shrouds

 In order to have a successful afterlife, it was necessary for the dead to receive a proper or 
an “efficacious” and complete burial according to established Egyptian funerary  traditions.585 
Fundamental components of a complete burial would have included a properly mummified body, 
image of the dead (in the form of either a portrait, shroud, or mask), coffin, funerary rites, and a 
tomb. The co-presence of these objects and their magical qualities aided the deceased as he or 
she navigated through the world of the living to the realm of the dead. Over time, however the 
burial ensemble changed. During the Greco-Roman Period the value, utility, and relevance of 
traditional objects included in the burial ensemble shifted in relative importance. Beginning in 
the Ptolemaic Period, and particularly in the Roman Period, we see a marked shift whereby 
assemblages centered on the mummified body, rather than the architectural structure and 
decorative composition of the tomb. During the Roman Period, not all individuals were buried in 
tombs that were built expressly for them. The practice of reusing preexisting tombs was 
widespread, particularly in regions such as Thebes, where space was a commodity and burials 
dating to Egypt’s pharaonic past were scattered throughout the west bank. Such reused tombs 
indicate how funerary space was appropriated as a “commemorative domain”586  and readapted as 
sacred space forging ancestral ties with past inhabitants. The deep shaft  cut tomb 1447 in the 
north side of Qurnet Murai, the necropolis associated with Deir el-Medina,587  is one example of 
how the people of the Theban region utilized these burial spaces to celebrate the lives of the 
deceased and their familial associations.588 

 The proper preservation of the body  through mummification was another key  component 
necessary  for an effective burial.589  In particular, the mummy shroud took on a vital new role in 
the Roman burial ensemble and commemorated the dead while also assisting him or her in his or 
her magical rebirth. The physical image of the deceased was a vital ingredient that represented 
the dead both on a functional and symbolic level while, as Christina Riggs stated, “reflect[ing] 
eschatological concerns for preserving the corpse, commemorating the person who had died, and 
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585 L. Corcoran disagrees with C. Riggs over the use of the translation “beautiful burial.” Riggs introduces her book 
with the phrase be qs.t [sic]mnx.t,  which she translates as “a beautiful burial.” However, Corcoran maintains that the 
phrase should be translated as “an excellent burial outfit”—an effective burial—since the adjective mnx.t has 
connotations of being “efficacious.” Thus according to Corcoran, in this context, the sense of “beauty” Riggs refers 
to should be understood as “perfection in the sense of completeness.” See Christina Riggs,  The beautiful burial in 
Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 2.Riggs 
2005, 2; Lorelei H. Corcoran,  "A Miscellany of Funerary Material from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt," Journal of 
Roman Archaeology 23(2010): 772.
586 Montserrat, "Mortuary Archaeology and Religious Landscape at Graeco-Roman Deir el-Medina ": 183.
587 Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh, pl. 20-21.; Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : 
art, identity, and funerary religion, 223-224.
588  Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh, 105-106.; Montserrat, "Mortuary Archaeology and 
Religious Landscape at Graeco-Roman Deir el-Medina ": 192.
589   Riggs suggests funerary rituals of the time reflect the deceased’s wish for an “excellent” or “beneficent” burial 
that would “be safe from desecration” and ultimately protect the deceased in his journey through the afterlife. The 
burial outfit consists of mummy masks, painted shrouds,  mummy portraits, ornate crafts and coffins, and texts, 
which were explicitly created to achieve a “good” burial or rather a “complete” burial.  See Riggs, The beautiful 
burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 2.



cent[e]ring as much protection, power, and ritual as possible on the real or represented body.”590 
Riggs goes on to suggests that the intrinsic value of funerary objects, particularly those that 
represented the image of the deceased, was not only in the aesthetic form but also in their 
functional form. The decorated mummy shrouds were placed over the mummified body and 
provided a “naturalistic” portrait of the deceased. The shrouds also included symbols and motifs 
drawn from Greek and Egyptian artistic traditions to create a meaningful decorative scheme 
coded with expressions of religious and cultural identity.591 

Dealing with the uncertainty surrounding death compelled the ancient Egyptians to create 
complex ritual traditions and societal institutions so that they could live forever in the afterlife.592 
By the Roman Period, many centuries of thought and practice had produced a refined and 
sometimes convoluted religious theology and conception of death. This resulted in elaborate 
funerary  preparations that as Ann Macy Roth noted: “emphasiz[ed] [an] attachment to life and 
[a] desire to remain part of the human community even after death.”593  For the ancient 
Egyptians, objects possessed power on both functional and magical levels, which enabled 
relationships between people and objects of the material world. 
 A key component to understanding materiality is to recognize the ensemble character of 
things.594 In other words, we cannot ignore the multitude of things that are co-present and occupy 
scales of proximity  to one another. These innumerable qualities are bound together and compose 
the materiality of objects. Therefore, looking at  the funerary ensemble of an individual, which 
included several material components such as a mummy, shroud, and tomb, reveals the enormous 
emphasis placed on “individual permanence, cultural longevity, and the endurance of powerful 
socioreligious concepts.”595  Together, the burial ensemble was the materialization of self 
expression and commemoration of the dead that possessed long-term vitality and potency for the 
protection and continued existence of the deceased. The reuse and use of burial space in 
conjunction with the material funerary ensemble, elucidates the social and religious significance 
of that space and underscores the importance of drawing on family and social connections to 
commemorate the dead in Roman Egypt.

6.7 The Agency and Materiality of Mummy Shrouds

 Like so many archaeological objects from ancient Egypt, the mummy shrouds were 
ripped from their original archaeological context upon their discovery. Consequently, these 
objects have been mostly  studied and viewed devoid of context, and the intended function, 
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590 Ibid., 245.
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592  For further discussion of belief in the afterlife and the social aspect of death see: Taylor, Death and the Afterlife 
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symbolism, and agency of the shrouds was lost. Particularly in the field of Egyptology, the 
physical description and study of objects is privileged over the application of theoretical 
approaches to those objects. Using Knappett’s four dimensions of materiality  as an analytical 
tool facilitates a discussion of the materiality  of the mummy shrouds that  extends beyond 
physical descriptions and allows us to access information regarding the technical assemblage of 
the shroud, the social relationships constructed by  the shroud, the agency possessed by  the 
shroud itself, and the interaction between the mummy, shroud, and tomb within a constructed 
sacred space. The theoretical lens of materiality reveals how pharaonic traditions were adapted to 
meet the current needs of individuals in Roman Egypt. Roman Egyptian individuals constructed 
burials and identities through the mummy shrouds that  clearly associated themselves with 
ancient Egyptian religious customs and funerary beliefs. A group  burial in a reused tomb created 
a tangible material connection with the land and all the layered religious, ritual, and funeral 
significance imprinted on it.596  The shrouds of Nespawtytawy, Cleopatra, Neferhotep, and the 
Leiden shroud used imagery and magical rituals to actively  engage and invoke the power of 
pharaonic traditions, which assisted in the transfiguration of the dead. When contextualized, the 
shroud clearly stood as a surrogate for the dead and facilitated social interactions among the 
living and the dead. Consequently, the body became the central focus of the burial and funerary 
paraphernalia became superfluous. The shrouded mummy was an individual memorial 
commemorating the dead housed within a larger ritual space. All together, the mummified body 
wrapped in a decorated shroud physically  placed within a reused burial space forged a 
connection with generations of ancestors and the sacred landscape, that resulted in social and 
physical commemoration of the dead. 
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Part V: Conclusions and Catalog
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Considerations

 This dissertation has explored the hybrid iconographic repertoire used to decorate the 
mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt. Based on compositional and iconographic trends, these 
mummy shrouds can be organized into five categories: Osiris, Hathor, Coffin Shrine Portrait, 
Full-body Portrait, and Tri-figure shrouds. The first type, the Osiris shroud, depicts the deceased 
in the guise of the god Osiris. The second type, the Hathor shroud, depicts deceased women in 
the guise of the goddess Hathor. Both Osiris and Hathor shrouds enable the deceased to identify 
with either deity  and facilitate his or her magical rebirth into the afterlife. The third type, the 
Coffin Shrine Portrait  shroud, presents a naturalistic portrait of the deceased surrounded by an 
architectural frame that enshrines and commemorates the image of the deceased. The fourth type, 
the Full-body Portrait shroud, displays a full-length Hellenized image of the deceased 
surrounded by traditional Egyptian funerary imagery. Lastly, the fifth type, the Tri-figure shroud, 
situates the naturalistic full-length image of the deceased within an Egyptian funerary  scene with 
two Egyptian deities flanking the central image of the deceased. The iconography  of all shroud 
types is magically and symbolically charged to aid in the deceased’s successful transfiguration 
into a divine being and ultimate transition into the afterlife.

7.1 Summary

 The first chapter of this dissertation situated the practice of enveloping the mummified 
body of the deceased in a decorated funerary shroud within a Roman Egyptian social, political, 
and religious context. The function and archaeological setting in which these shrouds were 
discovered and the evolution of mummy shroud forms and iconography from the New Kingdom 
onward were explored. Lastly, my statistical analysis of the mummy shroud corpus regarding 
provenance, chronological distribution, and measurements was presented. The second chapter 
discussed the evolution of Greco-Roman funerary art  scholarship from the early explorers of the 
1600s to modern-day scholars. As demonstrated, the early interpretations of mummy portraits 
and shrouds were influenced by the biases of Classical scholarship, which decontextualized the 
shrouds and negated their Egyptian iconography and function. Currently, research trends are 
focused on the importance of archaeological, religious, and social contexts. This new and more 
recent approach to the funerary  art of Greco-Roman Egypt, coupled with the application of 
anthropological and social theory to the analysis of this material, has opened a dialogue and 
sparked interest in this understudied period of Egyptian history. 
 The third chapter illustrated the importance of typologies and how a typology of the 
mummy shrouds based on iconography and composition allowed us to access information 
regarding gender representations, symbolism, and ritual practice. More specifically, the 
categorization of the shrouds facilitated a discussion of identity construction, hybridity, agency, 
and materiality. The fourth chapter examined representations of gender on the Osiris and Hathor 
mummy shrouds and explored the various ways in which women, men, and youths presented and 
commemorated themselves on these funerary shrouds. The fifth chapter argued that the visual 
hybridity of the Tri-figure, Coffin Shrine Portrait, and Full-body Portrait shrouds created a visual 
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language that expressed new meanings that  were translatable and relatable to viewers familiar 
with Greek, Roman, and Egyptian religious cultures. I revealed how Hellenic naturalism and 
traditional Egyptian symbolism were used side-by-side in the overall composition of the shrouds 
as a way of transmitting beliefs and practices relating to life and death in Roman Egypt. Lastly, 
the sixth chapter discussed the agency and materiality of the mummy shrouds and investigated 
how the funerary ensemble facilitated ritual interactions among the living and the dead. Overall, 
iconography, gender and identity, hybridity, and materiality were important themes discussed 
throughout this dissertation, and these topics should continue to be addressed in the study of 
mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt and from other periods of ancient Egyptian history.

7.1.1 Typologies of Iconography

 By constructing a typology based on the iconography  and composition of the mummy 
shrouds, I was able to provide more precise descriptions and visual analyses of the shrouds. I 
illustrated how specific images, motifs, and compositions were used to commemorate the 
deceased and facilitate his or her transition into the afterlife. The five shroud types that I 
constructed for this study helped draw comparisons among the shrouds and provided quantitative 
statistical results about the function and distribution of certain shroud types. This study was the 
first ever attempt to quantify and categorize the mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt, and this 
exercise has revealed that classifying the shrouds presents a clearer and more nuanced way to 
address issues regarding how the deceased was visually  commemorated among the living and the 
dead.

7.1.2 Gender and Identity Constructions

 The Osiris and Hathor shrouds allowed men and women to visually  associate themselves 
with either of these deities, while preserving their own gendered social identities. Individualized 
portraiture, iconography, and personalized inscriptions on the shrouds indicated that there was a 
growing concern with the expression of gender and identity in Roman Egypt. New artistic 
conventions articulated through the Osiris and Hathor shrouds enabled men and women to 
visually communicate and commemorate their own gendered social identities. Men and women 
acquired an Osirian-aspect by  invoking the god’s masculine and regenerative powers through 
symbolically charged imagery and texts, while women expressed their gender through the 
addition of naturalistic portraits to the shrouds. Likewise, individualized portraits and symbolic 
motifs such as the nimbus, floral wreath, or winged scarab further provided adolescent males and 
adult women with the opportunity to acquire their own Osirian-aspect without sacrificing their 
individual gender and age-based identities.
 The rise in popularity of Hathor and her connection with the underworld made the 
goddess an ideal counterpart  to Osiris. The revival of Hathor’s worship in the Greco-Roman 
Period meant that women could be represented with an increased variety of traditional dress and 
hairstyles. Likewise, gendered motifs such as the tyet knot  and djed pillar, combined with images 
of the dead, preserved one’s gender and physical appearance in her commemoration and rebirth. 
The overall gender flexibility and fluidity developed through old and new artistic conventions 
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equipped the deceased with innovative symbolic and individualizing forms of visual 
communication. As a result, Osiris and Hathor shrouds functioned as outlets for social expression 
and provided the deceased with the ability to maintain his or her gendered identity in the 
afterlife.

7.1.3 Hybridity and Translatability

 The Tri-figure, Coffin Shrine Portrait, and Full-body Portrait shrouds presented a 
deliberate combination of Egyptian and Hellenic visual systems that  were relatable to viewers 
versed in either or both of these cultural traditions. The three-quarter foreshortened central figure 
of the deceased was seamlessly  sewn into the overall composition of these mummy shroud types 
resulting in a harmoniously  executed hybridized scene. An examination of the function, and not 
the origin, of the motifs and compositional elements of the mummy shrouds provided a deeper 
understanding of the symbolism and meaning of the executed hybrid artistic style and form. On 
the Tri-figure shrouds, the Hellenic central image of the deceased functioned as a transitional 
figure between Anubis, who is presented according to Egyptian visual traditions, and Osiris, who 
despite his frontal and nontraditional representation, functions within the scene according to 
established Egyptian funerary traditions as ruler of the underworld. Similarly, the Coffin Shrine 
Portrait  shrouds combined the Hellenic posture of the deceased with side vignettes of amuletic 
figures and images of Egyptian gods. By framing the portrait of the deceased with an Egyptian 
architectural shrine, the shrouds revealed the importance of commemorating the living image of 
the deceased within an Egyptian dedicatory and funerary tradition. The Full-body  Portrait 
shrouds demonstrated the significance of embedding Hellenistic portraiture into an Egyptian 
religious framework. Overall, the mummy shrouds presented a visual language comprised of 
hybrid artistic styles encompassing elements from Egyptian, Greek, and Roman cultural 
traditions that resonated with viewers seeking to commemorate and aid the deceased on his or 
her transition into the netherworld. 

7.1.4 Agency and Materiality

 The mummy shrouds have been studied and viewed devoid of context, resulting in a 
diminished understanding of their function, symbolism, and agency. By using the four 
dimensions of materiality  (i.e., material relations, social relations, vitality, and ensemble) as 
analytical tools, a discussion of the materiality of the mummy shrouds may  extend beyond the 
physical descriptions of material properties. Instead, I focused on the technical assemblage of the 
shroud, the social relationships constructed by the shroud, the agency possessed by  the shroud, 
and the interactions occurring between the living and the dead within a constructed sacred space. 
The theoretical lens of materiality revealed how individuals constructed burials and identities 
through the mummy shrouds that associated themselves with ancient Egyptian religious customs 
and funerary beliefs. The case studies explored in this dissertation demonstrated that the mummy 
shrouds stood as a surrogate for the dead while facilitating social interactions among the image 
of the deceased on the shroud and living interlocutors. Furthermore, an analysis of the burial 
ensemble (i.e., the shroud, mummified body, and tomb) indicated that the materiality  of the 
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assemblage equipped the deceased with the magical and physical elements necessary to 
symbolically transform and transport the deceased into the next world.  

7.2 Conclusions

 This dissertation reaches the following conclusions: 1) the shrouds can be organized into 
five categories based on compositional and iconographic trends: Osiris, Hathor, Coffin Shrine 
Portrait, Full-body  portrait, and Tri-figure shrouds; 2) the funerary iconography of the shrouds 
exhibits Hellenic stylistic influences, but equipped the deceased with ritual objects necessary  for 
an efficacious burial according to preexisting native Egyptian funerary traditions; 3) the 
commemoration of gender and age was fluid, and the iconography of the Osiris and Hathor 
shrouds reveals innovative and individualizing trends enabling the deceased to commemorate his 
or her gendered and social identity; 4) the hybridized style of the mummy shrouds presents a 
translatable visual language that was designed to communicate religious beliefs and cultural 
associations to a multicultural audience in Roman Egypt; 5) inscriptions, representations of the 
deceased, and family burials established the identity  of the deceased while simultaneously 
commemorating and forming connections between generations of ancestors; 6) landscapes and 
readapted spaces used for burials illustrate a level of pragmatism and adaptability where spacial 
and temporal boundaries were permeable; 7) the material properties of the burial ensemble were 
adapted throughout the Roman Period and tailored to the needs of Egypt’s diverse population, 
but the burial ensemble was magically and symbolically rooted in traditional Pharaonic Egyptian 
funerary practices.

7.3 Future Considerations

 Although this dissertation has engaged in a detailed discussion of the mummy shrouds 
from Roman Egypt, several topics have not been addressed, and some questions remain 
unanswered. It is my hope that this dissertation will inspire future studies and generate 
discussions on this material. The corpus of mummy shrouds continues to grow as more 
discoveries in the field are made and museum curators uncover unpublished objects hidden in 
their collections. The mummy shroud corpus is rich and varied. Therefore, the following 
questions and ideas should be pursued in future studies:

7.3.1 Additional Mummy Shroud Typologies

 Additional typological studies that branch out from the current typological categories of 
this dissertation may access a wide-range of information. For example, a typology based on 
representations of gender could facilitate a discussion of how men, women, and children were  
depicted on the mummy shrouds and lead to a deeper discussion of gendered social roles in 
Roman Egypt.
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7.3.2 Questions of Provenance

 Identifying the production origin of unprovenanced material is a difficult feat. One way 
of addressing provenance (although subjective) is to compare the mummy shrouds, especially 
those within the same shroud type, with known findspots to those with similar stylistic attributes. 
This type of comparison could help  isolate certain styles or attributes that might be associated 
with specific areas of production.

7.3.3 Dating and Chronology

 Several of the mummy shrouds are attributed “Greco-Roman Period” dates, because they 
stylistically fall between the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Shrouds without provenance even 
further complicate the dating of these objects. Consequently, paleographic and stylistic studies on 
mummy shrouds with inscriptions (particularly  those that fall into this gray  area) should be 
conducted to help narrow down the date ranges of these examples.

7.3.4 Sourcing and Distribution 

 An analysis of the chemical composition of pigments used on the shrouds (particularly  
the pink and red colors used on many of the mummy shrouds) could help us understand where 
some of the materials were sourced. In addition, a comparison of the weave and weft of the linen 
textiles might reveal where these materials were being produced. 

7.3.5 Questions of Production  

 Were these mummy shrouds mass produced? Were the images of the deceased or 
inscriptions added to pre-made mummy shroud compositions? A detailed study  of the placement 
of inscriptions and an analysis of the techniques and execution of the portrait head of the 
deceased might reveal information about the process of mummy shroud production. 

7.3.6 Placement of Iconography

 This study  has more generally  focused on the placement of certain imagery, but it has not 
charted all the image types and exactly where they appear on the shrouds. A complete reanalysis 
of the imagery and its location on the shrouds is necessary to reveal any connection between the 
content and the placement. This type of study has the potential to reveal patterns of imagery and 
whether these motifs or images visually represented or related to contemporary  funerary spells 
and texts.

 The focus of this dissertation has been on the iconography  and function of the mummy 
shrouds from Roman Egypt. The art historical and anthropological theoretical approaches used to 
analyze the shrouds have resulted in a better understanding of the social and religious aspects of 
funerary  rituals and practices of the Roman Period. The primary objective of this study  has been 
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to increase an awareness of and access to this understudied and undervalued corpus of material 
and to ultimately continue a dialogue about mummy shrouds from Roman Egypt. As this corpus 
of mummy shrouds continues to grow, it becomes even more important to explore and engage 
with this material culture. When combined with archaeological evidence and contexts, the 
mummy shrouds provide unparalleled insight into the social identities and religious beliefs of 
those living in the provinces of Roman Egypt. 
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Appendix 1

Appendix 1.1 - Corpus of Mummy Shrouds Organized by Type, Museum, and Inventory 
Number

Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

1 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654

2 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655

3 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656

4 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11657

5 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427

6 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728

7 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201

8 Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926

9 Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649

10 Osiris Shroud Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924

11 Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA26453

12 Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA30092

13 Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA65775

14 Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA6705

15 Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA6712

16 Osiris Shroud Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1811E

17 Osiris Shroud Chicago Natural History Museum, 105190

18 Osiris Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv. No. Unknown (Room 14, case 269)

19 Osiris Shroud Louvre, E 13048 (F. Cailliaud, 1826-27)

20 Osiris Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.184.20

21 Osiris Shroud Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957

22 Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650

23 Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.4724

24 Osiris Shroud North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan 
from Olsen collection)
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Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

25 Osiris Shroud Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1

26 Osiris Shroud Private Collection: Georges Gorse (Paris)

27 Osiris Shroud Private Collection: Liepsner 

28 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750

29 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763

30 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764

31 Osiris Shroud Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels, E. 5699

32 Osiris Shroud Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches Ägypten, 
Trier, OL 1997.11

33 Osiris Shroud University of Pisa, Reg. 750/374

34 Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278

35 Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037

36 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA24908

37 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA6707

38 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68950

39 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68951

40 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68953

41 Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68954 

42 Hathor Shroud Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189

43 Hathor Shroud Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5.1943

44 Hathor Shroud Louvre, E. 13045

45 Hathor Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7

46 Hathor Shroud Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
61.66.3

47 Hathor Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472

48 Hathor Shroud Private Collection: Auction Drouot (Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13

49 Hathor Shroud Rijksmusem van Oudheden, AAM8

50 Hathor Shroud Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3
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Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

51 Hathor Shroud Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: 
Former J. Hirsch Collection)

52 Hathor Shroud Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1)

53 Hathor Shroud World Museum, Liverpool, Inv. No. Unknown (Lot 35, Sothebys, 
April 17, 1931)

54 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659

55 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud British Museum, EA6709

56 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114

57 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124

58 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 33282

59 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 17/10/16/1

60 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6440

61 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6482

62 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6484

63 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6486

64 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6488

65 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6489

66 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6490

67 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6491

68 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6492

69 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, AF 6493
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Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

70 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, E 12581

71 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Louvre, N 3398

72 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512

73 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Manchester Museum, 11309

74 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5

75 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100

76 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Bruxelles

77 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Museo Egizio, Turin, 2265

78 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 78.1.8

79 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Private Collection: London

80 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Private Collection: McAlpine (1974)

81 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Private Collection: Switzerland

82 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Private Collection: Unknown Location (Riggs 2005, fig. 115)

83 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Private Collection: United States of America

84 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1

85 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777

86 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 778

87 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87
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Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

88 Coffin Shrine Portrait 
Shroud Vatican Museum, 17953

89 Full-body Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277

90 Full-body Portrait Shroud Benaki Museum, 6877

91 Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA6715

92 Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA68509

93 Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA74709

94 Full-body Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6485

95 Full-body Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6487

96 Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.202.8a

97 Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8

98 Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.390

99 Full-body Portrait Shroud National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442

100 Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974), Unknown Location

101 Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Former Nielson Collection

102 Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Rupert Wace

103 Full-body Portrait Shroud Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AMM 9

104 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651

105 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652

106 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653

107 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, J.E. Prov. 9/12/95/1

108 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Louvre, N 3076

109 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Louvre, N 3391

110 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749

111 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747

112 Tri-figure Portrait Shroud University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649

113 Fragment Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 1160

114 Fragment Benaki Museum, 6878
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Cat. No. Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

115 Fragment The Egypt Center, Swansea, W 649-656

116 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, 61.191.1

117 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.489

118 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.490

119 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.491a,b

120 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, 66.99.140

121 Fragment Metropolitan Museum of Art, 66.99.141

122 Fragment Private Collection: Collezione J. Veysset

123 Fragment Private Collection: De Menil (Houston, TX)

124 Fragment Private Collection: J.W. Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL)

125 Fragment Private Collection: N. Schimmel (New York)

126 Fragment Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 5751

127 Fragment Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 5773

128 Fragment Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 8)

129 Fragment Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 9)

Appendix 1.2 - Provenanced Mummy Shrouds Organized by Site, Museum, and Inventory 
Number

(*) Excavated archaeological context 

Museum Inventory No. Provenance

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728 Akhmim

British Museum, EA24908 Akhmim

British Museum, EA26453 Akhmim

Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957 Akhmim

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650 Akhmim

Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1 (between) Akhmim and Thebes

Private Collection: Liepsner Akhmim

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764 Akhmim
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Museum Inventory No. Provenance

Benaki Museum, 6877 Antinoe

Benaki Museum, 6878 Antinoe

Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124 Antinoe

Louvre, AF 6440 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6482 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6484 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6485 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6486 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6487 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6488 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6489 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6490 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6491 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6492 Antinoe*

Louvre, AF 6493 Antinoe*

Louvre, E 12581 Antinoe*

Manchester Museum, 11309 Antinoe

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8 Antinoe

Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100 Antinoe*

Private Collection: Switzerland (possibly) Antinoe

Vatican Museum, 17953 Antinoe*

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993 Asyut

Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114 Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447)*

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1 Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447)*

Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1) Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447)*

Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 8) Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447)*

Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 9) Deir el-Medina (Tomb 1447)*

The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87 (possibly) Fayyum
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Museum Inventory No. Provenance

British Museum, EA74709 Hawara*

National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442 Hawara

Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974), Location Unknown Hawara

Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3 Middle or Upper Egypt

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11650 (probably) Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11657 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659 Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11660 (probably) Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277 (probably) Saqqara

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201 Saqqara

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 9/12/95/1 Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf)*

Louvre, N 3076 Saqqara

Louvre, N 3391 Saqqara

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749 Saqqara

Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 Saqqara

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777 Saqqara

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 778 Saqqara

Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches Ägypten, Trier, OL 
1997.11 (probably) Saqqara

University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649 Saqqara 

British Museum, EA30092 Sheikh Abd el-Qurna (Tomb 32)*

British Museum, EA6705 Sheikh Abd el-Qurna (Tomb 32)*
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Museum Inventory No. Provenance

British Museum, EA6707 Sheikh Abd el-Qurna (Tomb 32)*

British Museum, EA6709 Sheikh Abd el-Qurna 

Louvre, E 13382 Sheikh Abd el-Qurna 

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427 Thebes

Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926 Thebes

Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649 Thebes

Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924 Thebes

British Museum, EA6715 Thebes

Louvre, N 3398 Thebes

Louvre, E 13048 (Private Collection: former J. Hirsch Collection) Thebes

Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512 Thebes

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472 Thebes

Private Collection: Location Unknown (Riggs 2005, fig. 115) Thebes

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from 
Olsen collection) Thebes

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1998/1.1 Thebes

The Egypt Center, Swansea, W 649-656 Thebes

Museo Egizio, Turin, 2265 Thebes

Appendix 1.3 - Attributed Dates for a Set of 91 Mummy Shrouds Organized by Museum 
and Inventory Number

Museum Inventory No. Dating

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 1160 mid 3rd c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651 mid - late 1st c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 mid - late 1st c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653 mid - late 1st c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659 second half of 3rd c. CE
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Museum Inventory No. Dating

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11660 mid 3rd c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, !"#$%$%&'$ 25 CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427 early - late 2nd c. CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277 117 - 161 CE

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278 30-313 CE

Allard Pierson, APM 15.926 2nd c. CE

Allard Pierson, APM 8649 2nd c. CE

Ashmolean, 1913.924 2nd c. CE

Benaki Museum, 6877 first three decades of 3rd c. CE

Benaki Museum, 6878 second quarter of 3rd c. CE

British Museum, EA24908 2nd c. CE

British Museum, EA26453 3rd c. CE

British Museum, EA6705 100 - 120 CE

British Museum, EA6707 100 - 120 CE

British Museum, EA6709 early 3rd c. CE

British Museum, EA6715 late 2nd c. CE

British Museum, EA68509 190 - 220 CE

British Museum, EA74709 50 - 79 CE

Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37. 1811E 50 BCE - 50 CE

Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114 100 - 225 CE

Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124 mid 4th c. CE

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 17/10/16/1 220-230 CE

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 33282 first third of 3rd c. CE

Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5. 1943 200 - 300 CE

The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87 second quarter of 4th c. CE

Louvre, AF 6440 4th c. CE

Louvre, AF 6482 mid 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6484 225 - 250 CE
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Museum Inventory No. Dating

Louvre, AF 6485 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6486 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6487 225 - 250 CE

Louvre, AF 6488 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6489 second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6490 second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6491 2nd c. CE

Louvre, AF 6492 3rd c. CE

Louvre, E 12581 second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Louvre, E 13382 116 CE

Louvre, N 3076 mid 1st c. CE - early 2nd c. CE

Louvre, N 3391 2nd c. CE

Louvre, N 3398 late 2nd c. CE - early 3rd c. CE

Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512 late 2nd c. CE - early 3rd c. CE

Manchester Museum, 11309 first half of 3rd c. CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.202.8a 120 -150 CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8 170 - 200 CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.184.20 100 - 125 CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5 100 - 125 CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7 1st - 2nd c. CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 61.191.11 1st c. BCE - 2nd c. CE

Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.390 late 2nd - 3rd c. CE

Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957 1 c. CE

Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100 early 3rd c. CE

Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Bruxelles 3rd c. CE

Museo Egizio, Turin late 2nd c. CE

Museum of Art and Archaeology, U. of Missouri-Columbia, 
1872.472 1st or 2nd c. CE
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Museum Inventory No. Dating

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650  mid - late 1st c. CE

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993 1st or 2nd c. CE

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.4724 1st - 3rd c. CE

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472 2nd c. CE

National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911: 442 mid 1st c. CE

Natural History Museum, Chicago, 105189 1st c. BCE - early 1st c. CE

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan 
from Olsen collection)

first half of 1st c. CE to first half of 2nd c. 
CE

Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974), Unknown Location third quarter of 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: Collezione J. Veysset 117 - 137 CE

Private Collection: De Menil (Houston, TX) mid 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: J.W. Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL) second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: London mid 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: McAlpine (1974) mid 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: Rupert Wace second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Private Collection: N. Schimmel (New York) mid 4th c. CE

Private Collection: Switzerland mid 2nd c. CE

Private Collection: Unknown Location (Riggs 2005, fig. 115) late 2nd  - early 3rd c. CE

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749 mid 1st c. CE

Pushkin Museum, 4280/1 1a 5750 mid 1st c. CE

Pushkin Museum, 4301/1 1a 5747 mid 1st c. CE

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763 second half of 1st c. CE

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764 second half of 1st c. CE

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AMM 8 109 CE

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/ 2.1 late 2nd c. CE - early 3rd c. CE

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1998/1.1 220 - 250 CE

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3 1st c. BCE

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: 
former J. Hirsch Collection) 1st c. BCE
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Museum Inventory No. Dating

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777 mid 3rd c. CE

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 778 mid 3rd c. CE

The Egypt Center, Swansea, W 649-656 mid 2nd c. CE

Trier, Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches 
Ägypten, OL 1997.11 mid 1st c. CE

Appendix 1.4 - Length and Width Measurements for a Set of 44 Mummy Shrouds 
Organized by Museum and Inventory Number

 Museum Inventory No. Length (cm) Width (cm)

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 50.65 115 88.5

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651 185 130

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 182 135

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654 215 100

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655 165 60

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 130 50

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659 170 55

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277 180 110

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728 94 89.5

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201 185 75

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993 190.5 48.7

British Museum, EA6453 134 91

British Museum, EA65775 200 71

British Museum, EA6705 235 78.5

British Museum, EA24908 189 73

British Museum, EA26453 135 91

British Museum, EA68509 138 56

British Museum, EA68950 130 67

Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114 70.2 68.61
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 Museum Inventory No. Length (cm) Width (cm)

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 33282 205 84

Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957 234 140

Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Bruxelles 208 123

Louvre, AF 6440 166 85

Louvre, AF 6486 115 62

Louvre, AF 6490 191 91

Louvre, AF 6492 160 76

Louvre, N 3076 180 128

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5 155 56

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7 187 106.7

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8 221 106.1

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 54.993 190.5 48.7

National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442 98 52

Natural History Museum, Chicago, 105189 142.5 55

Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1 154.9 134.6

Private Collection: Liepsner 194 102

Private Collection: London 113 33

Private Collection: United States of America 194 73

Private Collection: Unknown (Riggs 2005, fig. 115) 230 100

Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749 185 125

Pushkin Museum, 4301/1 1a 5745 196 143

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763 210 112

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764 100 85

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: former J. 
Hirsch Collection)

102.9 34.3

University of Pisa, Reg. NR. 605/649 250 $()
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Appendix 4

Appendix 4.1 - Osiris Mummy Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory Number 
with Identified Gender

Designated 
Type Museum Inventory Number Identified Gender

Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654 Male

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655 Male

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11657 Male

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427 Male Youth (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650 Female (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.4724 Male

Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA26453 Male

Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA30092 Male

Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA65775 Male

Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA6705 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud British Museum, EA6712 Male

Osiris Shroud Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1811E Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Chicago Natural History Museum, 105190 Male

Osiris Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv. No. Unknown 
(Room 14, case 269) Male

Osiris Shroud Louvre, E 13048 (F. Cailliaud, 1826-27) Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.184.20 Male (inscription)
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Designated 
Type Museum Inventory Number Identified Gender

Osiris Shroud Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957 Female (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 
57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen collection) Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Private Collection: Georges Gorse (Paris) Male Youth (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud Private Collection: Liepsner Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750 Female (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764 Male (inscription)

Osiris Shroud Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels, E. 
5699 Male

Osiris Shroud Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-
Römisches Ägypten, Trier, OL 1997.11 Male Youth (portrait head)

Osiris Shroud University of Pisa, Reg. 750/374 Male Youth (portrait head and 
inscription)

Appendix 4.2 - Osiris Mummy Shrouds with Inscriptions Referencing Males

Museum Inventory Number Inscriptions with Names

Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926 ...Wisr (PA)-dj-Act... 
“...Osiris Peteisis...”

Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924 Nc- pAwtj -tAwj 
“Nespawtytawy”

Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728 Wcjr antwns sA Hjjrks... 
“Osiris Antinoos, son of Hierax...”

British Museum, EA6705 Wisr SAwtr... 
“Osiris Soter...”

F. Cailliaud, 1826-27 (Louvre E 13048) “Petamenophis, also (known as) Ammonios, (son of) Soter, (son 
of) Kornelios Pollios...”

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 
L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen 
collection)

Wcjr Qrwns... 
“Osiris Kronis...”
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Museum Inventory Number Inscriptions with Names

Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1 ... wcjr @r sA @r-sA-Act... 
“Osiris Hor, son of Harsiese...”

Private Collection: Liepsner ... Wcjr P(A)-dj-Jn-Hr(t) sA n PA-alal ... 
“Osiris Petonuris, son of Peleilis...”

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763 Wcjr nt(j) @r-Sdj mAa-Xrw 
“Osiris of the justified Herschedi”

Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764 Wcjr P(A)-dj-Mnw... 
“Osiris Peteminis...”

Appendix 4.3 - Hathor Mummy Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory Number

Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278

Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA24908

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA6707

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68950

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68951, EA68953, EA68954 (three 
fragments of same shroud)

Hathor Shroud Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189

Hathor Shroud Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5.1943

Hathor Shroud Louvre, E. 13045

Hathor Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7

Hathor Shroud Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-
Columbia, 61.66.3

Hathor Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472

Hathor Shroud Private Collection: Auction Drouot (Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13

Hathor Shroud Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3

Hathor Shroud Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private 
Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection)

Hathor Shroud Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1)
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Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Hathor Shroud World Museum, Liverpool, Inv. No. Unknown (Lot 35, 
Sothebys, April 17, 1931)

Appendix 4.4 - Hathor Mummy Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory Number 
with Dress and Adornment Descriptions

Designated 
Type Museum Inventory Number Dress and Adornment

Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278 Red colored sheath dress; broad collar (dress 
obscured by overlying registers)

Hathor Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037
Sheath dress; bead-net pattern; broad collar; 
right hand clenched (unknown attribute) 
(poorly preserved)

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA24908
Pink tunic with short sleeves; pink mantle 
over shoulders; bead-net pattern; beaded 
collar; left hand clenched; holding lily scepter

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA6707
Multicolored sheath dress with short sleeves; 
beaded necklaces (top of dress obscured by 
linen bandages)

Hathor Shroud British Museum, EA68950 Wide strap multicolored sheath dress; bead-net 
pattern; beaded necklaces 

Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA68951, EA68953, 
EA68954 (three fragments of same 
shroud)

White tunic with short sleeves; white mantle 
over shoulders; beaded collar (partially 
preserved)

Hathor Shroud Chicago Natural History Museum, 
105189

Sheath dress from below breasts to feet; bead-
net pattern; broad collar; left  hand clenched; 
right holds situla

Hathor Shroud Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5.1943 Wide strap multicolored sheath dress (poorly 
preserved)

Hathor Shroud Louvre, E. 13045
Sheath dress with short sleeves; bed-net 
pattern; beaded necklace; broad collar (based 
on line drawing)

Hathor Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7
Red sheath dress from below breasts to feet; 
bead-net pattern; broad collar; left hand 
clenched; holding cord of pectoral

Hathor Shroud Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3

Red short sleeves; broad collar (dress 
obscured by overlying registers)

Hathor Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472 Wide strap multicolored sheath dress; bead-net 
pattern; beaded collar 
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Designated 
Type Museum Inventory Number Dress and Adornment

Hathor Shroud Private Collection: Auction Drouot 
(Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13

Tunic with short sleeves (?); broad collar
(partially and poorly preserved)

Hathor Shroud Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 
910.21.3

White tunic with short sleeves; patterned 
mantle over shoulders; beaded collar; left hand 
clenched; holding stem of lotus or lily scepter 
(partially preserved)

Hathor Shroud
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 
983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. 
Hirsch Collection)

Red sheath dress from below breasts to feet; 
bead-net pattern; broad collar; left hand 
clenched; holding cord of pectoral; right hand 
holds situla

Hathor Shroud Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. 
XXIV no. 1)

Sheath dress from below breasts to feet; bead-
net pattern; broad collar (based on line 
drawing)

Hathor Shroud
World Museum, Liverpool, Inv. No. 
Unknown (Lot 35, Sothebys, April 17, 
1931)

Multicolored sheath dress; bead-net pattern 
(partially preserved)
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Appendix 5

Appendix 5.1 - Tri-figure Portrait Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory Number

Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, J.E. Prov. 9/12/95/1

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Louvre, N 3076

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Louvre, N 3391

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747

Tri-figure Portrait Shroud University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649

Appendix 5.2 - Coffin Shrine Portrait Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory 
Number

Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA6709

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 33282

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 17/10/16/1

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6440

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6482

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6484

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6486
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Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6488

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6489

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6490

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6491

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6492

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6493

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, E 12581

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Louvre, N 3398

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Manchester Museum, 11309

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Bruxelles

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Museo Egizio, Turin, 2265

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 78.1.8

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Private Collection: London

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Private Collection: McAlpine (1974)

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Switzerland

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Unknown Location (Riggs 2005, 
fig. 115)

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Private Collection: United States of America

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 778

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87

Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud Vatican Museum, 17953
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Appendix 5.3 - Full-body Portrait Shrouds Organized by Museum and Inventory Number

Designated Type Museum Inventory Number

Full-body Portrait Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277

Full-body Portrait Shroud Benaki Museum, 6877

Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA6715

Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA68509

Full-body Portrait Shroud British Museum, EA74709

Full-body Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6485

Full-body Portrait Shroud Louvre, AF 6487

Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.202.8a

Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8

Full-body Portrait Shroud Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.390

Full-body Portrait Shroud National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442

Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974), 
Unknown Location

Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Former Nielson Collection

Full-body Portrait Shroud Private Collection: Rupert Wace

Full-body Portrait Shroud Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AMM 9
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Appendix 6

Appendix 6.1 - Mummy Shrouds in Context: Sheik Abd el-Qurna Tomb 32

 Perhaps one of the most intriguing examples of tomb re-appropriation and reuse is that of 
Theban tomb 32 located in Sheik Abd el-Qurna (Appendix Figure 6.1), which lies north of Deir 
el-Medina and Qurnet Murai. The tomb was originally constructed for Djehutymes, a high-
ranking official of Ramesses II, and is situated at  the base of the small hill of el-Khokha. The 
tomb faces the mortuary  temple of Thutmose III and has an architectural layout unlike other 
contemporary  Theban tombs insofar as it has three grand articulated forecourts. Later in the 22nd 
Dynasty, a Theban family  whose male members were chamber managers (of the domain) of 
Amun (Hry  a.t  (pr)  Imn)597  occupied the lower rooms of the tomb. A considerably sized tomb 
was dug into the floor of the axial corridor of TT 32 along with intrusive burials in the inner 
rooms around the eighth century BCE. Ceramic vessels and coffin fragments indicate Tomb B 
(located within TT 32) had been continuously occupied until the end of the 25th Dynasty while 
other portions of TT 32 were readapted and reused through the Roman period.598 
 Since 1983, proper excavations of the enormous-sized TT 32 and the surrounding area 
have been carried out by the Hungarian Mission of Eötvös University. Throughout their seasons, 
they  have uncovered Ramesside material suggesting that the tomb was likely plundered under 
the reign of Ramesses IX. Research also indicates the tomb was likely abandoned until the 22nd 
Dynasty at which time the tomb was reused by the family of the Hry  a.t  (pr)  Imn. During the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods, some of the rooms in the Djehutymes tomb were converted into 
burial spaces. From the 4th to 3rd c. BCE, Room I (location of a Roman period mummy), lower 
Rooms VIII-XIV, and the first chamber (a transverse hall supported by pillars) were occupied 
with mummies. Cartonnage fragments, papyri, personal names found on mummy wrappings, 
shabtis, and one of the hypocephali are evidence suggesting the tomb was occupied by  the same 
family during five generations. The name of the Nesmin family had already appeared in a 
number of Demotic papyri and one of the family members was Nes-menu, an officiating scribe 
in Thebes between 305 and 264 BCE. His parents were Pa-heby (Phibis) and Ta-ker-heby 
(Tkalibis). The family was of a priestly  and scribal class since some members bore the title 
“scribe to the king and Amun.”599
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597 Chamber managers (of the domain) of Amun (Hry  a.t  (pr)  Imn) was a non-priestly position within the Theban 
temple hierarchy. See G. Schreiber, "Contribution to the Topography of the Late Third Intermediate Period 
Necropolis at Thebes (Twenty-second — early Twenty-fifth Dynasties)," in The Horizon Studies in Egyptology in 
Honour of M.A. Nur El-Din (10-12 April 2007), ed. Basem Samir El-Sharkawy (Cairo: Supreme Council of 
Antiquities Press, 2007), 469.
598 Ibid., 469-470.
599 Laszlo Kákosy, "The Soter Tomb in Thebes," in Hundred-Gated Thebes: Acts of a Colloquium on Thebes and the 
Theban Area in the Graeco-Roman Period (P.L. Bat.27), ed. S.P. Vleeming (Brill, 1995), 61-63.



Appendix Figure 6.1: Plan of Theban Tomb 32 (Kákosy 1995, 61)

 Four intrusively  cut side chambers in the lower part of the original burial shaft of TT 32 
(Appendix Figure 6.2) were constructed for a Theban family, known as the Nesmin family, 
whose male members held high-ranking priestly and administrative offices during the reigns of 
Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II. These burials date to the first half of the third century BCE for the 
patriarchs of the family  and to the second half of the third century  BCE for their descendants.600  
It is noteworthy that the Nesmin family preferred to build new burial chambers instead of using 
preexisting chambers dating to the Third Intermediate Period—perhaps this indicates a level of 
respect for burials that  were possibly intact at  the time.601  Considering the archaeological 
remains, it appears that  the Nesmin family  restored the entrance to TT 32’s transverse hall, and 
built  a new gateway where a Third Intermediate Period coffin was placed at the threshold.  
According to Gábor Schreiber, the owners of the reused tomb were in control of the alterations 
made to it and respected the physical integrity of the tomb along with possibly understanding the 
original function of the architecture and using it accordingly.602
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600  Gábor Schreiber,  "The Final Acts of Embalming: An Archaeological Note on Some Rare Objects in Theban 
Burials of the Early Ptolemaic Period" (paper presented at the Proceedings of the Fourth Central European 
Conference of Young Egyptologists, Budapest, 31 August - 2 September, 2006), 337.
601 Schreiber, "Early and Middle Ptolemaic Funerary Art at Thebes (ca. 306-88 BC)", 111.
602 Ibid.



Appendix Figure 6.2: New Kingdom burial shaft of TT 32 with Ptolemaic side chamber openings, Rooms 
XI-XIV (Schreiber 2009, 111)

 The Nesmin family burial maintains a remarkable similarity in style and funerary 
ensembles to other private burials dating to the reigns of the first  three Ptolemies such as those of 
Hornedjitef,603  Neswy,604  Takerheb,605  and Ankhefenkhonsu.606  These tombs possess funerary 
assemblages with the common stylistic traits suggestive of some form of standardization which 
appears to have begun around the beginning of the 3rd century BCE. Various objects in museum 
collections refered to the Nesmin family before the family tomb’s actual discovery. The history 
of the family was brought to light  when Hermann de Meulenaere performed a study on a bronze 
situla in Brussels, which was inscribed for Sminis (Nesmin) who held the titles: Royal Scribe, 
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603  Objects from the Hornedjitef tomb are dispersed among various museum collections: See Jan Quaegebeur, "à la 
recherche du haut clergé theébain à l'époque Gréco-romaine," in Hundred-Gated Thebes: Acts of a Colloquium on 
Thebes and the Theban Area in the Graeco-Roman Period (P.L. Bat.27),  ed. S.P. Vleeming (Leiden-New York-Köln: 
Brill, 1995), 142-144.; Susan Walker and M. L. Bierbrier, Ancient faces : mummy portraits from Roman Egypt 
(London: Published for the Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum Press, 1997), 29-30.; J.  Filer, "The 
Mummy of Hornedjitef: Further Information on he Mummification Techniques Used in Preparing his Body," in 
Studies on Ancient Egypt in Honour of H.S. Smith. EES OP 13, ed. Anthony and J. Tait Leahy (London: 1999), 
97-100.
604  Objects from the Neswy tomb are located in Stockholm: See M. Van Hoeij, "Nswj, A Priest in Thebes: A 
Preliminary Report," Medelhavsmuseet,  Bulletin [Stockholm] 31(1998).; B.  George,  "Ein Text der Ptolemäerzeit 
über das Dasein in Unterwelt und Grab," ibid.14(1997).
605  Objects from the Takerheb tomb are in Florence: See M.C. Guidotti, Le mummie del Museo Egizio di Firenze 
(Firenze: Giunti Editore, 2001), 40-42.; Cottrell, "Account of the Unrolling of a Mummy at Florence, belonging to 
the Grand Duke of Tuscany, by Professor Migliarini."
606  The Pennsylvania Museum excavated the tomb of Ankhefenkhonsu at Dra Abu el-Naga: See L. Bell, "In the 
Tombs of the High Priests of Amun," Epedition 15.2(1973): 24.



Scribe of Amun, Prophet of Hathor Mistress of Shenet, Prophet of Harsomtus, and Third Prophet 
of Isis of Coptos.607  De Meulenaere also found eight Demotic documents dated between 305 and 
264 BCE which mention Nesmin’s activity as a scribe.608  As a result of this evidence, de 
Meulenaure was able to create a genealogy of the Nesmin family (Appendix Figure 6.3 and 6.4). 
 When the Nesmin family burials were discovered in TT 32, additional evidence from 
coffins, inscribed cartonnage, mummy bandages, papyri, ushabtis, and stelae enabled Laszlo 
Kákosy  to identify additional family members and expand upon the genealogy. The finds 
confirmed Paheb was the father of Nesmin and the two men held the same titles. Nesmin’s 
grandmother and great-grandmother were Muthotep and Tanetmenu, respectively. Lastly, Nesmin 
had a son named Shepmin who was buried in the same tomb and was the last family member to 
be buried in TT 32. Decorated linen amulets, shrouds, and extensive funerary assemblages dating 
from the Ptolemaic period gives insight into the types of funerary  objects used during this 
periods as well as who the occupants of the tomb were such as in the case of the Nesmin family.

Appendix Figure 6.3: Nesmin Family Genealogy Var. 1 (Schreiber 2009, 110)
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607 H.  De Meulenaere, "Prosopographia Ptolemaic," Chronique d’Égypte 34(1959).
608 The papyri consisted of: BM 10528,  BM 10524, BM 10525, Ryl. XI, BM 10536, Philad. XII., Philad. Reich XIV, 
and P. Louvre dém. 2427. For more discussion of Demotic documents mentioning Nesim see Schreiber, "Early and 
Middle Ptolemaic Funerary Art at Thebes (ca. 306-88 BC)", 109-110.



Appendix Figure 6.4: Nesmin Family Genealogy Var. 2 (Schreiber 2009, 110)

 The burial equipment of the Nesmin family appeared to organically  follow funerary 
trends established in the Late Period. The funerary ensemble consisted of a coffin set of an outer 
and inner wooden coffin and an innermost  one or even two piece cartonnage. The outter coffins 
presented a mummiform appearance with disproportionately large heads and were often painted 
black with decoration painted in monochrome yellow or bi-chrome combinations of yellow-
white/yellow-green. The decoration is reminiscent of earlier Saite models and extracts from the 
Book of the Dead along with figural panels of Nut provided the deceased with the necessary 
protection for the afterlife. Elaborate astronomical scenes decorate the interior of the lid of the 
coffin reflecting a level of familiarity with astrology and astronomy connected to Egyptian 
religion. Despite the extensive decoration, a certain level of stylist homogeneity indicates that 
these early  Ptolemaic funerary  objects were still evolving and building upon preexisting 
Egyptian traditions. However, certain elements of the Nesmin family  funerary  assemblages, such 
as burial shrouds, attest to a conscious level of rethinking and reworking of earlier Egyptian 
prototypes.609

 The Soter family group, designated so after a man named Soter, is one of the largest 
groups of funerary art from Roman Thebes. Soter’s burial assemblage was the best preserved of 
the group and was acquired early  on by European collectors. In January 1820, a tomb in the 
Theban necropolis (presumably  TT 32) was opened by Italian adventurer Antonio Lebolo and a 
British tourist named Sir Frederick Henniker.610  In his travel memoir, Henniker recorded his 
observations of the Theban tomb:  
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609  The concept of rethinking and reworking earlier prototypes of funerary objects shall be discussed later in this 
chapter as well as in chapter???...
610 Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 181.



It proves to be Grecian-Egyptian, the first of its kind hitherto discovered; three 
chambers, fourteen coffins, on each of which was placed a bunch of sycamore 
branches; these branches fell to atoms at the touch—there are also coffinless 
bodies, having the appearance of leather, dried in the same manner as is still 
practiced by the Capuchin friars in Sicily: one of these stood erect at the entrance, 
the others were prostrate on benches; the heads were shaved; the beards were a 
few days growth; on the principal coffin is the following inscription: 611

 
 690%* :;*.<=,;> ?;==,;>, µ<0*&@ A1µ;#0;@, '*+9. B<C(.

 “Soter, (son) of Cornelius, (son of?) Pollius, (and) of (his) mother 
 Phimous, archon of Thebes” 612

   wr m niw.t=f bAw sr aA n spA.t=f WAs.t
 
 “an important man in his city, the mighty (?) and great official of his 
  district Thebes!” 613

The hieroglyphical figures testify to the degeneracy of the art; the papyrus found 
in this case is not, as usual, rolled up, but folded flat; the body was enveloped in 
thirty linen wrappers, the hands and mouth gilt:—from another I copied an 
inscription which attests the coffin to be about sixteen hundred and fifty  years old
—some long earthenware jars were in the tomb, but empty614

 Through his descriptions, Henniker also provided insight into how discovered objects 
were easily obtained and sold during the early 19th century. It is unclear whether TT 32 was 
opened and completely cleared on this one occasion. Regardless, Henniker bought the coffin of 
Soter, its contents, two papyri, and Soter’s shrouded mummy (which he disposed after it was 
unwrapped). British Vice-Consul Henry Salt purchased Soter’s coffin and shroud from Henniker. 
Salt also bought the coffin and mummy of Tphous, Soter’s granddaughter, from an Englishman 
named William Grey. Soter’s daughters Kleopatra and Sensaos along with his father Kornelios 
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611  Frederick Henniker, Notes During a Visit to Egypt,  Nubia, the Oasis Boeris,  Mount Sinai, and Jerusalem 
(London: John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1824), 136-137.
612  The Greek epitaph is located on the cornice at the head-end of his own coffin. See K. van Landuyt, "The Soter 
Family: Genealogy and Onomastics," in Hundred-Gated Thebes: Acts of a Colloquium on Thebes and the Theban 
Area in the Graeco-Roman Period (P.L. Bat.27), ed. S.P. Vleeming (Brill, 1995), 71.
613  The significance of the hieroglyphic inscription is that it complements the Greek inscription and testifies to 
Soter’s status and profession. Ibid.
614 Henniker, Notes During a Visit to Egypt, Nubia, the Oasis Boeris, Mount Sinai, and Jerusalem, 136-137.



Pollios were also acquired by  Salt and his agent, Giovanni d’Athanasi. Meanwhile, Antonio 
Lebolo shipped several coffins to Italy. Among these coffins was that  of a boy named 
Petamenophis, possibly Soter’s grandson, which is currently in Turin.615  A French botanist and 
traveller named Frédéric Cailliaud obtained the funerary assemblage of Soter’s son 
Petamenophis, known as Ammonios, and brought it to the attention of Champollion who later 
translated Petamenophis’ hieratic funerary papyrus.616  Two coffins belonging to the two small 
daughters of Soter and the other for a grandson were brought back to Berlin by Prussian Baron 
von Minutoli. He also purchased another coffin that was eventually lost at sea.617  Many of the 
objects discovered in TT 32 are currently  found in European collections such as: the British 
Museum, the Louvre, the Bibliothèque National in Paris, the Staatliche Museum in former east-
Berlin, the Museum in Turin, and the Rijksmuseum in Leiden. Likewise, since the “Soter 
tomb’s” discovery in 1820, many other coffins and shrouds resembling those of the Soter family 
have entered public and private collections. This suggests that other similar group burials have 
been discovered in the West Bank. Excavated Soter-type funerary material includes: TT 317 at 
Sheikh Abd el-Gurna;618  a fragmentary female mummy wrapped in a Soter-type shroud;619  a 
fragment of at least one Soter-type shroud from a remote New Kingdom tomb in the cliffs west 
of Deir el-Medina;620  coffins, coffin fragments and a shroud621 with Soter-like decoration from a 
reused burial at Deir el-Bahari dating to the 3rd century CE.622

 Antonio Lebolo, a contemporary of Giovanni Belzoni and Bernardino Drovetti, visited 
and plundered numerous tombs in the Theban necropolis beginning in 1818. Biographies and 
letters of his contemporaries are the main sources for piecing together Lebolo’s activity in the 
region. A modern graffito of the name Lebolo on the ceiling of the sloping passage of TT 32 
provides evidence indicating Lebolo had visited the tomb (likely in January 1820 along with 
Henniker and the “resurrection men”).623  At this point, there is no decisive proof624  indicating 
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615 Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 183-184.
616  See F. Cailliaud, Voyage à Méroé, au Fleuve Blanc, au-delà de Fazoql dans le midi du royaume de Sennár, à 
Syouah et dans cinq autres oasis; fait dans les années 1819, 1820, 1821 et 1822 (Paris1827), 1-54.
617  See H. von Minutoli, Nachträge zu meinem Werke, betitelt: Reise zum Tempel des Jupiter Ammon in der 
libyschen Wüste und nach Ober-Ägypten (Berlin1827), 218-220.
618 Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 184.
619  I. Morimoto, The Human Mummies from the 1983 Excavations at Qurna, Egypt (Tokyo1985), figs. 25-29, see 
fig. 27 for shroud decoration.
620  L.  Gabolde et al., "Le "tombeau suspendu" de la "Vallée de l'aigle"," Bulletin de l'Institute Français 
d'Archéologie Orientale 94(1994): 190 (no. 121), pl. XVI, and drawings on 194-195.
621 Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 188-191, 290, esp. 190 fig. 191.
622  C. Riggs and M. Depauw, ""Soternalia" from Deir el-Bahari, including two coffins with Demotic inscriptions," 
Revue d'Égyptologie 53(2003): 75-90.; Christina Riggs,  "Roman Period Mummy Masks from Deir el-Bahri," 
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 86(2000): 136-139, pl. 118.
623 Henniker referred to the local workmen in the Theban necropolis as “resurrection men”—a term used in England 
to describe grave robbers who supplied corpses to medical schools.  See Henniker, Notes During a Visit to Egypt, 
Nubia, the Oasis Boeris, Mount Sinai, and Jerusalem, 139.
624 According to L. Kákosy this means epigraphic evidence within TT 32 linking it to one or more of the members of 
the Soter family. As of yet, no such evidence has been discovered. See Kákosy, "The Soter Tomb in Thebes," 64.



that all or even some of the objects belonging to the Soter family were discovered in TT 32. 
However, serious evidence points to the possibility that Lebolo’s discoveries came from TT 32.
 In an attempt to connect objects acquired by the museum in Turin to TT 32, Laszlo 
Kákosy  studied the funerary assemblage of the child Petamenophis (Padiamenemope) and the 
notes taken when the objects were purchased from Lebolo.625  Fortunately, the keeper of the 
Regio Museo Egiziano de Turino, Giulio di San Quintino, recorded information given regarding 
the site from which these objects were found:

Questa mummia fu ritrovata da un viaggiatore piemontese,  il. sig. Lebolo, in un 
profondo sepolcro, presso all’antica Tebe, sulla sponda libica del Nilo, dov’è di 
presente il villaggio arabo di Gournah. La struttura di quel sepolcro non differiva 
da quella degli altri che sono colà in gran numero, se non in ciò che invece di 
essere semplicemente scavato nel sasso o nel terreno, era, nel fondo del suo 
pozzo, fabbricato di mattoni, e tutto ornato internamente di pitture diverse.626

 By dissecting the description provided by San Quintino and comparing that information 
to what we know of TT 32, Kákosy comes to three conclusions: 1) The tomb is deep. TT 32 does 
have a long sloping passage and deep shaft leading to the burial chamber 2) The tomb was 
decorated. TT 32 burial chamber is decorated with painted plaster—an uncommon feature at the 
time 3) The tomb was lined with mud brick. The lower sections and sloping passage of TT 32 
were constructed of mud brick. Stamped bricks were found at the edge of the shaft and likely 
brought to the Turin museum by Drovetti or Lebolo himself. The stamped bricks are the crux of 
Kàkosy’s study since the museum owns more than twenty  bricks from TT 32 bearing the names 
and titles of an official named Djehutimes of the 19th Dynasty  for whom the tomb was originally 
built.627  Therefore, TT 32 is one of the best examples of tomb reuse spanning from the New 
Kingdom through the Roman period.

Appendix 6.2 - Mummy Shrouds in Context: Deir el-Medina Tomb 1447

 During the winter season excavations of 1950-1951, Bernard Buyère and his team cleared 
the accumulated debris surrounding the great pit located northeast  of the Ptolemaic Hathor 
Temple. This was a continuation of the work begun by  the team during the winter season 
excavations of 1948-1949. Sifting was completed east of the great pit  and the team discovered a 
great amount of ostraca. Eventually, Bruyère shifted his focus to the North side of Qurnet Murai  
(Appendix Figure 6.5) in hope of discovering more papyri and ostraca. The team discovered four 
tombs: 1450, 1453, 1454, and 1452 (East to West respectively). The interior cambers of the 
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625 The coffin and the mummy have the museum number Cat. 2230 from the Turin Museum.
626 Giulio di San Quintino, Lezioni archeologiche intorno ad alcuni monumenti del Regio Museo Egiziano di Torino 
(Torino1824), 108.
627  For more information on the stamped bricks see: Laszlo Kákosy, "Magical Bricks from TT  32," in Funerary 
Symbols and Religion: Essays Dedicated to Professor M. S. H. G. Heerma Van Voss on the Occasion of His 
Retirement from the Chair of the History of Ancient Religions at the University of Amsterdam,  ed. Jacques H. 
Hamstra, Helmuth Milde and Kees Wagtendonk (Netherlands: J.H. Kok, 1988).



tombs were dug into the hillside and were not decorated. Each tomb had approximately two or 
more rooms, of which most contained the remnants of collapsed ceilings. Evidence of pillaging, 
burning, ostraca, and fragments of Coptic textiles led Bruyère to believe some of these tombs 
had been used as houses during the Coptic period.628

Appendix Figure 6.5: Topography of the Theban necropolis, 4th-3rd c. BCE (Schreiber 2011, 107) 

! Spanning east to west and approximately twenty meters away from the tombs of the 
lower level were a new series of tombs: 1438, 1451, 1448, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1449 
(Appendix Figure 6.6). Bruyère allocated one day to excavate tomb 1451 that was located to the 
west of 1438 and 1437, both of which had been previously excavated during the 1940 season and 
heavily disturbed by locals who had heard of Bruyère’s discoveries. The ostraca and coffin 
fragments allowed him to date tombs 1452 and 1453 to the 19th Dynasty. The presence of Coptic 
ostraca moreover confirmed his belief that these tombs had been used through and up to Coptic 
times.629
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628 Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh, 9, 102.
629 Ibid., 92-101.



Appendix Figure 6.6: North side of Qurnet Murai, 1951 excavation season (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXL)

 Tomb 1449 (Appendix Figure 6.7) was located on the eastern end of Bruyère’s 
concession and it consisted of a staircase carved into the rock. The staircase was flanked by 
masonry walls as it descended 1.80 meters under ground to a vaulted room. The arch had already 
collapsed but consisted of blocks measuring 31 cm x 15 cm x 9 cm. The second room to the 
South also had a collapsed roof. However, Bruyère made note of burnt area potentially  used as a 
hearth and dated it  to the Coptic era based on the nearby  discovery of Coptic ostraca and 
ceramics. There was a small narrow staircase on the western side of the room that descended 
1.25 meters into the adjacent tomb 1447.630 

Appendix Figure 6.7: Profile plan of tombs 1449 and 1447, Qurnet Murai (Bruyère 1953, 105)
 
 Tomb 1447 (Appendix Figure 6.7), the easternmost tomb in the concession, was directly 
connected to tomb 1449 (Appendix Figure 6.8); much like its neighboring tomb, 1447 had a five 
meter ramp descending into the entrance. The stairs were cut into the marl and the walls of the 
tomb were composed of stone masonry and plaster. Bruyère noted that the stairs were quite worn 
due to frequent use, which he believed occurred during the lattermost part of the tomb’s 
occupation. The first  room also had a collapsed ceiling and measured 2.60 meters in length and 
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1.90 meters in width. The majority  of the blocks were sandstone and some still had remnants of 
carved arms and legs from figures and cartouches of Ramses II. This building material was likely 
reused blocks originating from the Ramesseum. The first room led to a larger perpendicular 
second room with an east-west orientation. The room measured 2.20 meters in length and 3.50 
meters in width. To the East was the small staircase leading to tomb 1449. A small corridor leads 
to the last room, which measured 3.05 meters in length, 2.65 meters in width, and 1.70 meters in 
height. To the left and the right of the room were two diverticula with loculi that were capable of 
accommodating several deceased individuals according to Bruyère. He also recorded that the last 
two rooms in 1447 were blocked by  a high wall of stone left by looters and they  also contained 
many dismembered mummies and burial cloths.631

Appendix Figure 6.8: Plan of tombs 1449 and 1447 (Bruyère 1953, 105)  

 In total, Bruyère counted forty skulls of which only  twenty were well preserved. The 
majority  of the skulls showed evidence of dolichocephaly, elongation of the head, and consisted 
primarily  of women and children. Regarding the mummification process of the deceased, 
Bruyère commented on the uniformity of the mummies, which he calls “momies noires,” and 
how this homogeneity among them made it impossible to discern any social status. The 
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blackness he referenced is the black bitumen used to mummify  the deceased, but without further 
descriptions and photographs it is difficult to attempt to date these mummies.632 
 Bruyère was explicit in his belief that he did not think this tomb was only  for members of 
the of the same family or religious cult. He proposed that the macabre piling of corpses was 
created by  the choachytes or perhaps by families or workers employed in the reconstruction of 
the Hathor Temple in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods.633 While it may have been possible that 
these mummies had been deposited in tomb 1447 as a secondary burial,634 it  is also possible that 
this repository of bodies was a temporary resting place for the dead until a suitable tomb was 
found and perhaps were never moved. Given that tomb 1447 contained additional chambers with 
diverticula and loculi, specifically for the bodies of the deceased, it is more likely that this was 
the intended burial place for these individuals and that looting was the cause of the tomb’s 
disarrayed state. 
 The primary flaw in Bruyère’s theory  is that some of the shrouds found in the tomb date 
between the 1st to 3rd centuries CE. By the time of the Roman period in Thebes the choachytes 
were no longer responsible for the burial and maintenance of the tomb. Instead, the taricheutes, a 
lector priest  (Egyptian Xry-hb), took over the responsibilities and it is uncertain what official 
roles they may have held and what their exact responsibilities entailed.635  As Nigel Strudwick 
observed, “Bruyère appear[ed] to have been heavily  influenced by  his awareness of the existence 
of the choachyte archives, and often automatically  assumed that these men were responsible for 
the late burials he was finding...I suggest extreme caution be exercised when using attributions 
based on Bruyère.”636

 In Bruyère’s excavation report, it  is unclear where within the last two rooms he and his 
team discovered the decorated mummy shrouds. However, he does provide a brief account of his 
finds mentioning that the “enveloppements bandelettes,” presumably those used at one point to 
secure the mummy shrouds to the mummy, were not particularly special or of great interest. He 
goes on to mention that the masks and painted shrouds provided details of the age, sex, and 
possibly social status. Particular decorative symbols on the shrouds seemed to demonstrate the 
deceased’s unequivocal affiliation with a religion or cult, but Bruyère never identified the 
symbols or objects to which he was referring. He also noted that  almost all the shrouds were 
decorated with mythological scenes purely deriving from an Egyptian funerary repertoire, and 
discredits the idea that the bottom half of a shroud decorated with wings and a small cross or the 
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632 Ibid., 104-106.
633 Ibid., 107.
634  In other words the bodies would have been quietly moved by the choachytes once the descendants of the 
deceased had stopped paying them to carry out necessary rites.
635  Riggs, The beautiful burial in Roman Egypt : art, identity, and funerary religion, 177.; D. Devauchelle, "Notes 
sur l'administration funéraire égyptienne à l'époque gréco-romaine," Bulletin de l'Institute Français d'Archéologie 
Orientale 87(1987): 152-154.
636  Strudwick, "Some Aspects of the Archaeology of the Theban Necropolis in the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods," 
176.



light-blue halo surrounding the heads of three different figures637  in the same dress could be 
symbols of Christian origin.638 
 In Bruyère’s paragraph-long description of the painted shrouds, he commented on the 
physical and aesthetic properties of the painted shrouds. He agreed the images of the deceased 
certainly indicated the sex and age of the individual, but they were not absolute portraits of that 
person. Of particular interest is his observation of the funerary masks discovered among the 
shrouds. The masks were molded, stuccoed, and painted. Their idealized non-naturalistic faces, 
unidentifiable age, and overall anonymity led Bruyère to believe they  were “obvious” products 
of the funerary  industry of the time.639 What is most intriguing is that the masks only  represented 
females, yet  the shrouds represented both males and females. This may be a result of the 
archaeological record, and not indicative of Roman funerary  traditions. Nonetheless, it is an 
important observation to keep  in mind. Likewise, the presence of both funerary masks and 
shrouds within one tomb suggests that they were used concurrently  and either type of 
representation was acceptable for burial. Whether sex, age, class, or regional preferences played 
a role in the decision between the two options is yet to be understood. 
 Along with the Greco-Roman shrouds and masks, Bruyère also discovered: three hieratic 
ostraca, a wooden mummy label inscribed with four lines in Greek, two small Ramesside hieratic 
papyri, and numerous fragments of Coptic pottery. Similar finds were discovered in tomb 1446 
situated directly east of tomb 1447. Additional finds from tomb 1446 included: a small fragment 
of Greek papyri, forty hieratic ostraca, two fragments of a stela dedicated to Hathor dating to the 
reign of Ramses II, and small fragments of Ramesside coffins. The layout of tomb 1446 was 
composed of three large subterranean rooms and one small chamber off to the southeastern-most 
end of the tomb. Bruyère does not go into as much detail about this tomb and his discoveries in 
it. 640

 However biased and incomplete Bruyère’s excavation reports may  be, it appeared that he 
at least understood the potential importance of the Greco-Roman material discovered in the 
tombs of Qurnet Murai insofar as he drew and photographed several of the shrouds and masks. 
In his description of the funerary objects, Bruyère briefly  remarked that the shrouds and masks 
were able to provide an understanding religious ideas, fashion trends, and the social status of 
individuals buried within these tombs.
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637  Considering the images and line drawings in the report, I presume he was referring to shroud fragment number 
10, PL. XXV for the wings and cross images and shrouds numbers 7 (Leiden shroud, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, 
F1968/2.1),8 and 9, Pl. XXV. for the halo imagery. In his drawings, shrouds numbers 7 and 8 each have clearly 
rendered halos, but number 9 does not. Bruyère mentioned all three figures are dressed the same, and it is clear in 
the image of Neferhotep’s shroud (Brooklyn Museum 75.114) and shrouds numbers 1 and 2, Pl.  XXIV that these 
individuals are not dressed the same and/or are not illustrated with halos.  It is possible Bruyère miscounted in his 
description, left out a shroud from his drawings, or inaccurately drew the images. However, if there were three 
shrouds with halos, by process of elimination, the fragment of shroud number 9, PL. XXV would be the image he 
references.
638 Bruyère, Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh, 106.
639 Ibid.
640 Ibid., 110-111.



Appendix 7

Appendix 7.1 - Corpus of Mummy Shrouds Organized by Type, Museum Inventory 
Number with Provenance, Date, and Dimensions Information

Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

1 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11654 Saqqara Roman Period 215 cm x 100 

cm

2 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11655 Saqqara Roman Period 165 cm x 60 cm

3 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11656 Saqqara Roman Period 130 cm x 50 cm

4 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11657 Saqqara Roman Period 66 cm x 39 cm

5 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 12427 Thebes 2nd c. CE 50 cm x 90 cm

6 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 22728 Akhmim early Roman Period 94 cm x 89.5 cm

7 Osiris Shroud Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 31201 Unknown Roman Period 185 cm x 75 cm

8 Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson 
Museum, APM 15.926 Thebes 2nd c. CE Unknown

9 Osiris Shroud Allard Pierson 
Museum, APM 8649 Thebes 2nd c. CE Unknown

10 Osiris Shroud Ashmolean Museum, 
1913.924 Thebes 2nd c. CE 131 cm

11 Osiris Shroud British Museum, 
EA26453 Akhmim late Roman Period 135 cm x 91 cm

12 Osiris Shroud British Museum, 
EA30092 Akhmim late Roman Period Unknown

13 Osiris Shroud British Museum, 
EA65775 Unknown Roman Period 200 cm x 71 cm

14 Osiris Shroud British Museum, 
EA6705

Sheikh Abd el-
Qurna, tomb 32 c. 100-120 CE 235 cm x 78.5 

cm

15 Osiris Shroud British Museum, 
EA6712 Unknown Roman Period 170 cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

16 Osiris Shroud Brooklyn Museum of 
Art, 37.1811E Unknown c. 50 BCE to 50 CE 104 cm

17 Osiris Shroud
Chicago Natural 
History Museum, 

105190
Unknown Roman Period Unknown

18 Osiris Shroud
Egyptian Museum, 

Cairo, Inv. No. 
Unknown (Room 14, 

case 269)

Unknown Roman Period Unknown

19 Osiris Shroud Louvre, E 13048 (F. 
Cailliaud, 1826-27)

Sheikh Abd el-
Qurna c. 116 CE Unknown

20 Osiris Shroud Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 25.184.20 Unknown c. 100-125 CE 98 cm

21 Osiris Shroud
Musee d’Art et 

d’Histoire, Genf, D 
0957

Akhmim 1st c. to early 2nd c. 
CE

234 cm x 140 
cm

22 Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, 50.650

(purchased at) 
Akhmim mid to late 1st c. CE 115 cm x 88.5 

cm

23 Osiris Shroud Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, 72.4724 Unknown 1st to 3rd c. CE 70 cm x 87 cm

24 Osiris Shroud

North Carolina 
Museum of Art, 
Raleigh, L.(oan) 

57.14.95 (on loan from 
Olsen collection)

Thebes
first half of 1st c. to 
first half of 2nd c. 

CE
Unknown

25 Osiris Shroud Philadelphia University 
Museum, 36-2-1

between Akhmim 
and Thebes

305-30 BCE (likely 
early Roman)

154.9 x 134.6 
cm

26 Osiris Shroud Private Collection: 
Georges Gorse (Paris) Unknown Roman Period Unknown

27 Osiris Shroud Private Collection: 
Liepsner 

Unknown (likely 
Akhmim) early Roman Period 194 cm x 102 

cm

28 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, 
4280/I 1a 5750 Unknown mid 1st c. CE 222 cm x 83 cm

29 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a,  
5763 Unknown second half of 1st c.  

CE
210 cm x 112 

cm

30 Osiris Shroud Pushkin Museum, I, 1a,  
5764 Akhmim

second half of 1st c.  
BCE to first half of 

1st c. CE
100 cm x 85 cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

31 Osiris Shroud
Royal Museums of Art 
and History, Brussels, 

E. 5699
Unknown early Roman Period 66 cm x 90 cm

32 Osiris Shroud

Universität, 
Forschungszentrum 

Griechisch-Römisches 
Ägypten, Trier, OL 

1997.11

Unknown 
(probably 
Saqqara)

1st c. CE 169 cm x 107 
cm

33 Osiris Shroud University of Pisa, 
Reg. 750/374

Unknown 
(probably 
Saqqara)

Roman Period 50 cm x 16 cm

34 Hathor 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 13278 Unknown Roman Period Unknown

35 Hathor 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 24037 Unknown Roman Period Unknown

36 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA24908 Akhmim 2nd c. CE 189 cm x 73 cm

37 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA6707

Sheikh Abd el-
Qurna, tomb 32 c. 100-120 CE 161 cm

38 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA68950 Unknown

Roman Period 
(possibly 2nd - 3rd c.  

CE)
130 cm x 67 cm

39 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA68951 Unknown

Roman Period 
(possibly 2nd - 3rd c.  

CE)
35 cm x 21 cm

40 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA68953 Unknown

Roman Period 
(possibly 2nd - 3rd c.  

CE)
64 cm 43 cm

41 Hathor 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA68954 Unknown

Roman Period 
(possibly 2nd - 3rd c.  

CE)
60 cm x 69 cm

42 Hathor 
Shroud

Chicago Natural 
History Museum, 

105189

Unknown 
(possibly Thebes)

1st c. BCE to early 
1st c. CE

142.5 cm x 55 
cm

43 Hathor 
Shroud

Fitzwilliam Museum, 
E.GA.5.1943 Unknown c. 200-300 CE 6 cm x 44 cm

44 Hathor 
Shroud Louvre, E. 13045 Unknown Roman Period Unknown
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

45 Hathor 
Shroud

Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 44.7A Unknown 1st c. BCE to 1st c. 

CE
187 cm x 106.7 

cm

46 Hathor 
Shroud

Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, 

University of Missouri-
Columbia, 61.66.3

Unknown 
(possibly from 

Middle or Upper 
Egypt

1st c. or 2nd c. CE 206 cm

47 Hathor 
Shroud

Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, 1872.472 Thebes 2nd c. CE 225 cm

48 Hathor 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Auction Drouot (Paris), 

30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13
Unknown Roman Period 

(possibly 1st c. CE) Unknown

49 Hathor 
Shroud

Rijksmusem van 
Oudheden, AAM8 Thebes Roman Period 212 cm x 102 

cm

50 Hathor 
Shroud

Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, 

910.21.3

Unknown 
(probably Thebes)

Roman Period 
(possibly late 1st c. 
BCE to 1st c. CE)

36.85 cm x 
24.15 cm

51 Hathor 
Shroud

Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, 
983.154.1 (Private 

Collection: Former J. 
Hirsch Collection)

Unknown 
(probably Thebes)

Roman Period 
(possibly late 1st c. 
BCE to 1st c. CE)

102.9 cm x 34.3 
cm

52 Hathor 
Shroud

Unknown Location 
(Bruyère 1953, Pl. 

XXIV no. 1)

Deir el-Medina, 
tomb 1447 Roman Period Unknown

53 Hathor 
Shroud

World Museum, 
Liverpool, Inv. No. 
Unknown (Lot 35, 
Sothebys, April 17, 

1931)

Unknown Roman Period Unknown

54
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11659 Saqqara second half of 4th c. 

CE 170 cm x 55 cm

55
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA6709

Sheikh Abd el-
Qurna early 3rd c. CE 152 cm

56
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Brooklyn Museum of 
Art, 75.114

Deir el-Medina, 
tomb 1447 c. 100-225 CE 170.2 cm x 

68.61 cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

57
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Coptic Museum, Cairo, 
4124 Antinoe mid 4th c. CE 36 cm

58
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo, CG 33282

Unknown 
(possibly Saqqara)

first half of 3rd c. 
CE 205 cm x 84 cm

59
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo, CG 17/10/16/1

Unknown 
(possibly Antinoe) c. 220-230 CE Unknown

60
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6440 Antinoe 4th c. CE 116 cm x 85 cm

61
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6482 Antinoe mid 3rd c. CE Unknown

62
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6484 Antinoe c. 225-250 CE 153 cm x 90 cm

63
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6486 Antinoe 3rd c. CE 115 cm x 62 cm

64
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6488 Antinoe 3rd c. CE Unknown

65
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6489 Antinoe second quarter of 
3rd c. CE Unknown

66
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6490 Antinoe second quarter of 
3rd c. CE 191 cm x 91 cm

67
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6491 Antinoe 2nd c. CE 156 cm x 70 cm

68
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6492 Antinoe late 3rd c. CE 160 cm x 76 cm

69
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6493 Antinoe 3rd c. CE Unknown
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

70
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, E 12581 Antinoe 3rd c. CE 60 cm x 39 cm

71
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, N 3398 Thebes late 2nd to early 3rd 
c. CE 36 cm

72
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Luxor Museum, J. 194/
Q. 1512 Thebes late 2nd to early 3rd 

c. CE 85.5 cm

73
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Manchester Museum, 
11309 Antinoe first half of 3rd c. 

CE Unknown

74
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 26.5 Unknown c. 100-125 CE 155 cm x 56 cm

75
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Lyon, 1982.100 Antinoe early 3rd c. CE 152 cm x 80 cm

76
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Musée R. d’Art et 
d’Histoire, Bruxelles Unknown 3rd c. CE 208 cm x 123 

cm

77
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Museo Egizio, Turin, 
2265 Thebes late 2nd c. CE 57 cm

78
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

North Carolina 
Museum of Art, 
Raleigh, 78.1.8

Unknown Roman Period 132.1 cm x 
40.64 cm

79
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
London Unknown mid 3rd c. CE 113 cm x 33 cm

80
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
McAlpine (1974) Unknown mid 3rd c. CE 41 cm x 33 cm

81
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Switzerland

Unknown 
(probably 
Antinoe)

mid 2nd c. CE 80 cm x 30 cm

82
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Unknown Location 

(Riggs 2005, fig. 115)
Thebes late 2nd to early 3rd 

c. CE
230 cm x 100 

cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

83
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
United States of 

America
Unknown after 350 CE 194 cm x 73 cm

84
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, F 1968/2.1

Deir el-Medina, 
tomb 1447

late 2nd to early 3rd 
c. CE 65 cm x 53 cm

85
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen, 

Dresden, 777
Saqqara mid 3rd c. CE 175 cm

86
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen, 

Dresden, 778
Saqqara mid 3rd c. CE 164 cm

87
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

The J. Paul Getty 
Museum, 75 AI. 87

Unknown 
(possibly Fayyum)

second quarter of 
4th c. CE 58 cm x 52.3 cm

88
Coffin Shrine 

Portrait 
Shroud

Vatican Museum, 
17953 Antinoe second quarter of 

3rd c. CE 173 cm x 63 cm

89
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 13277

Unknown 
(probably 
Saqqara)

c. 117-160 CE 180 cm x 110 
cm

90
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Benaki Museum, 6877 Antinoe 3rd c. CE 64 cm x 38 cm

91
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA6715 Thebes late 2nd c. CE

85 cm x 21.5 cm 
(mummy), 95.5 

cm x 32 cm 
(coffin)

92
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA68509 Unknown second half of 2nd 

c. CE 138 cm x 56 cm

93
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

British Museum, 
EA74709 Hawara c. 50-70 CE 51.7 cm x 37 cm

94
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6485 Antinoe 3rd c. CE Unknown

95
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, AF 6487 Antinoe c. 225-250 CE 100 cm x 49 cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

96
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 08.202.8a Unknown c. 120-150 CE 100.6 cm 69 cm

97
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 09.181.8 Antinoe c. 170-200 CE 221 cm x 106.1 

cm

98
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, X.390 Unknown late 2nd to 3rd c. CE 28.5 cm

99
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

National Museum of 
Ireland, Dublin, 

1911:442
Hawara mid 1st c. CE 52 cm x 98 cm

100
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Antiquities Market 
(1974), Unknown 

Location

Hawara third quarter of 3rd 
c. CE 145 cm x 56 cm

101
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Former Nielson 

Collection

Unknown 
(possibly Antinoe)

Roman Period 
(possibly 2nd - 3rd c.  

CE)
Unknown

102
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Private Collection: 
Rupert Wace

Unknown 
(probably 
Antinoe)

second quarter of 
3rd c. CE 55 cm x 36 cm

103
Full-body 
Portrait 
Shroud

Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, AMM 9 Unknown Roman Period 125 cm x 60 cm

104
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11651 Saqqara  mid 1st c. CE 185 cm x 130 

cm

105
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11652 Saqqara  mid 1st c. CE 182 cm x 135 

cm

106
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11653 Saqqara mid 1st c. CE 90 cm x 57.5 cm

107
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo, J.E. Prov. 

9/12/95/1

Saqqara (Tomb of 
Bakenrenaf) 2nd c. CE 250 cm x 150 

cm

108
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, N 3076 Saqqara mid 1st c. CE 180 cm x 128 
cm
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Cat. 
No.

Designated 
Type

Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
Dimensions 

(length x 
width)

109
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Louvre, N 3391 Saqqara 2nd c. CE 225 cm

110
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Pushkin Museum, 
4229/1 1a 5749 Saqqara mid 1st c. CE 185 cm x 125 

cm

111
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

Pushkin Museum, 
4301/1/1a 5747 Saqqara mid 1st c. CE 196 cm x 143 

cm

112
Tri-figure 
Portrait 
Shroud

University of Pisa, 
Reg. Nr. 605/649

Saqqara (Tomb of 
Bakenrenaf) 2nd c. CE 250 cm x 170 

cm

113 Fragment Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 1160

Unknown 
(possibly Saqqara)

mid 3rd c. CE 
(possibly 4th c. CE) 170 cm

114 Fragment Benaki Museum, 6878 Antinoe c. 225-250 CE 50 cm x 30 cm

115 Fragment The Egypt Center, 
Swansea, W 649-656 Thebes first half of 2nd c. 

CE

(W 649) 22.3 
cm x 21.3 cm; 
(W 650) 28.2 
cm x 20.2 cm; 
(W 651) 24.8 

cm x 22 cm; (W 
652) 25 cm x 
23.2 cm; (W 
652) 25 cm x 
23.2 cm; (W 

653) 22.8 cm x 
20.4 cm; W 654: 
24.8 cm x 20.9 
cm; W 656:13 
cm x 30 cm

116 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 61.191.1 Unknown 1st c. BCE to 2nd c. 

CE
34.3 cm x 35.3 

cm

117 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, X.489 Unknown c. 304 BCE to 364 

CE
15.5 cm x 26.5 

cm

118 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, X.490 Unknown c. 304 BCE to 364 

CE
24.5 cm x 19.7 

cm

119 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, X.491a,b Unknown c. 304 BCE to 364 

CE

(a) 18.3 cm x 
25.3 cm; (b) 

18.8 cm x 14.8 
cm
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No.
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Museum 
Inventory 
Number

Provenance Date
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width)

120 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 66.99.140 Unknown c. 304 BCE to 364 

CE 38 cm x 30.2 cm

121 Fragment Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, 66.99.141 Unknown c. 304 BCE to 364 

CE 36.8 cm x 31 cm

122 Fragment Private Collection: 
Collezione J. Veysset Hawara c. 76-138 CE 59 cm x 51 cm

123 Fragment Private Collection: De 
Menil (Houston, TX) Unknown mid 3rd c. CE 56.5 cm x 38 cm

124 Fragment Private Collection: J.W. 
Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL) Unknown mid 3rd c. CE 44 cm x 35 cm

125 Fragment Private Collection: N. 
Schimmel (New York)

Unknown 
(possibly the 
Fayyum or 
Saqqara)

mid 3rd c. CE 66 cm x 29 cm

126 Fragment Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 
5751 Unknown Roman Period Unknown

127 Fragment Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 
5773 Unknown Roman Period Unknown

128 Fragment
Unknown Location 
(Bruyère 1953, Pl. 

XXV no. 8)

Deir el-Medina, 
tomb 1447 Roman Period Unknown

129 Fragment
Unknown Location 
(Bruyère 1953, Pl. 

XXV no. 9)

Deir el-Medina, 
tomb 1447 Roman Period Unknown
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1. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11654
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, gilding, cartonnage
Dimensions: 215 cm x 100 cm

Description:
Torn and fragmentary Osiris shroud accessioned by the Ägyptisches Museum in 1893. The 
colorfully painted shroud is decorated with thick gilded buttons (possibly  made out of 
cartonnage) and gilding throughout.

The sides of the shroud are bordered by  two decorated columns topped with lotus flowers and 
Hathor heads. The top  of the shroud is decorated like a temple façade with a cavetto cornice and 
uraei. 

Fifteen small vignettes would have flanked either side of the central figure. The left side of the 
shroud is only  partially  preserved, with several of the central vignettes on the left side missing. 
Only twelve vignettes are visible on the left side. The right side has suffered some damage, but is 
relatively well preserved.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (top) Underworld deities wielding knives; 
Damaged

1. (top) Underworld deities wielding 
knives; Damaged

2. Underworld deities wielding knives 2. Underworld deities wielding knives
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Underworld deities wielding knives 3. Underworld deities wielding knives

4. Unidentifiable figure; Damaged 4. Anubis standing before lotus and 
offering table with vessel
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Unidentifiable figure; Damaged 5. Falcon-headed deity holding feather, 
ankh, or knife (?); Faded

6. Missing 6. Human figure (possibly the deceased) 
standing before small lotus and offering 
table; Second figure is missing (possibly 
Anubis); Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. Missing 7. Unidentifiable figures; One is possibly 
the deceased; Damaged

8. Unidentifiable scene; Damaged; Missing 8. Anubis embalming the deceased lying 
on funerary bier
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. Guardian of the gate wielding knife; 
Damaged

9. Seated underworld deities holding 
knives; Damaged

10. Demotic text; Damaged 10. Demotic text
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

11. Jackal-headed guardian of the gate 
wielding knife; Damaged

11. Mummified deceased lying on funerary 
bier with four canopic jars underneath

12. Baboon-headed guardian of the gate 
wielding knife

12. Falcon-headed deity (Horus or Ra-
Horakhty) traveling in solar bark
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

13. Human-headed(?) guardian of the gate 
wielding knife

13. Ibis (or snake) headed guardian of the 
gate (left); Jackal-headed guardian of 
the gate (right); Both wielding knives

14. Jackal-headed guardian of the gate 
wielding knife

14. Falcon-headed (left) guardian of the 
gate; Baboon-headed(?)(right) guardian 
of the gate; Both wielding knives
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

15. Falcon-headed deity (Horus or Ra-
Horakhty) holding knife traveling in solar 
bark

15. Underworld deities holding knives 
traveling in solar bark

Central Register

Left side of the scene missing; Standing Four Sons of Horus; Damaged and faded small 
figure (perhaps Ma’at) weighing the heart; Thoth recording the results of the deceased’s 
judgement; Jackal-headed and falcon-headed deities seated back-to-back; Damaged 
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Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris who wears a stylized atef crown with 
black ram’s horns. His face is schematically outlined in red with dark black cosmetic lines 
around his eyes, and a pointed false beard attached to his round chin. He wears a broad collar 
decorated with gilded round beads or buttons made from cartonnage. Another necklace with a 
naos pendant with an ibis inside hangs from his neck. His hands are gilded, and he holds a crook 
and flail in each. On either side of the central figure’s head rest  two recumbent jackals on top  of 
doorways or portals to the underworld.

The entire body is decorated in a blue-colored rhomboidal bead-net pattern. A partially preserved 
band of inscription runs down the center of his body. A yellow band without inscription runs 
vertically down his chest. Across his midsection is a partially  preserved register with a scene 
depicting the Four Sons of Horus and Thoth, presumably at the deceased’s judgement ceremony. 
The tops of the figure’s feet are visible, and he wears thong sandals. 

References:
Ausführliches Verzeichnis der aegyptischen Altertümer und Gipsabgüsse. Berlin: W. Spemann, 

1899: 355.
Grüneberg, Katja. "Die dekorierten und beschrifteten Stoffe des Ägyptischen Museums Berlin 

SMPK (unpublizierte Magisterarbeit)." 2001: kat. nr. 24/1-4.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654 (photo taken by  
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Torso detail, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11654 (photo taken by 
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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2. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11655
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 165 cm x 60 cm

Description:
Fairly  well-preserved Osiris shroud with few holes throughout. The shroud was accessioned by 
the Ägyptisches Museum in 1893.

The shroud depicts a stylized black-outlined image of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. The 
figure wears a vertically striped atef crown with black ram’s horns, cobras on the sides, and a 
uraeus. His face is schematically  rendered with cosmetic lines around his eyes, a flat nose, 
pursed lips, and a plaited false beard attached to his round chin. He wears an elaborate broad 
collar over his rhomboidal bead-net pattern wrapping. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. 

Below the figure of Osiris is a sketch of the god @eH, who was the deification of eternity  in the 
Ogdoad. @eH is depicted anthropomorphically as a male figure with a beard and lappet wig. He 
kneels with one leg raised while holding notched palm branches in each hand. The god is 
frequently represented on amulets from the Old Kingdom onward and reflects the wish for a 
million years of life or rule.

References:
Ausführliches Verzeichnis der aegyptischen Altertümer und Gipsabgüsse. Berlin: W. Spemann, 

1899: 355.
Grüneberg, Katja. "Die dekorierten und beschrifteten Stoffe des Ägyptischen Museums Berlin 

SMPK (unpublizierte Magisterarbeit)." 2001: kat. nr. 27/1-2.
Winfried, Barta. "Die Bedeutung der Personifikation Huh im Unterschied zu den 

Personifikationen Hah und Nun." Göttinger Miszellen 127 (1992): 7-12.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655 (photo taken by  
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Torso detail, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11655 (photo taken by 
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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3. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11656
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 130 cm x 50 cm

Description:
Fairly  well-preserved Osiris shroud with few pieces missing around the figure’s head, the left 
side, and the bottom right edge. 

The shroud depicts a stylized black-outlined image of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. The 
figure wears a vertically  striped atef crown with ram’s horns and cobras on the sides. His face is 
schematically rendered with cosmetic lines around his eyes, a flat nose, pursed lips, and a plaited 
false beard. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. He wears a broad collar over his bead-net 
pattern wrapping that extends to his waist. He has extremely large feet with long, articulated 
toes.

The figure’s lower body is decorated with a vertical line of hieroglyphs flanked by papyriform 
columns topped with crowned winged cobras. The central figure’s cape or mantle is decorated 
with small amuletic figures or gods on either side: the Four Sons of Horus, the double crown, 
and uraei.

References:
Ausführliches Verzeichnis der aegyptischen Altertümer und Gipsabgüsse. Berlin: W. Spemann, 

1899: 355.
Grüneberg, Katja. "Die dekorierten und beschrifteten Stoffe des Ägyptischen Museums Berlin 

SMPK (unpublizierte Magisterarbeit)." 2001: kat. nr. 28/1-2.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; 165, note 88.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 (photo taken by  
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Torso detail, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 (photo taken by 
author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Lower body detail, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11656 (photo 
taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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4. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11657

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11657
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 66 cm x 39 cm

Description:
Poorly preserved Osiris shroud with only the lower portion of the figure’s head and upper torso 
remaining. 

The shroud depicts a stylized black-outlined image of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. The 
figure would have presumably  worn an atef crown with ram’s horns, but that portion of the 
shroud is no longer intact. His poorly preserved face is schematically rendered with cosmetic 
lines around his eyes, a flat nose, pursed lips, and a small plaited false beard. In his small hands, 
he holds a crook and flail. He wears a broad collar over his bead-net pattern wrapping. A 
partially preserved vertical column of hieroglyphs runs down the center of his body. 

References:
Ausführliches Verzeichnis der aegyptischen Altertümer und Gipsabgüsse. Berlin: W. Spemann, 

1899.
Grüneberg, Katja. "Die dekorierten und beschrifteten Stoffe des Ägyptischen Museums Berlin 

SMPK (unpublizierte Magisterarbeit)." 2001: kat. nr. 29/1-3.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; 165.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11657 (photo courtesy 
of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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5. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 12427
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 50 cm x 90 cm

Description:
Fragmentary upper half of an Osiris shroud of a young man. Only the central figure’s head and 
portions of the left and right sides remain intact. 

The shroud depicts an adolescent youth in the guise of Osiris. The young male has cropped dark 
hair, large eyes, and expression lines on his forehead. He has no facial hair indicating his 
prepubescent age. On top of his head rests a pink floral wreath, which marks his elevated status 
as a transfigured spirit. The rest of the deceased’s body would have been decorated in a bead-net 
pattern like the other Osiris shrouds—a portion of the pattern is preserved near the collar. The top 
portions of a crook and flail are also preserved on either side of his shoulder indicating that he 
would have held these objects in his hands. 

The entire shroud is bordered by  a white, red, and black diamond pattern. On either side of the 
deceased are images of kneeling bare-breasted mourning women, flowers, rosettes, stars, tyet-
knots, stylized solar barks carrying the sun, and footed winged-serpents.

References:
Ausführliches Verzeichnis der aegyptischen Altertümer und Gipsabgüsse. Berlin: W. Spemann, 

1899; 356. 
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; 196, 198, fig. 95, 284, cat. 83.
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Osiris shroud of a young man, 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 12427 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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6. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 22728

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Antinoos

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 22728
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Akhmim
Date: early Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 94 cm x 89.5 cm

Description:
Remarkably  well preserved Osiris shroud of a man named Antinoos, son of Hierax. Some areas, 
such as the central figure’s black wig and red body, are now faded.

The entire shroud is bordered by a yellow frame with a black hieroglyphic inscription. The 
central figure is flanked by six vignettes on either side.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Solar bark carrying sun disk with 
reborn deceased inside; Isis and Nephthys 
stand on either side

6. (top) Solar bark carrying sun disk with 
wadjet eye inside; Shu and atum stand on 
either side
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Seated goddess Ma’at; Cow god (perhaps 
Hathor) stands on top of coffin containing 
mummy of the deceased

5. Four seated male deities wearing false 
beards and holding ma’at feathers 

4. Nut arched over the sky while giving birth 
to the sun; Sycamore tree goddess 
nourishing the dead

4. Deities holding knives while standing 
before small gates or portals to the 
underworld; Mummified deceased to the 
far right

3. Four Sons of Horus standing behind 
human figure seated on coiled serpent; 
Seated figure wears double crown, holds 
flail and was scepter

3. Four seated goddesses; First figure is 
Neith wearing red crown and holding linen
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Human incarnations of Four Sons of 
Horus trampling enemies or wicked 
individuals

2. Five protective raised cobras

1. (bottom) Deceased without bandages with 
arms raised; Anubis with arm extended 
toward deceased; Ammit before enthroned 
Osiris

1. (bottom) Procession of gods led by Anubis

Central Figure:
The deceased is represented in the guise of Osiris. The figure is the central axis and primary 
focal point of the symmetrically  decorated shroud. He wears a black nemes headdress, which 
frames the idealized and schematic features of the face. A broad black-colored pectoral collar 
adorns his chest and neck, and contrasts against the red rhomboidal pattern that imitates the style 
of a bead-net traditionally  placed over the body of a mummy. In his hands, he holds the crook 
and flail. 

Perched on his angled forearms, two falcons protectively  spread their wings toward the crook 
and flail. Between his two hands and running down the center of his body is the Abydos fetish, 
which is a symbol of Osiris. Directly beneath the image of the fetish is a black djed pillar 
adorned with what appears to be a red cape (or mantle) and sun disc. Below the pillar and resting 
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on the deceased’s feet are two opposite lying jackals. Three deities are depicted on either side of 
the central figure against a yellow background, which also appears to be a cape or mantle.

Additional Commentary:
The inscription is to be read from the viewer’s right side at the center of the top horizontal row. 
The inscription continues down the right  column and ends at the center of the bottom row. It 
recommences on the viewer’s left side at the center of the top row, and it continues down the left 
column until it finishes at the center of the bottom row. 

The first half of the inscription primarily focuses on the rebirth of the deceased and the animation 
of his ba. It also identifies the deceased by his name: Antinoos, son of Hierax. The second 
portion of the inscription to the viewer’s left focuses on the offerings and libations bestowed on 
Antinoos by the gods. The following transliteration and translation is by Dieter Kurth:

Sei gegrüßt, o (du) Erbe, der aus diesem Gott hervorkommt, der altert und 
(weider verjüngt) hervorkommt aus dem Leib des Atum, der immer weiderkehrt 
und sich auf Erden fordauren läßt im Hause des großen Gottes (Osiris), dessen 
Schutz mächtig ist und dessen Schutz (auch) der Schutz ist des (Antinoos, Sohn 
des) Hierax. Dein Ba fliegt auf an den Himmel zu Re und vereint sich mit seinem 
Licht.

 

O Osiris Antinoos, Sohn des Hierax, die Göttin Hathor gibt dir Brot und Hesat 
gibt dir Milch; es gibt dir Renenet Wein, und dir wird das Djeseret-Getränk 
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gegeben in Heliopolis. Du gehst ein und aus in der Halle -der-der beiden-Maat-
Göttinnen, und du hast dich erhoben in Areqheh, in Ewigkeit.

Translation References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010; 76-78.

References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010; 76-90, Abb. 5.

Osiris shroud of Antinoos, early Roman Period, Akhmim (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 
22728) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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7. Osiris Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 31201
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 185 cm x 75 cm

Description:
Poorly preserved and fragmentary  Osiris shroud. Most of the upper left, bottom left, and right 
side of the shroud is now missing. The figure is outlined in red with some gilded areas. The 
shroud was accessioned by the Ägyptisches Museum in 1965. 

On either side of the central figure are five vignettes. The two upper scenes are missing on the 
left side. The other three left scenes are partially preserved. All the right side scenes are partially 
preserved.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Missing 5. (top) Horus falcon wearing sun disk and 
uraeus while holding feather
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Missing 4. Goddess holding linen; Missing

3. Lector priest wears leopard skin while 
reciting prayers; Priest to the left pours 
libations

3. Anubis embalming the dead who lies on 
a funerary bier
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Two priests carry a gilded object; Priest 
dressed as Anubis walks towards the others

2. Horus pours water over the naked 
deceased

1. (bottom) Seated deities; Missing 1. (bottom) Seated deities; Missing

Central Figure:
The fragmentary shroud depicts a red-outlined image of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. His 
entire face is gilded. The figure wears an atef crown with a solar disk on his head. Around his 
neck, he wears a broad collar with gilding and decorative Horus falcon heads on each shoulder. 
In his hands, he holds a small crook and flail. The entire body is decorated with a bead-net 
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pattern, and in between his legs is a double crown with feathers, ostrich plume feathers, cow's 
horns, and a sun disk. Below, the deceased’s feet  stick out. Each foot is drawn with six gilded 
toes. The central figure appears to stand on a boat. 

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 50-51.
Grüneberg, Katja. "Die dekorierten und beschrifteten Stoffe des Ägyptischen Museums Berlin 

SMPK (unpublizierte Magisterarbeit)." 2001: Kat.-Nr. 26/1-5.
Kaiser, Werner. Ägyptisches Museum Berlin: [im] östlichen Stülerbau am Schloss 

Charlottenburg. Berlin: Ägyptisches Museum Berlin (Germany: West), 1967; 108, Kat.-
Nr. 1023.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 31201) 
(photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Osiris shroud (torso detail), Roman Period, unknown provenance (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, 
ÄM 31201) (photo by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Osiris shroud (line drawing), Roman Period, unknown provenance (Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 31201) (Bresciani 1996, 51)
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8. Osiris Shroud
Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Allard Pierson Museum
 Inventory Number: APM 15.926
 City: Amsterdam 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly preserved shroud depicting the deceased in the guise of Osiris. Only the head and upper 
torso of the central figure are preserved. The edges have worn away  and holes are seen 
throughout the remaining portion of the textile.

The central figure wears a stylized atef crown, which likely  included ram’s horns. His face is 
schematically drawn with cosmetic lines around his eyes and two dark lines on his cheeks 
indicating straps holding the false beard in place. He wears a four necklaces comprised of round 
beads and another necklace with a large naos pendant with a solar bark inside. Although no 
longer preserved, in his hands, he holds the bases of a crook and flail. The entire body would 
have been decorated in a rosette-like bead-net pattern. A partially preserved band of inscription 
runs down the center of his body.

Additional Commentary:
Willem van Haarlem notes the similarities between this shroud fragment and Ashmolean 
Museum shroud 1913.924. Based on the Ashmolean shroud, van Haarlem has sketched a 
possible reconstruction of the Allard Pierson Osiris shroud. According to van Haarlem, the faint 
text reads: 

‘De vereerde (?) [bij] Osiris, [Pe-]te-Isis, (...), die gegeven heeft aan (...)’

References:
Dawson, W.R., and P.H.K. Gray. Catalogue of Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum, i: 

Mummies and Human Remains London, 1968: cat. no. 63 (p. 33 / pl. XVIIa).
Haarlem, Willem van. "Een Beschimmeld Geschenk." Mededelingenblad 98-99 (2009): 5-7.
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Haarlem, Willem van, and Allard Pierson Museum (Universiteit van Amsterdam). Corpus 
 antiquitatum Aegyptiacarum. Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam: loose-leaf 
 catalogue of Egyptian antiquities. Vol. P. von Zabern. Mainz, 1986: 43-46.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 164-167.
Raven, Maarten J. Mummies Onder het Mes. Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1994: 48-52. 
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 196-197 (fig. 94).

Osiris shroud, 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926 
(van Haarlem 2009, afb. 1)
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Osiris shroud reconstruction, 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Allard Pierson Museum, APM 15.926 (van 
Haarlem 2009, afb. 6)
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9. Osiris Shroud
Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Allard Pierson Museum
 Inventory Number: APM 8649
 City: Amsterdam 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly preserved shroud fragment depicting the lower body of the deceased in the guise of 
Osiris. Only the legs of the central figure and a band of inscription are preserved. The edges have 
worn away and holes are seen throughout the remaining portion of the textile.

The lower body of the central figure is decorated with a rhomboidal bead-net pattern. A partially 
preserved band of inscription runs down the center of the deceased’s body.

References:
Dawson, W.R., and P.H.K. Gray. Catalogue of Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum, i: 

Mummies and Human Remains London, 1968.
Haarlem, Willem van. "Een Beschimmeld Geschenk." Mededelingenblad 98-99 (2009).
Haarlem, Willem van, and Allard Pierson Museum (Universiteit van Amsterdam). Corpus 
 antiquitatum Aegyptiacarum. Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam: loose-leaf 
 catalogue of Egyptian antiquities. Vol. P. von Zabern. Mainz, 1986.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966.
Raven, Maarten J. Mummies Onder het Mes. Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1994. 
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005.
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Osiris shroud, 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Allard Pierson Museum, APM 8649 (van Haarlem 2009, afb. 2)
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10. Osiris Shroud
Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Nespawtytawy

Present Location:
 Collection: Ashmolean Museum
 Inventory Number: 1913.924
 City: Oxford 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 131 cm

Description:
Well-preserved shroud for a young boy named Nespawtytawy. The top and the bottom of the 
linen textile are fringed. The pigment is well preserved, but there are several holes throughout, 
especially on the left side of the central figure’s face.

The entire shroud is framed by a spotted border. The top  is decorated with a partially  preserved 
winged sun disk or beetle. The deceased is flanked by  six registers of deities and amuletic 
figures.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Papyrus blossom; Kneeling 
woman with arms raised in gesture of 
mourning; Damaged

6. (top) Papyrus blossom; Kneeling woman 
with arms raised in gesture of mourning; 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Coiled black snake with sun disk 5. Coiled white snake with sun disk

4. Tyet knot; Damaged 4. Djed pillar

3. Hapi holding linen offering 3. Duamutef holding linen offering

2. Imsety holding linen offering 2. Qebehsenuef holding linen offering
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Lotus blossom; Seated jackal 
with key around neck

1. (bottom) Lotus blossom; Seated jackal 
with key around neck

Central Figure:
The central figure wears a stylized atef crown with black ram’s horns. His eyes are lined with 
cosmetic lines, and a small false beard is attached to his chin. He wears a large ornamented 
pectoral along with a necklace with a large naos pendant. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. 
A winged scarab beetle spans the entirety of his midsection. The entire body  is decorated in a 
rosette-like bead-net pattern in red and yellow. A preserved band of inscription runs down the 
center of his body. He wears single strapped sandals on his feet.

Additional Commentary:
The band of hieroglyphic inscription discusses the sacred origin and the protection offered to 
Nespawtytawy. 

Riggs translates the inscription as:
“I am the cloth of the two goddesses… my two arms extend to envelope the Osiris 
Nespawtytawy, forever.”

Kurth translates the inscription as:
“Ich bin das erste Gewand der beiden Genossinnen, geschaffen von den Händen der 
Göttin Tait. Die-Herrin-des-Niederlassens, (die Göttin) Neith, hat mich durch ihre Arbeit 
vollkommen gemacht, indem auch Hedjhotep bei ihr war. Ich breite meine Arme aus, um 
den Leib des Osiris, des Gottesvaters Nes-pauti-taui zu verhüllen, ohne mich je von , 
<ihm> zu entfernen, ewiglich.”

In his 1966 publication, Parlasca cites an unpublished translation of the hieroglyphic inscription 
by Battiscombe Gunn from 1940: 

“I am the garment of the Two Weaving Goddesses (i.e Isis & Nephthys), a product of the 
hands of Tayet (i.e. the goddess of Textile work), the Lady Shezem-she (??) envelopes 
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three with her handiwork, Hedjhetep (i.e. the goddess of weaving)...I spread my arms out 
to hide the body of Osiris, the God’s Father, Nespatawi (?). I will never depart from him.”

References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010: 53-66 (incorrectly references the shroud as 1913.942).
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 165 note 85.
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 195, fig. 94.
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Osiris shroud of Nespawtytawy (black and white photo), 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Ashmolean Museum, 
1913.924 (Riggs, 2005, fig. 94)
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Osiris shroud of Nespawtytawy (color photo), 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Ashmolean Museum, 1913.924 
(van Haarlem 2009, afb. 5)
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11. Osiris Shroud
British Museum, EA 26453

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA 26453
 City: London 

Provenance: Akhmim
Date: late Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 135 cm x 91 cm

Description:
Well-preserved Osiris shroud of a young man with some staining along the right side. A small 
portion of the bottom and upper right side is missing. Some areas around the lower body of the 
central figure are faded.

At the top of the shroud there is a winged sun disk with uraei. The sides of the shroud are 
decorated with red, blue, and yellow papyriform columns with rearing cobras wearing the 
crowns of Upper (left) and Lower (right) Egypt. There are a total of sixteen vignettes on the 
shroud. Eight scenes flank either side of the central figure. Most of the scenes are well preserved 
except for the two on the upper right side.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. (top) Recumbent jackal on platform; 
Goddess pouring water; Anubis (left) 
holding was scepter

8. (top) Recumbent jackal on platform; 
Goddess pouring water; Anubis (right) 
holding was scepter
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. Seated guardians of the gates 7. Seated guardians of the gates

6. Thoth (left) and Anubis (right) holding 
scepters

6. Ra-Horakhty (left) and missing figure 
(right) holding scepters; Missing; 
Damaged

5. Anubis 5. God (possibly Anubis); Missing
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Duamutef (left) and Imsety (right)
carrying linen

4. Hapi (left) and Qebehsenuef (right) 
carrying linen

3. Anubis embalming the mummified 
deceased lying on funerary bier

3. Deities in solar bark

2. Female figures carrying linen 2. Female figures carrying linen
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Recumbent jackal on gate 
holding key or scepter

1. (bottom) Recumbent jackal on gate 
holding key or scepter

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts a male youth in the guise of Osiris. He has a short cropped hairstyle and no 
facial hair indicating his young age. His face is schematically drawn with thin cosmetic lines 
around the eyes, a bulbous nose, and round chin. On each shoulder rests a ba bird holding a 
feather and a winged sun disk with a uraeus. He wears an ornate broad collar decorated in red, 
yellow, and blue colors. A black rhomboidal bead-net pattern covers his pink garment. In his 
hands, he holds a crook and flail. A small figure of Anubis sits on top  of a vertical inscription-
less column that runs from his torso down to his feet.

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 18-19, Fig. 12.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; Taf. 58,1.
"Shroud: EA 26453." British Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/

collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=125737&partId=1.
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Osiris shroud, late Roman Period, Akhmim, British Museum, EA 26453 (Parlasca 1966, taf. 
58,1)
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Osiris shroud, late Roman Period, Akhmim, British Museum, EA 26453 (photo taken by author, 
courtesy of the British Museum)
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Torso detail, late Roman Period, Akhmim, British Museum, EA 26453 (photo taken by author, 
courtesy of the British Museum)
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12. Osiris Shroud
British Museum, EA 30092

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA 30092
 City: London 

Provenance: Akhmim
Date: late Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Faded, but otherwise, fairly well-preserved Osiris shroud of a man. The overall shroud remains 
intact, but suffers from cracked and faded paint throughout.

The shroud represents the figure of Osiris inside a naos shrine. The side edges are decorated with  
red posts, and the top of the shrine with a cavetto cornice and row of uraei. The shroud has a 
total of twenty registers with ten vignettes on either side of the central figure. An additional three 
lines of decoration are added at the top and include a coiled serpent, rosettes, and floral motifs. 
A center horizontal strip of stars divides the sixth and the seventh registers.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

10. (top) Unidentifiable figure inside naos 
on solar bark with ferrymen; 
Damaged

10. (top) Djed pillar inside naos on solar 
bark with ferrymen
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. Djed pillar; Nude male figure (possibly 
the deceased); Two of the Four Sons of 
Horus; Damaged

9. Two of the Four Sons of Horus; Male 
figure with arms raised (possibly 
transfigured deceased)

8. Ba bird; Winged sun disk with uraeus; 
Unidentifiable nude female figure; 
Unidentifiable male figure; Damaged

8. Ba bird; Winged sun disk with uraeus; 
Nude male figure (possibly the 
deceased); Damaged

7. Bare-breasted female mourner 7. Jackal
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. Male figure with arms raised in gesture 
of praise or mourning

6. Male figure with arms raised in gesture 
of praise or mourning while in a field 

5. Agriculture scene with bull 5. Inside naos structure deceased lies on 
funerary bier with Isis as a kite above; 
Anubis to the right (?); Damaged

4. Osiris in the Hall of Judgment with 
Ammit seated on the gate to the 
underworld and Thoth recording the 
judgement; Damaged

4. Two nude male figures: one kneeling 
reaching up to a tree and one fetching 
water from a shaduf; Griffin-like 
creature standing on multi-colored 
pedestal; Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Horus child in solar bark 3. Osiris (or the deceased) in womb 
preparing for rebirth; Kneeling Isis 
pouring libations; Damaged

2. Female deity; Anubis; Ra-Horakhty; 2. Osiris presiding over the deceased’s 
Weighing of the Heart

1. Mummified deceased on funerary bier 
in naos structure pulled in funerary 
procession; Male figure with incense 
burner

1. Deity in solar bark with two ferrymen; 
Damaged
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Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris who wears a stylized atef crown with 
black ram’s horns and uraei. His face is colored yellow with dark black cosmetic lines around his 
eyes, and a pointed false beard attached to his round chin. He wears a broad collar decorated in 
black, yellow, and red. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. The entire body is decorated in a 
red and black rhomboidal bead-net pattern. The mummy’s foot case is colored yellow. 

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 18, Fig. 10.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; Taf. 58,2.
"Shroud: EA 26453." British Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/

collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=125737&partId=1.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna (tomb 32), British Museum, EA 30092 
(Parlasca 1966, Taf. 58,2)
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna (tomb 32), British Museum, EA 30092 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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13. Osiris Shroud
British Museum, EA 65775

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA 65775
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 200 cm x 71 cm

Description:
Relatively well-preserved rectangular shaped Osiris shroud of a man. A strip of linen is missing 
from the lower right edge. The top edge of the shroud is fringed. 

The body of the deceased is decorated with five registers without ground lines. The amuletic 
figures on the body include: a winged pectoral; the Four Sons of Horus; ba birds, falcons and 
solar boats at the sides of the shoulders; and jackals on either side of the feet.

Central Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

5. (top) Wadjet eyes at the top left and right; Tyet knots flank a (black stained) djed pillar; 
Damaged
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Central Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

4. The Four Sons of Horus (from left to right): Duamutef, Qebehsenuef, Imsety, and Hapy

3. Two recumbent jackals
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Central Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

2. Horus falcon flanked by pendulum-like symbols

1. (bottom) Black and white cobras flanking benben or obelisk

Central Figure:
In the center, the shroud is decorated with a large painted figure of the deceased in the guise of 
Osiris. He is shown wearing a tall atef crown and holding a crook and flail. His face is 
schematically drawn with a black false beard attached to his chin. A large winged scarab rests 
across his chest. A ba bird rests on the right shoulder and a falcon on the left. In between the 
figure’s hands is the image of an ib heart.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum, EA 65775 (photo taken by 
author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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14. Osiris Shroud
British Museum, EA 6705

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Soter, Archon of Thebes

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA 6705
 City: London 

Provenance: Sheik Abd el-Qurna, tomb 32
Date: 100-120 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 235 cm x 78.5 cm

Description:
Well-preserved Osiris shroud of a man named Soter, Archon of Thebes. Originally, the funerary 
shroud was removed from the coffin in which it  was found. The rectangular shroud is painted in 
tempera with the face, neck, pectoral, and collar gilded. 

The entire shroud is bordered by a thick black oval shape, which is a representation of a large 
snake with its tail in its mouth. Four registers with images of deities are on either side of the 
central figure. The bottom deities rest on tall lotus flowers. 

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) Osiris pouring water over the 
deceased

4. (top) Thoth pouring water over the 
deceased
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Isis kneeling in mourning 3. Nephthys kneeling in mourning

2. Qebehsenuef 2. Hapi
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Imsety 1. (bottom) Duamutef 

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris wearing a stylized atef crown with black 
ram’s horns and uraei. His face is gilded with dark black cosmetic lines around his eyes, and a 
pointed false beard attached to his round chin. He wears an ornate broad collar and a large naos 
pendant. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. The entire body is decorated in a reddish-pink, 
purplish-blue, and black rhomboidal bead-net pattern with dots. A vertical register of hieroglyphs 
runs down the center of the Osiris figure. It includes the names and titles of Soter. The column of 
hieroglyphic inscription begins:

Hail the Osiris Soter, justified, born of Paimut (Py-mwt), the Hathor, and important man 
(wr) in his city, a great official (sr aA) in his district, Thebes (WAs.t).

Additional Commentary:
In addition to a coffin, the mummy shroud was discovered with two hieratic papyri written for 
Soter son of (?) Pa-kerer and Philous (P. BM 10292 and 10283). An inscription on the coffin lid 
refers to the deceased as “the Osiris Soter, justified, great official (sr wr) in his city (m niwt.f), 
born of the Hathor Paimut (Py-mwt)”

References:
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; 183, 185-7, Figs. 87 and 88, 188 Fig. 
89, 191, 193, 194, 196, 201, 202, Fig. 98, 229, 238, 280-1.

Walker, Susan, and M. L. Bierbrier. Fayum: Misteriosi volti dall'Egitto. London, 1997; 178-179 
[136].
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Translation References: 
Grimm, Günter, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Die römischen Mumienmasken aus 

Ägypten. Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974; 118, pl. 138.1 and 3.
Herbin, F.R. Padiimenipet fils de Sôter: Histoire d’une famille dans l’Égypte romaine. Paris, 
 2002: 11 fig. 8, 12 figs. 9-10.
Neugebauer, O., and R. A. Parker. Egyptian Astronomical Texts, iii: Decans, Planets, 
 Constellations and Zodiacs. Providence, 1969: 91 (no. 67), pl. 47a (zodiac).
Van Landuyt, K. "The Soter Family: Genealogy and Onomastics." In Hundred-Gated Thebes: 
 Acts of a Colloquium on Thebes and the Theban Area in the Graeco-Roman Period (P.L. 
 Bat.27), edited by S.P. Vleeming, 69-82. Leiden-New York-Köln: Brill, 1995: 71-3 (Greek 
 inscription).
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Osiris shroud, 100-120 CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna (tomb 32), British Museum, EA 6705 (photo 
taken by author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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15. Osiris Shroud
British Museum, EA 6712

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA 6712
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, human mummy
Dimensions: 170 cm 

Description:
Mummy of an adult male wrapped in a painted and gilded shroud. The shroud indicates staining 
and flaking paint  along the right side and lower body of the figure. The only image available is 
an archive photo from the British Museum.

The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris wearing a stylized atef crown with black 
ram’s horns and uraei. His eyes are overlarge with black cosmetic lines. A plaited false beard is 
attached to his round chin. He wears an ornate broad collar and a large naos pendant with a solar 
bark or funerary bier inside. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. The entire body is decorated 
in a rhomboidal bead-net pattern with dots. A large winged scarab extends across his midsection. 
An un-inscribed vertical column runs down the center of the deceased’s lower body. His feet are 
uncovered revealing sandals and very long articulated toes. Registers with amuletic images and 
figures of gods would have flanked either side of the central figure.

Additional Commentary:
There are no obvious fractures to the head of the mummy. His mouth is closed and all of his teeth 
are present. The thorax and the abdomen of the mummy are empty. The ribs, spine, pelvis, and 
hips also appear normal. The deceased’s arms are extended and his fingers touch the outer thighs. 
There are no fractures, dislocations, or lines of arrested growth on the legs. 

References:
British Museum archives
Unpublished
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Osiris shroud (archive photo), Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum, EA 6712 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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16. Osiris Shroud
Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1811E

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Brooklyn Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 37.1811E
 City: Brooklyn 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: 50 BCE to 50 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 104 cm 

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a man. The top  portion of the shroud is now missing. The rest of 
the textile is in fair condition with staining and fading throughout. 

The central figure stands between mirroring images of the goddess Isis and a man with a beard. 
The goddess raises one arm and holds a piece of linen in the other. The smaller male figure, or 
image of the deceased, wears a tunic and mantle. He also raises one arm and holds a sistrum-
shaped object  or myrtle branch in the other. On either side, the figures stand on a raised platform 
decorated with a niched-brick façade motif.

The preserved portion of the central figure’s body  is decorated with eight registers forming a 
vertical column down the center of the body. At the top of the column rests a naos pendant with 
three seated figures inside. The pendant is secured on a necklace and worn around the neck of the 
central figure. Either side of the column is decorated with a vertical band of hieroglyphic 
inscription on a yellow background.
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

7. (top) Unidentifiable scene; Faded

6. Solar bark with ferrymen; Faded

5. The Four Sons of Horus along with the deceased

4. Mummified deceased lying on a funerary bier; Damaged
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

3.Alternating djed pillar and tyet knots

2. Horus falcon with outstretched wings

1. (bottom) Double-headed Horus falcon motif with sun dick and uraei at the center 
top
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References:
"Mummy Shroud: 37.1811E." Brooklyn Museum of Art, http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/

opencollection/objects/118330/Mummy_Shroud.
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; 90-91, 92, Fig. 39.

Osiris shroud, 50 BCE-50 CE, unknown provenance, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 37.1811E 
(Brooklyn Museum of Art Online Collection)
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17. Osiris Shroud
Chicago Natural History Museum, 105190

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: Chicago Natural History Museum
 Inventory Number: 105190
 City: Chicago 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
A fairly  well-preserved Osiris shroud of a young man. The shroud shows signs of fading and 
staining throughout. The top left and right corners, which would have been tucked underneath 
the head of the mummified deceased, are especially stained and worn. 

The shroud has and total of eight registers. Four structured registers are represented on either 
side of the deceased from his elbows down to his feet. Various figures and amuletic symbols are 
represented around the shoulders and head of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Viewer’s Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) (right to left) ib heart; djed pillar, 
Duamutef; Lotus column

4. (top) (left to right) ib heart; djed pillar, 
Imsety; Lotus column
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Viewer’s Right from Top to Bottom

3. Benben or obelisk; Wadjet eye; Tyet 
knot; Hapi

3. Benben or obelisk; Wadjet eye; Tyet 
knot; Qebehsenuef

2. Falcon, Jackal; Wadjet eye 2. Falcon; Jackal; Wadjet eye

1. (bottom) Jackal seated on gate or portal 
to the underworld

1. (bottom) Jackal seated on gate or portal 
to the underworld 
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Central Figure:
The shroud depicts a male youth in the guise of Osiris. He has a short cropped hairstyle and no 
facial hair indicating his young age. Above his head are mirroring seated jackals. His face is 
schematically drawn with a bulbous nose, pursed lips, and round chin. He wears an ornate broad 
collar. A black rhomboidal bead-net pattern covers his garment. His legs are decorated with a 
different motif consisting of a repeating geometrical pattern. In his hands, he holds a crook and 
flail. A large kneeling winged goddess with a sun disk on her head spreads across the midsection 
of the central figure.

Although the upper left and right portions are stained and worn, several figures can be identified: 
tyet knots, djed pillar; rearing cobra; Apis bull; ba bird; mourning women; and scarab beetle. 
Both sides appear to mirror one another. 

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 56, Fig. 61.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; Taf. 69.
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Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Chicago Natural History Museum, 105190 
(Parlasca 1966, Taf. 69)
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Upper left detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Chicago Natural History Museum, 
105190 (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 69)

Upper right detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Chicago Natural History Museum, 
105190 (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 69)
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18. Osiris Shroud
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Inv. No. Unknown (Room 14, case 269)

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Egyptian Museum, Cairo
 Inventory Number: Inv. No. Unknown (Room 14, case 269)
 City: Cairo 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly preserved fragment of an Osiris shroud of a man. Only  the face, a portion of the crown 
and collar, and the ba birds remain intact. A small piece of the shroud is missing directly below 
the central figure’s neck.

The central figure is a stylized representation of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. The figure 
has extremely large eyes with delicate eyelashes, bulbous nose, linear lips, and a circular chin 
with a dimple. A plaited false bear is attached to the chin. Small curls peak out from underneath 
the atef crown, which is decorated with black ram’s horns. A portion of the figure’s striped broad 
collar remains intact. On each shoulder sits a ba bird with stylized pschent crowns. 

References:
Unpublished
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Fragment of an Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 
Inv. No. Unknown (Room 14, case 269) (sketch by author)
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19. Osiris Shroud
Louvre, E 13382 (F. Cailliaud, 1826-27)

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Petamenophis, known as Ammonios

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: E 13382
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Sheik Abd el-Qurna
Date: 116 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Sketch of an Osiris shroud of a male in the guise of Osiris. The top of the shroud is fringed. It 
appears that portions of the shroud are missing around the central figure’s feet and at  the top  left 
and right corners.

The entire shroud is bordered by an architectural frame imitating a shrine. There are eight 
registers on the left side of the shroud and nine registers on the right side. From the sketch, it 
appears that the top two registers on either side have suffered damage.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. (top) Solar bark
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. Solar bark 8. Uraeus (from crown); Lotus; Tree; 
Goddess with raised arms

7. Uraeus (from crown); Lotus; Tree; 
Goddess with raised arms

7. Coiled snake

6. Black coiled snake 6. Anubis and the mummified deceased; 
Stylized tree

5. Osiris and goddess (probably Isis) 5. Ammit
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Thoth 4. Djed pillar

3. Duamutef holding linen 3. Qebehsenuef holding linen

2. Imsety holding linen 2. Hapi holding linen
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Lotuses; Jackal with key 
around neck

1. (bottom) Lotuses; Jackal with key 
around neck

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris wearing a stylized atef crown with black 
ram’s horns and uraei. The face is missing. He wears an ornate broad collar decorated with a 
large naos pendant. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. The entire body  is decorated in a 
rhomboidal bead-net pattern with dots. A large winged scarab extends across the central figure’s 
midsection. Two Horus falcons with outstretched wings rest on his upper arms. A vertical register 
of hieroglyphs runs down the center of the Osiris figure. It includes the names and titles of Soter.

Additional Commentary:
The shroud was discovered with an unwrapped mummy, coffin lid (Louvre, E 13048) and base 
(Louvre, E 13016), bead net (Louvre, E 13218), and hieratic papyrus (Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale, P. BN 152.). A Greek epitaph at the head end of the coffin reads:

Petamenophis, also (known as) Ammonios, (son of ) Soter, (son of ) Kornelios Pollios, 
(his) mother Kleopatra, (daughter of ) Ammonios; (aged) 21 years, 4 months, 22 days, he 
died in (year) 19 of Trajan, the lord, (on the) eighth (of ) Payni.
= born 11 January 95, died 2 June 116
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Osiris shroud of Petamenophis (side view), 116 CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, Louvre, E 13382 (F. 
Cailliaud, 1826-27) (Bresciani, 15)
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Osiris shroud of Petamenophis, 116 CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, Louvre, E 13382 (F. Cailliaud, 
1826-27) (Bresciani, 15)
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20. Osiris Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.184.20

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 25.184.20
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: 100-125 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 98 cm

Description:
Complete mummy shroud of the deceased in the guise of Osiris. The upper and lower left 
corners, and most of the right side are stained. The paint is faded and cracked throughout.

The central figure is depicted inside an architectural frame meant to represent a naos or shrine 
with a large winged sun disk, uraei, and stars decorating the lintel. There are a total of six 
registers. Three scenes are represented on either side of the deceased.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
 Right from Top to Bottom

3. (top) Horus falcon with outstretched 
wings before a portal or gate to the 
underworld; Damaged

3. (top) Horus falcon with outstretched 
wings before a portal or gate to the 
underworld; Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
 Right from Top to Bottom

2. Horus and Anubis holding linen 
offerings

2. Unidentified god and Ra-Horakhty 
holding linen offerings

1. (bottom) Anubis holding scepter and 
flail

1. (bottom) The deceased dressed in a 
tunic and mantle about to greet Anubis 
who is opposite him

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris wearing a stylized atef crown decorated 
with leopard print, feathers, black ram’s horns, and uraei. His face is round with thick brows, 
bulbous nose, full lips, and round chin with a pointed false beard attached. He wears a broad 
collar and a long necklace with a naos pendant hanging between his hands. He holds a crook and 
flail in each hand. The entire body is decorated in a rhomboidal bead-net pattern, and he wears a 
lined mantle or cape on his shoulders. 
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Osiris shroud of a man, 100-125 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
25.184.20 (Parlasca 1966, Taf. 59, 2)
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21. Osiris Shroud
Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf
 Inventory Number: D 0957
 City: Geneva

Provenance: Akhmim
Date: 1st c. to early 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 234 cm x 140 cm

Description:
Fragmentary mummy shroud of a woman in the guise of Osiris with preserved fringe on the 
bottom. The shroud was acquired by  the Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf in 1895. It was 
rediscovered in the collection archives in 1997 and subsequently  restored. The top edge, the 
upper part of the left  side, and portions of the deceased’s face and body are missing. The paint is 
faded and cracked throughout.

Above the deceased’s head is a partially preserved wing, which suggests a falcon or winged sun 
disk would have framed the top of her head. The deceased is represented surrounded by registers 
of figures and deities on either side. Four registers on each side would have framed the central 
figure. On the left side, the uppermost register and part of the third register from the bottom are 
missing.

Side Registers:
 Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) Missing 4. (top) Horus falcon with sun disk
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Side Registers:
 Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Enthroned Osiris; Missing 3. Enthroned Osiris with crook and flail

2. Osiris holding crook and flail 2. Osiris holding was scepter

1. (bottom) Black jackal with winged sun 
disk

1. (bottom) Yellow jackal with winged sun 
disk

Central Figure:
Unlike its Osiris shroud male counterparts, this Osiris shroud features a woman’s head 
represented in a portrait style. Her portrait is highlighted by the blue nimbus behind her head. 
Although only partially  preserved, the deceased’s hair and jewelry are characteristic of the early 
second century  CE. The body of the central figure is decorated with a broad collar and with a 
red, black, and white bead-net pattern. The foot case is bandaged. 
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Osiris shroud of a woman, 1st c. CE, Akhmim, Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Genf, D 0957 (Parlasca 
1999, Fig. 19)
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22. Osiris Shroud
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 50.650

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 Inventory Number: 50.650
 City: Boston 

Provenance: purchased at Akhmim
Date: mid to late 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 115 cm x 88.5 cm

Description:
Well-preserved shroud of a woman in the guise of Osiris. A strip at the top and a portion of the 
bottom of the shroud are missing. The shroud was repaired and mounted in 1951-1952 by W.J. 
Young.

Three registers are preserved on the left side, only part of the three corresponding scenes on the 
right side remain intact. Two registers are visible on the central figure’s body. The rest are no 
longer preserved.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. (top) Enthroned Osiris seated before 
offering table

3. (top) Offering table; Part of a leg of a 
figure (possibly Horus); Missing
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Re-Horakhty with was scepter 2. Was scepter and a hand of a figure; 
Missing

1. (bottom) Tree goddess pouring libation 
for the ba of the deceased

1. (bottom) Goddess of the sycamore 
suckling the naked deceased; Missing
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

(top) Wadjet eyes on either side of the scene; Sun disk with solar rays shinning on the 
deceased lying on a funerary bier; ba birds on either side of the bier

(bottom) Anubis attending to the deceased lying on a funerary bier; Isis and Nephthys stand 
on either side of the scene

Central Figure:
The shroud presents a women with an Osirian body and naturalistic portrait head. She is 
represented in three-quarter profile with varied colors and shading used to create the illusion of 
three-dimensional space. The paint is more thickly applied to her portrait than on any other area 
of the shroud. She wears her frizzy black hair pinned up, which reveals her drop earrings. A large 
winged beetle protectively frames her portrait, and winged cobras wearing crowns flank either 
side of her head. In the center of the shroud, a red-colored mummiform body is decorated with a 
broad collar; two visible registers depict embalming rituals conducted by the god Anubis. In her 
hands, she holds the crook and flail, symbols of Osiris’ kingship and the power in the 
underworld. Framing the hands of the deceased are two protective falcons and wadjet eyes. 
Larger registers flank either side of the central mummiform figure. 
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Osiris shroud of a woman, purchased at Akhmim, mid to late 1st c. CE, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, 50.650 (photograph © 2014 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)
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Portrait detail, purchased at Akhmim, mid to late 1st c. CE (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
50.650) (photograph © 2014 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)
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23. Osiris Shroud
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.472

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 Inventory Number: 72.472
 City: Boston 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: 1st to 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 70 cm x 87 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved Osiris shroud of a man. Only the upper half of the shroud remains intact. The 
left side and right bottom area are missing. The entire surface of the shroud is faded and the 
pigment is cracked throughout. The colors are a dull green, light red, brown, yellow, and black.

The central figure wears a stylized atef crown with black ram’s horns and uraei. His eyes are 
lined with cosmetic lines, and a small false beard is attached to his chin. He wears a large 
ornamented pectoral and a necklace with a large naos pendant. In his hands, he holds a crook and 
flail. Winged figures are represented on his arms on either side of the crook and flail. A winged 
scarab beetle spans the entirety  of his midsection. The entire body is decorated in a rosette-like 
bead-net pattern in red and yellow. 

The entire shroud would have likely  had a border. At the top of the shroud, there is a large 
winged sun disk. On either side of the deceased are images of kneeling bare-breasted mourning 
women, lotus flowers, uraei, coiled serpents, stylized solar barks carrying the sun, and footed 
winged-serpents.
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Osiris shroud, 1st - 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 72.472 
(photograph © 2014 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)
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24. Osiris Shroud
North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95 

(on loan from Olsen collection)

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Kronis

Present Location:
 Collection: North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 
 Inventory Number: L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen collection)
 City: Raleigh

Provenance: Thebes
Date: first half of 1st c. to first half of 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a man named Kronis. The rectangular shaped shroud is fringed at 
the bottom. The top portion is damaged, so it is uncertain whether that end was fringed as well. 
A strip on the left side is missing, and a significant  portion of the right side (particularly  the 
bottom right) is also missing. The right side of the shroud is stained. 

The images decorating the shroud are not  organized into registers. The uppermost portion of the 
shroud was likely decorated, but it  is too damaged to identify what was once there. Most of the 
right side near the deceased’s shoulder is missing. A figure of Isis in mourning and a scarab are 
visible. On the left side, a figure of Nephthys in mourning, scarab, wadjet eye, falcon with a 
double crown, and papyrus scepter are visible. Both sides would have likely mirrored one 
another. At the foot of the of the mummy is a seated jackal on a base. It holds a stylized 
flagellum between the paws, and a key to the underworld with a band around the neck. The usual 
counterpart on the right side is missing.

Central Figure:
The central figure wears a stylized atef crown, which includes ram’s horns and uraei. His face is 
schematically drawn with cosmetic lines around his eyes and two dark lines on his cheeks 
indicating straps holding the false beard in place. He wears a broad collar and another necklace 
with a large naos pendant with two seated deities inside. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. 
The entire body  would have been decorated in a rosette-like bead-net  pattern. A fully  preserved 
band of inscription runs down the center of his body. The figure also wears a cape or mantle, 
which is visible below the elbows. The garment is decorated with vertical strips consisting of 
stylized lozenges, rosettes, vines, branches, and spiral patterns.
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Additional Commentary:
In Kurth’s 2010 publication, he translates the inscription as follows:

He, Kronis, gerechtfertigt, geboren von Tathotis, geben möge dir Isis, die Große, die ,Gottes. 
mutter, ein schönes Begräbnis auf der Westseite Thebens. Empfangen mögest du zu allen 
Dekaden(festen) Wasserspende und Weihrauch aus der Hand des Amun von Luxor, der in 
Medinet Habu ist. Leben möge dein Ba im Himmel bei Re und dein Leichnam in der Unterwelt 
bei Osiris in Ewigkeit und Unendlichkeit. 
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Osiris shroud of Kronis, first half of 1st c. to first half of 2nd c. CE, Thebes, North Carolina 
Museum of Art, Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen collection) (Kurth, Abb. 8)
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Torso detail, first half of 1st c. to first half of 2nd c. CE, Thebes, North Carolina Museum of Art, 
Raleigh, L.(oan) 57.14.95 (on loan from Olsen collection) (Kurth, Abb. 8)
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25. Osiris Shroud
Philadelphia University Museum, 36-2-1

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Philadelphia University Museum
 Inventory Number: 36-2-1
 City: Philadelphia

Provenance: between Akhmim and Thebes
Date: 305-30 BCE (likely early Roman)

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 154.9 x 134.6 cm

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a man. The rectangular cloth has been stitched together from many 
individual pieces and attached to a larger sheet of linen. Some of the seams at the top of the 
shroud are visible. It  is difficult to know the exact original placement of the texts and motifs. It 
appears that  whoever stitched the shroud together did not consider the original composition of 
the shroud when it was reconstructed. Kurth suggests this work may have been done by an 
antiquities dealer and not an individual familiar with the scenes and compositions of Greco-
Roman mummy shrouds. 

There are eight remaining visible registers. However, it is likely that there would have originally 
been a total of ten registers. Except for the bottom two registers, the other registers were likely 
not found in these positions on the original shroud.

Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

8. (top) Fragment with coiled serpent; Man holding two cups; Jackal resting on shrine with 
Abydos fetish; Damaged
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Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

7. Fragment of a Weighing of the Heart scene; Skeleton of the deceased in pose of 
exultation; Damaged

6. (Left unconnected piece) Crouching deity holding small cat or lion; Two deities holding 
knives; (Right unconnected piece) Goddess pouring libation; Unidentified male figure; 
Damaged

5. Gate or tomb of Osiris-Sokar protected by gods; Goddess who looks like Nut but is 
perhaps Isis or Nephthys; Damaged
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Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

4. Hathor (Isis) mourning before the tomb of Osiris; Man with a lute (?); Light and dark 
jackals; Mummiform figure; Damaged

3. The left scene (may be in the wrong position) shows seated deities holding feathers; Red 
bead-net pattern of mummy with sun disk with rays flanked by two mummiform figures; 
Underworld gate with bird with outstretched wings; Hybrid creature (snake with jackal 
head); Gate with wadjet eyes; Recumbent lion; Damaged

2. Jackal seated on a shrine; Red bead-net pattern of mummy with Shu; Jackal seated on a 
shrine; Solar bark with scarab beetle and ba birds; Thoth, Anubis, and human-headed god 
holding knives; Damaged
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Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Thirteen standards of the gods (right to left): three round disks; sun disk with 
double plumes; resting cow; resting cow; seated baboon; seated baboon; standing 
phoenix; standing phoenix; standing lion; standing lion; standing goose; standing goose; 
emblem of goddess Seshat

Additional Commentary:
In Kurth’s 2010 publication, he translates the inscription as follows:
Left text column:

[…ca. 47 cm…] … jubeln, die Türhüter freuen sich sehr und die Bewohner der Unterwelt sind in 
festlicher Stimmung. Alle Gottheiten, die dem Hinrichtungsgerät verstehen, jauchzen und 
bereiten <dir> den Weg zu den beiden Maat-Götinnen, die dich freundlich empfangen. Du 
gelangst zum Großen-Haus an der Seite des Herrn-von-Hermopolis (Thot) … […][…].

Inscription from textile Abb. 6b:

[…x cm…] [.] Ende der Ewigkeit. Die Bewohner der Unterwelt reichen (dir) ihre Arme, um dich 
zu empfangen. Du umarmst … […]
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Right half of textile Abb. 7:

O Osiris Hor, Sohn des Harsiese, geboren von T-pa-[chet  …53 cm…]

Left half of textile Abb. 7:

O Osiris Hor, Sohn des Harsiese, geboren von Ta-pa-chet Gottesträger im Haus-des-Re, du wirst 
Osiris sehen in seinem verborgenen Schrein.

References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010; 91-107, Abb. 7.
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Osiris shroud, 305-30 BCE (likely early Roman), between Akhmim and Thebes, Philadelphia 
University Museum, 36-2-1 (Kurth, Abb. 7)
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Previous state, 305-30 BCE (likely early Roman), between Akhmim and Thebes, Philadelphia 
University Museum, 36-2-1 (Kurth, Abb. 6a)
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Previous state, 305-30 BCE (likely early Roman), between Akhmim and Thebes, Philadelphia 
University Museum, 36-2-1 (Kurth, Abb. 6b)
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26. Osiris Shroud
Private Collection: Georges Gorse (Paris)

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a youth

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Georges Gorse
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Paris

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Fragment of a funerary shroud of a young boy in the guise of Osiris. Only the upper torso, 
portrait head, and small figure on the left  side of the shroud remain intact. Dark staining obscures 
the right side of the deceased’s face. The shroud is stained throughout. 

The central figure is represented as a pre-pubescent boy with a nimbus framing his head. His 
portrait is rendered in a naturalistic style with shading and highlights used to emphasize his facial 
features. Portions of the youth’s face are obscured by staining. He wears a small broad collar and 
his body is decorated with a rhomboidal bead-net pattern. In his hands, he holds a small and 
thinly-outlined crook and flail. On the left side there is the partially preserved image of Anubis 
wearing the double crown and holding a was scepter. Presumably, another equally important 
deity would have stood on the other side of the central figure.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. "Ein römisches Leichentuch aus Ägypten in Genf." Chronique d’Égypte 86 

(2011): 298-322.
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Osiris shroud of a youth, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Private Collection: Georges 
Gorse (Paris) (Parlasca 2011, Abb. 6)
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27. Osiris Shroud
Private Collection: Liepsner 

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Petonuris

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Liepsner
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Tokyo (currently housed in the Tokyo National Museum)

Provenance: Unknown (likely Akhmim)
Date: early Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 194 cm x 102 cm

Description:
Relatively well preserved Osiris shroud of a man named Petonuris, Son of Peleilis. The 
rectangular shroud is damaged and missing some pieces in the upper left corner. The paint is 
faded and there are areas of dark staining throughout. The shroud is part of the Liepsner private 
collection, but is currently housed in the Tokyo National Museum.

The entire shroud is framed by  a border with a hieroglyphic inscription. The border is rounded at 
the top  representing the heavens. There are six registers on the left side of the central figure and 
seven registers on the right side with images of deities and the deceased.

Side Registers:
 Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
 Right from Top to Bottom

7. (top) Recumbent jackal with flagellum
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Side Registers:
 Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
 Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Recumbent jackal with flagellum 6. Duamutef holding linen

5. Qebehsenuef holding linen 5. Hapi holding linen with ba bird; 
Damaged

4. Imsety holding linen with ba bird 4. Ibis in solar bark with ferryman
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Side Registers:
 Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
 Right from Top to Bottom

3. Deceased standing before a tree 3. Horus falcon

2. Solar bark with sun disk 2. Falcon perched between two tyet knots; 
Damaged

1. (bottom) Two men erecting a djed 
pillar; Damaged

1. (bottom) Black winding snake (probably 
Apophis snake)

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in the guise of Osiris wearing a stylized atef crown with black 
ram’s horns and uraei. The crown is topped with a solar disk that extends into the border of text 
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and forms an axis of symmetry for the inscription. His face is angular with dark black almond-
shaped eyes, and a pointed false beard, which is now missing. He wears an ornate broad collar, 
and he holds a crook and flail in each hand. The entire body is decorated in a rhomboidal bead-
net pattern with small dots. A ba bird is perched on either side of the deceased’s head. 

Additional Commentary:
In Kurth’s 2010 publication, he translates the inscription as follows:

Right side (invocation of the god Osiris):

O Osiris [Erster]-des-Westens Sokar, der in Panopolis weilt, dein Sohn Horus hat deinen Feind 
gefällt. Die im Himmel, auf Erden und in der Unterwelt wohnen, ihre Herzen sind sehr glücklich 
und froh.

Left side (Osiris promises a good afterlife to the deceased):

Worte zu sprechen von Osiris: Petonuris, Sohn des Peleilis, geboren von Ta-(net)-pa-aru, 
gerechtfertigt, dein Ba wird am Himmel bei Re leben, dein Name wird sich auf Erden bei Geb 
verjüngen bis in Ewigkeit und Unendlichkeit.
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Top right (blessings for the afterlife):

Lebe, (immer wieder) regeneriert in Unendlichkeit […].

Top left (blessings for the afterlife):

Bestehe fort, (immer wieder) verjüngt in Unendlichkeit und Ewigkeit.

References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010; 67-75, Abb. 4.
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Osiris shroud of Petonuris, early Roman Period, unknown provenance, Private Collection: 
Liepsner (Kurth, Abb. 4)
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28. Osiris Shroud
Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man 

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: 4280/I 1a 5750
 City: Moscow

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 222 cm x 83 cm

Description:
Osiris shroud of a woman with the right side missing. The rectangular shroud is damaged and 
missing a portion on the right side, with some smaller additional areas missing as well. The paint 
is faded and there are areas of dark staining throughout.

The shroud represents a young woman facing slightly  to the right in the guise of Osiris. The 
naturalistic portrait  head is surrounded by a nimbus and a large winged scarab hovers above. Her 
hair is parted in the middle and swept back into soft waves, which are secured in a large knot. 
Similarities with this hairstyle can be found in sculptures dating to the Antonine period. The 
woman wears a broad collar, and her body is decorated in a rhomboidal bead-net pattern with the 
foot case bound in a vertical diamond-like pattern. In her hands, she holds a small crook and 
flail. 

On the left side of the central figure is the large image of Anubis wearing the double crown and 
holding a was scepter. Presumably, an equally important figure would have stood on the opposite 
side. On the bottom left  side, a bare-breasted woman holds her chest and raises one arm in a 
gesture of mourning. Directly below the foot case of the central figure is what appears to be an 
offering table used for pouring libations.
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Goodenough, Erwin Ramsdell. Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period. Vol. 37, Bollingen 

Series. New York: Pantheon Books, 1953-68; 228, note 129.
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Osiris shroud of a woman, 1st c. CE, unknown provenance, Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750
(Parlasca 1966, Taf. 12,3)
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Portrait detail, 1st c. CE, unknown provenance, Pushkin Museum, 4280/I 1a 5750 (Parlasca 1969, 
Tav. 6,2 No. 21)
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29. Osiris Shroud
Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5763

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Herschedi

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: I, 1a, 5763
 City: Moscow

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: second half of 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 210 cm x 112 cm

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a man named Herschedi, Son of Hermehef. The top left quadrant 
of the shroud is missing. The paint is faded and several areas (primarily  on the body of the 
central figure) are no longer preserved.

There are nine preserved registers on the right side of the central figure. Only seven registers 
remain intact  on the left side. Presumably, there would have been nine registers with scenes on 
either side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

Missing 9. (top) Solar bark with sun disk and 
wadjet eye
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. Missing 8. The gods Shu, Atum, and Hu

7. Enthroned figure (bottom half); Two 
sets of legs (bottom half); Missing

7. Head of the deceased reborn out of a 
lotus blossom; Male figure wearing kilt 
and holding an offering

6. Enthroned Osiris seated before sun 
disk with rays; Anubis leads the 
deceased by the hand

6. Enthroned Osiris seated before sun disk 
with rays; ba bird with arms raised; 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Enthroned Osriris (Sokar) seated 
before Four Sons of Horus and the 
deceased

5. Enthroned Osriris (Sokar) seated before 
Four Sons of Horus and a female deity; 
Damaged

4. Osiris; Anubis and Isis flank the 
deceased who has just passed his 
judgement

4. Weighing of the Heart with Osiris, 
Thoth, Anubis, and Ammit

3. Enthroned Osiris with tree and 
deceased; Damaged

3. Tree goddess pouring libations for the 
deceased
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Seated guardians of the gates (in 
animal form) (?)

2. Seated guardians of the gates (in animal 
form) (?)

1. (bottom) Mummiform figure; Male 
figure with arms raised; Two gates with 
seated guardians

1. (bottom) Two gates with seated 
guardians; Jackal-like figure (perhaps 
Anubis) and two protective snakes

Central Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

4. (top) Transfiguration of Osiris: Osiris with Isis and Nephthys and Thoth dressed in 
a panther skin; Damaged
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Central Registers:
 From Top to Bottom

3. Osiris surrounded by the Heliopolitan gods: Shu, Tefnut, Geb, and Nut

2. Anubis attending to the mummy of the deceased with Horus and Thoth; Damaged

1. (bottom) Unidentifiable figure in the center with solar disk on his/her head; ba 
birds flank either side; Damaged

Central Figure:
The deceased is represented in the guise of Osiris. The face and most of the upper torso are no 
longer preserved. On the right side, a portion of the feathers that once decorated the atef crown 
can be seen. The flail in the left hand is still visible suggesting that the right hand would have 
held a crook. Two falcons would have decorated the upper arm area of the mummy. The body  of 
the central figure is decorated in a rhomboidal bead-net pattern with four central body registers. 

The soles of the central figure’s sandals are decorated with images of scorpions, which 
symbolize the enemies of the deceased being trampled underfoot. 
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Additional Commentary:
In Kurth’s 2010 publication, he translates the inscription as follows:

Left half (horizontal line + vertical line to bottom + horizontal line down to middle):

[O] Osiris, Erster -des-Westens, (Onnophris) gerechtfertigt, Herr der Ewigkeit, Herrscher von 
Abydos, König im Himmel, Fürst auf der Erde, großer Gebieter in der Unterwelt! Du mögest 
gewähren, daß ich himmelwärts aufsteige als Falke und als Gans auf die herrlichen Zweige in 
Busiris. Du mögest gewähren, daß ich meine Nasenlöcher mit dem Lufthauch der Götter 
verbinde und daß meine Nase den Hauch des Nordwindes einatmet. Du mögest gewähren, daß 
ich meinen Schritt (frei) ausspanne an den geheimen Toren, ohne abgewiesen zu werden von den 
Türwächtern. O Osiris, komme […] in alle Ewigkeit!
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Right half (vertical line from edge to bottom + horizontal line down to the middle):

… [Du kommst hervor] am Tage. Du verbindest dich mit der Sonnenscheibe, indem ihre Strahlen 
dein Gesicht erleuchten. Du schreitest frei in der Halle des Osiris, ohne von den Türhütern 
abgewiesen zu werden. Du gibst jedermann nach Belieben [Befehle], zu dir zu kommen, solange 
die Götter existieren und indem du in Freuden fortbestehst im Totenreich unter den Bewohnern 
der Unterwelt.

References:
Kurth, Dieter. Materialien zum Totenglauben im Römerzeitlichen Ägypten. Hützel: Backe-Verlag, 

2010; 7-33, Abb. 1.
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Osiris shroud of Herschedi, second half of 1st c. CE, unknown provenance, Pushkin Museum, I, 
1a, 5763 (Kurth, Abb. 1)
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30. Osiris Shroud
Pushkin Museum, I, 1a, 5764

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of Peteminis

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: I, 1a, 5764
 City: Moscow

Provenance: Akhmim 
Date: second half of 1st c. BCE to first half of 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 100 cm x 85 cm

Description:
Well-preserved Osiris shroud of a man named Peteminis. The rectangular shroud depicts the 
deceased in the guise of Osiris. Some of the paint is faded (particularly  on the bottom center 
portion and around the face of the deceased). The small size of the shroud has led some scholars 
to suggest this was the shroud of a young child. Others have suggested that the shroud functioned 
like an apron, which only covered the bottom portion of the mummy.  

The entire shroud is bordered by  a hieroglyphic inscription. Five registers representing deities 
decorate the deceased’s cape or mantle, which flares out to each side. Five additional registers 
flank either side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Horus falcon with winged 
goddess wearing sun disk

5. (top) Winged goddess wearing sun disk; 
Tree goddess nourishing the deceased
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Two gods: Ram-headed god wearing 
atef crown, lion-headed god wearing 
double plumed crown with horns, sun 
disk, and uraeus

4. Enthroned Osiris; Four Sons of Horus 
standing on a lotus flower emerging 
from water

3. Anubis presents the deceased to Osiris 
seated on a throne; Winged sun disk

3. Horus with double crown, scepter, and 
flail seated on a throne; Mummiform 
crocodile with sun disk (Sobek)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Bes holding two snakes while standing 
on a box (or the coffin of Osiris); 
Taweret holding a knife

2. Mummiform figure with lion’s head, 
solar disk, and bird tail feathers holding 
an ankh; Ammit holding knives 

1. (bottom) Cow god with sun disk seated 
on platform with mummified figure 
tucked under its chin

1. (bottom) Weighing of the Heart scene: 
Thoth and Horus work the scale with 
Ma’at seated on top

Central Figure:
The deceased is represented in the guise of Osiris. The figure is the central axis and primary 
focal point of the symmetrically  decorated shroud. He wears a black nemes headdress, which 
frames the idealized and schematic features of the face, which was once gilded. A broad pectoral 
collar adorns his chest and neck, and contrasts agains the red rhomboidal pattern that imitates the 
style of a bead-net traditionally placed over the body of a mummy. A naos pendant hangs below 
his hands, and a black heart scarab sits on his chest. In his hands, he holds the crook and flail. 

Eight deities are depicted on either side of the central figure, with two recumbent jackals at the 
bottom making a total of ten registers. The left side deities (from the bottom to the top) include: a 
god with a papyrus scepter (possibly Anuket), Selket, Neith, and Isis. The right side deities (from 
the bottom to the top) include: Thoth, Atum, Geb, and Shu.
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Additional Commentary:
In Kurth’s 2010 publication, he translates the inscription as follows:

Left half (mid top horizontal line + vertical line to bottom):

(O) Osiris Peteminis, geboren von Tanetsenu, Anubis breitet seine Arme um dich, um dich 
aufzunehmen für die Ewigkeit. Sei gegrüßt, du Gott, Sohn eines Gottes!

Right half (mid top horizontal line + vertical line to bottom + horizontal line to the end):

O Osiris Peteminis, geboren von Tanetsenu, Isis bereitet dir ein schönes <Begräbnis> im Westen 
beim Tempel der Triphis für die Ewigkeit. O Peteminis, geboren von Tanetsenu, dein Ba fliegt an 
den Himmel zu Re, und deine Lichtstrahlen verbinden sich mit deiner Mumie. Du gehst ein und 
aus in der Halle der beiden Maat-Göttinnen, und du hast dich erhoben in Areqheh. Du ißt vom 
Brot, und du trinkst von der Wasserspende. Du empfängst alle guten Dinge, die als Opfergaben 
auf dem Altar (des Gottes) erscheinen, als Speise, indem du mit deinen Kiefern kaust. Du kommst 
(wieder) hervor (auf die Erde) wie Re in Ewigkeit.
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Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 18-19, fig. 9 (incorrectly identified as part of the Hoffmann 
Collection with image reversed). 
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Osiris shroud of Peteminis, second half of 1st c. BCE to first half of 1st c. CE, Akhmim, Pushkin 
Museum, I, 1a, 5764 (Kurth, Abb. 2)
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31. Osiris Shroud
Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels, E. 5699

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man 

Present Location:
 Collection: Royal Museums of Art and History, Brussels
 Inventory Number: E. 5699
 City: Brussels

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 66 cm x 90 cm

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a man. Only the upper half of the mummy shroud remains intact. It 
is relatively well preserved with several faded and torn areas throughout.

Central Figure:
The central figure wears a stylized atef crown, which includes ram’s horns and uraei. His face is 
schematically drawn with cosmetic lines around his eyes and two dark lines on his cheeks 
indicating straps holding the false beard in place. He wears a broad collar and another necklace 
with a large naos pendant. In his hands, he holds a crook and flail. The entire body would have 
been decorated in a rosette-like bead-net pattern. 

Amuletic figures and deities decorate the area surrounding the central figure’s head. Next to each 
shoulder are papyriform columns, and above are djed pillars. On either side of the deceased’s 
head are kneeling female deities holding linen and posed in a state of mourning. The top of the 
shroud is framed by two curving papyriform columns.

References:
Bruwier, M.-C. Égyptiennes: Étoffes coptes du Nil. Mariemont, 1997; 134.
Errera, Isabelle. Musées Royaux des Arts Décoratifs de Bruxelles. Brussels: Imp. J.E. Coossens, 

1916; 5, no. 17.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966; 165, no. 8, note 90. 
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; Appendix no.86, p.284.
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Fragment of Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Royal Museums of Art and 
History, Brussels, E. 5699 (Errera, 5 no. 17)
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32. Osiris Shroud
Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches Ägypten, Trier, OL 1997.11

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a youth 

Present Location:
 Collection: Universität, Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches Ägypten,Trier
 Inventory Number: OL 1997.11
 City: Trier

Provenance: Unknown (probably Saqqara)
Date: 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 169 cm x 107 cm

Description:
Fragmentary Osiris shroud of a youth. Only the portions of the central and lower halves of the 
mummy shroud remain intact. The upper half of the central figure’s face is missing. There are 
several faded, torn, and stained areas throughout. The bottom portion of the shroud has several 
detached fragments.

A bottom register and four side registers remain intact. Only a small portion of the third register 
on the right side is visible. It is likely that  one or two more registers would have decorated the 
top missing portion. Two additional registers with images of deities decorate the cape or mantle 
that drapes on either side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Missing 3. Feather; Missing
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Isis in mourning; Damaged 2. Nephthys in mourning

1. Anubis preparing embalming fluids; 
Damaged

1. Kneeling deceased receiving offerings 
from the tree goddess
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

Bottom: The deceased standing on a funerary boat floating on water; Mirroring 
recumbent ram figures with raised forelegs in pose of adoration; Damaged
Bottom: The deceased standing on a funerary boat floating on water; Mirroring 
recumbent ram figures with raised forelegs in pose of adoration; Damaged

Central Figure:
The shroud represents the plump face of a beardless youth. Instead of holding a crook and a flail, 
the deceased holds two flails. On either shoulder are decorative Horus falcon heads wearing the 
double crown. The central figure wears a yellow nemes headdress and a yellow broad collar. His 
body is decorated with an elaborate bead-neat pattern. However, the feet  remain uncovered and 
sandaled. The central figure wears a green-colored cape or mantle where the Four Sons of Horus 
are represented in four separate registers.

References:
Germer, R. Das Geheimnis der Mumien. Munich, 1997; S. 84 f. Color ills. 91 and 92  (with 

inaccurate indication of their location).
Parlasca, K., and H. Seemann. Augenblicke: Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus 

römischer Zeit. Frankfurt: Klinkhardt & Biermann, M., 1999; 248-249, kat. 154.
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Osiris shroud of a youth, 1st c. CE, unknown provenance (probably Saqqara), Universität, 
Forschungszentrum Griechisch-Römisches Ägypten, Trier, OL 1997.11 (Parlasca 1997, fig. 154)
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33. Osiris Shroud
University of Pisa, Reg. 750/374

Type: Osiris Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: University of Pisa
 Inventory Number: Reg. 750/374
 City: Pisa

Provenance: Unknown (probably Saqqara)
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 50 cm x 16 cm

Description:
Fragment of an Osiris shroud of a man. Only  a small portion of a larger Osiris shroud remains 
intact. The preserved image presents a small portion of the right side of the central figure’s face.

The upper right portion of the fragment depicts the right side of the deceased’s face. The 
deceased’s face was likely drawn schematically and his eyes were embellished with cosmetic 
lines. The horns of what would have been a stylized atef crown are preserved. The central figure 
wears a striped broad collar with Horus falcons and sun disk terminals on each shoulder. He 
would have held a crook and flail in each hand. The rest of the central figure’s body is decorated 
in an elaborate blue and yellow bead-net pattern. The right wing of what would have been a 
winged scarab beetle extending across his chest is visible toward the bottom of the fragment.

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996; 52, no. 53.
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Fragment of an Osiris shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance (probably Saqqara), 
University of Pisa, Reg. 750/374 (Bresciani, no. 53)
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Hathor Mummy Shrouds
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34. Hathor Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13278

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 13278
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (30-313 CE)

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly-preserved Hathor shroud with portions missing on along the viewer’s right side and 
bottom right. Most of the right side of the shroud is missing. The paint is cracked and there is 
staining throughout. 

The left and right sides of the shroud reveal a border of two poorly  preserved and very 
fragmentary  hieroglyphic inscriptions. The top of the shroud is decorated with a series of white 
stars on a black border.

There are a total of eight  registers flanking the central figure. There are four registers on either 
side of the deceased, and four additional registers with vignettes decorate the deceased’s red-
colored mummiform body.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) Striding Anubis with arm extended 
while wearing the double crown

4. (top) Striding Anubis with arm extended 
while wearing the double crown

3. Hapi holding ankh 3. Imsety holding ankh
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Duamutef holding ankh 2. Presumably Qebehsenuef holding ankh; 
head missing; Damaged

1. (bottom) Black colored djed pillar on base 
wearing atef crown

1. (bottom) Unidentifiable figure; fragmented 
and damaged
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

4. (top) Two female deities in a mourning pose flank a djed pillar (right) with a feathered 
crown and Abydos fetish (left) with a feathered crown

3. Two female deities in a mourning pose flank the mummified deceased resting on a leopard-
headed funerary bier; Falcon hovers above the mummy
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

2. Two baboons flank the mummified deceased resting on a lion-headed funerary bier

1. (bottom) Standing figure of Horus with seated Four Sons of Horus on a bark

Central Figure:
The central figure is a female depicted in the guise of Hathor. She wears a large, tightly  spiraled, 
curled wig with a prominent central part. Her eyes are almond shaped with a thick cosmetic lines 
and eye lashes. The deceased is represented with an upturned and pig-like nose. Her lips are 
rendered with two lines, and her round chin protrudes revealing a small central dimple. The 
figure is adorned with a large broad collar. Directly below, a large winged scarab rests on the 
deceased’s chest. Two recumbent jackals face one another. The bottoms of her bare feet are 
turned upward. The central figure’s red-colored mummiform body is decorated with four 
registers.

References:
Unpublished
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Hathor shroud of a woman, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, 
ÄM 13278 (photo by author courtesy, of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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35. Hathor Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum
 Inventory Number: ÄM 24037
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (30-313 CE)

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly-preserved Hathor shroud with various pieces missing throughout and dark, damaged 
sections. A total of twelve registers decorate the sides of the shroud. Six registers flank either 
side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Striding Horus (?) with libation 
vessel; Small Apis bull figure (?); 
Fragmented; Damaged

6. (top) Striding Thoth with libation vessel; 
Small Apis bull figure; Fragmented; 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Two unidentifiable deities; Fragmented; 
Damaged

5. Goddess holding ankh or linen offering; 
Fragmented; Damaged

4. Unidentifiable deities holding linen 
offerings; Cobra on pedestal; Fragmented; 
Damaged

4. Two deities holding linen offerings; Cobra 
on pedestal wearing white crown; 
Fragmented
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Mummified deceased (as woman) resting 
on a bark with a ram/goat-falcon-like 
animal on top of her

3. Anubis performing mummification rites on 
deceased (as a woman) resting on lion 
headed funerary bier

2. Deceased receiving linen offering from the 
goddess of the sycamore tree

2. Anubis and an unidentifiable figure pouring 
libations over an offering table (or) 
acquiring libations from a well/shaduf
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Two reclining Apis bulls on a 
single pedestal

1. (bottom) Priestly figure reading and 
reciting spells;Two other priests carry a 
rectangular object (?)

Central Figure:
The central figure is a female depicted in the guise of Hathor. She wears a tripartite wig adorned 
with a crown of cow horns, sun disk, and double plumes. Although poorly preserved, the delicate 
facial features reveal large almond shaped eyes, a small nose, and pursed lips. Horus falcons 
wearing the double crown rest on either shoulder. The figure wears a broad collar with a draped 
sheath dress that ties underneath the bust exposing her breasts and small circular nipples. In her 
left hand, she holds an ankh. A portion of the shroud is missing, but her left hand appears to hold 
a lily-scepter or lotus flower. Each arm is adorned with a bracelet  and armlet.  She wears thong 
sandals and stands on top of a circular pedestal. 

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 
 Fazzi Editore, 1996: 24-5, fig.21.
Parlasca, Klaus. "A Painted Egyptian Mummy Shroud of the Roman Period." Archaeology 16 
 (1963): 264-268.
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Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037 
(Parlasca 1963, 267)
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Midsection detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 
24037 (Parlasca 1963, 267)

Bottom detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 24037 
(Parlasca 1963, 267)
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36. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA24908

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA24908
 City: London 

Provenance: Akhmim
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen; gesso surface; thick fringe at top edge
Dimensions: 189 cm x 73 cm

Description:
Well-preserved Hathor shroud. Some damage in the top left and right corners. Some areas of 
creased or flaking paint, particularly around the area of the hair. 

A total of twenty-four registers decorate the sides of the shroud. There are twelve registers on 
either side of the central figure. Six registers decorate the body of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

12. (top) Tyet knot; damaged 12. (top) Djed pillar flanked by tyet knots
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

11. Male figure and goddess 11. Goddess and Anubis

10. Winged sun disk with snake; Ba bird 
holding feather(?)

10. Winged snake; Ba bird holding feather(?)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. Qebehsenuef holding linen 9. Duamutef holding linen

8. Goddess 8. Cobras
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. Imsety holding linen; obelisk or benben 7. Elbow of central figure 

6. Duamutef holding linen 6. Hapi holding linen; Tyet knot; Goddess
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Goddess 5. Qebehsenuef holding linen; Goddess

4. Sacred bull mummy; Winged sun disk with 
snake

4. Sacred bull mummy; Winged sun disk with 
snake 
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Nephthys and Isis holding linen 3. Isis and Nephthys holding linen

2. Thoth and Horus holding scepters 2. Horus and Anubis holding scepters
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. Recumbent jackal on shrine 1. Recumbent jackal on shrine

Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

6. (top) Anubis tending mummified deceased on funerary bier flanked by two goddesses on 
either side; Anubis (far left); Thoth (far right)
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

5. Horus and Thoth pour libations over deceased flanked by tyet knots, Anubis, Horus, and 
two goddesses

4. Ba bird with outspread wings flanked by tyet knots and goddesses
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

3. Boat with lotus-form umbels and central shrine with mummiform female seated inside; 
Thoth, two goddesses, and Anubis flank cabin

2. Scarab with solar disk and two pairs of wings flanked by goddesses who pour libations
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Djed pillar flanked by lotuses; tyet knots; two pairs of gods: Thoth and Horus 
(left), Anubis and Horus (or Re-Horakhty) (right)

Central Figure:
The central figure is a female depicted in the guise of Hathor. She wears a black tripartite wig 
with wavy lines used to create the texture of loose strands of hair. Her eyes are almond shaped 
with prominent cosmetic line and framed by thick brows. The nose is large and flat  while the 
mouth has been delicately painted on with a single line. The philtrum and chin are also drawn as 
contour lines. The figure wears gold hoop earrings and a beaded broad collar over a pink tunic 
with sleeves. The sleeves are decorated with stripes and fringe at the ends. A pink mantle is 
drawn over her shoulders and between her breasts. A pink bead-net patterned sheath dress ends 
above her ankles and reveals her sandals with two crossed straps and one central strap. Her left 
hand is clenched near her right breast  while holding a lily-scepter. She wears bracelets on each 
wrist. The central figure’s body is decorated with six registers.

References:
Guide to the First, Second, and Third Egyptian Rooms. London: British Museum, 1924: 137.
"Shroud EA24908." British Museum,

http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=124385&partId=1&searchText=mummy+shroud&page=1.

Riggs, Christina. "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt." In Egypt and 
 Beyond: Essays Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour 
 Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and 
 Peter Der Manuelian, 285-303. Charlestown, MA: Department of Egyptology and 
 Ancient Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008: 288-290.
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 Hathor shroud (torso), 2nd c. CE, Akhmim, British Museum EA24908 (photo by author, courtesy 
of the British Museum)
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Midsection body registers, 2nd c. CE, Akhmim, British Museum EA24908 (photo by author, 
courtesy of the British Museum)

Lower body registers, 2nd c. CE, Akhmim, British Museum EA24908 (photo by author, courtesy 
of the British Museum)
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Bottom body registers, 2nd c. CE, Akhmim, British Museum EA24908 (photo by author, courtesy 
of the British Museum)

Foot case, 2nd c. CE, Akhmim, British Museum EA24908 (photo by author, courtesy of the 
British Museum)
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37. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA6707

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of Cleopatra

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA6707
 City: London 

Provenance: Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32
Date: circa 100-120 CE

Medium: Painted linen; wood comb; linen; clay beads; organics; human mummy
Dimensions: 161 cm (length)

Description:
Found in coffin (EA6706) in Tomb 32 at Sheikh Abd-el Qurna. The inscription on the coffin 
identifies the mummy as Cleopatra, daughter of Candace, a member of the family of Cornelius 
Pollius, Archon of Thebes in the time of the Emperor Trajan. It also states that she died at the age 
of seventeen years, one month and twenty-five days. The column of hieroglyphs inscribed on the 
center of the coffin lid states:

 Hail to the Hathor Kleopatra, justified, born of Kandake. Her duration of life was 17 (?) 
 years…months, (20+?) days.

The column of hieroglyphic text on the shroud extends from the center of the chest down to the 
feet. However, the text on the shroud is obscured by the mummy bandage wrappings.

Central Figure:
The shroud is painted in a full-length representation of the deceased as Hathor. The deceased 
wears round gold hoop earrings and a pink floral wreath on top of her curly, black hairstyle, 
which is shorter than most other styles seen on the Hathor shrouds. Her coffin base is decorated 
with an image of the goddess Nut wearing a similar hairstyle. It is possible that the artists used 
similar models for the goddesses painted on the coffin base and textile. The two closely  related 
designs indicates an overlap and convergence of the iconography for goddesses and 
representations of the dead.

The pale white tone of the face is starkly contrasted by the thick dark lines used to render the 
facial features. The large almond-shaped brown eyes are framed by two large bushy eyebrows 
that are connected to her long and slender nose. Her lips, philtrum, and chin are drawn as contour 
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lines, and her small protruding round chin forms a small central dimple. The central figure wears 
a multicolored sheath dress with an inscription running down the center of the dress. 

Additional Commentary:
Directly above the central figure’s head is a bark with a seated figure inside a solar disk. The 
head of the deceased is flanked by  kneeling bare breasted goddesses in a mourning pose and 
personified victories holding floral wreaths. 

Although most of the iconography is obscured by linen bandages, several figures can be 
identified. On the mummy’s left  side is an image of Anubis and an unidentified deity standing 
behind an image of the deceased. Directly across, on the mummy’s right side is an image of 
Osiris standing before a table of offerings. Continuing down the sides of the central figure are 
images of the Four Sons of Horus. At the base of the shroud on either side of the deceased’s 
sandaled feet, rest two male figures, which may be identified as attendants or gods. Recumbent 
jackals wearing keys around their necks flank these figures. 

From what remains visible, the repertoire of scenes on the shroud of Kleopatra is similar in 
content and composition to other Hathor mummy shrouds. Although the exact identification of 
figures and scenes is difficult because of bandages obscuring the overall view. This object 
reveals how the body and shroud were intended to physically interacted with one another.

Associated Finds:
In addition to the mummy and wooden coffin, associated finds include: a double-sided wooden 
comb, linen pad found under the head of the mummy, clay  beads, an assortment of dried leaves 
and flowers, and two hieratic funerary papyri (P. BM 10114 and 10115).

The Mummy:
The body is wrapped in fine linen bandages. The outer painted shroud is secured in place by 
bandages crossing diagonally and horizontally. Little of the body  and limbs can be observed 
because of the dense material (probably plaster) under the bandages. No fractures can be seen on 
the ribs and bones of the arms and legs. The arms are extended with the palms of the hands 
touching the outer thighs. The left hip is dislocated, which is likely a result of tight bandaging. 

References:
Filer, J. "If the Face Fits: A Comparison of Mummies and their Accompanying Portraits Using 

Computerised Axial Tomography." In Portraits and Masks: Burial Customs in Roman 
Egypt, edited by M. L. Bierbrier, 121-126. London: British Museum Press, 1997: 124, 
pls. 16.1, 46.2.

Riggs, Christina. "The Egyptian Funerary Tradition at Thebes in the Roman Period." In The 
Theban Necropolis: Past, Present and Future. London: British Museum, 2003: 194, pl.
103.
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196, 199-201, Fig. 96, 202, 28.1.

"Shroud EA6707: Shroud/Mummy-wrapping/Funerary wreath/Comb/Human mummy ". British 
Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/
collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=124280&partId=1&searchText=6707&page=1.

Strudwick, Nigel. Masterpieces of Ancient Egypt: University of Texas Press, 2006: 308-310.
Walker, Susan. Fayum: Misteriosi Volti Dall'Egitto. Milano: Leonardo Arte, 1997: 178-179, pl. 

136.
Walker, Susan, and Morris L. Bierbrier. Ancient Faces. London: British Museum Press, 1997: 
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Translation References: 
Dawson, W.R., and P. H. K. Gray. Catalogue of Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum, i: 
 Mummies and Human Remains. London, 1968: 33 (no. 63), pl. 17a.
Herbin, F.R. Padiimenipet fils de Sôter: Histoire d’une famille dans l’Égypte romaine. Paris, 
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Van Landuyt, K. "The Soter Family: Genealogy and Onomastics." In Hundred-Gated Thebes: 

Acts of a Colloquium on Thebes and the Theban Area in the Graeco-Roman Period (P.L. 
Bat.27), edited by S.P. Vleeming, 69-82. Leiden-New York-Köln: Brill, 1995: 74 
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Hathor shroud of a Kleopatra, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32,
British Museum EA6707 (British Museum Online Database)
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Torso detail, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32, British Museum EA6707 
(British Museum Online Database)

Right side of mummy, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32, British Museum 
EA6707 (British Museum Online Database)
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Left side of mummy, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32, British Museum 
EA6707 (British Museum Online Database)

Linen pad found under mummy’s head, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32, 
British Museum EA6707 (British Museum Online Database)

Wooden comb found with mummy, circa 100-120 CE, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Tomb 32, British 
Museum EA6707 (British Museum Online Database)
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38. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA68950

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum 
 Inventory Number: EA68950
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (possibly 2nd - 3rd c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen with gesso
Dimensions: 130 cm x 67 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved Hathor shroud. The bottom portion of the shroud is missing and shows signs of 
staining. Almost the entire edge of the shroud on the viewer’s left hand side is missing. A small 
portion on the right is missing as well.

Linen funerary shroud decorated with a polychrome painting over a thin layer of plaster. The 
central figure is dressed in the guise of the goddess Hathor with smaller figures of deities at the 
side.The images on the left are almost completely lost, but on the right they are preserved. 
Registers include images of the four Sons of Horus, Anubis and Horus weighing the heart, and 
several other unidentifiable figures.There is a winged sun disk at the top of the shroud where the 
edge has a fringe. The lower part of the shroud is missing.

A total of ten registers are preserved and flank the central figure, with five visible registers on 
either side. It is likely  that the shroud would have been decorated with a total of at least twelve to 
sixteen registers. 
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Winged serpent with legs standing 
before sun disk; Goddess in mourning pose 
holding cloth and (presumably)seated 
before lotus flowers; Fragmented

5. (top) Winged serpent with legs standing 
before sun disk; Goddess in mourning pose 
holding cloth and seated before lotus 
flowers

4. God (possibly Osiris) standing before table 
of offerings; Fragmented

4. Mummified deceased guided by Anubis
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Presumably Duamutef (and possibly 
Imsety) holding linen; Fragmented

3. Hapi and Qebehsenuef holding linen

2. Unidentifiable serpent-like figure with 
extended tongue; Damaged; Fragmented

2. Anubis, Horus, and Thoth conducting 
Weighing of the Heart
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. Large lotus flowers; Damaged; Fragmented 1. Large lotus flowers; Damaged; Fragmented

Central Figure:
The central figure has long hair that ends in several thick curls over each shoulder. On her head, 
she wears a red, blue, and white striped fillet whose position recalls the floral wreaths of some of 
the other Hathor shrouds. One eyebrow joins with the reddish-pink colored outline of the central 
figure’s nose. Her large almond-shaped eyes are emphasized with a thick black cosmetic line 
extending out towards her intricately detailed overlarge ears. Her small pursed lips are 
accentuated by the contour lines of the philtrum and small circular chin. She wears an 
embellished tunic under a feather-patterned sheath dress with wide straps. The tunic has 
decorated sleeves, the dress straps are patterned with vines, and the breasts are covered with 
rosettes. Her attire is completed with snake bracelets, red and yellow rings, a long beaded 
necklace, a broad pectoral, and large hoop earrings.

References:
Hillyer, Lynda. "The Conservation of a Group of Painted Mummy Cloths from Roman Egypt." 

Studies in Conservation 29, no. 1 (1984): 1-9.
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 194-196.
"Shroud EA68950." British Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/

collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1489549&partId=1.
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Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum EA68950 (photo by 
author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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39. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA68951

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum 
 Inventory Number: EA68951
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (possibly 2nd - 3rd c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen with gesso
Dimensions: 35 cm x 21 cm

Description:
Bottom fragment of a funerary  shroud in poor condition. The paint is cracked and faded 
throughout.

A painted linen fragment depicting the right foot and bottom right hem of the deceased’s white, 
red, and black decorated sheath dress. Her foot is adorned with a red strapped thong sandal. To 
the viewer’s left is a standing jackal wearing a white key  around its neck. The bottom portion of 
the shroud is decorated with a white, red, and black geometric pattern border. 

References:
"Shroud Fragment EA68951." British Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/

search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.aspx?
objectid=110078&partid=1&searchText=68951&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
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Fragment of a Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum EA68951 
(photo by author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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40. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA68953

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud 

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum 
 Inventory Number: EA68953
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (2nd - 3rd c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen with gesso
Dimensions: 64 cm x 43 cm

Description:
Bottom left  fragment of a funerary  shroud in poor condition. The paint is cracked and faded 
throughout. Short fringe remains intact along the bottom edge.

A painted linen fragment depicting the right foot of the deceased who wears a black and red 
patterned sheath dress. Her feet are adorned with black strapped thong sandals. To the viewer’s 
left is a seated jackal wearing a black key around its neck. To the far left are large papyrus and 
lotus blossoms. Only the lower left register remains intact where Qebehsenuef is depicted 
holding linen. The border is decorated with a white, red, and black geometric pattern. The bottom 
portion of the shroud is lined with fringe.

References:
"Shroud Fragment EA68953." British Museum, http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/

search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.aspx?
objectid=110077&partid=1&searchText=68953&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
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Fragment of a Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum EA68953 
(photo by author courtesy of the British Museum)
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41. Hathor Shroud
British Museum, EA68954

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum 
 Inventory Number: EA68954
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (2nd - 3rd c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen with gesso
Dimensions: 60 cm x 69 cm

Description:
Fragment of a funerary shroud in poor condition. Only the central top and right portions of the 
shroud remain intact.The paint is faded and cracked throughout. Short fringe remains intact 
along the top edge.

The painted linen fragment depicts part  of the head and torso of the deceased. She wears round 
gold hoop earrings and a pink floral wreath on top of her curly black hairstyle.The pink tone of 
her face is starkly contrasted by the thick dark lines used to render the facial features. The large 
almond-shaped brown eyes are framed by two large bushy eyebrows. Only a few lines of her 
nose and lips remain intact. A circle of dark pink adds color to her cheeks. She wears a beaded 
collar along with her tunic and mantle whose border is decorated with blue, red, and yellow 
spheres and a red stripe. 

Only the top right register remains intact. A small female figure (possibly a deity) stands while 
raising her hands in a traditional mourning pose. Directly behind, stands a female figure (or 
personified victory) with an extended arm holding a pink floral wreath. She wears a brown 
sheath dress, which is cinched at the waist and thong sandals. The jewelry  worn by the figure 
supports a second century CE dating. A small portion of the register below indicates there would 
have been a figure wearing the double crown. The top of the shroud is lined with fringe formed 
by twisting the free warps.
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References:
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Fragment of a Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, British Museum EA68954 
(photo by author, courtesy of the British Museum)
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42. Hathor Shroud
Chicago Natural History Museum, 105189

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Chicago Natural History Museum
 Inventory Number: 105189 
 City: Chicago 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Thebes)
Date: 1st c. BCE - early 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen with tempera
Dimensions: 142.5 cm x 55 cm

Description:
Faded, cracked, and wrinkled Hathor shroud of a woman. The entire shroud is intact, but some 
portions along the central figure’s body are missing. There are areas of dark staining throughout.

Register lines divide divine and amuletic figures. These figures are situated between the central 
figure and bordering lines of the shroud. These thick vertical lines frame either side of the central 
figure. The lines follow the angle of the figure’s feet, which is approximately  thirty  degrees to 
the viewer’s right. 

A total of nineteen registers decorate either side of the central figure. There are ten registers on 
the viewer’s left  side and nine registers on the viewer’s right side. Unusually, the decoration is 
not symmetrical and the side registers do not line up or necessarily correspond with one another.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

10. (top) Osiris enthroned under a sacred tree

9. Ba-bird 9. (top) Anubis standing under a sacred tree 
holding embalming materials
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. Wadjet eye above tyet knot 8. Falcon

7. Djed pillar 7. Wadjet eye above benben pillar

6. Nephthys kneeling with one arm in 
mourning pose

6. Elbow of central figure
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Standing Osiris 5. Isis kneeling with one arm in mourning pose

4. Ma’at feather 4. Standing Osiris

3. Cobra 3. Cobra
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Seated falcon-headed lion 2. Seated baboon-headed lion

1. (bottom) Seated jackal 1. (bottom) Seated jackal

Central Figure:
The deceased wears two wreaths around her head: the upper with a sun disk and tripartite leaves 
or flowers, the lower with multicolored flowers. The curly  black hair of her wig falls behind her 
shoulders. Her eyebrows join her outlined nose. The eyes are drawn with a cosmetic line. The 
lips are delicately outlined, and the philtrum and chin are drawn as contour lines. She wears 
round earrings, a broad collar with five rows, and armlets on her upper arms. 

The deceased’s sheath dress extends from below her breasts, which are comprised of outline 
discs with central nipples, to her ankles. It is covered in a bead-net pattern. Riggs suggests that 
the damaged area over her abdomen might have represented deities (possibly the Four Sons of 
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Horus) in a rectangular shrine or perhaps in the form of a pectoral. The left  hand is clenched near 
her right breast. In it she holds what might have been a suspension cord for the shrine shaped 
pectoral, which is now missing. In her right hand, she holds a handled situla with a rounded 
bottom and button tip.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: Taf. 60,2.
Riggs, Christina. "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt." In Egypt and 

Beyond: Essays Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour 
Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and 
Peter Der Manuelian, 285-303. Charlestown, MA: Department of Egyptology and 
Ancient Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008: 286-287, fig. 1.
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Hathor shroud, 1st c. BCE - early 1st c. CE, unknown provenance (possibly Thebes), Chicago 
Natural History Museum, 105189 (Riggs 2008, fig. 1)
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43. Hathor Shroud
Fitzwilliam Museum, E.GA.5.1943

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud fragment of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Fitzwilliam Museum
 Inventory Number: E.G.A.5.1943 
 City: Cambridge

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: 200-300 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 6 cm x 44 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved upper portion of a Hathor shroud of a woman. The paint is cracked and faded 
throughout.

Central Figure:
The central figure has long hair that ends in several thick curls over each shoulder. A row of 
small curls decorate her forehead. On top  of her head, she wears a red, blue, and white striped 
fillet whose position recalls the floral wreaths of some of the other Hathor shrouds. Her large 
almond-shaped eyes are framed with a thick black cosmetic line extending out towards her 
intricately  detailed overlarge ears. Two thick bushy  eyebrows rest underneath a frame of curls. 
Her lips, nose, and chin are formed by the contour lines. She wears an embellished tunic under a 
patterned sheath dress with wide straps. Faint remain of paint indicate the sleeves of the tunic 
had been decorated. Her attire is completed with large hoop earrings and a pectoral.

References:
"Linen Shroud E.GA.5.1943."  http://webapps.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/explorer/index.php?

qu=shroud&oid=54412.
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Hathor shroud fragment, 200-300 CE, unknown provenance, Fitzwilliam Museum, E.G.A.5.1943 
(Fitzwilliam Museum Online Database)
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44. Hathor Shroud
Louvre Museum, E 13045

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre Museum
 Inventory Number: E 13045 
 City: Paris

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Line drawing of a Hathor shroud produced by Bresciani in 1996. To my knowledge, there is no 
known published image of this shroud.

Central Figure:
The central figure has long hair that ends in several thick curls over each shoulder. On her head, 
she wears a striped fillet whose position recalls the floral wreaths of some of the other Hathor 
shrouds. Her large almond-shaped eyes are emphasized with a thick black cosmetic line 
extending out towards her overlarge ears. Her small pursed lips are accentuated by  the contour 
lines of the philtrum and small circular chin. She wears an embellished tunic under a feather-
patterned sheath dress with wide straps. The tunic has decorated sleeves, the dress straps are 
patterned with vines, and the breasts are covered with rosettes. A long column of hieroglyphic 
inscription runs down the front of her dress from her waist down to her toes. Her attire is 
completed with snake bracelets, rings, a long beaded necklace, a broad pectoral, large hoop 
earrings, and thong sandals.

Additional Commentary:
Directly above the deceased’s head is a nu pot or offering pot where incense was commonly 
carried and lit. On either side of the central figure’s head are two seated deities with one arm in a 
mourning gesture. The other hand holds an offering (a linen offering on the viewer’s left and a 
libation offering on the right). Both figures are seated before a large column of lotus and papyrus 
blossoms. 
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At the base of the shroud rest two Anubis jackals, each wearing a key around their necks. Based 
on Bresciani’s line drawing it is uncertain whether the space on either side of the central figure 
would have been decorated.

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996: 21, fig. 15.
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Line drawing of a Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Louvre Museum, E 
13045 (Bresciani, fig. 15)
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45. Hathor Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7A

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 44.7A
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted Linen with gesso
Dimensions: 187 cm x 106.7 cm

Description:
The shroud shows crease marks and surface damage with staining near the missing face of the 
central figure. The bottom left corner has been cut away as well as a section from the viewer’s 
right side.

The left and right sides of the shroud are decorated with papyrus-shaped columns with rearing 
cobras. The bodies of the serpents curve around the columns and are situated on papyrus umbels. 
Each cobra is crowned with a sun disk. Above the central figure is a flying falcon viewed from 
above with a sun disk on its head. On a symbolic and functional level, the falcon figure 
represents the rebirth of the deceased while simultaneously  serving as a headpiece which frames 
the now missing face of the deceased. On either side of the falcon are winged sun disks.

A total of twelve registers decorate the sides of the shroud. Six registers with divine figures are 
arranged between the central figure and the papyriform columns.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Black recumbent jackal in front of 
sacred tress

6. (top) Black recumbent jackal in front of 
sacred tress

5. Yellow recumbent jackal 5. Yellow recumbent jackal
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Qebesenuef in a bead net holding flail 4. Duamutef in a bead net holding flail

3. Hapi in a bead net holding flail 3. Imsety in a bead net holding flail
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Ba bird 2. Jackal-headed bird

1. (bottom) Trace of raised wing 
(presumably figure would parallel the 
cobra on the opposite side and possibly 
wear white crown instead)

1. (bottom) Winged cobra wearing red crown 
on neb-sign and papyrus umbel

Central Figure:
The central figure stands on a ground line patterned with red and black rectangles. The toes and 
the front of the feet are not depicted. Instead, only  an outline of an ankle and heel is drawn. The 
face of the figure is now lost. No part of the head or hair is preserved. However, the hair was 
probably  depicted in a curly black style. Riggs suggests the hairstyle would have been 
comparable to the bobbed hairstyles, short wigs, or khat headdresses sometimes depicted on 
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goddesses of the Late Period. The arms, neck, and breasts are painted in a pinkish-tan color. Her 
lower legs are painted red, and her truncated feet are painted in a pale yellow color. 

The deceased wears a red bead-net pattern sheath dress that extends from below the breast to the 
ankles. The breasts are depicted as outlined disks with central nipples. She wears a broad collar 
of seven rows of beads, armlets on her upper arms, and bracelets on her wrists. The figure’s left 
arm is bent across the body. In her left hand, she clenches a suspension cord of a shrine-shaped 
pectoral with a mummiform female seated inside. The right arm is extended at the side with the 
top of the hand facing the viewer. 

References:
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 162-163.
Riggs, Christina. "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt." In Egypt and 

Beyond: Essays Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour 
Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and 
Peter Der Manuelian, 285-303. Charlestown, MA: Department of Egyptology and 
Ancient Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008: 290-291, fig. 3.

"Shroud of a woman with bent-arm posture: 44.7A." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://
www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/545953.
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Hathor shroud, 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.7A 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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46. Hathor Shroud
Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of Taathyr

Present Location:
 Collection: Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia
 Inventory Number: 61.66.3
 City: Columbia 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly from Middle or Upper Egypt)
Date: 1st or 2nd c. CE 

Medium: Painted Linen
Dimensions: 206 cm (length)

Description:
Remarkably  well-preserved Hathor mummy shroud with Demotic inscription. The entire shroud 
remains intact with minimal paint fading or cracking.

The body registers are framed on either side by  a yellow pair of narrow bands that  extend the 
length of her body. These ochre-colored bands are decorated with a pattern symbolizing “all life, 
stability, and dominion.” Outside of these bands is another pair in yellow with an inscription that 
runs continuously  from the top of the shroud to the bottom on the right side and then from the 
bottom to the top on the left side. Smith translates the text as:

May the ba of Taathyr whom Thatres bore live in the presence of Osiris Sokar, the great 
god and the lord of the West. May her ba fly up to the sky while her body is destined for 
the underworld. May she approach the deities who act as doorkeepers(?) for the lord of 
the gods. May she be given a palm branch and may offerings be presented to her in the 
night of the 22nd of Khoiak in the necropolis of Abydos in the presence of Osiris foremost 
in the West, the great god and lord of Abydos. May she be granted favour before the lord 
of the gods unto eternity.

Six registers with detailed vignettes adorn the body of the central figure. Each is rendered in 
vibrant colors of red, blue, yellow, and black.
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

6. (top) Pectoral with an ibis (the god Thoth) flanked by mummy-like figures resembling the 
Four Sons of Horus; Behind each figure is a kneeling woman in mourning

5. Mummified deceased resting on bier with Isis as a kite above; Flanked by Four Sons of 
Horus
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

4. Mummified deceased resting on bier with a ram/sheep-like figure above; Horus and Anubis 
flank the scene while pouring libations

3. Horus-hawk on pylon-like pedestal; Jackals on standards flank the figure; Winged solar 
disks in each corner
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

2. Ba bird on a pedestal with the heraldic plants of Upper and Lower Egypt (sema tawy) left 
and right of the scene Horus and Anubis carry out purification rites

1. (bottom) Ba bird receiving offerings from tree goddess and ankh from hawk (possibly 
Horus); Goddess holding scales for Weighing of the Heart

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts the deceased in a recumbent position with a red-fringed cloth draped over her 
body. Only the head, feet, and shoulders are visible. Tightly curled, black hair falls loosely over 
her shoulders. Wisps scrawled by  the painted conveys the frizzy texture of the curls.The long, 
centrally parted hairstyle is similar to styles seen on other Hathor shrouds. Above her head, a 
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vulture encircles the mummy with its outstretched wings with a feather in each claw. When 
wrapped around the mummified body, the vulture would offer protection while functioning as a 
headdress for the deceased; one that was common for Egyptian goddesses. Flanking the head of 
the deceased are ba birds and goddesses with outstretched arms.

A degree of individualization can be seen in the rendering of her facial features. Rather than 
sticking out, her ears lie close to her head. Deeper hues and flesh tones are used to define her 
nose, mouth, and chin. The illusion of depth is created by the darkening of her nostrils and eyelid 
creases. Much like the texture of her hair, her eyebrows are executed in feathery brushstrokes 
rather than harsh lines. Lastly, a unique feature can be seen in the rendering of her small, bare 
feet, which are each represented with six toes.

Her clothing is obscured by the elaborately decorated cloth that lays over the rendering of her 
body. The deceased’s only  personal adornment includes beaded hoop earrings and a broad collar 
around her neck with an attached pendant, which is in the form of a shrine with an ibis. The 
deceased is covered in a red cloth, which is schematically divided into six horizontal registers 
depicting mythological scenes.
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Hathor shroud of Taathyr, 1st or 2nd c. CE, unknown provenance (possibly Middle or Upper 
Egypt), Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri-Columbia, 61.66.3
 (Parlasca 1963)
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47. Hathor Shroud
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 Inventory Number: 1872.472
 City: Boston 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted Linen 
Dimensions: 225 cm

Description:
Hathor shroud with severe damage and deterioration to the left and right sides along with 
significant portions of the central figure’s face. Both the top  and the bottom of the shroud are 
fringed.

Considering the fragmentary nature and poor state of preservation of the left and right sides of 
the shroud, it is difficult to reconstruct the exact number of registers that would have decorated 
both sides. Nonetheless, several figures can be identified. To the viewer’s left is a large papyrus-
shaped column with a rearing cobra crowned with a sun disk. Presumably, another column and 
cobra would have appeared on the other side. Near the central figure’s right hand is the image of 
Duamutef holding linen, and directly across on the other side is the image of Qebehsenuef also 
holding linen. At the top of the shroud to the viewer’s left is an image of a seated woman in 
mourning with a sun disk and winged serpent creature with legs above. A similar image would 
have been mirrored on the opposite side. At the bottom of the shroud, two jackals are seated on 
either side of the deceased’s feet. Each wears a key around their neck and holds a scepter in their 
paws. 

Central Figure:
Although stained and damaged, the central figure has large almond-shaped eyes that are 
emphasized with thick black cosmetic lines extending out towards her intricately detailed 
overlarge ears. She has long hair that ends in several thick curls over each shoulder. On her head, 
she wears a striped fillet whose position recalls the floral wreaths of some of the other Hathor 
shrouds. She wears an embellished tunic under a feather-patterned sheath dress with wide straps. 
The tunic has decorated sleeves, the dress straps are patterned with vines, and the breasts are 
covered with rosettes. An undecorated column runs down the center of her dress from her waist 
to her ankles. Several of the Hathor shrouds executed in this style contain inscriptions in this 
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area. However, this shroud was left intentionally blank. Her attire is completed with snake 
bracelets, rings, a long beaded necklace, a broad pectoral, large hoop earrings, and thong sandals.

References:
Friedman, F. Beyond the Pharaohs: Egypt and the Copts in the 2nd to 7th Centuries A.D. 

Providence, 1989: 248-249, no. 163.
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Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 284, fig. 93.
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Hathor shroud, 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1872.472
 (Riggs 2005, fig. 93)
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48. Hathor Shroud
Private Collection: Auction Drouot (Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: Unknown (Private)
 Inventory Number: 30.11.1978, Nr. 13
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period (possibly 1st c. CE)

Medium: Painted Linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly-preserved and damaged mummy shroud of a woman. Parlasca’s published image only 
shows the right side of the shroud. It is uncertain whether the left  portion of the shroud remains 
intact based on the photograph. 

To the right of the central figure stands the winged goddess Nephthys whose arms are 
outstretched in a gesture of protection. A hand and an arm on the opposite side of the deceased 
indicate that Isis would have stood there. Before the figure of Nephthys, stands the god Thoth 
holding an incense offering. Beneath the god is the head of a Horus falcon and what appears to 
be a ma’at feather. The far right of the shroud is bordered by a column of alternating colors. 

Central Figure:
The deceased wears the crown of Isis with a stylized combination of cow horns, sun disk, and 
double plumes. Her long, curly, black hair extends behind her shoulders in a more naturalistic 
manner than similar hairstyles depicted on the Missouri Hathor shroud. Her facial features 
include asymmetrical eyes with finely shaped eyebrows, a thinly-lined bulbous nose, and contour 
lines for the mouth and chin. She is adorned with a broad pectoral collar and large hoop earrings. 
It is unclear from the photograph whether the central figure is wearing a sheath dress with a tunic 
or if she is bare-breasted. 

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. "Ein römisches Leichentuch aus Ägypten in Genf." Chronique d’Égypte 86 

(2011): 318, ABB. 9.
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Hathor shroud, Roman Period (possibly 1st c. CE), unknown provenance, Private Collection: 
Auction Drouot (Paris), 30. 11. 1978, Nr. 13 (Parlasca 2011, ABB. 9)
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49. Hathor Shroud
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AAM8

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of Sensaos

Present Location:
 Collection: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden
 Inventory Number: AAM8
 City: Leiden 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted Linen
Dimensions: 212 cm x 102 cm

Description:
The shroud is damaged and missing portions on both left and right side registers, around the head 
of the central figure, and in areas throughout the dress. Associated find include the coffin of 
Sensaos (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, M75) and a hieratic funerary papyrus (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, T 33).

A total of sixteen side registers decorate the shroud of Sensaos. Eight registers of divinities 
appear on either side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. (top) Seated woman in mourning; Papyrus 
and lotus blossoms; Winged serpent creature 
with legs; Missing; Damaged

8. (top) Seated woman in mourning; 
Papyrus and lotus blossoms; Winged 
serpent creature with legs; Missing; 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. Cobra 7. Cobra; Missing; Damaged

6. Goddess standing before a table of offerings; 
Missing; Damaged

6. Anubis wearing the double crown 
presenting the mummified deceased; 
Damaged

5. Thoth holding offerings 5. Unidentifiable figure (possibly Ammit); 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Tyet knots 4. Djed pillar

3. Qebehsenuef holding linen 3. One of the Four Sons of Horus holding 
linen; Head missing

2. Guardian of the gate wielding knife; Missing 2. Guardian of the gate wielding knife
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. Papyrus and lotus blossoms 1. Papyrus and lotus blossoms

Central Figure:
The central figure has large almond-shaped eyes which extend out towards her intricately 
detailed overlarge ears. She has long hair that ends in several thick curls over each shoulder. 
Although mostly missing, on her head, she wears a striped fillet whose position recalls the floral 
wreaths of some of the other Hathor shrouds. She wears an embellished tunic under a feather-
patterned sheath dress with wide straps. The tunic has decorated sleeves, the dress straps are 
patterned with vines, and the breasts are covered with rosettes. Her attire is completed with snake 
bracelets, a long beaded necklace, a broad pectoral, large hoop earrings, and thong sandals. 
Jackals wearing keys around their necks rest on either side of her feet  at the bottom of the 
shroud.

Additional Commentary:
A column of hieroglyphic inscriptions in the center of the coffin lid (Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, M75) alongside a figure of Nut reads:

 Sensaos (daughter of) Soter, (son of ) Kornelios Pollios, (her) mother Kleopatra, also 
 known as Kandake, (daughter of Ammonios, has died, a maiden of 16 years, 2 months, 9 
 days, (in year) 12 of Trajan, the lord (on the) twenty-first (of) Epeiph.
 = born 8 May 93, died 15 July 109

References:
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 164-167, 262, taf. 60,1
Raven, Maarten J. Mummies Onder het Mes. Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1994: 48-52.
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Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden 23 (1942): 30-47.
van Landuyt, K. "The Soter Family: Genealogy and Onomastics." In Hundred-Gated Thebes: 
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Bat.27), edited by S.P. Vleeming, 69-82: Brill, 1995: 75 (Greek inscription). 
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Egyptian Textiles. Leiden: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, 1994: 90-91 (nos. 190-191).
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Hathor shroud of Sensaos, Roman Period, Thebes, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AAM8 
(Parlasca 1966, taf. 60,1)
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50. Hathor Shroud
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud fragment

Present Location:
 Collection: Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
 Inventory Number: 910.21.3
 City: Toronto 

Provenance: Unknown (probably Thebes)
Date: Roman Period (possibly late 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE)

Medium: Painted Linen with gesso
Dimensions: 36.85 cm x 24.15 cm

Description:
The shroud fragment from the chest and abdomen of a central figure indicates it has been cut 
down to its current size. It is likely that the full shroud would have measured around 160 cm in 
length.

Central Figure:
The central figure wears a white tunic with short sleeves. A patterned mantle is depicted over her 
bent left arm, but her breast is left exposed. Colored bands of perhaps the edges of a mantle, 
skirt, or wrap are gathered from above and below and knotted between the breasts. Her left hand 
is clenched below her breasts, and in it she holds a slender curving stem of a lotus flower or lily-
scepter. She wears a gold bracelet and a beaded broad collar where one of the rows is filled with 
a uraeus frieze. Overlapping wings cover her lower body.

References:
Riggs, Christina. "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt." In Egypt and 

Beyond: Essays Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour 
Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and 
Peter Der Manuelian, 285-303. Charlestown, MA: Department of Egyptology and 
Ancient Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008: 292, fig. 4.
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Fragment of a Hathor shroud, Roman Period (possibly late 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE), unknown 
provenance (probably Thebes), Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 910.21.3
(Riggs 2008, fig. 4)
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51. Hathor Shroud
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 

(Private Collection: Former J. Hirsch Collection)

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman 

Present Location:
 Collection: Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
 Inventory Number: 983.154.1
 City: Toronto 

Provenance: Unknown (probably Thebes)
Date: Roman Period (possibly late 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE)

Medium: Painted Linen with tempera
Dimensions: 102.9 cm x 34.3 cm

Description:
The shroud is damaged at the top  of the central figure’s head, lower body, and edges. There are 
also indications of crease marks and staining throughout.

On either side of the central figure and between the bordering lines, there are registers of 
divinities and amuletic figures. On the viewer’s left  there are ten registers, and on the right there 
are nine registers. The side registers are not symmetrical nor do they appear to directly 
correspond with one another.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

10. (top) Osiris enthroned under a sacred tree
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. Falcon 9. (top) Anubis holding embalming materials

8. Duamutef 8. Ba bird

7. One of the Four Sons of Horus; Head is 
damaged

7. Elbow of central figure
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. One of the Four Sons of Horus; Head is 
damaged

6. Damaged

5. Qebehsenuef 5. Male figure wearing kilt with hands clasped 
in front of chest

4. Nephthys kneeling with one arm in 
mourning pose

4. Isis kneeling with one arm in mourning pose
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Tyet-knot and djed pillar 3. Seated jackal; Drawn in outline

2. Wadjet eye 2. Wadjet eye

1. Seated jackal 1. Seated jackal

Central Figure:
Vertical lines in red paint frame either side of the central figure and define a square area around 
her head. Her black, curly textured hair falls behind her shoulders. The portion preserved on the 
viewer’s left  indicates that she wears a wreath around her head consisting of tripartite leaves or 
flowers. Her eyebrows join with her outlined nose. The ears and lips are also outlined. The eyes 
are drawn with a cosmetic line, and the philtrum and chin are drawn as contour lines. Her skin is 
painted pink.
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The central figure wears a read sheath dress that extends from below the breasts to her ankles. 
The dress is covered with a blue bead-net pattern. On her feet, she wears thong sandals with a 
disk ornament. Her broad pectoral collar consists of six rows. Her attire is complete with armlets 
on the upper arms and bracelets at the wrists. 

Her left arm is bent across the body with her hand clenched below her right breast. In her hand 
she holds a suspension cord of a shrine-shaped pectoral with a sycamore fig tree symbol and a 
lotus flower or lily-scepter. The right arm is extended at the side. In it  she holds a handled situla 
with a rounded bottom and button tip.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 163, taf. 60,3.
Riggs, Christina. "Gilding the lily: Sceptres and shrouds in Greco-Roman Egypt." In Egypt and 

Beyond: Essays Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour 
Chair of Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and 
Peter Der Manuelian, 285-303. Charlestown, MA: Department of Egyptology and 
Ancient Western Asian Studies Brown University, 2008: 292, 294-295, fig. 5.
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Hathor shroud, Roman Period (possibly late 1st c. BCE - 1st c. CE), unknown provenance 
(possibly Thebes), Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 983.154.1 (Private Collection: Former J. 
Hirsch Collection) (Riggs 2008, fig. 5)
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52. Hathor Shroud
Unknown Inventory Number (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1)

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Unknown
 Inventory Number: Unknown
 City: Unknown 

Provenance: Tomb 1447 Deir el-Medina, Egypt
Date: Roman Period 

Medium: Painted Linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
In Tomb 1447 in the cliffs near Deir el-Medina, Bruyère found several shroud fragments. The 
current whereabouts of this shroud is unknown. Based on the original line drawing, portions of 
the face and right side of the shroud were missing when it was discovered.

A total of twelve registers decorate the side of the shroud. There are six register scenes on either 
side of the central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Winged goddess; Small figure 
holding wadjet eye kneeling on top of 
gate; Osiris figure

6. (top) Winged goddess; Small figure 
holding wadjet eye kneeling on top of 
gate; Mummiform figure (probably the 
deceased)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Winged snakes at the top corners; Horus 
and Anubis weigh the heart against the 
feather of truth

5. Damaged; Missing

4. Osiris seated before lotuses; Isis and 
Nephthys stand behind

4. Horus pours libation behind damaged 
figure; Anubis stands behind mummified 
deceased; Damaged

3. Boat with Osiris figure inside and falcon 
outstretched above

3. Boat with Khepri beetle inside and falcon 
outstretched above
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Anubis attending to mummified deceased 
resting on funerary bier while flanked by 
Isis and Nephthys

2. Falcon flying above sarcophagus flanked 
by Four Sons of Horus holding ankh and 
linen

1. (bottom) Guardians of the gates holding 
ankh; Djed pillar; Tyet knot

1. (bottom) Guardians of the gates holding 
ankh; Djed pillar; Tyet knot; Damaged

Central Figure:
The central figure is a female depicted in the guise of Hathor. Above her head is a winged scarab 
beetle. She wears a large curled wig with an ornate headdress (possibly a stylized laurel wreath 
crown. The left portion of her face is missing. Her right eye is deep-set and almond shaped along 
with a prominent eyebrow. Her right bulbous nostril is situated prominently above her pursed 
lips. The figure is adorned with several collar necklaces, upper arm bands, and a bracelet on both 
wrists.  Her circular breasts remain exposed and her sheath dress with rhomboidal mummy 
bandage patterning continues down her torso and legs. On her feet  she wears a simple pair of 
single strapped sandals.
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References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 
 Fazzi Editore, 1996, 22, fig.19.
Bruyère, Bernard. Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh. Le Caire: Impr. de l'Institut 
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Ägypten. Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974: taf. 111, 3.
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Line drawing by Bruyère of Hathor shroud, Roman Period, Deir el-Medina Tomb 1447, Current 
location unknown (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXIV no. 1)
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53. Hathor Shroud
World Museum, Liverpool, Unknown Inv. No. 

(Sothebys lot 35; 17 April 1931)

Type: Hathor Shroud
Title: Shroud fragment

Present Location:
 Collection: World Museum, Liverpool
 Inventory Number: Unknown
 City: Liverpool 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period 

Medium: Painted Linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Bottom fragment of Hathor shroud. Although the shroud is incomplete, the paint on the fragment 
is relatively well preserved.

Two red bands flank either side of what remains of the deceased’s sheath dress. Her dress is 
decorated in red and black with feather-patterns and rosettes. A thin column of hieroglyphic 
inscription runs down the center of the sheath dress. The deceased wears thong sandals on her 
feet. Two jackal sit on either side of her feet with keys secured around their necks and small 
scepters in their paws. 

References:
Unpublished
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Bottom fragment of Hathor shroud, Roman Period, unknown provenance, World Museum, 
Liverpool, Unknown Inv. No. (Sothebys lot 35; 17 April 1931) (photo from World Museum 
Liverpool's Page. Liverpool: Facebook, 2014.)
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Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
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54. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11659
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: second half of 4th c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 170 cm x 55 cm

Description:
Full-length shroud of a young woman with damage to the upper right and left hand corners. 
Certain areas, particularly in the hair of the central figure, indicate damaged and chipped paint.

 There are a total of eighteen registers flanking the central figure. Nine registers appear either 
side of the deceased. Six registers decorate the lower portion of the central figure’s body.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

9. (top) Unidentifiable figure 9. (top) Unidentifiable figure
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

8. Unidentifiable figure on column or table 8. Seated figure (possibly of a man or god)

7. Winged goddess 7. Unidentifiable figure with outstretched 
arms; Damaged 

6. Three of the Four Sons of Horus 6. Three of the Four Sons of Horus

5. Apis bull 5. Apis bull
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Crouched male figure with arms raised in 
gesture of praise

4. Crouched male figure with arms raised in 
gesture of praise

3. Horus falcon 3. Horus falcon; Damaged

2. Unidentifiable quadruped animal seated 
on column or table

2. Unidentifiable quadruped animal seated 
on column or table
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Two raised cobras on a column 
or table (?)

1. (bottom) Two raised cobras on a column 
or table (?)

Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

6. (top) Solar bark scene; Figures standing at the front and back of the bark; Damaged
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

5. Mummified deceased flanked by two female deities, Anubis, and god; Two recumbent 
lions below ground line of scene; Damaged

4. Three unidentifiable figures (possibly mourners); Two recumbent lions below ground 
line of scene; Damaged 

3. Anubis and priestly figure attending the mummified deceased on bier; Frieze of cobras 
below ground line of scene; Damaged
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

2. Figure to the right in gesture of mourning; Mummified deceased with ram/sheep 
standing on her; Two crouched deities sit under the bier possibly holding feather of 
ma’at; Bier is decorated with the head of a deity wearing the crown of Lower Egypt; 
Unidentifiable figure sits on the left side of the bier; Two recumbent lions below ground 
line of scene

1. (bottom) Weighing of the Heart; Anubis to the far left; Thoth as a baboon on the upper 
left of the scale; Seated figure of Ma’at; Unidentifiable figure; Osiris to the far right; 
Two recumbent lions below ground line of scene

Central Figure:
Full-length frontal portrait of a young woman. Her thick, black hair completely covers her ears, 
and small curls are arranged around the edge of the forehead. The central figure’s head is framed 
by a wreath-shaped diadem applied to the linen shroud in stucco. Around her neck, she wears a 
necklace of oblong dark stones alternating with small balls, plus a wide ribbed collar. Applied in 
stucco are three medallions that hang from thin ribbons around her neck. Also applied in stucco 
are wide bracelets on her wrists. On her right hand ring finger, she wears a gold ring. On the left 
hand, she wears a ring on her little finger, and two rings on the phalanges of her index and ring 
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fingers. The central figure wears a dark chiton with a wide clavus on her right applied with gilt 
stucco. The neckline of her tunic has a double braid with white triangles, and the cuffs are 
decorated with a singular braid. In her right hand on her chest, she holds a spindle while the 
raised left hand holds a floral garland. 

References:
Ebers, Georg. Antike Portraits, die hellenistischen Bildnisse aus dem Fajjûm untersucht und 

gewürdigt. Leipzig: Kessinger Publishing Company, 1893: 8, 15, no. 25.
Grimm, Günter, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Die römischen Mumienmasken aus 

Ägypten. Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974: 91, 125, taf. 107, no. 4.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii Nos. 

247-496. Rome, 1977: 47, tav. 142, 3, no. 596.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 39, note 154, 100, note 55, 162, 167, note 108, 
189, 199, taf. 48, 1, taf. 61, 3 (full image).
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Shroud of a woman, second half of 3rd c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11659
(Parlasca 1966, taf. 61,3)
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55. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
British Museum, EA6709

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young boy

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA6709
 City: London 

Provenance: Sheik Abd el-Qurna
Date: early 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, human mummy
Dimensions: 152 cm

Description:
Mummy of a boy approximately 12 to 15 years of age loosely bandaged and wrapped in a linen 
shroud. The British Museum oversaw the restoration of the shroud in 1998. In the process, it was 
unwrapped, but is currently on display enveloping the body of the mummified youth.  

The shroud depicts the central figure lying on a funerary bed. The sides of the bed are 
represented by red shafts. The bead net that covers the lower body  of the deceased is tied to the 
gold frame of a canopy. The roof is decorated with a winged solar disk with a row of uraei 
directly  above. A garland is suspended from the canopy and frames the deceased’s head. In front 
of the garland, and on either side of the central figure’s head, stand two protective winged deities 
along with wadjet eyes on heb baskets.

The vignettes are to be read counterclockwise beginning from the viewer’s top  left and circling 
around the central figure. There are seven vignettes on either side of the central figure and one at 
the base of the deceased’s feet.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (top) Anubis and Horus protect the fetish 
of Osiris; Damaged

1. (top) Three unidentified falcon-headed 
deities step to the right; Damaged

2. Men dressed as priests process with the 
coffin of the deceased

2. Osiris (left) supports deceased; Horus (right) 
worships deceased with both arms raised
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Woman (perhaps the deceased’s mother) 
mourns while in the guise of Nemesis; 
Damaged

3. Deity (possibly Atum) (left) and Horus 
(right) gesture in worship and protection to 
the transfigured deceased wearing an atef 
crown with fimbriations

4. Woman in the guise of Nut protects the 
boy; Damaged

4. Thoth (left) and Horus (right) lustrate the 
deceased who is in the guise of Osiris 
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Boy in mourning sacrifices to 
mummified figure (perhaps the 
deceased) who wears a painted panel 
portrait of Bes

5. Isis (left) and Nephthys (right) lustrate the 
deceased who stands beneath a garland in 
the nude

6. Isis suckles Horus and is seated 
alongside Nephthys who is also in 
mourning

6. Thoth (left) and Horus (right) lustrate the 
deceased who stands in the nude beneath a 
garland suspended by the hieroglyph for 
heaven (pt)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. Woman (perhaps the deceased’s mother 
or wet-nurse) in the guise of Hathor of 
the sycamore fig tree milks breasts to 
nourish the deceased

7. Ammit with the head of a hippopotamus 
wears a crown; Damaged

Bottom: Anubis tends to mummy lying on funerary bead supported by a lion; DamagedBottom: Anubis tends to mummy lying on funerary bead supported by a lion; Damaged

Central Figure:
The shroud depicts a young male with curly black hair, rounded face, prominent ears, thick 
eyebrows, and overlarge eyes with long lashes. There are no traces of a beard. The ends of his 
mouth are upturned in a subtle smile. He wears two white tunics decorated with reddish clavi. 
The folded ties of his mantle hang down his back. His right hand points to the garland held in his 
left hand. He rests his arms on the edge of the gold and pink colored bead net that extends from 
his midsection down to his calves, which reveals black thong sandals with ankle straps on his 
feet. 
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Additional Commentary:
It is interesting to note that the vignettes to the left of the central figure depict deities such as 
Nemesis, Hathor, Isis, and Nephthys in a Hellenized style. The vignettes to the right depict more 
traditional Egyptian themes with conventional scenes of rituals and emblems of transition. 
Overall, the iconographic scheme presents a coherent narrative illustrating the rebirth of the 
deceased and his acquisition of an Osirian aspect. 

Mummy:
The head of the mummy is flexed, and the skull and teeth of the boy are present. There are no 
obvious fractures or dislocations in the upper torso. The thorax and the abdomen of the mummy 
are empty. The deceased’s arms are extended and his fingers touch the outer thighs. There 
appears to be a leg fracture in the medial part of the lower end of the right tibia.
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Unwrapped shroud of a young boy (full image), early 3rd c. CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, British 
Museum, EA6709 (British Museum Online Collection Database)
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Shroud of a young boy, early 3rd c. CE, Sheik Abd el-Qurna, British Museum, EA6709
(British Museum Online Collection Database)
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56. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of Neferhotep

Present Location:
 Collection: Brooklyn Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 75.114
 City: London 

Provenance: Deir el-Medina, Tomb 1447
Date: c. 100-225 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 170.2 cm x 68.61 cm

Description:
Shroud of a young male with an inscription identifying the young figure as Neferhotep, son of 
Herrotiou. Some areas to the viewer’s left side have been worn away or damaged. A portion of 
the inscription is damaged and missing. Restoration work was conducted on the shroud around 
the 1970s. Two scenes run down either side of Neferhotep’s lower body.

Side Registers

Viewer’s left side: Guardians of the gates wielding knives; Mummified deceased on bier; 
Jackal-headed ba birds; Lotus blossoms
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Side Registers

Viewer’s right side: Lotus blossoms; Kneeling Goddess with outstretched arms; Crouched 
figure receiving libations from tree goddess; Mummified deceased on bark with Anubis 
figures on either side (probably two priests wearing masks); Seated deities with various 
scepters

Central Figure:
The central figure is depicted with deep-set, almond shaped eyes along with a prominent nose 
and eyebrows. The lack of facial hair signifies he was a younger male at the time of his death and 
contributes to his overall youthful appearance. His hair is shortly  cropped and a crown of gilded 
leaves frames his head. The upper torso is visible and reveals Neferhotep is wearing a white 
mantle and tunic with a gold clavus on his right shoulder. His right arm is bent upward and 
toward the center of his chest. His left arm is outstretched and his hand cups an object  or a 
patera, which would have been filled with incense. The fingers of his right hand are positioned 
in a way that implies he is pinching incense between his thumb, pointer, and middle finger. Both 
the right ring finger and the left pinky  are adorned with gold rings inlayed with reddish colored 
stones.

A portion of Neferhotep’s midsection and torso is hidden behind a trapezoidal frame topped with 
a cavetto cornice, torus molding, and a sun disk flanked by  uraei. His feet extend beyond the 
bottom of the architectural frame, which is decorated with rhomboidal shapes imitating mummy 
wrappings. Golden plain strap  sandals adorn his feet. He has long, delicately  articulated toes and 
toenails. 

The winged solar deity Khepri is positioned at Neferhotep’s head, and is depicted pushing the 
rising sun at his feet. Bands of hieroglyphic inscriptions flank the deceased’s head and reveal the 
central figure’s name. 

Additional Commentary:
Neferhotep’s shroud is unusual in that it comes from an excavated and documented context. In 
1948, French archaeologist Bernard Bruyère discovered the shroud in Tomb 1447 in Deir el-
Medina. Original photographs indicate the shroud was in several pieces when it was discovered. 
Restoration was conducted on the shroud around 1970 before it entered the Brooklyn Museum’s 
collection in 1975.
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Original excavation photograph of Neferhotep’s shroud, c. 100-225 CE, Deir el-Medina, Tomb 
1447, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 75.114 (Bruyère 1953, pl. XXIII)
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Shroud of Neferhotep, son of Herrotiou, c. 100-225 CE, Deir el-Medina, Tomb 1447, Brooklyn 
Museum of Art, 75.114 (Brooklyn Museum Online Collection Database)
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57. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124
 Inventory Number: 4124
 City: Cairo 

Provenance: Antinoe 
Date: mid 4th c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 36 cm

Description:
The photograph shows the top portion of the shroud with the head and shoulders of the central 
figure preserved. There are several damaged areas where the paint is cracked or missing. The 
fragment was joined with another shroud fragment that does not belong to the original shroud. A 
small image of the so-called “ram or goat  of Mendes” resting on top of the deceased indicates 
that the attached bottom portion originally belonged to another shroud of a woman—this 
imagery is known to appear only on funerary shrouds of women.

The top portion of the shroud shows the frontal image of a young man, with short black hair, a 
slightly curled beard, a high forehead, and a thin angular nose. Around his almond-shaped eyes 
run thin black lines along the edge of the lashes. On his head, he wears a funerary crown applied 
in stucco to the linen shroud. The man wears a chiton with a white border at the neckline and a 
fringed cloak. Parts of the fingers of his left hand remain visible on the viewer’s right side. 

References:
Deneuve, Gustave. Forma e Colore, N° 67, L'Arte Copta: Sadea - Sansoni, 1970: tav. 20 (color).
Habib, Raouf. The Coptic Museum: A General Guide. Cairo: General Organization for 

Government Printing Offices, 1967: 58, no. 127.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 

497-674. Rome, 1980: 46-47, tav. 142, 2, no. 595.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 162, 189.
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Shroud of a man, mid 4th c. CE, Antinoe, Coptic Museum, Cairo, 4124 (Parlasca 1980, tav. 142, 
2, no. 595)
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58. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 33282

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Egyptian Museum
 Inventory Number: CG 33282
 City: Cairo 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Saqqara)
Date: first third of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 205 cm x 84 cm

Description:
Fairly  well-preserved shroud of a young woman with fringe on the top and bottom edges. A 
portion of the bottom right-hand corner is missing, and several other small areas of the shroud 
are no longer preserved. The shroud is located in Room 14 of the Egyptian Museum, but it is not 
labeled nor does it have an inventory number. Photography is currently not allowed in the 
museum. The only known published photograph is in Parlasca’s 2003 publication.

Central Figure:
The young woman is depicted frontally. Her curly dark hair is worn parted down the center and 
pulled back by her ears. She wears a mantle with fringe with two stripes at the end, and a tunic 
with two reddish-brown clavi. Around her neck, she wears two necklaces: a shorter necklace 
with rounded beads and a central round pendant, and a longer necklace of round beads, and a 
larger hanging pendant. Each wrist is decorated with an oval-beaded bracelet. She wears two 
gold rings on the pointer finger of her right hand: one on the upper phalanx and one on the lower 
phalanx. In her right hand, she holds a cup  of wine, and in her left she holds a myrtle branch. She 
wears a pair of single-strap thong sandals.

On either side of the deceased’s head are images of the personified victories. The body 
decoration of the central figure is comprised of five registers in various states of preservation. 
The bottom register is a poorly preserved solar bark. Only a single female figure with her arms 
raised is preserved on the second register. The right portion of a winged scarab beetle remains 
intact on the third register from the bottom. Anubis attending the mummified deceased is 
depicted on the fourth register. Finally, a winged vulture spans the entirety of the fifth register. 

On either side of the central figure are two columns of registers. The outermost registers are 
poorly preserved and are decorated with circular, linear, and dotted motifs in red, blue, and 
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yellow. The innermost columns are poorly preserved and depict various deities such as the Four 
Sons of Horus, Taweret, Isis, etc. The entire shroud is bordered by a vine motif.

References:
Edgar, C. C. Graeco-Egyptian coffins, masks and portraits. Osnabruck: O. Zeller, 1977: XVII,

129, tav. 48.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 68, tav. 176,1 no. 793.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 165 note 84, 167 note 108, 189. (In Parlasca’s 
1966 publication he references a shroud in the upper room of the Egyptian Museum. It is 
possible that he is referring to this funerary shroud of a woman in Room 14.)
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Shroud of a woman, first third of 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 
33282 (sketch by author)
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Shroud of a woman, first third of 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 
33282 (Parlasca 2003, tav. 176,1 no. 793)
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59. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 17/10/16/1

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Egyptian Museum
 Inventory Number: CG 17/10/16/1
 City: Cairo 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Antinoe)
Date: c. 220-230 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Complete funerary  shroud wrapped around a mummy. The layer of paint and stucco on the body 
of the mummy are partly detached. On the face, the layer of paint has formed bubbles. Parlasca’s 
1977 publication only presents a photograph of the upper torso.

The shroud depicts a young women in an almost completely frontal position. The deceased’s face 
is oval with big eyes, a small nose, and a thin small mouth. Her black hair is parted in the middle 
and combed into a voluminous wave that reaches the back of her neck. On her head, she wears a 
golden crown of leaves with a central red rosette, with two lateral rosettes and a green stone. Her 
earrings are gold with red stones and pearl pendants. The gold necklace with a central medallion 
is applied in stucco. Red and green stones are embedded in the large gold necklace and medallion 
resting on her shoulders. The deceased’s garment is purple, and the shadows of the folds are 
made with blue-black brushstrokes. Her complexion is brown with light reflections and whitish 
areas of gray-blue.

References:
Bierbrier, M. L. "Fayum Cemeteries and their Portraits." In Portraits and Masks: Burial Cutoms 

in Roman egypt, edited by M. L. Bierbrier: Published for the Trustees of the British 
Museum by British Museum Press, 1997: pl. 20, no. 3.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii Nos. 
247-496. Rome, 1977: 67, tav. 98, 3, no. 397.
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Shroud of a woman, c. 220-230 CE, unknown provenance, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 
17/10/16/1 (Parlasca 1977, tav. 98, 3, no. 397)
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60. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6440

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6440
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 4th c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 166 cm x 85 cm

Description:
The shroud depicts a woman standing inside a painted coffin-cabinet shrine. Most of the border 
and vignettes that once framed the central figure are now lost. Portions of the face and areas 
throughout the coffin decoration are missing.

The woman is portrayed with a young, round face with touches of pink on her cheeks and chin. 
She has an aquiline nose and a fair complexion. Her slightly almond-shaped eyes, which look to 
the right, are outlined with cosmetic lines extending towards the temples. Her hair is styled with 
a central part and a thick mass, which covers the ears. A loose braid is secured at the back of the 
head with a golden hairnet adornment. Cortopassi comments that  “her hairstyle corresponds to 
the fashion of the reign of the Emperor Constantine the Great (AD 306-37) and is therefore an 
important clue to dating.”

Despite her simple dress, the woman wears earrings consisting of a horizontal bar and a pendant 
with three pearls. A partially  hidden gold necklace can be seen by the neckline of her tunic, and a 
white line at the neck suggests she wears an undertunic. Her garment is crimson in the center and 
dark mauve down the sides. Either side is adorned with a vertical yellow vine scroll. The central 
figure’s right hand is raised with her palm facing the viewer in a gesture of prayer or salutation. 
Her left hand holds a yellow ankh. The central part of her body and the bottom of the tunic are 
covered by a rhomboidal bead-neat  pattern. She wears red boots with straps that cross over her 
ankles.

Additional Commentary:
Above the bead-netting patter is a fragmentary Greek inscription inside a rectangular blue 
plaque, which Cortopassi notes resembles a Roman tabula ansata. The inscription identifies the 
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deceased as “Crispina” or “Cristina.” It also states she lived to the age of forty-five, and includes 
a “good luck” formula for her wellbeing in the afterlife. 

Approximately  six or seven squares with scenes would have flanked either side of the central 
figure. Almost all the red and blue vignettes are lost. Next to her feet are two squares, each with 
an ankh sign on a red background. Only the bottom two squares are still visible: two birds 
(possibly falcons) face each other on either side of a vase, and ankh symbols against a red 
background. The overall shroud is framed by a garland of greenery, flowers, and a red band.

References:
Borg, Barbara. "Der zierlichste Anblick der Welt..." Ägyptische Porträtmumien. Mainz am Rhein 

Verlag Phillip von Zabern, 1998: 49-50, abb. 61.
Cortopassi, Roberta. "Woman's Shroud: AF 6440." Louvre, http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-

notices/womans-shroud.
Doxiadis, Euphrosyne. The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt. New York: 

H. N. Abrams, 1995: 120, fig. 94.
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Shroud of a woman, 4th c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6440 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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61. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6482

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: 6482
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Poorly-preserved portrait  of a man. Acquired by the Louvre in 1949-1950.  The borders, lower 
portion, and part of the viewer’s right  hand side are missing. The paint, particularly around the 
head of the central figure, is cracked.

The young man is portrayed with delicate features and with an exceptionally  indistinct hairline 
with no clear boundary. He wears a white chiton with wide clavi. In his right hand, the deceased 
holds a garland. The left hand is no longer recognizable, but it probably  held a cup  or chalice of 
wine. 

On either side of the central figure are registers of deities and Egyptian amuletic motifs painted 
in a more naturalistic and Hellenized style. The poorly preserved nature of the shroud makes it 
difficult to identify the exact nature of the figures. Above the portrait is a Greek inscription: 
!"#$$%& '()(*+.

References:
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Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii Nos. 

247-496. Rome, 1977: 72, tav. 106, 2, no. 426.
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Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 82, no. 21, 142, no. 11, tav. 32, no. 4. 
Thompson, David L. The Artists of the Mummy Portraits. Malibu, Calif.: J. Paul Getty Museum, 

1976: 15, fig. 37.
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Shroud of a man, mid 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6482 (Parlasca 1977, tav. 106, 2, no. 426)
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62. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6484

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: 6482
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: c. 225-250 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 153 cm x 90 cm

Description:
The portion of a shroud shows the upper body and head of the deceased woman in frontal view. 
The shroud was discovered in Antinoe by Albert Gayet during the 1906-1907 excavation season. 
The sides of the shroud, particularly the bottom portion, have suffered from poor preservation. 
Various holes can be seen throughout.

The upper portion of the central figure is surrounded by a separate braided rectangular frame, 
which appears to have a winged sun disk motif. This type of frame is commonly executed in 
stucco on other mummy shrouds from Antinoe. 

The woman has an oval face, with a low forehead and accentuated lower face. The large almond-
shaped eyes have slight bags underneath. Thick, high arched eyebrows where the roots almost 
touch the nose frame the eyes. Her neck is long and slender. The hair frames the face as a single, 
highly teased coiffure without additional detail. The ears are completely covered by her hair.

The woman wears a dark chiton with a lighter, braided ribbon-hem at the neckline and a loose 
mantle over both shoulders and arms. The mantel falls from her left  shoulder and the seam is 
held with her left hand. The garment has a wide border decorated with a double-circle and spiral 
motif on the outer edge. The right hand is outstretched and holds small bundle of grain. A 
rhomboidal mummy-pattern covers the lower portion of her body down to her feet, which poke 
out at the bottom. Her attire is completed with a heavy gold choker and a ring with a dark stone 
on the left hand, and bracelets on both wrists.

The registers of scenes flanking either side of the central figure are faded and poorly  preserved. 
The scenes would have depicted various Egyptian deities and amuletic motifs, probably in a 
more naturalistic and Hellenized artistic style.
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Shroud of a woman, c. 225-250 CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6484 (Parlasca 1999, kat. 200)
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63. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6486

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young boy

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6486
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic, tempera
Dimensions: 115 cm x 62 cm

Description:
This shroud represents a young male child. The painting technique is mixed: encaustic for the 
face and bust, and the remainder in tempera. The top edge of the shroud has an openwork band 
terminating in a fringe. The shroud is missing fragments around the edges and near the face of 
the child.

A black band with yellow dots frames each of the vignettes. There are a total of twelve scenes on 
the shroud with six registers on either side of the central figure’s body.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Bare-breasted mourner with a ewer 
(or vase-shaped pitcher)

6. (top) Bare-breasted mourner with a ewer 
(or vase-shaped pitcher)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. Goddess with outstretched wings (either 
Isis or Nephthys)

5. Goddess with outstretched wings (either 
Isis or Nephthys)

4. The deceased accompanied by Anubis; 
Damaged

4. Osiris or the deceased in the guise of 
Osiris flanked by ankh signs
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Anubis embalming the dead; Damaged 3. Anubis holding the key to the 
Underworlds in his right hand and the 
mummy of the deceased in his left arm

2. Scale for the Weighing of the Heart with a 
mummy in the right pan

2. Enthroned Osiris presiding over the 
judgement of the dead
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Skull with two ankh signs and a 
snake

1. (bottom) Edifice with four columns 
symbolizing the tent of purification

Central Figure:
The central figure is depicted frontally  with a round head and shoulders that contrast with the 
gray background. He wears a richly  decorated white tunic with woven trim: clavi, a neckband, 
medallions at  the shoulders, double trim at the wrists, and right-angled strips at the hem. The 
tunic ends just above his ankles displaying his sandaled feet.

The young boy wears several pieces of jewelry: a torque neck-ring with a bulla pendant, a 
necklace with a cylinder for holding papyri with magical formulae, a bracelet on each wrist, and 
two rings on his left  hand. Except for his necklace, the jewelry is painted in stucco. The central 
figure’s arms are bent in front of his chest. His right hand touches the bulla, and his left hand 
holds a garland. His elbows jut over the top of the coffin cabinet shrine, which creates the 
illusion of depth. The boy’s body is covered by a bead-net pattern from the waist to the thigh.

The young boy is portrayed inside a a coffin shrine formed by two columns of yellow and red 
papyrus bundles and a pediment of a winged sun disk with two uraeus cobras. The middle of his 
body resembles an architectural door topped with a winged scarab. The top  of the shroud is 
framed by a garland of fruits and leaves.

Additional Commentary:
Cortopassi notes the boy’s richly decorated Coptic-style tunic, and how it contrasts with the more   
basic tunics worn in portraits dating from the first and second centuries CE. She comments that 
this type of “oriental-influenced tunic” came into fashion around the third century  CE and 
became popular during the forth century CE.
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Shroud of a child, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6486 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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64. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6488

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young girl

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6488
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic, stucco, human mummy
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Partially-preserved shroud of a young girl. The bottom and top right portions of the shroud are 
no longer intact. Original image from Albert Gayet’s 1905 publication indicates that  the shroud 
had been discovered along with the mummy of the child in Antinoe. The shroud is now mounted 
and displayed like a painting in the Louvre. 

The portrait depicts a child in an almost frontal position. She wears a black side-lock of youth 
that falls behind her right ear. The young girl wears a a white long-sleeved tunic with wide dark 
clavi and double cuffs of the same color.  Around her neck hangs a bulla, which is attached to a 
large necklace modeled in gesso. The left  hand holds a pomegranate, a fruit  traditionally 
associated with Hades, Persephone, and the underworld in the Greek tradition. The right hand 
holds a dove and an ankh sign, which is also applied in gesso. 
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Shroud of a young girl attached to the mummy, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6488 (Gayet 
1905, pl. XLIV, no.66)
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Unwrapped detail, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6488 (Parlasca 1977, tav. 105, 4, no. 424 )
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Current museum display, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6488 (photo taken for author, by K. 
Neumann)
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65. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6489

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6489
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, wood, human mummy
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
The upper portion of the funerary shroud of a man is relatively well preserved. The left side is 
damaged. There are some areas of staining throughout.

The shroud depicts the almost frontal portrait of a middle-aged man. He has dark, short  hair, and 
a beard. The man wears a chiton with a fold in the middle and two decorative rosettes on either 
side of his chest. In his left hand, he holds a myrtle branch. In his right hand, he holds a bundle 
of grain. The man is portrayed inside a a coffin shrine formed by  two small columns on either 
side of his head. The lower portion of his body is covered to resemble a coffin or bead-net 
pattern. His feet would have presumably stuck out at the bottom. However, the bottom portion of 
the shroud is poorly preserved and the paint is no longer visible.

Additional Commentary:
For stylistically similar parallels see nos. 415, 422, and 425-427 in Parlasca’s 1977 monograph.  
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Shroud of a man on mummy, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6489 (Parlasca 
1977, tav. 105, 1, no. 421)
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Frontal and side views, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6489 (Doxiadis 1995, 
95 fig. 34-35)
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66. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6490

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of Ammon

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6490
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, encaustic, gilded plaster, wood, human mummy
Dimensions: 191 cm x 91 cm

Description:
The shroud of a man named Ammon was discovered during Albert Gayet’s 1906-1907 
excavation season in Antinoe, and it was later accessioned by  the Louvre in 1949 or 1950. Layers 
of paint have been lost in the areas of the hair, face, neck, and lower left corner around the 
central figure’s right hand. Guimet’s 1912 publication presents a watercolor drawing of what the 
shroud looks like completely unfolded. 

The mummy of the man is wrapped in linen strips and placed on a plank of wood, which is also 
wrapped tightly  with strips of cloth. The entire bundle is placed in a painted shroud. X-rays of 
the mummy indicate the deceased was 14 or 15 years old. 

Seven registers of panels with alternating red and blue borders depict Egyptian deities, and flank 
either side of the central figure. White borders with circles frame registers four and five on either 
side. A single register spans across the central figure’s midsection. The register is partially 
preserved and presents Anubis on the left side and a solar bark. Above the scene is a winged sun 
disk and a frieze of uraei.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

7. (top) God and goddess presenting 
offerings

7. (top) God and goddess presenting 
offerings

6. Osiris enthroned; Anubis presenting 
offerings

6. Two male deities

5. Four Sons of Horus 5. Osiris enthroned with female deity 
standing behind him
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Goddess with outstretched arms, Horus 
falcon; Owl (?) on pedestal or offering 
table (?); Damaged

4. Anubis mummifying the dead; Damaged

3. Ammit 3. Weighing of the Heart

2. Horus falcon with ankh 2. Thoth ibis (?) with unidentifiable object; 
Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Unidentifiable image (image of a 
pharaoh?); Damaged

1. (bottom) Unidentifiable image (image of 
a pharaoh?); Damaged

Central Register

Anubis (left) and partially preserved solar bark; Damaged; Missing

Central Figure:
The pale-faced portrait of the deceased is set against  a luminous blue background. His head is 
adorned with a wreath of myrtle leaves. The young male wears a white tunic with purple clavi. 
His right hand is open to the viewer in a gesture of prayer and protection. He wears a ring on his 
left hand and holds a pink floral garland and a kind of scepter or baton. 

 A decorative mesh covers the body of the central figure. The shroud imitates a naos coffin 
shrine, with the deceased depicted standing inside. The central part of the young man’s body is 
hidden by an elaborate rhomboidal pattern studded with attached buttons of gilded plaster. Above 
his head, the Horus Behedety emblem—a solar disk flanked by  two uraei—is attached to the 
shroud in gilded stucco. The two friezes of cobras are also modeled out of gilded stucco.   

Additional Commentary:
Just below the bust, the name of the deceased is inscribed in Greek: !"#"$% &'()*! 
'+,%+*C (the last letter is incomplete) (Ammon, son of Antinos). It is written in yellow paint 
against a red background. The inscription on the shroud is mentioned by Parlasca in his 1977 
monograph. 
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Shroud of Ammon, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6490 (Poncet 2004)
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Side torso detail, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6490 (photo taken for author 
by K. Neumann)
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Torso detail, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6490 (Parlasca 1977, tav. 106, 1, 
no. 425)
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Watercolor drawing of unfolded shroud of a young man, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, 
Louvre, AF 6490 (Guimet 1912)
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67. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6491

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6491
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, stucco, mummy
Dimensions: 156 cm x 70 cm

Description:
Complete mummy with faded shroud only photographed up to the midsection. The paint is worn 
and flaking in some parts.

The shroud represents a young woman, slightly turned to the right. She has black hair, which is 
parted in the middle and completely covers her ears. She wears a white tunic with long sleeves 
with a dark vertical band on the top of the right sleeve and dark clavi. Over the left shoulder is a 
draped white cloak. Her jewelry is applied in stucco. Her ensemble is complete with a gold collar 
necklace, bracelets on her wrists, and a ring on her left hand. In her left hand, she hold a floral 
garland. The right hand is raised with the palm facing toward the viewer, as a sign of greeting. 
Although the photograph does not record the bottom half of the central figure’s body, it is likely 
that it  would be decorated with bead-net patterning or registers with vignettes. Since the sides of 
the shroud are folded underneath the body of the deceased, we cannot see side registers flanking 
the central figure.
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Shroud of a woman, 2nd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6491 (Guimet 1912, Pl. 37, no. 74)
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68. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6492

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6492
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: late 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, encaustic, wood, human mummy
Dimensions: 160 cm x 76 cm

Description:
Shroud of a man was discovered in 1906-1907 during Albert Gayet’s excavations in Antinoe, and 
it was later accessioned by the Louvre in 1949 or 1950. Layers of paint have been lost in areas 
around the face, nose, and forehead. The painted shroud is tightly wrapped around the mummy 
and the wood plank on which it rests. X-rays indicate that the young male died around the age of 
16 or 17. 

Flanking the central figure are painted vignettes framed in red. These scenes represent the 
various stages in the journey from death to afterlife. Some of the vignettes are painted in a more 
traditional Egyptian style, while others are more naturalistic and Hellenistic in design. Since the 
shroud is wide, some of the vignettes are obscured and folded back under the mummy.

Central Figure:
The portrait depicts a young man without a beard, turned slightly to the right. Unfortunately, the 
oval-shaped face with a pointed chin and large eyes is damaged. The deceased’s hair is 
represented as a skullcap with two locks of hair forming small wings on either side. The head is 
painted against a light gray rectangular background.

The central figure wears two overlapping white tunics and a white cloak. The tunic underneath is 
decorated with a blue-gray clavus, and the second tunic with a purple clavus that extends to the 
hem of the garment. The cloak diagonally crosses his chest and covers the left shoulder. The 
folds in the man’s garment are indicated by long white and light colored ocher brushstrokes. 

In his left hand, the central figure holds a garland or roses. His right  hand is closed with the 
thumb and index finger touching in a gesture of prayer that originated in Greece. A painted bead-
net pattern of white dots on a red background covers the young man’s body  from the waist to the 
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calves. The portrait  depicts a young man inside a naos-coffin shrine. The architectural features of 
the decor are modeled in stucco. Above the naos is a frieze of uraei and a solar disk or winged 
scarab, which are now missing. A second uraeus frieze and winged solar disk are painted at the 
young man’s midsection and above the bead-net pattern. Some gilded stucco dots, still adorn the 
shroud. 

Additional Commentary:
In his 1977 publication, Parlasca notes the stylistic similarities between portraits nos. 425, 426, 
and 422. These examples are dated to the second quarter of the third century CE.
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Shroud of a man, late 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6492 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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Torso detail, late 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6492 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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69. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6493

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6493
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, encaustic
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Shroud of a man was discovered in 1906-1907 during Albert Gayet’s excavations in Antinoe, and 
it was later accessioned by the Louvre. Layers of paint have been lost in areas around the torso, 
hands, and arms. The only published images are of the face and upper torso of the deceased. 

The shroud depicts an older male turned slightly to the left. He has a skullcap  hairstyle with a 
receding hairline. Shading around the forehead, under the eyes, and around the mouth is used to 
define wrinkles and lines. Part of the right hand is preserved and the figure appears to hold a 
floral garland. At the man’s midsection the top portion of the bead-net  pattern of the coffin shrine 
is visible. Presumably, the pattern would have continued down to his ankles and registers of 
scenes would have flanked either side of the central figure.
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Shroud of a man, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6493 (Guimet, no. 69)
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70. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, E 12581

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Fragment of a funerary shroud, called “Portrait of Ammonios”

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: E 12581
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic
Dimensions: 60 cm x 39 cm

Description:
Fragment of a funerary shroud for a male missing all of its borders and the majority of the 
bottom portion of the shroud. What currently remains intact reveals the high quality and 
precision with which this image was painted. 

The central figure is painted on a light-colored background. He has striking facial features: a 
long oval face, prominent chin, large sticking-out ears, a hook nose, and plump lips. The dark 
complexion is painted in warm tones and various features are accentuated with white highlights. 
He has frizzy, black, short hair with a hairline that forms severe right angles on the forehead.

The man wears a white tunic with purple clavi and long sleeves. At the right corner of the tunic’s 
neckline, there are two small purple lines next to the clavus. Oftentimes, the necklines of tunics 
were reinforced with buttonhole stitching in red, blue, or purple wool. At the left corner, there is 
a white scallop motif, which has been compared to a lily or possibly a fringed undergarment. In 
his right hand, he holds a chalice of red wine. The positioning of his hand is rather unnatural; this 
is likely  the result of modern restoration work. The kantharos-shaped cup is made of gold with a 
beaded rim. The body and handles of the vessel are adorned with dark-colored round and 
rectangular stones. In his left hand, the central figure holds a garland of rose petals and green 
leaves. His left hand displays two large gold rings: one on the little finger, and the other on the 
first phalanx of the index finger.

Two small figures flank either side of the man’s head. To the viewer’ s left is a small yellow ankh 
sign. To the viewer’s right is a small god who is difficult to identify. Several scholars have 
identified the figure as Ptah, or a syncretic image of Ptah-Sokar-Osris-Apis, or as Osiris. 
However, it is likely that the deity portrayed in profile is that of Osiris, crouching on a base and 
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holding a scepter. Several Ptolemaic Period mummy masks have similar motifs of an ankh sign 
on one side of the deceased’s head and a crouching figure of Osiris on the other.

Additional Commentary:
Although this funerary  shroud is incomplete, it would have been decorated with registers and 
scenes on either side of the central figure depicting his journey through the afterlife. It is also 
possible that the full-body of the deceased would have been represented in a coffin shrine with a 
bandaging pattern over the lower portion of his body.

The male figure in the portrait was given the name “Ammonios” when it was accessioned into 
the Louvre’s collection. The origin of the name is uncertain. Perhaps the name was inscribed on a 
part of the shroud that is now missing. 
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Fragment of a funerary shroud, called “Portrait of Ammonios”, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, E 
12581 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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71. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Louvre, N 3398

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a girl

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: N 3398
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 36 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved fragment of a funerary shroud of a young girl. Only  the neck, chest, and the 
upper portion of one register are preserved.

The shroud represents a young girl with curly black hair that falls over her shoulders. She wears 
a white tunic with narrow purple clavi. A mantle covers her upper arms, and a purple gamma 
decorates the left  arm. The girl holds a garland of flowers and leaves. There are four lines of 
Greek inscribed on her right arm, but they are no longer legible.

Below her arms is a partly preserved register. The scene depicts Anubis in the center flanked by 
goddesses who extend their wings towards him. It is likely that this would have been an 
embalming scene depicting Anubis tending to the deceased resting on a funerary bier. To the far 
right of the scene stands an upright mummy.

References:
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 223, 227-228, 229 fig. 114, 241, 249, 
294.
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Fragment of a shroud of a girl, late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE, Thebes, Louvre, N 3398 (Riggs 2005, 
fig. 114)
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72. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of Tyras

Present Location:
 Collection: Luxor Museum
 Inventory Number: J. 194/Q. 1512
 City: Luxor 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 85.5 cm

Description:
Fragmentary upper half of a shroud of a man. Two lines of Greek inscription next to the head of 
the central figure identify him as a man named Tyras. The shroud has reportedly sustained water 
damage.

The deceased is depicted with a dark, close-cropped hairstyle and a clean-shaven face. He wears 
a long-sleeved white tunic with purple clavi and stripes at the wrists. Fastened to his right 
shoulder, he wears a dark red or purple military cloak. Around his waist is a studded sword belt, 
and the hilt  of the sword is depicted next to his left wrist. The central figure holds his arms bent 
and his hands level in front of his chest. In his right hand, he holds a wreath and in his left leafy 
stems or grain.

Flanking the head of the deceased are the cult images of the gods Anubis and Osiris who are 
represented like statuettes on plinths. To the viewer’s left, Osiris is shown frontally and Anubis is 
shown in profile. Papyriform columns support a cavetto cornice, which frames the image of the 
central figure. At the top  of the shroud, a velum, or cloth blind, is shown rolled up  and decorated 
with flowers and greenery. According to Riggs, such blinds could be pulled down to conceal 
sacred images from viewers, and were commonly used in Greek and Roman cult practices. The 
bottom portion of the shroud, which would have been decorated in a bead-net pattern is missing. 

Additional Commentary:
Riggs has noted that Tyras’ belt and cloak identify  him as a soldier who was likely stationed with 
one of the Roman auxiliary cohorts at Thebes. A Roman legion was stationed in Thebes around 
the second and third centuries CE to help  maintain conditions and counter peasant insurrections 
in the Thebaid. Tyras’ clothing along with historical information date the shroud to the end of the 
second or first half of the third century CE.  
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Shroud of Tyras, late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE, Thebes, Luxor Museum, J. 194/Q. 1512 (Riggs 2005, 
pl. 12, no. 117)
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73. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Manchester Museum, 11309

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young girl

Present Location:
 Collection: Manchester Museum
 Inventory Number: 11309
 City: Manchester 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: first half of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, stucco, gold leaf
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Relatively well-preserved shroud of a young girl. The shroud is faded and cracked throughout. 
Portions of the paint, particularly  in the top area framing the face of the deceased, have worn 
away. The shroud was acquired by the Manchester Museum in 1959 from the Robinow 
Collection.

The deceased is depicted frontally with a short-cropped hairstyle resembling that of a child. The 
young child has been identified as a young girl. She wears a white chiton with two wide purple 
clavi and violet trim on the edges of her sleeves. Her right hand is open with her palm facing out 
toward the viewer, while the left hand holds a garland of rose petals. The deceased wears a large 
ring molded in golden stucco on her left  hand, a torc around her neck, wrist cuffs, and anklets. 
She wears gold thong sandals on her feet.

The shroud is meant to imitate a temple or shrine façade. An architectural structure topped with 
uraei frame the head and torso of the deceased. Four registers flank the deceased on either side, 
but are now faded and only partially  preserved. The child’s body is covered by an apron-like 
coffin-case decorated with blue, red, and gold squares with yellow dots.

References:
Doxiadis, Euphrosyne. The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt. New York: 

H. N. Abrams, 1995: 120-121, 215 (no. 93).
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: tav. 168, 1, no. 739.
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Shroud of a young girl, first half 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Manchester Museum, 11309 (Doxiadis, 215, 
no. 93)
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74. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 26.5
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: c. 100-125 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 155 cm x 56 cm

Description:
Faded shroud of a woman. The entire shroud is intact with a few torn areas around the upper 
portion. The linen is wrinkled with faded and cracked paint throughout.

The decoration of the shroud is meant to resemble the architectural features of a temple or shrine. 
The top of the shroud has uraei and a winged sun disk framing the head of the central figure. 
There are a total of ten side registers, with five registers of scenes on either side of the deceased. 
One large scene decorates the deceased’s midsection. 

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Isis as a kite 5. (top) Nephthys as a kite
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Qebehsenuef and Duamutef holding linen 4. Imsety and Hapi holding linen

3. Winged goddess 3. Unidentifiable figure with outstretched 
arms; Damaged 
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Winged sun disk; Ibis with small 
mummified figure

2. Winged sun disk; Falcon with small 
mummified figure

1. (bottom) Horus leads the deceased female 1. (bottom) Anubis leads the deceased 
female
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Central Register

Two seated female deities (probably Isis and Nephthys) with one arm raised in mourning; 
Faded

Central Figure:
The central figure is represented in a slight three-quarters profile. Her curly, dark hair is pulled 
back into a coiled bun at the crown of her head and secured in place by a decorative stick.This 
hairstyle was common during the late Flavian and Hadrianic period. The central figure wears a 
dark purple tunic with a light purple clavus and a mantle draped over her left shoulder. In her left 
hand, she holds a wreath of flowers with a ribbon. Her arms and upper torso peak out from under 
a coffin-case covering made to resemble a shrine for the deceased. The lower body is decorated 
with rosettes, geometric shapes, circles, and a single register with a scene of mourning 
goddesses.

References:
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; 252-255, 254 fig. 126.
"Shroud: 26.5." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-

collection-online/search/548298.
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Shroud of a woman, c. 100-125 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.5 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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75. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Musée des Beaux-Arts
 Inventory Number: 1982.100
 City: Lyon 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: early  3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 152 cm x 80 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved shroud of a woman. Portions of the left and right side vignettes are missing. 
The paint is cracked and faded throughout. The top  of the shroud is fringed. Various areas of 
staining, particularly around the central figure’s face and the sides of the shroud.

The deceased is depicted inside a coffin shrine. The top  of the shroud is decorated with a cavetto 
cornice and row of uraei. On either side of the central figure there are registers with vignettes 
meant to mimic the decoration of a temple wall. There were once a total of eighteen registers 
flanking the deceased. There are nine registers on either side. However, due to the poor state of 
preservation, most of the registers on the left side are no longer intact, and those that do remain 
intact, are damaged and difficult to identify. Four registers decorate the lower body of the central 
figure, which include images of Osiris (or the deceased in the guise of Osiris) flanked by Isis and 
Nephthys, geometric patterns, and Egyptian deities.

Central Figure:
The deceased is depicted frontally with her head surrounded by a nimbus. Her dark hair is curly 
and pulled back revealing her ears. She wears a white chiton with two large clavi. In her left 
hand, she holds a floral garland. In the right hand, she holds two ears of wheat. Although the 
bottom of the shroud is partially missing, it is likely that her feet would have been exposed.

References:
Gayet, A. "Fouilles d'Antinoé." In Catalogue sommarie Société Francaise de Fouilles 

Archéologiques. Première exposition Juin-Juillet 1905, 1905.
Guimet, Emile. Les portraits d'Antinoé au Musée Guimet. Vol. 5, Annales du Musée Guimet 

Bibliotheèque d'Art. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie, 1912: 37, tav. 39, fig. 69.
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Shroud of a woman (original publication photo), Roman Period, Antinoe, Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Lyon, 1982.100 (Guimet 1912, Pl. 34, no. 69)
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Shroud of a woman, Roman Period, Antinoe, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, 1982.100 (Parlasca 
2003, tav. 168,3 no. 741)
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76. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Brussels, E. 7621

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire
 Inventory Number: E. 7621
 City: Brussels 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 208 cm x 123 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved shroud of a woman. The shroud is in a fragile state with many fragments 
missing throughout. The paint is worn and faded. The provenance of the shroud is unknown, but 
it was purchased in Cairo. It is possible that the shroud originated from somewhere in the Theban 
area. 

The shroud depicts the bust of a woman. The surface of the shroud is extremely worn and 
difficult to identify the imagery. The central part of the deceased’s body is decorated with five 
overlapping vignettes with funerary scenes. At the bottom of the shroud, the deceased’s feet are 
viewed from below. The sides of the shroud are decorated with long horizontal registers 
representing scenes from the cult of the dead. 

References:
Errera, Isabelle. Musées Royaux des Arts Décoratifs de Bruxelles. Brussels: Imp. J.E. Coossens, 

1916: 6 no. 18.
Grimm, Günter, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Die römischen Mumienmasken aus 

Ägypten. Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974: 92 note 5.
Morenz, S. "Das Werden zu Osiris: Die Darstellungen auf einem Leichentuch der römischen 

Kaiserzeit (Berlin 11651) und verwandten Stücken." Forschungen und Berichte 1 (1957): 
52-70: 69 no. 66.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 
2003: 109, tav. 199,3 no. 1004.
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Shroud of a woman, 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Musée R. d’Art et d’Histoire, Brussels, E. 
7621 (Parlasca 2003, tav. 199,3 no. 1004)
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Lower detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance (possibly Thebes), Musée R. d’Art et 
d’Histoire, Brussels, E. 7621 (Errera 1916, No. 18)
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77. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Museo Egizio, Turin, 2265

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman or girl

Present Location:
 Collection: Museo Egizio
 Inventory Number: 2265
 City: Turin 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: late 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 57 cm

Description:
Fragment of a shroud of a woman or girl. The top  portion of the shroud (from the central figure’s 
neck up) is missing. Only the neck, chest, and one central register are preserved.

The shroud depicts the portrait  bust of a deceased woman or young girl. The absence of hair on 
the base of her neck or shoulders indicates the figure must have worn a Roman hairstyle that 
drew the hair to the back and top of the head. She wears an undertunic delineated with a reddish 
line, a white tunic with a green neckline, dark clavus, and a white mantle adorned with a dark 
gamma, which is draped over her left  shoulder. Her ensemble is completed with three beaded 
necklaces and four rings on her left hand. Small conical breasts are modeled in plaster, painted, 
and attached to the shroud. The central figure holds leafy green stems in her right hand and a 
floral wreath in the left.

Below her hands is a preserved register that depicts mummiform figures flanking either side of 
Anubis who attends to the mummified deceased. Flanking either side of the mummy who rests 
on a lion-head bier are seated jackals holding keys around their necks. Next to the jackals are 
conical vessels containing oils and liquids used by Anubis during the embalming rituals. 

References:
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 223, 227, 228, fig. 113, 244, 294. 
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Riggs’ line drawing of a shroud of a woman or girl, late 2nd c. CE, Thebes, Museo Egizio, Turin, 
2265 (Riggs 2005, fig. 113)
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78. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 78.1.8

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh
 Inventory Number: 78.1.8
 City: Raleigh 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 132.1 cm x 40.64 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved and fragmentary shroud of a young man. The shroud was purchased by  the 
North Carolina Museum of Art in 1978 from the McAlpine London antiquities brokers. Several 
areas of the shroud are stained, bleached, and missing. 

There are three preserved and visible registers decorating the body of the central figure. If a 
fourth register existed, it is now lost.

Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

3. (top) Winged goddess (probably Isis) wearing vulture headdress with arms outstretched 
and holding sistra or ma’at feathers; Mummified deceased resting on unique bird-headed 
bier; Vertical scene on viewer’s right of Anubis; Missing vertical scene on viewer’s left of 
counterpart deity; Damaged
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

2. Triptych-like register: Enthroned Isis suckling horned black bull (center); Ba birds with 
blue and red wings (left and right)

1. (bottom) Naturalistically rendered figures (from viewer’s left to right): Bearded blond male 
with nimbus reaching toward female; Seated black-haired female with nimbus extending 
arms; Human-sized bird wearing crown of Upper and Lower Egypt with nimbus or sun 
disk

Central Figure:
The youth is depicted with a short, black hairstyle along with prominent eyebrows and dark, 
overlarge brown eyes. His face is round with a slight dimple below the lower lip. A faint 
mustache appears above his pink lips. Around the youth’s head, he wears a garland formed of 
vines painted in gold with bluish-green flowers or leaves. The youth’s head is framed by  a blue 
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background enclosed by a faux gold and jewel-encrusted border. An intricately  woven mummy-
bandaged pattern painted in red, gold, white, and black decorates the outside of the gold frame.

The central figure wears a white tunic with a thin purple clavus running down his left-hand side. 
Around the youth’s neck is a pink garland intertwined with a string of blue and gold beads. A 
faded bird painted in shades of bluish-gray is visible on the figure’s left hand shoulder. Directly 
beneath the bird is a red painted gamma, or tetra-gammadion. In his right hand, the central figure 
holds a wide cup  containing a black substance. In the figure’s left hand, he holds a pink and red 
oval garland and a dark gray and black undefined rectangular object. 

References:
Dopko, Cynthia Hogan. "Reassessment: A Mummy Shroud from the North Carolina Museum of 

Art." North Carolina State University, 2004.
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1972.
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Shroud of a young man, Roman Period, unknown provenance, North Carolina Museum of Art, 
Raleigh, 78.1.8 (Dopko 2004, pl. 1)
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Torso detail, Roman Period, unknown provenance, North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, 
78.1.8 (Dopko 2004, pl. 1)
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79. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: London

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 113 cm x 33 cm

Description:
Very worn and faded shroud of a woman. The entire shroud remains intact with only a few small 
pieces missing along the left side. However, the shroud appears to have been trimmed down to 
its current size. The upper portion of the shroud, particularly around the face of the central figure, 
is in very poor condition and faded throughout. The shroud was sold by Christie’s on the London 
antiques market in 1985. The shroud was originally purchased on the Basel antiquities market in 
1975.  

The shroud depicts the portrait of a woman facing slightly to the right. She has thick, black hair, 
which is gathered into a bun on her head. She wears a white short-sleeved chiton with very wide 
dark clavi. The attributes held in the woman’s hands are no longer identifiable. A large scene 
depicting a mummy on a lion-headed funerary bier runs across her midsection. The lower part of 
her body is decorated with a bead-net pattern and strips of geometric motifs.

References:
"Fine Antiquities: July 16, 1985." edited by Christie's Auction House. London, 1985: 27 no. 128.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 68, tav. 176,3 no. 795.
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Shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Private Collection: London (Parlasca 
2003, tav. 176,3 no. 795.
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80. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: McAlpine (1974)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: McAlpine (1974)
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 41 cm x 33 cm

Description:
Shroud of a woman missing parts of the lateral margins along with both upper corners, and the 
bottom right corner. Over the right shoulder, the canvas has a deep gash. 

The portrait depicts a young woman facing almost imperceptibly  to the right. Her round face is 
rosy  with a thin nose, and large greenish-brown eyes. The woman’s black hair is smoothed and 
parted in the middle covering her ears. The hairline on her forehead reveals thin wisps of curled 
hair. The woman wears a pale pink chiton with black clavi lined in ocher (gold), and a pale pink 
mantle draped over her shoulders. Her ensemble is complete with a golden circle medallion 
around her neck, a gold bracelet on her left wrist, and a gold ring on the right ring finger. In her 
raised left hand, she holds a rose garland, and in the right a pomegranate. A reddish-blue hawk 
poses on her right shoulder and faces toward her head. 

References:
Auktion 49, Münzen und Medaillen AG. Basilea 27-6-1974, 61, no. 112.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 

497-674. Rome, 1980: 45, tav. 141, 1, no. 588.
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Shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Private Collection: McAlpine (1974) 
(Parlasca 1980, tav. 141, 1, no. 588)
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81. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: Switzerland

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Switzerland
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown (Switzerland)

Provenance: Unknown (probably Antinoe)
Date: mid 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic, gilded stucco
Dimensions: 80 cm x 30 cm

Description:
Relatively well-preserved shroud of a woman. The shroud remains on top of the original 
mummy, but only reaches down to the deceased’s knees. The portrait is painted in encaustic with 
areas of gilded stucco. The shroud is currently part of a private collection somewhere in 
Switzerland. It was formerly sold on the New York antiquities market by Ibis Gallery.

The shroud depicts the portrait of a woman facing slightly to the left. She has an oval-shaped 
face, with large eyes, long thin nose, and a mouth with full lips. The black tresses of her hair are 
pinned back revealing a large braid wrapped around her head like a crown. Her portrait is 
emphasized by a thin reddish-brown frame with a white background. The woman wears a long-
sleeved bluish-white chiton, whose neckline is trimmed with triangles and possibly  a purple 
mantle. The ensemble is complete with earrings, a golden circle necklace with large green 
pendant, gold bracelets, and two rings on each hand. In her right hand, she holds a rose garland 
and a tied sheaf of wheat in her left. 

Although not visible in the published image, the portion of the shroud that wraps around the 
side’s of the deceased is decorated with registers of Egyptian motifs. The central figure’s lower 
body is decorated with a rhomboidal bead-net  patter with gold leafing. A winged sun disk runs 
across the midsection of the deceased.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 38, tav. H,2 no. 678.
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Shroud of a woman, mid 2nd c. CE, unknown provenance (probably Antinoe), Private Collection: 
Switzerland (Parlasca 2003, tav. H,2 no. 678)
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82. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: Unknown Location (Riggs 2005, fig. 115)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Unknown Location (Riggs 2005, fig. 115)
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 230 cm x 100 cm

Description:
Relatively well-preserved shroud of a young man or a boy. The rectangular shroud is in fair 
condition with several areas of faded paint and staining throughout. The entire background of the 
shroud is painted in dark red colored bead-net pattern.

The youth is depicted frontally and wears a floral wreath crown on top of his curly short-cropped 
hair. His features are sharp and schematically  rendered with a large bulbous nose, pouty lips, and 
overlarge almond-shaped eyes and lashes. His head is framed by a white rectangular area with a 
thick black outline. The young male wears a white mantle with contabulated folds, which is a 
type of garment commonly associated with the cult of Serapis. The mantle covers his left arm 
and chest. On the right  side of his torso, a narrow purple clavus is visible along with a purple 
gamma near the left  shoulder. The hem of his tunic peaks out at the bottom of the body registers 
and reveals his black thong sandals. In his hands, he holds a pink floral garland with greenery. 

The coffin shrine portion, which masks the deceased’s legs, depicts three registers of Egyptian 
scenes. Each register is framed by delicately painted bands of jewels or foliage. 
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

3. (top) Anubis mummification scene with the winged goddesses on either side; Mummiform 
figures on each end

2. Enthroned Osiris surrounded by Horus, Anubis, and Isis.
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Henu-bark of Sokar flanked by jackals with keys sitting on small shrines; 
Bouquets of lotus buds and blossoms

Additional Commentary:
Riggs had noted the similarity in composition between this shroud and mummy masks from Deir 
el-Bahari.

References:
Arts tardifs et chrétiens d’Égypte. Edited by M. Rassart-Debergh. Limoges, 1988; 28–9 (no. 42).
Bruwier, M.-C. Van Nijl tot Schelde/Du Nil à l’Escaut Brussels, 1991; 280, 284–5 (no. 366).
Willems, H., and W. Clarysse. Les empereurs du Nil /Keizers aan de Nijl Leuven, 1999/2000; 
 226–7 (no. 138). 
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005; 223, 227, 229-231, 230 fig. 115, 236, 
244, 294.
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Shroud of a young man or boy, late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE, Thebes, Private Collection: Unknown 
Location (Riggs 2005, fig. 115)
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83. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: United States of America

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: United States of America
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown (USA) 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: after 350 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 194 cm x 73 cm

Description:
Remarkably  well-preserved shroud of a man. There are a few small tears and some fraying along  
shroud, very well preserved despite the small tears and fraying, particularly along the bottom. 
The top edge is fringed. The shroud was restored in in Malibu in 1979. The lower portion 
(approximately 40 cm) near the deceased’s feet was reattached to the larger shroud fragment. The 
shroud once belonged to the Oikonomides Collection (Chicago and Basel).

The shroud represents the entire body of the deceased. The young man is depicted with a round 
face with a dimpled chin and slightly wrinkled neck. He has thick, dark eyebrows, and frizzy hair 
with long sideburns. His head is framed by a gold border with geometric patterns and a bluish-
gray background. He wears a long white tunic and a mantle, which drapes over his left shoulder 
and is embellished with a gamma. A small strip of frayed fabric can be seen along the neckline of 
the garment. The wide-sleeved chiton has two clavi. In his left  hand, the deceased holds a floral 
garland. In the right hand, he holds a small glass between his thumb and forefinger.  He wears a 
small gold ring on his left pinky finger, and simple sandals on his feet. A rhomboidal mummy 
bandage pattern is depicted behind his feet.

A total of twelve registers frame the body of the deceased. There are six registers on either side 
of the central figure’s body. Along his midsection, there are two registers with Egyptian deities. 
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

6. (top) Horus falcon 6. (top) Swallow or wr bird

5. Anubis holding ankh and was scepter 5. Horus holding ankh and was scepter

4. Mummified Apis bull 4. Mummified Apis bull
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Ba bird wearing sun disk 3. Ba bird wearing sun disk

2. Jackal-headed god wearing nemes and sun 
disk

2. Yellow bull-headed god

1. (bottom) Ibis bird (or Thoth) 1. (bottom) Jackal-headed god wearing 
nemes
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom

2. (top) Goddesses Isis and Nephthys with outstretched wings protect the mummified 
deceased in his Osirian-aspect

1. (bottom) Two horned bulls (Apis bulls) flanking an offering table

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 43, tav. N,2 no. 694.
Temple, Richard, and Julius Asfalg. Early Christian & Byzantine art: textiles, metalwork, 

frescoes, manuscripts, jewelry, steatites, stone sculptures, tiles, pottery, bronzes, amulets, 
coins and other items from the fourth to the fourteenth centuries. London: Temple 
Gallery, 1990: 9-10 color plates, 25-30 n. 1.
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Shroud of a man, after 350 CE, unknown provenance, Private Collection: USA (Parlasca 2003, 
tav. N,2 no. 694)
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84. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F 1968/2.1

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden
 Inventory Number: F 1968/2.1
 City: Leiden 

Provenance: Deir el-Medina, tomb 1447
Date: late 2nd to early 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: L: 65.0 cm, W: 53.0 cm; (Lost lower fragment) L: 30.0 cm

Description:
In Tomb 1447 in the cliffs near Deir el-Medina, Bruyère discovered several fragments belonging 
to the same shroud: the upper torso and the lower portion of the feet. The upper fragment is 
currently housed in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden in Leiden. The current whereabouts of the 
lower fragment is unknown. The shroud is faded and partially intact.

From his torso to his ankles, the youth is enclosed by a mummy casing (similar to coffin cabinets 
where the torso is visible and the body is wrapped like a mummy). Only  the right portion of the 
top register is preserved. In the scene, half of a bark approaches an unidentifiable deity or 
possibly a guardian of the gate. Presumably, the deceased would have been seated in the bark and 
enclosed by a circle of light or sun disk. 

Central Figure:
The image of a young male is set against a dark reddish-purple background adorned with light 
colored stylized blue and yellow rosettes. The deceased has deep-set, almond shaped eyes along 
with a prominent nose and eyebrows. His hair is shortly cropped, and he lacks facial hair 
signifying he was a younger male. A light colored nimbus frames the head of the male. On the 
right side, the figure of Osiris stands on a plinth. The left  side of the shroud is poorly  preserved 
and only a stylized key held by a black hand (presumably Anubis based on comparisons with 
other shrouds) remains visible. 

The youth wears an off-white under-tunic with a light-brown stipe around the neck. His over-
tunic is cream colored with two dark purple (now brown colored) clavi. The sleeves of the outer 
tunic have a band of the same color. The young male holds a looped-over pink rose garland with 
green leaves in his right hand, and a small green myrtle branch in his left hand each symbolizing 
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victory and rebirth. The bottom fragment of the shroud (now lost) depicts the hem of the youth’s 
tunic and his feet. He wears a pair of sandals with a lingula fastening.  

Additional Commentary:
The early  symbolism of the nimbus in Hellenic and Roman art was seen framing the heads of the 
gods, heroes, and other distinguished individuals. For example, this disk of light was used on 
Pompeian wall paintings to identify gods and demigods.  Only  later did this imagery extend to 
profane art where it was associated with cherubs, angels, saints, and nonhuman, divine beings.  
Egyptian pharaohs, who adorned their crowns with rays, sun disks and uraei, indicating their 
status as demigods, also embraced a similar form of this custom. 

Similar to the shroud of Neferhotep, Brooklyn Museum 75.114, the torso of the male is hidden 
behind a half-casket, half-cartonnage covering, reminiscent of the coffin cabinets from Abusir el-
Maleq. The casing is framed by  a dark border with a random assortment of dashes and dots. At 
the top of the casing there is a scene depicting a funerary  bark with oars. The figure to the left 
may  be a god, the deceased, or a celestial ferryman. On the right, there is a figure that resembles 
a knife wielding demon or guardian of the gate. Below the frieze, the rhomboidal mummy 
wrapping pattern can be seen.  

References:
Bruyère, Bernard. Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh. Le Caire: Impr. de l'Institut 

Français d'Archéologie Orientale, 1953: 106-108, pl. XXIII, XXV.
Bruyère, Bernard. Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el Medineh (années 1948 a 1951). Cairo, 

1953: 108, pls. 23 (right) and 25.7.
Bruyère, Bernard, Rapport sur les Fouilles de Deir el Medineh (1928). Le Caire: Imprimerie de 
 l'Institut Francais d'Archeologie Orientale, 1929.
Montserrat, Dominic. "Burial Practices at Third Century A.D. Deir el-Medina as Evidenced from 

a Roman Painted Shroud in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden." In Deir el-Medina 
in the Third Millennium A.D.: A Tribute to Jac. J. Janssen, edited by R. J. and A. Egberts  
Demarée, 277-286. Leiden, 2000.

Montserrat, Dominic and Lynn Meskell. "Mortuary Archaeology and Religious Landscape at 
Graeco-Roman Deir el-Medina " The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 83 (1997): 
179-197.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 
2003: no. 772, pl. 172.4 

Raven, M.J. Egyptian Magic. Zutphen, 2010: fig. 132.
Raven, M.J. "Objects from Deir el-Medina in the National Museum of Antiquities, Leiden." In 

Deir el-Medina in the Third Millennium A.D.: A Tribute to Jac. J. Janssen, edited by R. J. 
and A. Egberts  Demarée, 291-302. Leiden, 2000: 298, pl. 39B. 

Raven, M.J. De Dodencultus van het Oude Egypte. Amsterdam, 1992: 83, no. 34.
Raven, M.J. Papyrus. Zutphen, 1982: 61, fig 50 (mistakenly “52”).
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 223, 293, no. 115, fig. 110. 
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Riggs, Christina. "Roman Period Mummy Masks from Deir el-Bahri." Journal of Egyptian 
Archaeology 86 (2000): 136-139: 127, no. 14. 

Schneider, Hans D., and Maarten J. Raven. De Egyptische Oudheid. Leiden: Staatsuitgeverji, 's-
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Line drawing by Bruyère including missing bottom portion of mummy shroud, late 2nd c. - 3rd c. 
CE, Deir el-Medina, Tomb 1447, Rijksmuseum van Ouheden, F 1968/2.1 (top half) (bottom half 
unknown),(Bruyère Pl. XXV, Ill. 7)
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Mummy shroud of young man (black and white photograph), late 2nd c. - 3rd c. CE, Deir el-
Medina, Tomb 1447 Rijksmuseum van Ouheden, F 1968/2.1(Riggs 2005, fig. 115)
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Mummy shroud of young man (color photograph), late 2nd c. - 3rd c. CE, Deir el-Medina, Tomb 
1447, Rijksmuseum van Ouheden, F 1968/2.1, (Rijksmuseum van Ouheden Online Database)
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85. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Staatliche Kunstsammlungen
 Inventory Number: 777
 City: Dresden 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, stucco, human mummy
Dimensions: 175 cm

Description:
Complete mummy with shroud. In 1615, Pietro della Valle purchased two complete mummies 
(Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777 and 778) in Saqqara. The portrait is damaged on the 
right and left of the neck and the area of the nose and mouth. The stucco applied in certain areas 
is also partially  detached. Layers of paint are flaked off around the hair. The paint is partly 
discolored and blackened. 

Frontal portrait of a man with short curly  black hair and a light curly beard. His complexion and 
facial features are dark. He wears a white tunic with wide pink clavi, the hem of the garment 
peaks out beneath the coffin case revealing his sandaled feet. Around his shoulders, the man 
wears two ornamental chains: one composed of long, thick reddish twisted elements separated by 
beads of gold, the other is a gold pectoral in the shape of a vulture with outstretched wings. In his 
right hand, in front of his chest, the deceased holds a golden cup similar to a kantharos, which 
appears full of red wine. In his raised left hand, the deceased holds a red garland with white 
ribbons. The coffin casing covers the lower body and extends upwards to the deceased’s torsos. 
The central figure’s forearms and hands peak out from the coffin casing.  

Additional Commentary:
In Parlasca’s 1980 monograph, he notes the stylistic affinities of the Dresden mummy shrouds 
with nos. 604 and 609.

References:
Becker, W.G. Augusteum, Dresden's antike Denkmäler enthaltend I, 1804: 13, tav. 1 (man), tav. 2 

(woman).
Drerup, Heinrich. Die Datierung der Mumienporträts, Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des 

Altertums. Band 19. Heft 1. New York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1968: 14, note 6.
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Ebers, Georg. Antike Portraits, die hellenistischen Bildnisse aus dem Fajjûm untersucht und 
gewürdigt. Leipzig: Kessinger Publishing Company, 1893: 8.

Hettner, H. Die Bildwerke der Königlichen Antikensammlung zu Dresden, 1881: 131, nos. 4 and 
6.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 
497-674. Rome, 1980: 48, tav. 142, 6, no. 599.

Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 
Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 18, no. 1 (man), no. 2 (woman), 40, 57, 144, note 
139, note 141, 145, note 148, 177, 189, 199, taf. D, taf. 47, no. 3 (man). 
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Mummy and shroud of a man, mid 3rd c. CE, Saqqara, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 
777 (Doxiadis 1995, pl. 9-12)
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86. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 778

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Staatliche Kunstsammlungen
 Inventory Number: 778
 City: Dresden 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 164 cm

Description:
Complete mummy with shroud. In 1615, Pietro della Valle purchased two complete mummies 
(Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 777 and 778) in Saqqara. The portrait painting is 
damaged on the right and left sides of the neck, and around the nose and mouth. In addition, 
some areas with stucco are partially detached.

Frontal portrait of a young woman, with smoothed black hair, big eyes, and rosy complexion. 
She wears a purple chiton, with greenish clavi, and a border of light  gray triangles at the 
neckline. The woman is richly  decorated with various jewels such as earrings with two large gold 
rings and pearl pendants. She wears a big gold necklace (applied in stucco) with red stones 
embedded in rosettes, and a second necklace with twisted elements and pearls. At the center of 
this necklace, there is another green stone set in a rosette. Above the edge of the chiton is a third 
gold necklace with three oval pendants: the middle one with red stone, and the sides with green 
stones. An arch of gold set with red and green stones frames the head of the deceased. Below, on 
her chest, is a large gold chain with a medallion of Medusa. On each wrist, she wears gold 
bracelets, each with stones.  She wears two rings on the right hand and five on the left. The wide 
gold bands placed over the body and arms, should be considered, as part of the enclosure of the 
coffin shrine. The attribute in her right hand is a little pitcher made of gold. The left  hand holds a 
large reddish and blue-green garland of flowers and greenery. 

References:
Becker, W.G. Augusteum, Dresden's antike Denkmäler enthaltend I, 1804: 13, tav. 1 (man), tav. 2 

(woman).
Drerup, Heinrich. Die Datierung der Mumienporträts, Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des 

Altertums. Band 19. Heft 1. New York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1968: 14, note 6.
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Ebers, Georg. Antike Portraits, die hellenistischen Bildnisse aus dem Fajjûm untersucht und 
gewürdigt. Leipzig: Kessinger Publishing Company, 1893: 8.

Hettner, H. Die Bildwerke der Königlichen Antikensammlung zu Dresden, 1881: 131, nos. 4 and 
6.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 
497-674. Rome, 1980: 48, tav. 142, 5, no. 598.

Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 
Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 18, no. 1 (man), no. 2 (woman), 40, 57, 144, note 
139, note 141, 145, note 148, 177, 189, 199, taf. D, taf. 47, no. 3 (man). 
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Mummy and shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, Saqqara, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden, 
778 (Doxiadis 1995, pl. 9-12)
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87. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: The J. Paul Getty Museum
 Inventory Number: 75 AI. 87
 City: Malibu

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Fayyum)
Date: second quarter of 4th c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 58 cm x 52.3 cm

Description:
Shroud of a young man with worn and detached paint. Parlasca’s 1980 publication shows the 
portrait before restoration. The only  published image does not show the complete shroud, only 
the upper portion.

The portrait depicts a young man in a frontal position with a rosy complexion on a blue 
background. He has thick, slightly frizzy, black hair. On his head, he wears a wreath of green 
leaves. The young male is represented with light fuzz on his upper lip  indicating his young age. 
He wears a white tunic with narrow blue clavi. The profile of a small falcon is visible on his left 
shoulder. 

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 

497-674. Rome, 1980: tav. 141, 5, no. 592.
Thompson, David L. The Artists of the Mummy Portraits. Malibu, Calif.: J. Paul Getty Museum, 

1976: 4.
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Shroud of a young man, second quarter of 4th c. CE, unknown provenance (possibly Fayyum), 
The J. Paul Getty Museum, 75 AI. 87 (Parlasca 1980, tav. 141, 5, no. 592)
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88. Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Vatican Museum, 17953

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Vatican Museum
 Inventory Number: 17953
 City: Vatican City

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: second quarter of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 173 cm x 63 cm

Description:
Incomplete shroud of a woman with several parts missing including the chin area, the right side 
of the neck, and the chest. The shroud was discovered in 1899-1900 during Albert  Gayet’s 
excavations in Antinoe, and accessioned by the Vatican Museum.

The entire shroud would have been bordered by horizontal vignettes. Only two partial vignettes 
remain intact.

Side Registers:
From Top to Bottom

Scene of philosophical education: Young man seated on diphros instructing a woman holding 
a tabulae and writing
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Side Registers:
From Top to Bottom

Fighting scene; Man wearing a tunic about to strike with right hand; Lion (?) or large cat; 
Partially preserved; Damaged

Central Figure:
The portrait represents a frontally facing young woman against a gray-blue background.  The 
central figure has long, black hair that frames her face. Her hairstyle is parted down the middle 
and held in place with a ribbon. The woman wears a red tunic with a white-edged neckline and 
ornamental medallions applied on the garment. A black stole is draped over her left shoulder, 
wrapped around her forearm, and falls down to the knee where the fringe hem is visible. 

The woman’s ensemble is complete with pearl earrings, bracelets applied to the linen in stucco, 
and a ring with a set stone on the left hand. She also wears an oblong collar, which is also 
applied in stucco. Her right hand is raised slightly with the palm facing the viewer in a gesture of 
praise or greeting. It is difficult to determine what object the woman holds in her left hand. Some 
scholars have identified the attribute as a small garland, stylus, or even a vase. 

Additional Commentary:
In Parlasca’s 1977 publication, he notes the portraits stylistic similarities with nos. 419 and 420, 
which he dates to the second quarter of the third century CE.

References:
Gayet, A. "Fouilles d'Antinoé." In Catalogue sommarie Société Francaise de Fouilles 

Archéologiques. Première exposition Juin-Juillet 1905, 1905.
Grüneisen, V. Archivo della Regia Società Romana di Storia Patria. Vol. 29, 1906: 229.
Guimet, Emile. Les portraits d'Antinoé au Musée Guimet. Vol. 5, Annales du Musée Guimet 

Bibliotheèque d'Art. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie, 1912.
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Nigro, Lorenzo. Il ritratto della 'Dame du Vatican' sul telo linteo da Antinoe: una nuova analisi 
interpretativa dopo il restauro. Vol. XX, Monumenti Musei e Gallerie Pontificie. Vatican 
City: Tipografia Vaticana, 2000.

 Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii  Nos. 
 247-496. Rome, 1977: tav. 103, 2, no. 416.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: taf. 47 (portrait head), taf, 61, 1 (full image).
Strygowski, J., and A. Bauer. "Eine alexandrinische Weltchronik." In Denkschriften der 

Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1906: 64, fig. 21.
Tulli, A. "La recente apertura di una mummia nel Pontificio Museo Egizio Vaticano." In 

Miscellanea Gregoriana: Raccolta di scritti pubblicati nel I centenario dalla fondazione 
del Pontificio Museum Egizio (1839-1939), edited by A. Tulli, 281-339. Vatican City, 
1941.
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Shroud of a woman in coffin (exhibition photo from 1903-1939), second quarter of 3rd c. CE, 
Antinoe, Vatican Museum, 17953 (Parlasca 1966, taf. 47, 2)
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Shroud of a woman, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Vatican Museum, 17953 (Nigro 2000, 
fig. 5)
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Portrait detail, second quarter of 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Vatican Museum, 17953 (Nigro 2000, fig. 
10)
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Full-body Portrait Shrouds
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89. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of Dion

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 13277
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Unknown (probably Saqqara)
Date: c. 117-160 CE

Medium: Painted linen, stucco
Dimensions: 180 cm x 110 cm

Description:
Mummy shroud of a man with missing portions on the lower part  and a narrow strip  at the top 
right. The horizontal tear lines and wear of the paint shows the shroud was rolled up at one point. 
An inscription on the left, near the head records the deceased’s name: Dion, son of Ammonas, 
died at age 24.

A total of eight registers decorate the entire shroud. There are four registers on either side of the 
central figure.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) God wearing feather of ma’at 
holding ankh and scepter; Deceased 
holding scepter

4. (top) God wearing double plumed crown 
holding ankh and scepter; Deceased 
holding scepter
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Goddess wearing double plumed crown 
holding ankh and scepter; Deceased 
holding ankh and scepter

3. Thoth holding ankh and scepter; Deceased 
holding ankh and scepter

2. Goddess of the sycamore holding vessel 
for libations

2. Goddess of the sycamore holding vessel 
for libations
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Osiris with unidentifiable figure 1. (bottom) Damaged and Missing

Central Figure:
The full-length portrait is of a young man slightly turned to the right. The face remains rather 
expressionless. His hair is combed into curls, and there is a hint of a sparse beard. He wears a 
white chiton and cloak. The two thin clavi continue to the lower edge of the garment, and only 
one clavus is visible in the upper right corner. 

In his right hand, he holds a bouquet of flowers or myrtle branch. He holds a small spade in the 
left hand. Based on this attribute, scholars have suggested that the man may have been a 
gardener. However, this interpretation is problematic since the quality  and nature of his funerary 
shroud suggests he held a high social position. It is likely that these attributes functioned as 
funerary symbols. 

Additional Commentary: 
The style of the portrait and the use of light, suggests a date at the time of Hadrian or the first 
period of the Antonines.

References:
Corcoran, Lorelei Hilda. Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV centuries A.D.) with a 

catalog of portrait mummies in Egyptian museums. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the 
University of Chicago, 1995: 29, 161.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii Nos. 
247-496. Rome, 1977: 389, tav. 69,1, no. 286.

Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 
Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: taf. 34,2.
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Shroud of Dion,  c. 117-160 CE, unknown provenance (probably Saqqara), Ägyptisches 
Museum, Berlin, ÄM 13277 (Parlasca 1966, taf. 34,2)
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90. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Benaki Museum, 6877

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 13277
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, stucco, gold
Dimensions: 64 cm x 38 cm

Description:
Fragmented portrait of a woman. The image is painted in tempera on linen with stucco and gold 
leaf additions. The paint is faded and cracked throughout.

The young woman is portrayed frontally against a bluish colored background. Her brown hair is 
pulled back and parted down the center. The tips of her ears are decorated with earrings 
consisting of circles and pearls. Her complexion is a white and reddish hue. The left side of her 
face suffers from poor preservation. She wears a heavy golden collar, which is modeled out of 
stucco applied directly to the shroud. On her left hand she wears two gold rings with stones. 

The chiton is a salmon-pink color with large black bands, which are edged with white 
ornamental bands. The ends of the sleeves are trimmed with similar stripes. Below the waist, a 
piece of cloth edged with fringe is drawn diagonally across the body. The deceased’s right hand 
is raised with the palm facing toward the viewer. The left hand holds a golden ankh. 

References:
Doxiadis, Euphrosyne. The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt. New York: 

H. N. Abrams, 1995: 214-215, no. 90.
"Funeral Portrait of a Woman: 6877." Benaki Museum, http://www.benaki.gr/eMP-Collection/

eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultListView/result.t1.collection_list.
$TspTitleImageLink.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=1&sp=2&
sp=SdetailList&sp=0&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=T&sp=0.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B II: Ritratti di mummie, ii Nos. 
247-496. Rome, 1977: 73, tav. 103,4, no. 418.

Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 
Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 41, note 165, 127, 138 no. 4, 139, taf. 33,4.
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Shroud of woman, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Benaki Museum, 6877 (Benaki Museum Online Database)
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91. Full-body Portrait Shroud
British Museum, EA6715

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a young boy in a wooden coffin

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA6715
 City: London 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: late 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, human mummy, wood
Dimensions: (mummy) 85 cm x 21.5 cm, (coffin) 95.5 cm x 32 cm

Description:
Wrapped linen shroud decorated with the portrait of a young boy. Some areas of the painted 
surfaces of the shroud are flaking or stained. Other areas show tears and holes.

The shroud and mummy are contained inside a painted wooden coffin consisting of a flat 
baseboard with a raised edge. The baseboard is decorated with a painted representation of the 
goddess Nut against a white background. The convex lid is painted with a representation of a 
snake and a floral garland against a white background with red edges and sides. 

Central Figure:
The full-body  image of the central figure is of a young boy. The subject is painted against a gray 
background surrounded by a double foliate-patterned border.  He stands contrapposto with his 
weight supported on his left  foot. His reddish-blonde curly  hairstyle is shaved, except for four 
small patches on the forehead. This attribute might have functioned like the Horus lock and 
could have identified the deceased with the child-god Harpokrates, invoking the protection of 
that god. On his head, he wears a red floral wreath painted with white spots. 

The boy wears a white chiton and is wrapped in a cloak of the same color. The part that crosses 
the chest is tucked under the hem that falls from the left shoulder. This type of contabulated 
mantle has been associated with the cult of Serapis. On his feet, he wears white thong sandals. In 
his left hand, he holds a laurel branch. The right  hand is raised with the palm facing out towards 
the viewer in a gesture of greeting or prayer. 

Additional Commentary:
Skeletal remains indicate the deceased was aged 7-10 years. There are no obvious fractures or 
dislocations. The body is positioned with the arms extended and palms touching the outer thighs. 
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Shroud of young boy, late 2nd c. CE, Thebes, British Museum, EA6715 (British Museum Online 
Database)
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Mummy and shroud of young boy with coffin, late 2nd c. CE, Thebes, British Museum, EA6715 
(British Museum Online Database)
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92. Full-body Portrait Shroud
British Museum, EA68509

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a young woman

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA68509
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: second half of the 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 138 cm x 56 cm

Description:
Incomplete and faded full-length shroud of a young woman. The shroud is fragmented in the 
lower quarter and along the left-hand side. Some holes in both painted and unpainted areas. The 
unpainted linen along the right-hand side was stained (possibly with bodily fluids from the 
mummy it  once enveloped). Slight creases and undulations are visible along with some remnants 
of gilding. The shroud was conserved in 1974 and later again in 1996.

A a gold-colored arch set with multicolored jewels frames the central figure. The jeweled-frame 
arch springs from columns. The façade of the structure is divided into registers of Egyptian 
scenes. The left-hand side of the shroud has suffered considerable damage and only the partial 
remains of two registers are intact. The bottom right-hand side of the shroud is missing. It is 
unclear whether one or two more registers would have decorated the bottom portion of the 
shroud, making a total of five or six registers flanking the deceased’s image.

A total of ten registers remain intact, but in various states of preservation. The best  preserved 
images are on the right side of the shroud. The left side has suffered considerable damage. There 
are five registers on either side of the central figure.
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Wings of a female deity; Damaged; 
Missing

5. (top) Winged female deity holding what 
might be a fly whisk/lily scepter; Small ba 
bird; Faded

4. Anubis; Damaged 4. Thoth; Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

3. Missing 3. One of the Four Sons of Horus (possibly 
Imsety) holding linen

2. Missing 2. Ram standing over a mummy; Two black 
ovals with “legs” (possibly scarab beetles)
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Missing 1. (bottom) Unidentifiable figures; Damaged

Central Figure:
The central figure is a young woman wearing a white undertunic, a pink tunic with black clavi, 
and a pink mantle. The mantle drapes across her body  and left arm. A large gamma is woven into 
the mantle and is positioned over her abdomen and genitals—perhaps as a symbol of protection. 
Her hair is parted in the center and tightly drawn back into a knot at the nape of her neck. Riggs 
has noted that this Roman hairstyle is typical of the late second century CE. 

In her right hand, the woman holds a transparent glass of wine and a looped wreath of flowers in 
her left hand. Both of these funerary objects commonly appear together on shrouds. Each holds 
symbolic values such as associations with Dionysus and victory. However, they are also more 
generic festive attributes that indicate the deceased has received the proper funerary offerings.

Additional Commentary:
Riggs has commented that the portal-like framework of the arch and the two-dimensional figures 
that adorn it are reminiscent of relief figures on a temple gateway. She also suggests that the 
staining and wear pattern of the shroud indicate it  was once used to wrap a mummified body. 
However, she also maintains that it was possible that the shroud was on view at  some point prior 
to the burial of the body, since she believes the shroud “makes no concessions to the shape of the 
mummy” and “the high-quality execution and near life-size dimensions of the subject.”
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Shroud of young woman, second half of the 2nd c. CE, unknown provenance, British Museum, 
EA68509 (British Museum Online Database)
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93. Full-body Portrait Shroud
British Museum, EA74709

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a young woman

Present Location:
 Collection: British Museum
 Inventory Number: EA74709
 City: London 

Provenance: Hawara
Date: c. 50-70 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, encaustic, leaf-gilded
Dimensions: 51.7 cm x 37 cm

Description:
Linen shroud of a woman painted in tempera with hair painted in encaustic and jewelry in gold 
leafing. The linen fragment has been remounted, and the surface was coated with varnish. Most 
of the paint has been worn away by friction or erosion.

The woman wears a green tunic with black clavi. Rather unusually, she has no mantle. Her right 
arm is raised across her body. In her right hand she holds a pinkish-red floral wreath while her 
left arm rests beneath. The woman’s eyes are large and round. Both the eyebrows and lashes are 
painted with individual strokes, which is characteristic of tempera painting. The lips are painted 
red and are slightly open. Cream highlights are used on the nose and forehead. 

The woman wears a read band in her hair. This is an ornament characteristic of Neronian 
portraits. Her hair is lightly waved with curls at the sides of her head. Long, dark locks drape at 
the sides of her neck. On her left, she wears a her hair in a knot secured by gold. Typically, this 
type of knot is worn at the nape of the neck. The central part of her hair is gilded as well as her 
ball-shaped earrings, which were typical of the later first century CE. 

Around her neck, she wear gold beads linked by cylindrical elements, with a central shell 
pendant. She wears gold snake bracelets on both forearms. Although mostly lost, she wears a 
gold ring on the third finger of her right hand. 
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Shroud of a young woman, c. 50-79 CE, Hawara, British Museum, EA74709 (photo by author 
courtesy of the British Museum)
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94. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6485

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6485
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
The poorly-preserved shroud of a woman is damaged and missing several fragments, particularly 
below the abdomen of the central figure and around the border.

The shroud depicts a young woman facing forward. She has dark wavy hair that is parted down 
the middle with small curls framing her face. The woman wears pearl pendant earrings, a jeweled 
ring on her left hand, and bracelets on her wrists. Her chiton has a white hem neckline and round 
decorations on the cloak. On her right shoulder, she wears a clavus. The wide sleeves are 
trimmed in fringe edges. In her left hand, she holds a floral garland. 
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Shroud of a woman, 3rd c. CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6485 (Parlasca 1977, tav. 103, 3, no. 417)
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95. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Louvre, AF 6487

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: AF 6487
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: c. 225-250 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 100 cm x 49 cm

Description:
The poorly preserved shroud of a middle-aged woman is missing significant portions in the 
peripheral areas of the shroud. Only a bit of the top surrounding frame remains intact. 

The woman has a round face with slightly sunken cheeks and a slightly curved, narrow nose. Her 
overlarge, dark, and slightly shadowed eyes are directed at the viewer. The thick eyebrows are 
curved and meet at the nose. Her hair is parted down the middle, with a narrow golden hair band 
on top, and there is a dense mass of hair coiffed down to the neck. The woman wears earrings 
consisting of white and gold beads. Around her neck is a heavy golden torc with spherical ends. 
On her left hand, she wears a ring with a dark stone. 

Her attire consists of a dark chiton and a cloak draped over both shoulders. Her right hem falls 
smoothly, while the left seems to swing outward in vibrant folds. The cloak is loosely held 
together with a belt consisting of a large, medallion-like ornament on the chest. The hemmed 
cloak is decorated with a broad border. She touches the hem of her garment with her left hand, 
while the right hand is raised and faces out toward the viewer in a gesture of greeting. 
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Shroud of a woman, c. 225-250 CE, Antinoe, Louvre, AF 6487 (Parlasca 1999, kat. 201)
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96. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.202.8a

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 08.202.8a
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: c. 120-150 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 100.6 cm x 69 cm

Description:
The shroud of a young man is missing the lower half and the upper left corner. Some unpainted 
fragments were discarded in 1957. Several painted areas are rough and cracked. 

The deceased is represented in full-length and slightly turned to the left. While the rest of the 
background is dark-gray, a rectangular part behind the head is painted in a lighter shade of gray, 
but it is not a kind of nimbus. The portrait, depicts a young man with wide eyes, curly hair, and 
with a sparse beard. He wears a tunic and mantle with a pinkish-red clavus. In his left hand, he 
holds a small bundle of foliage, perhaps a myrtle branch.

Flanking the central figure’s head are two figures of the falcon god Horus wearing the crowns of 
Upper and Lower Egypt. Originally, there would have been ladders of registers with divine 
figures at each edge of the shroud. To the viewer’s left, we see the remains of a dark skinned god 
with a blue crown and the figure of a female deity, perhaps the goddess Isis. 

A hieroglyphic inscription at the top of the shroud refers to the Egyptian god Horus the Behedite.  
A winged sun disk originally topped the shroud, but only the tips of some feathers are preserved 
on the upper left and right corners.
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Shroud of a young man, c. 120-150 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
08.202.8a (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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97. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 09.181.8
 City: New York 

Provenance: Antinoe (el-Sheikh Abada)
Date: c. 170-200 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 221 cm x 106.1 cm

Description:
Well-preserved funerary shroud of a woman that  is missing a narrow strip along the edge of the 
right side. The top and the bottom of the shroud are fringed. 

The plumpness of the woman’s face and neck are a stylized trait unique to the shroud. She wears 
a fine tunic with narrow black clavi, and a mantle draped over her arms. The mantle is loosely 
worn and cover the back and arms while the front is held by the left hand. The garment is 
complicated; the deep folds below the right arm could be a part of the mantle or could be a part 
of the tunic sleeves. A visible tight sleeve around her left  wrist  could belong to the tunic or an 
undertunic. The fine fringe around the bottom of her garment could also be a part of the tunic or 
undergarment whose upper border of purple triangles is visible at the neckline.

Her attire is completed with red socks and black sandals. She wears numerous pieces of jewelry 
including: two gold spiral necklaces, a necklace comprised of large oval rings alternating with 
small spheres and a central rosette-shaped flower with six leaves, three gold bracelets on the left 
wrist, and three gold bracelets on the right wrist, three rings, and earrings. 

She is flanked on either side by Egyptian deities: on the viewer’s left Anubis wears a kilt and the 
double crown while holding an ankh and was scepter, and on the right a light colored jackal god 
wears a kilt while holding a was scepter. The central figure appears to step forward from the light 
gray rectangle in the background. This form has been interpreted as a doorway akin to the false 
doors of the Pharaonic Period where the dead were able to communicate with the living by way 
of this sacred space.  
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Shroud of a woman, c. 170-200 CE, Antinoe, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.181.8 
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98. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.390

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: X.390
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: late 2nd - 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 28.5 cm

Description:
Fragment of a painted mummy shroud of a woman. Only the hands across the abdomen remain 
intact.

This fragment is part  of a larger full-length portrait of a woman. The image represents the 
woman’s hands. She wears several pieces of jewelry  including: a ring on every finger of her left 
hand, a snake-ring on her right hand. Parallels to similar gold rings suggest a date of the first 
century CE. However, this shroud is probably of a later date. In the deceased’s hands are the 
partial painted remains of a pink floral garland with green leaves. 
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Fragment of a shroud of a woman, late 2nd - 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, X.390 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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99. Full-body Portrait Shroud
National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: National Museum of Ireland, Dublin
 Inventory Number: 1911:442
 City: Dublin

Provenance: Hawara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera, gold leaf
Dimensions: 52 cm x 98 cm

Description:
This shroud depicts a full-length figure of a man, but was made to wrap  around the lower body 
of the mummy whose head was likely  covered by a plaster mask. The shroud is damaged and 
missing portions alongside the bottom.
 
The top  of the shroud is decorated with an amuletic collar flanked by the goddesses Isis and 
Nephthys. Two registers of scenes flank either side of the central figure.

Side Registers

Viewer’s Left Side: (from right to left) Various Egyptian deities holding standards; mummified 
deceased resting on funerary bier; Unidentified female deity with outstretched arms; Deceased 
in the guise of Osiris standing before owl-like/falcon figure perched on offering table; 
Enthroned Osiris with Ammit seated before him
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Side Registers

Viewer’s Right Side: (from left to right) Deceased seated in solar bark accompanied by 
various deities holding standards; Mourning female deity; Anubis presenting the mummified 
deceased to Osiris

Central Figure:
The central figure is a man standing with his weight shifted to one leg. He stands between two 
columns that form a gateway adorned with serpents and two falcons wearing the double crown of 
Upper and Lower Egypt perched on top. He has short  curly hair and a beard that covers the 
underside of his chin and jaw. These are fashions attributed to the mid first century CE. The man 
wears festal or priestly attire consisting of a tunic with a folded or scooped neckline, loose 
sleeves that fall above his elbows, a white mantle draped over his left arm, and a black stole 
across his chest. The distinctive tunic and ornamented bandolier identify the deceased as a 
participant, or possibly priest, in the cults of Isis and Harpocrates. Images of the child-god 
Harpocrates represent him wearing the same type of clothing and bandolier as the deceased. 
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Shroud of a man, mid 1st c. CE, Hawara, National Museum of Ireland, Dublin, 1911:442
(Egyptian Global Museum Online Database)
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100. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974), Unknown Location

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Antiquities Market (1974)
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown location

Provenance: Hawara
Date: third quarter of 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 145 cm x 56 cm

Description:
The preserved part of the linen shroud consists of two pieces that have been attached to one 
another. Portions are missing around the top and side edges. There are various holes and tears 
throughout. 

The central figure is a women depicted frontally. The woman has a round face with large eyes 
and a long, thin nose. Her black hair is parted down the middle and waves are combed to the 
sides of the face. Single strand curls hang in front of her ears. The ears are adorned with white 
pearls and three cobras. Around her neck is a high gold braided necklace, from which hang three 
medallions. The woman wears a dark tunic with white cuffs at the sleeves and a cape. In her left 
hand, she holds a wreath. In her right hand, she holds what seems to be a spindle or a pin.
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Shroud of a woman, third quarter of 3rd c. CE, Hawara, Private Collection: Antiquities Market 
(1974), Unknown Location, Unknown Inv. No. (Parlasca 1980, tav. 141, 3, no. 590)
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101. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: Former Nielson Collection

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of Tayntho

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Former Nielson Collection
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Cologne

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Antinoe)
Date: Roman Period (possibly 2nd - 3rd c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Full-length funerary shroud of a young woman name Tayntho. The inscription indicates the 
deceased died at the age of twenty-nine. Creased, cracked, and faded paint has made it difficult 
to identify several of the figures in the scenes flanking either side of the deceased. 

The central figure stands between two columns that form a gateway adorned with five registers 
on either side for a total of ten scenes decorating the shroud.

Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers: 
Right from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Anubis attending to the deceased on a 
funerary bier

5. (top) Enthroned Osiris; Damaged
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers: 
Right from Top to Bottom

4. Unidentifiable figure; Female deity or ba
(?); Damaged

4. Unidentifiable man deity wearing false 
beard, kilt, and headdress; Damaged

3. Unidentifiable scene; Damaged 3. Thoth (?) or male deity wearing a kilt, 
nemes headdress and sun disk; Damaged

2. Anubis wearing kilt with arm extended 2. Recumbent Apis bull on altar
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Side Registers:
Left from Top to Bottom

Side Registers: 
Right from Top to Bottom

1. (bottom) Architectural feature (naos or 
doorway) with figure (?); Damaged

1. (bottom) Frontal figure of a woman in 
mourning or personified victory; Damaged

Central Figure:
The central figure is a young woman wearing a tunic with dark clavi, and a mantle. The fringed 
mantle drapes across her body and left arm. Her hair is parted in the center and tightly  drawn 
back into a knot at the nape of her neck. Riggs has noted that this Roman hairstyle is typical of 
the late second century CE. The shroud has suffered considerable damage, but it appears that at 
some point she may have held a small, egg-shaped object, possibly a white garland, in her left 
hand. The bottom of the shroud is missing and damaged. 

The deceased stands in the middle of a large architectural element reminiscent of a temple 
façade. The registers of scene decorating the columns function as architectural accents. Above 
the head of the deceased is a large winged sun disk with uraei. On her right shoulder is the figure 
of a Horus falcon with a sun disk up and to the left. On her left  side is a small shrew or mouse, 
and directly above the figure and to the right is a crescent moon shape. To the viewer’s right and 
next to the woman’s left shoulder is an inscription recording her name and age at the time of her 
death. 

Additional Commentary:
The image of the shroud published by Parlasca in 1966 is from a photograph provided by the 
Ägyptisches Museum. The inventory number associated with the shroud at the time was 13277. 
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Shroud of a woman, Roman Period (possibly 2nd - 3rd c. CE), unknown provenance, Private 
Collection: Former Nielson Collection, Unknown Inv. No. (Parlasca 1966, taf. 34, 1)
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102. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Private Collection: Rupert Wace

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Rupert Wace
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: London 

Provenance: Unknown (probably Antinoe)
Date: second quarter  3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 55 cm x 36 cm

Description:
Well-preserved top portion of a shroud of a young woman. The paint is a bit faded and cracked 
throughout. The shroud is currently part of a private collection, and it was acquired through 
London’s antiquities market. In 1983 it was on exhibit in Memphis, TN (USA).

The portrait of the young woman is represented inside a rectangle with a light blue background. 
An architectural frame surrounds her head. The inner frame is yellow with black dots, and the 
outer frame is decorated in alternating bands of red and black. At the top, there appears to be a 
stylized winged sun disk. The central figure’s hair is cut dramatically  short around the ears. She 
wears a white dress with long sleeves, which is decorated with various wide bands of black and 
purple. The ensemble is completed with earrings with white pearls, a green circle around the 
neck with an emblem in the center, and a wide belt with an oval buckle, which is decorated with 
a stone mounted in gold. In her left  hand, she holds an Egyptian ankh, while the palm of her right 
hand is outstretched in a gesture of prayer. The shroud appears to have been cut down from its 
original size. Presumably, the portion of the shroud that would have wrapped around the side’s of 
the deceased would have been decorated with registers of Egyptian motifs.
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Shroud of a woman, second quarter 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance (probably Antinoe), Private 
Collection: Rupert Wace (Parlasca 2003, tav. M,1 no. 691)
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103. Full-body Portrait Shroud
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AMM 9

Type: Full-body Portrait shroud
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden
 Inventory Number: AMM 9
 City: Leiden

Provenance: Unknown
Date: Roman Period 

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 125 cm x 60 cm

Description:
Fragmented and poorly-preserved full-length shroud of a bearded young man. Portions are 
missing near the right hand of the central figure and the upper torso.

The two hands of the central figure peak out from underneath the mantle. The right hand is 
partially lost, and the left hand holds a folded red garland with pendant strings and protruding 
black leaves. The man wears white rings on his index finger and his little finger. His fingernails 
are painted in a pale skin color. The diagonal folds of the mantle are visible from the rest of his 
body. A vertical slip hangs down on the left side. The garment falls just below the figure’s knees  
where the tunic and its two pink clavi reappear. On his feet, he wears sandals with black straps. 

Additional Commentary:
Alongside the body of the central figure, there runs a red band with various motifs in yellow with 
details in black. From the top to bottom, these motifs consist  of a mummiform deity standing on 
the right, a serpent on its tail (?), a falcon on a standard wearing the crown of Lower Egypt and 
with outstretched wings, a double crown on a standard, and a lotus bud with leaves. The 
individual motifs are separated by horizontal yellow bands with black cross-strokes.
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Right side view of a shroud of a man, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, AMM 9 (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden Online Collection Database)
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Frontal view of a shroud of a man, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden, AMM 9 (Rijksmuseum van Oudheden Online Collection Database)
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Tri-figure Portrait Shrouds
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104. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man with Osiris and Anubis

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11651
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 185 cm x 130 cm

Description:
Well-preserved tri-figure shroud with a man as the central figure flanked by Anubis and Osiris. 
Some missing portions are visible around the face of Anubis and the viewer’s bottom right hand 
side. The edges of the shroud appear to have been trimmed. There are five registers with deities 
and amuletic figures adorn the background.

Registers from Top to Bottom

5. (top) (from right to left) Weighing of the Heart scene; Anubis embalming the 
deceased; Male figure drawing water with a shaduf; Black stick figures (often 
interpreted as the “souls of the dead” drinking water and moving up the steps of a 
pyramid-like feature
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Registers from Top to Bottom

4. (from right to left) Ibis bird or Thoth

3. (from right to left) Mummiform Osiris and Anubis figures; Rearing cobra

2. (from right to left) Canopic jars with the heads of Qebehsenuef and Duamutef; 
Jackal resting on top of a solar disk from the bark

1. (bottom) (from right to left) Canopic jars with the heads of Hapi and Imsety; 
Papyriform column with sun disk (part of the bark)
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Central Figure:
The central figure is represented frontally  with his head turned slightly to the right. He dons a 
short beard, thick bold eyebrows, and dark curly hair. He wears a chiton with black clavi and a 
cloak. In his hands, the deceased holds a hes-vase in his right and a garland in the left. The 
central figure strides towards Osiris, to whom he presents the small libation vessel. On the other 
side, Anubis embraces the deceased and presents him to the god of the underworld. All three 
figures stand on a neshmet-bark or solar bark.

Anubis:
To the viewer’s right, Anubis is represented wearing a nemes headdress with a large sun disk, a 
broad collar, and long kilt  embellished with a feather pattern, geometric motifs, jackals, and djed 
pillars. His left hand gently touches the man’s left arm while Anubis’ right arm wraps around the 
deceased’s shoulders. It is noteworthy that Anubis is the only figure rendered in profile. 

Osiris: 
To the viewer’s left, Osiris is represented wearing a composite nemes-atef crown, broad collar, 
and rhomboidal patterned mummy bandages. His face is round, plump and youthful with 
overlarge eyes and delicate facial features. The deceased, standing to his left, presents a libation 
offering to Osiris. 

Additional Commentary:
In Siegfried Morenz’s 1957 publication he offered a unique and controversial interpretation of 
this shroud’s composition. He believed the shroud represented two images of the deceased: the 
central image of the living deceased, and the Osirian image of the deceased after his 
transfiguration—essentially as “Osiris NN.” Other scholars have suggested that the shroud 
illustrates Anubis leading the deceased to Osiris. In this interpretation, Anubis takes on the role 
of “psychopomp” akin to the role of the Greek god Hermes. Some have also noted that the 
deceased male cannot present libations to himself as Osiris. Therefore, the current consensus is 
that the three figures represented on the shroud must all be different individuals—Osiris, the 
Dead, and Anubis.
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Trif-figure shroud of a man, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11651 
(Parlasca 1999, fig. 165)
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105. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman with Osiris and Isis/Hathor

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11652
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 182 cm x 135 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved tri-figure shroud of a woman. Along with the full central figure, only the lower 
bodies of the two side figures remain intact. The linen shows evidence of staining, perhaps from 
embalming liquids. 

One vignette, between the legs of the deceased and Osiris, remains intact. A portion of the scene 
is missing and the paint is faded. The vignette shows Anubis embalming the deceased who rests 
on a funerary bier. In between the legs of the lion-headed bier are three (of presumably four) 
canopic jars with the heads of the Four Sons of Horus.

Central Figure:
The woman has a central parted hairstyle with small curls along her forehead and sides of her 
head, with long curls along her neck. This hairstyle is modeled on Roman imperial styles of the 
early and middle first century CE. She wears pearl earrings, a long white tunic with a dark clavus 
and a pink mantle draped over her left shoulder. 

Goddess (Hathor or Isis?):
Standing to the left of the deceased and on the viewer’s right side is the lower body of a woman. 
The torso and the face of the figure are no longer preserved. However, the figure’s intricate dress 
indicates that she must have been an important figure—most likely a deity. Her dress is painted 
with lively colors of blue, orange, red, and gold. In the center of her skirt  is the gilded image of a 
vulture, and the rest  of the garment is decorated with feathers, stripes, and dots. The gilding and 
bird imagery  suggests that this deity may  have originally been Hathor or Isis. The goddess’ hands 
are visible on the right shoulder of the deceased and next to the deceased’s midsection. This 
evidence suggests the deity was posed in the same manner as Anubis on other Tri-figure shrouds. 
Next to the deity is a large djed pillar with a jackal resting on top.
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Osiris:
Standing to the right of the deceased and on the viewer’s left side is the lower portion of a 
mummiform body. The torso and the face of the figure are no longer preserved. However, the 
figure’s intricate rhomboidal pattern indicates that the figure must have been Osiris. Furthermore, 
on the Tri-figure shrouds, Osiris usually appears on the viewer’s left hand side. Next  to the god is  
an uncoiled snake.
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Tri-figure shroud of a woman, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Detail of the goddess figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Detail of the Osiris figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Detail of the portrait and black stick figures, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, 
Berlin, ÄM 11652 (photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Detail of vignette, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11652 (photo taken 
by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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106. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman with Osiris and Anubis

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 11653
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 90 cm x 57.5 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved tri-figure shroud with only  Osiris and the central female figure intact. The paint 
is worn and faded. The upper portion is frayed and the bottom portion is missing. The shroud is 
stained throughout, particularly along the edges. Only one background register remains partially 
preserved.

Registers from Top to Bottom

 (top) Anubis embalming the deceased resting on lion-headed bier; Scale for the 
Weighing of the Heart
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Central Figure:
The central figure is a young woman represented in a slightly turned frontal position. The 
woman’s face is expressionless and schematically drawn. She wears her hair in spiral curls that 
drape down the sides of her neck and onto her chest. Her chiton and mantle are white. A dark 
clavus runs down the right side of her garment and thin line on the left side is the hem of her 
mantle. Her ears are adorned with small pearl earrings, and she wears a gold braided necklace 
with a small pendant. Only  the upper torso of her body is preserved. It appears that almost her 
whole arm is stretched out, probably in the act of offering a libation. The left hand holds a wreath 
in front of her body.  

Anubis:
The figure of Anubis is no longer preserved. Only five black fingers on the right shoulder of the 
deceased indicate that the figure standing next to her had once been Anubis.

Osiris:
The left  half of Osiris’ face and torso are preserved. To the viewer’s left, Osiris is represented 
wearing an atef crown, a broad collar, and rhomboidal patterned mummy bandages. His face is 
round, plump and youthful with overlarge eyes and delicate facial features. Although missing, it 
is likely  that the deceased, standing to his left, would have presented Osiris with a libation 
offering. 
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Tri-figure shroud of a woman, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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Detail of Anubis’ fingers, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 11653 
(photo taken by author, courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin)
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107. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Egyptian Museum, Cairo, J.E. Prov. 9/12/95/1

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man with Isis and Nephthys

Present Location:
 Collection: Egyptian Museum, Cairo
 Inventory Number: J.E. Prov. 9/12/95/1
 City: Cairo 

Provenance: Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf)
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 250 cm x 150 cm

Description:
Fragmentary tri-figure shroud of a man in the guise of Osiris flanked by Isis and Nephthys. The 
painted portions of the shroud are well preserved. However, the shroud is in several fragments. 
The lower part  of the central figure is missing, along with a portion of the center, left, and right 
top corners. 

The three figures stand inside the kiosk of a papyrus skiff over a river or marsh where lotuses 
blossom. The kiosk is depicted as an Egyptian shrine with many layers and intricate details 
including a baldachin and floral pillars. Its embedded cornices are adorned with winged sun 
disks and uraei. The façade of the shrine is decorated like the walls of an Egyptian temple with 
registers of deities. The boat beneath the three figures’ feet is decorated with horizontal lines. 
The bow and the stern conclude with papyrus blossoms. 

Four partially preserved side registers flank the central figures. The center portion of the shroud 
can roughly be divided into four sections or registers. However, the large portions of the cloth 
that are missing make it difficult to accurately divide and identify the scenes of each register.
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Side Registers: 
Left from Top to Bottom 

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

4. (top) Khons-Horus wearing sun disk with 
uraeus, small beard, sidelock of youth, 
sleeveless tunic, right hand holds ankh, left 
hand holds was scepter

4. (top) Hathor-Isis wearing Isiac basileion, 
wig with diadem, dress with pleats, right 
hand holds wadj scepter, left hand holds 
ankh

3. Bastet-Hathor-Isis-Sekhmet wearing Isiac 
basileion, wig with diadem, left hand holds 
wadj scepter, right hand holds ankh

3. Nefertum-Horus-Miysis with a lion’s head 
and sun disk with uraeus, companion of 
Sekhmet, open mouth with tongue out, left 
hand holds ankh, right hand holds was 
scepter
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Side Registers: 
Left from Top to Bottom 

Side Registers:
Right from Top to Bottom

2. Horus-Ra or Harakhti with falcon head and 
sun disk with uraeus

2. Hathor-Isis wearing Isiac basileion, wig 
with diadem, dress with pleats, right hand 
holds wadj scepter, left hand holds ankh

1. (bottom) Isis-Hathor wearing Isiac 
basileion, wig with diadem, left hand holds 
wadj scepter, right hand holds ankh

1. (bottom) Anubis-Ra or Anubis-Horus with 
jackal head and sun disk with uraeus, left 
hand holds ankh, right hand holds was 
scepter
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom 

4. (top) Sacred bull of Memphis standing next to smoking censer cup decorated with lotus 
flowers

3. (from viewer’s left to right) Two mummified bovines seated upon a base; Anubis who 
wears a long bright pink draped garment stands behind the two animals; Two officiants 
wearing draped garments and ribbons with diadems on their heads holding an object 
(probably a naos); Damaged; Fragmentary
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Central Registers:
From Top to Bottom 

2. (from viewer’s left to right) Two male figures working around a high basin, or mortar, 
where one pours a substance from a vase and the other holds a large pestle; Anubis’s head 
turned towards the men as he grips a flail in the right hand and stirs something inside a 
decorated vessel on a stove; Anubis with a bowl performing embalming rites on 
mummified deceased resting on bier; Damaged; Fragmentary

1. (bottom) Large boat under Osiris’ feet; Two lotus shaped capitals on either end of the boat; 
Two falcons sit on the stern and bow and face each other; Damaged; Fragmentary

Central Figure:
The central figure is a young man with a clean-shaven face, large eyes, a false beard, and delicate 
features. Although his feet are now missing, he stands on the small papyrus skiff. The young man 
is dressed as Osiris with green, yellow, and black bead-net patterning and a black belt cinched at 
the waist. He wears a broad collar with Horus falcon head terminals. On his head, he wears a 
stylized atef crown with uraei. In his hands he holds a crook and flail. On either side of the 
central figure’s head are sun disks with rays and Khonsu-Horus.

Isis and Nephthys:
Flanking either side of the central figure are the goddesses Isis and Nephthys, who extend their 
arms in a gesture of praise and protection. Both deities wear green sheath dresses that are secured 
underneath their exposed breasts with purple sashes. Each wears a green broad collar, black 
black tri-partite wig, and gold fillet. The goddesses stand on platforms.
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Tri-figure shroud of a man, 2nd c. CE, Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf), Egyptian Museum, Cairo, 
9/12/95/1 (Bresciani 1996, fig. 3)
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108. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Louvre, N 3076

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man with Osiris and Anubis

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: N 3076
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 180 cm x 128 cm

Description:
Fairly  well-preserved tri-figure shroud of a young male with Osiris and Anubis. The paint is 
faded and cracked. Several stains, particularly around the head of the central figure, appear 
throughout the shroud.

There is technically a total of six registers in the background. However, the space of second 
register from the top is primarily filled by the torsos of the three figures, and no other motifs or 
images appear on this register. Therefore, only a five registers are described here.

Registers from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Male figure drawing water with a shaduf; Black stick figures (often interpreted as 
the “souls of the dead”) drinking water and helping draw water; Seated winged-griffin 
with sun disk; Damaged; Faded
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Registers from Top to Bottom

4. Canopic jars with the heads of Imsety and Qebehsenuef

3. Canopic jars with the heads of Duamutef and Hapi

2. Black stick figure possibly holding scale for the Weighing of the Heart; Standing black 
stick figure

1. (bottom) Black stick figures between Osiris and the dead, the deceased’s feet, the dead 
and Anubis, and Anubis’ feet; The figures appear to hold oars and man the ship on which 
they stand

Central Figure:
The central figure is dressed in a white tunic with narrow clavi and a white cloak. The cloak 
covers his right arm, which is folded over his chest. The man dons a short, curly  hairstyle that 
reveals his ears. His eyes are large beneath arched eyebrows, with a long nose, and a small pink 
mouth. A now faded and damaged bluish-white square once framed the head of the deceased. 
Unlike the other two gods, he stands barefoot on a pedestal with the weight of his body on one 
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leg in Hellenistic posture, or contrapposto. In his left hand, he holds a pink garland with 
greenery.

Anubis:
To the viewer’s right, Anubis is represented wearing a nemes headdress with a large sun disk, a 
broad collar, and long kilt embellished with a feather and geometric pattern. His left  hand gently 
touches the man’s midsection while Anubis’ right arm wraps around the deceased’s shoulders. It 
is noteworthy that Anubis is the only figure rendered in profile, which is a more traditional form 
of Egyptian representation. 

Osiris: 
To the viewer’s left, Osiris is represented wearing a composite stylized nemes-atef crown, broad 
collar, and rhomboidal patterned mummy bandages. His face is round, plump and youthful with 
overlarge eyes, a small false beard, and delicate features. Osiris holds a crook and flail in his 
small hands.
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Tri-figure shroud of young man, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3076 (Louvre Online 
Collection Database)
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Detail of Osiris, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3076 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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Detail of central figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3076 (Louvre Online Collection 
Database)
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Detail of Anubis, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3076 (Louvre Online Collection Database)
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109. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Louvre, N 3391

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a young man with Isis and Nephthys

Present Location:
 Collection: Louvre
 Inventory Number: N 3391
 City: Paris 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 225 cm

Description:
Tri-figure shroud of a young man with portions missing at both top corners and the bottom right 
corner. The paint is cracked and faded throughout. The shroud depicts a man standing between 
Isis and Nephthys on his journey to Abydos. 

The three figures stand inside the kiosk of a papyrus skiff over a river or marsh where lotuses 
blossom. The kiosk is depicted as an Egyptian shrine with many layers and intricate details. Its 
embedded cornices are adorned with winged sun disks. Slender columns support the upper 
portion while functioning as a framing device for the three figures. The façade of the shrine is 
decorated like the walls of an Egyptian temple with registers of amuletic figures such as: 
ferrymen, scarab beetles, seated jackals, and deities. 

The boat on which the three figures stand is decorated with geometrical concentric patterns. The 
bow and the stern conclude with bull and ram protomes. Bresciani notes that locally  in Saqqara 
the ram was considered a form of Osiris and in Pharaonic theology, the chthonic form of Ra. 

Central Figure:
The central figure is a young man with close-cropped hair and a clean-shaven face. He stands in 
an almost contrapposto stance, but his feet are shown in profile. The young man wears a white 
tunic and mantle while holding a myrtle bouquet and book roll. On his head, he wears a wreath 
of foliage and the double plumed Egyptian Sw.ty crown with horns, a sun disk, and uraei. 
According to Riggs, this crown is associated with Osiris and with posthumous representations of 
kings. Above the deceased’s head, are the remnants of two Horus falcons with outstretched 
wings.
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Isis and Nephthys:
Flanking either side of the central figure are the goddesses Isis and Nephthys, who extend their 
arms around the deceased. Both deities wear sheath dresses that tie underneath their exposed 
breasts, broad collars, beaded black tri-partite wigs, and headdresses composed of a vulture, 
horns, and sun disk. The goddesses stand on platforms (or in niches) while the deceased stands 
directly on the boat.
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Tri-figure shroud of young man (black and white photo), 2nd c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3391 
(Riggs 2005, fig. 74)
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Tri-figure shroud of young man (color photo), 2nd c. CE, Saqqara, Louvre, N 3391 (Bresciani 
1996, fig. 65)
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110. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man with Osiris and Anubis

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: 4229/1 1a 5749
 City: Moscow 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 185 cm x 125 cm

Description:
Well-preserved Tri-figure shroud of a man with Osiris and Anubis. Some staining is visible along 
the left side of the shroud and the bottom portion. Paint is cracked and faded particularly around 
the head of the central figure and the body of Anubis.

The shroud represents a male flanked by Osiris and Anubis. The figures are presented in an 
Egyptian temple setting with a pylon behind and framing the head of the deceased. The massive 
gateway has been interpreted as a threshold between the living and the dead. Five registers adorn 
the background (the fifth register being the upper portion with the temple pylon).
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Registers from Top to Bottom

5. (top) Temple pylon with small door where several black stick figures fetch water from a 
shaduf; Temple façade with uraei, winged sun disk, cavetto cornice, and papyriform 
columns frame the head of the deceased.

4. Two black stick figures standing on the deceased’s arm appear to help him get dressed or 
tug on his garment; Rearing cobra

3. Canopic jar with unidentifiable head; Mummiform Anubis with sun disk
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Registers from Top to Bottom

2. Canopic jars with unidentifiable heads on either side of Osiris figure; Black stick figure

1. (bottom) Six black stick figures rowing and attending to the boat on which the three 
main figures stand

Central Figure:
The central figure is an adult male with loose curls and a sparse, straight beard. His hairstyle and 
beard suggest a first century CE date. He wears a white tunic and mantle, which is draped over 
his left shoulder and arm. In his hands, he holds a book roll or scroll. 

Anubis:
To the viewer’s right, Anubis is represented wearing a nemes headdress surmounted by  a large 
sun disk, a broad collar, and long kilt embellished with a feather and geometric pattern. His left 
hand gently touches the man’s midsection while holding a black key to the underworld. Anubis’ 
right arm wraps around the deceased’s shoulders. It is noteworthy that Anubis is the only  figure 
rendered in profile, which is a more traditional form of Egyptian representation. 

Osiris:
To the viewer’s left, Osiris is represented wearing a composite stylized black nemes and atef 
crown, broad collar, and rhomboidal patterned mummy bandages in black, red, and yellow. His 
face is round, plump and youthful with overlarge eyes, a small false beard, and delicate features. 
Osiris holds a flail and a crook with a distinctive curled end on the head.
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Tri-figure shroud of man, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin Museum, 4229/1 1a 5749 (Doxiadis 
fig.14)
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111. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a woman with a child, Osiris, and Anubis

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: 430/1/1a 5747
 City: Moscow 

Provenance: Saqqara
Date: mid 1st c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 196 cm x 143 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved shroud with figures of a woman, child, Osiris, and Anubis. The paint is worn, 
cracked, and faded, particularly around the child, Anubis, and the face of the central figure. The 
top portion and bottom left of the shroud are damaged. 

The shroud features representations of a woman and a small child, perhaps commemorating the 
deaths of both individuals, along with the gods Osiris and Anubis standing on a solar bark. It is 
likely that registers once decorated the background of the shroud. The only  remaining 
recognizable figures are: Horus or Anubis in the center of the upper register; A male figure 
fetching water with a shaduf and several black stick figures on the left of the upper register; 
Black stick figure rowing the boat on the bottom left register. 

Central Figure:
The central figure of the shroud is a female wearing a mid-first-century hairstyle for women. The 
shroud is poorly preserved, and the exact details of the woman’s face and dress are difficult to 
identify. She wears a pink tunic with narrow clavi and a white mantle draped around her left arm 
and shoulder. However, it is noticeable that a patch from a separate piece of painted fabric was 
added to the shroud. It is possible that at some point the textile required repairs from damage. 
Parlasca and Riggs have suggested that the dark rectangle around the head of the central figure is 
a result of her portrait having been painted separately and inserted into the larger shroud.

Child:
The gender of the child has been speculated by several scholars. Parlasca and Riggs cite the 
child’s white chiton and strands of hair—interpreted as a side-lock of youth—as evidence of the 
child being a boy. Other scholars believe the strands of hair are that of a young girl. Nonetheless, 
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what is more important is the presence of a second figure on the shroud instead of just one 
central figure. It is likely that the shroud commemorates the death of a mother and child.

Anubis:
To the viewer’s right, Anubis is represented wearing a multicolored striped nemes headdress with 
a large sun disk behind his head. The majority of his upper torso is missing, but clearly his right 
arm once wrapped around the central figure, while the left ushered her towards Osiris. He wears 
a long kilt embellished with a multicolored feather and geometric pattern. It is noteworthy that 
Anubis is the only figure rendered in profile, which is a more traditional form of Egyptian 
representation. 

Osiris:
To the viewer’s left, Osiris is represented wearing a gold and blue striped nemes and rhomboidal 
patterned mummy bandages in gold and white. His face is round, plump  and youthful with 
overlarge eyes, a small false beard, and delicate features. Osiris holds a flail and a crook with a 
distinctive curled end on the head.

Additional Commentary:
It is unclear whether the woman and child died at the same time, or if one died before the other, 
or if only the woman died and the child was then included to show her in a maternal role.
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Tri-figure shroud of a woman with a child, Osiris, and Anubis, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin 
Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 (Parlasca 1999, fig. 153)
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Portrait detail of woman, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 (Parlasca 
1999, fig. 153)

Detail of central upper register figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 
(Parlasca 1999, fig. 153)
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Detail of left upper register figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 
(Parlasca 1999, fig. 153)

Detail of left lower register figure, mid 1st c. CE, Saqqara, Pushkin Museum, 4301/1/1a 5747 
(Parlasca 1999, fig. 153)
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112. Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649

Type: Tri-figure Portrait Shroud
Title: Shroud of a man with two deities

Present Location:
 Collection: University of Pisa
 Inventory Number: Reg. Nr. 605/649
 City: Pisa 

Provenance: Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf)
Date: 2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 250 cm x 170 cm

Description:
Description:
Fragmentary tri-figure shroud of a young man flanked by  two missing female deities (probably 
Isis and Nephthys). The bottom portion also appears unattached. The shroud exhibits traces of 
white, green, and pink tempera paint. 

The three figures stand inside the kiosk of a papyrus skiff over a river or marsh where lotuses 
blossom. The kiosk is depicted as an Egyptian shrine with many layers and intricate details 
including a baldachin and floral pillars. Its embedded cornices are adorned with winged sun 
disks. Slender columns support the upper portion while functioning as a framing device for the 
three figures. The façade of the shrine is decorated like the walls of an Egyptian temple with 
registers of amuletic figures and deities. For example, towards the center and top  of the shroud, 
two small kneeling goddesses (identified as the two Meret) rest their hands upon a sun disk with 
falcons seated behind them. 

The boat beneath the three figures’ feet is decorated with geometrical concentric patterns. The 
bow and the stern conclude with two disks. Beneath the keel of the boat are lotus buds and leaves 
symbolizing the aquatic or marsh environment on which the boat sails. 

Central Figure:
The central figure is a young man with close-cropped hair, a clean-shaven face, and large eyes. 
He stands in an almost contrapposto stance, but his feet  are missing. The young man wears a 
white tunic and mantle while holding an olive branch and bouquet and an unidentifiable oblong 
object. On his head, he wears an atef crown. 
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Isis and Nephthys:
The only  remnants of the two deities flanking either side of the central figure are their hands 
extending out towards the deceased. It is likely that the goddesses Isis and Nephthys would have 
stood on either side of the central figure. 

References:
Bresciani, Edda. Il Volto di Osiri: Tele funerarie dipinti nell'Egitto romano. Italy: Maria Pacini 

Fazzi Editore, 1996: 60-66.
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Tri-figure shroud of a man, 2nd c. CE, Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf), University of Pisa, Reg. 
Nr. 605/649 (Bresciani 1996, fig. 64)
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Detail of face, 2nd c. CE, Saqqara (Tomb of Bakenrenaf), University of Pisa, Reg. Nr. 605/649 
(Bresciani 1996, fig. 66)
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Fragmentary Mummy Shrouds
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113. Fragmentary
Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 1160

Type: Osiris shroud(?), Tri-figure shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of the head of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin
 Inventory Number: ÄM 1160
 City: Berlin 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly Saqqara)
Date: mid 3rd c. CE (possibly 4th c. CE)

Medium: Painted linen, stucco
Dimensions: 170 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud with the left  and bottom portions missing. The fragment 
presents the frontal portrait of a man. The facial features of the man include deep-set almond-
shaped eyes with long lashes, bushy eyebrows, a long contoured nose, a philtrum, and puckered 
lips with downturned corners of the mouth. A frame around the face was applied in stucco. 
Parlasca suggests a date of around the middle of the fourth century CE. However, it is likely  that 
the shroud fragment dates to some time around the mid third century CE.

References:
Ebers, Georg. Antike Portraits, die hellenistischen Bildnisse aus dem Fajjûm untersucht und 

gewürdigt. Leipzig: Kessinger Publishing Company, 1893: 8,15.
Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 

Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 39, note 154, 189.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 

497-674. Rome,1980: Tav. 142,1, No. 594.
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Fragment of a shroud with the image of a man, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance (probably 
Saqqara), Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin, ÄM 1160 (Parlasca 1980, Tav. 142,1, No. 594)
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114. Fragmentary
Benaki Museum, 6878

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Full-body Portrait shroud(?), Tri-figure shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of the bust of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Benaki Museum
 Inventory Number: 6878
 City: Athens 

Provenance: Antinoe
Date: c. 225-250 CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic
Dimensions: 50 cm x 30 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud of a man missing portions in the upper corners and right 
side.

A young bearded man shown in frontal view with the head and the upper torso slightly turned. 
His hair is short, and his mustache and beard are well-groomed. Shading and highlights are used 
to emphasize lines on his brows, neck, and under his eyes. The figure is portrayed against a light-
gray background.

He wears a white tunic decorated with a dark red vertical clavus. His left shoulder is covered 
with a white cape or pallium that falls loosely over the chest and down his back. Parts of an 
unidentified design and a gilded half-moon are visible above the left shoulder of the figure. 
Although damaged and poorly preserved, to the viewer’s right and above the man’s shoulder, 
there is a figure painted in green (perhaps leaves) encircled by a white and red speckled ribbon. 
Parlasca has interpreted this as a small box with an open lid from which a plant emerges. Both 
the left and right sides of the portrait are edged by vertical bands. 

References:
Alexopoulou-Agoranou, A., A.-E. Kalliga, U. Kanakari, et al. "Pigment Analysis and 

Documentation of Two Funerary Portraits Which Belong to the Collection of the Benaki 
Museum." In Portraits and Masks: Burial Customs in Roman Egypt, edited by M. L. 
Bierbrier, 88-95. London: British Museum Press, 1997: pl.11 no.3.

Berger, Jacques-Edouard. L'Oeil & L'Èternité: Portraits Romains D'Égypte. Paudex: 
Fontainemore-Flammarion, 1977: 72-73.

Doxiadis, Euphrosyne. The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt. New York: 
H. N. Abrams, 1995: 214, no. 88.
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Fragment of a shroud of a man, c. 225-250 CE, Antinoe, Benaki Museum, 6878 (Benaki 
Museum Online Database)
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115. Fragmentary
The Egypt Center, Swansea, Inv. Nos. W 649-656

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Hathor shroud(?)
Title: Fragments from the shroud of Tashay (or Tjehent)

Present Location:
 Collection: The Egypt Center, Swansea
 Inventory Number: Inv. Nos. W 649-656 *
 City: Swansea 

Provenance: Thebes
Date: first half of  2nd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, stucco
Dimensions: (W 649) 22.3 cm x 21.3 cm; (W 650) 28.2 cm 20.2 cm; (W 651) 24.8 cm x 22 cm; 
(W 652) 25 cm x 23.2 cm; (W 652) 25 cm x 23.2 cm; (W 653) 22.8 cm x 20.4 cm; W 654: 24.8 
cm x 20.9 cm; W 656:13 cm x 30 cm

Description:
Eight fragments from the shroud of woman. Inscriptions identify the owner of the shroud as 
Tashay (or Tjehent). It is estimated that the overall shroud would have been approximately 191 
cm x 24 cm in size. However, since the small scenes are all that remain of the shroud, it is 
difficult to accurately  estimate the overall width without knowing what the central figure might 
have looked like.

 In each scene, Tashay  wears the same garment, which is schematically rendered due to the 
image’s small size: a white, mid-calf length tunic with two colored clavi from shoulder to hem. 
Dashes on the sleeves suggest the bunching of the garment in folds as the deceased raises her 
arm or extends an arm outward with the elbow slightly bent. The tunic hem is consistently drawn 
as a curve that dips down in front of the bent leg to create a very simple depth relationship 
between the legs—the garment is farther away from the viewer when it  crosses the rear, weight-
bearing leg, therefore the artist depicts it  as slightly raised. On her feet, Tashay wears thong 
sandals, which are visible on her pointed, non-supporting foot. A broad collar covers the upper 
part of Tashay’s neck in each representation, like the collars traditionally worn by deities and 
mummies. Here, Tashay’s Greek costume marks image as image as other-worldly.
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Eight Shroud Fragments (in no particular order)

Winged Scarab (W 656) (Griffiths, pl. XXIII, 1)

Physical revival of the dead with Isis (W 650) (Griffiths, pl. XXIII, 2)
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Eight Shroud Fragments (in no particular order)

Physical revival of the dead with Nephthys (W 649) (Griffiths, pl. XXIV, 1)

Weighing of the Heart with Tashay, Thoth, and Horus (W 651) (Griffiths, pl. XXIV, 2)
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Eight Shroud Fragments (in no particular order)

Presentation of Tashay by Anubis and Osiris-Sokar (W 653) (Griffiths, pl. XXV, 1)

Presentation of Tashay by Anubis to Osiris-Sokar and Isis (W 652) (Griffiths, pl. XXV, 2)
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Eight Shroud Fragments (in no particular order)

Tashay before Osiris-Sokar and Isis (W 652) (Griffiths, pl. XXVI, 1)

Tashay before Osiris-Sokar and Nephthys (W 654) (Griffiths, pl. XXVI, 2)
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Additional Commentary:
The overall thematic concern of the scenes is the judgement and revivification of the dead.

Winged scarab (W 656):
The wings of the scarab are partly colored red. The outstretched wings are those of a falcon. 
Above are Heb-sed signs attached to curved palm-ribs symbolizing longevity. In general, the 
significance of the winged scarab lies in its connection with the god Khepri who signifies the 
rising sun and rebirth after death.

Physical revival of the dead with Isis (W 650):
Beneath a canopy of stars representing heaven through the use of the pt-sign, a falcon is perched 
upon the mummified body  of the deceased who rests on a lion-shaped bier. On the viewer’s left 
is the figure of Isis who stands with her left hand raised toward the falcon. The inscription above 
her to the right identifies her as Ast wrt (“Isis the Great”).  

Physical revival of the dead with Nephthys (W 649):
Like the previous scene, but with Nephthys instead of Isis. On her head are the hieroglyphs for 
her name Nbt-Ht. Within these signs are other hieroglyphs, which read Drt nTr(t) aA(t) (“The Kite, 
the Great Goddess”). This inscription refers to her role as one of the “Two Kites” (Drty) (the 
other being Isis) who mourned the death of Osiris. In essence, Nephthys and Isis are mourning 
the physical and social death of the deceased prior to her rebirth into the afterlife. 

Weighing of the Heart with the female deceased, Thoth, and Horus:
The deceased is shown as a woman with her right hand in a gesture of adoration while her left 
hand is lowered in a gesture of abject appeal to Thoth. Her heart is being weighed against  a 
figure of the goddess Ma’at. Thoth attends to the scale on the left which holds the heart of the 
deceased while the other side is attended to by Horus.

Presentation of the deceased by Anubis to Osiris-Sokar:
The deceased has her right hand raised and her left  lowered clasping the left hand of Anubis. 
Anubis’ right hand is raised in a gesture of veneration to the presiding deity Osiris-Sokar. The 
inscription above Anubis reads, Inp xnty sH-nTr...rp (“Anubis, he who is in front  of the god’s 
booth...”). Above the figure of the deceased is her name, which has been interpreted as &A(-nt-)-
SAy (“She who belongs to the Agathodaimon”).

Presentation of the deceased by Anubis to Osiris-Sokar and Isis:
Like the previous scene, but with Anubis’ left hand raised to touch the upraised hand of the 
deceased. Above Isis is the phrase Ast wrt (“Isis the Great”). 

The deceased before Osiris-Sokar and Isis:
The deceased raises her right hand towards the gods in homage. She holds her left hand forward 
and downward in a gesture of humility  while standing before Osiris-Sokar who is accompanied 
by Isis. Osiris-Sokar, the presiding judge of the tribunal, is seated on a throne while holding the 
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Osirian crook and flail. Behind the seated god stands Isis with her right hand raised in a 
protective gesture behind the shoulder of the god. Each figure is identified by name. 

The deceased before Osiris-Sokar and Nephthys:
This scene is similar to the one before, but Isis is replaced by the goddess Nephthys. Another 
difference is that Osiris-Sokar is standing while holding the was-scepter, which combines the 
insignia of the was, ankh, and the djed. 

It is noteworthy that Tashay makes five appearances in all, and in each case when she is depicted 
as a woman, and she is presented frontally. Her frontal appearance creates a stylistic contrast 
between her and the other divine figures in the scenes. Likewise, her hairstyle and clothing 
reflects Greco-Roman stylistic choices. 

References:
Griffiths, J.G. "Eight funerary paintings with judgment scenes in the Swansea Wellcome 

Museum." Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 68, no. 228-252 (1982).
Riggs, Christina. The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion. 

Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005: 219-221, 232, fig. 109.
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116. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 61.191.1

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?)
Title: Fragment with a woman holding libation jars

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 61.191.1
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: 1st c. BCE - 2nd c. CE 

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 34.3 cm x 35.3 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud with a woman holding offerings and a ba bird in the bottom 
left corner.

The unidentified woman is shown in profile wearing a long, black tripartite wig with a fillet. Her 
sheath dress with two thin straps is decorated with a diamond and feather pattern, and reveals her 
breasts. She wears a broad collar, armlets, and bracelets. Above her head is a common nu vessel, 
and in both hands she holds libation offering vessels. To the viewer’s left  rests the partially 
preserved figure of a ba bird.

References:
"Fragment of a linen shroud painting: 61.191.1." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://

www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/545806?
rpp=20&pg=1&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=12.
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Fragment of a shroud with the image of a woman, 1st c. BCE - 2nd c. CE, unknown provenance, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 61.191.1 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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117. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.489

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?) 
Title: Fragment of a linen shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: X.489
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: 304 BCE - 364 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 15.5 cm x 26.5 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved fragment of a larger mummy shroud.

The fragment depicts a falcon on the viewer’s upper right wearing the double crown. Below is a 
figure of a woman wearing a curly  tripartite wig and horned sun disk headdress. In her hand, she 
holds a scepter. She wears a tunic and draped mantle.

References:
"Shroud Fragment: X.489." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/

Collections/search-the-collections/557670?rpp=20&pg=1&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=14.
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Fragment of a shroud, 304 BCE - 364 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
X.489 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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118. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.490

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a linen shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: X.490
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: c. 304 BCE - 364 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 24.5 cm x 19.7 cm

Description:
Poorly-preserved fragment of a larger mummy shroud.

The fragment depicts the figure of a woman on the viewer’s upper right with her hands raised in 
a gesture of adoration. Before her stand the Four Sons of Horus. To the viewer’s left, a 
fragmentary  figure of Osiris holds a crook and flail. Before him are lotus umbels stemming from 
what is presumed to be a solar bark on which the figure of Osiris stands.

References:
"Shroud Fragment: X.490." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/

Collections/search-the-collections/564878?rpp=20&pg=2&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=24.
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Fragment of a shroud, c. 304 BCE - 364 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
X.489 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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119. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.491a,b

Type: Osiris shroud(?)
Title: Fragments of a linen shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: X.491a,b
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: c. 304 BCE - 364 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: (a) 18.3 cm x 25.3 cm; (b) 18.8 cm x 14.8 cm

Description:
Two fragments of a larger mummy shroud.

Fragment X.491a depicts what  appears to be a broad collar. To the viewer’s far right and at the 
bottom edge of the fragment is checkered or rhomboidal patterning—perhaps the bandaging 
pattern of an Osiris figure. In the center of the fragment is an outlined wadjet eye.

Fragment X.491b represents the head of a falcon, perhaps with outstretched wings against a 
similar checkered or rhomboidal pattern.

References:
"Linen shroud : X.491a,b." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/

the-collection-online/search/564879?rpp=20&pg=2&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=25.
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Fragments of a shroud, c. 304 BCE - 364 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, X.491a,b (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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120. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 66.99.140

Type: Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?), Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud (?), Tri-figure shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a linen shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 66.99.140
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: c. 304 BCE - 364 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 38 cm x 30.2 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud. Likely  part of the same shroud as Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 66.99.141.

Figure of a female deity depicted in profile. The top of the deity’s headdress is now missing. She 
wears a tripartite wig with a gold uraeus. Around her neck is a broad collar with geometric and 
floral shapes. She wears a sheath dress that is secured underneath her exposed breasts. Although 
missing, both of her arms are extended.

References:
"Painted Shroud Fragment: 66.99.140." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://

www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/548845?
rpp=20&pg=2&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=29.
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Fragment of a shroud, c. 304 BCE - 364 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
66.99.140 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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121. Fragmentary
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 66.99.141

Type: Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?), Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Tri-figure shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a linen shroud

Present Location:
 Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art
 Inventory Number: 66.99.141
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: c. 304 BCE - 364 CE

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: 36.8 cm x 31 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud. Likely  part of the same shroud as Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 66.99.140.

Figure of a female deity depicted in profile. The top of the deity’s headdress is now missing. She 
wears a tripartite wig with a gold uraeus. Around her neck is a broad collar with geometric 
shapes. She wears a bead-net pattern sheath dress that  is secured underneath her exposed breasts. 
Although missing, both of her arms are extended.

References:
"Painted Shroud Fragment: 66.99.141." Metropolitan Museum of Art, http://

www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/548846?
rpp=20&pg=2&ao=on&ft=shroud&pos=30
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Fragment of a shroud, c. 304 BCE - 364 CE, unknown provenance, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
66.99.141 (Metropolitan Museum of Art Online Database)
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122. Fragmentary
Private Collection: Collezione J. Veysset

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Full-body Portrait shroud(?)
Title: Shroud of a man

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: Collezione J. Veysset
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Rome

Provenance: Hawara
Date: c. 76-138 CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 59 cm x 51 cm

Description:
Fragment of a funerary shroud with a half bust portrait of a deceased male within a rectangular 
frame. The face of the central figure is cracked and damaged. A significant portion of the center 
of the shroud is now missing.

The deceased wears a white chiton and mantel of which the top covers the shoulders and chest  of 
the figure. His hair is dark and wavy, and his face is framed by a short beard. The central figure 
holds a bouquet of flowers and a garland in his hands. 

To the left and to the right of the deceased’s head are two figures, which are probably  canopic 
deities with jackal heads that are not exactly identifiable. At the bottom left is a mouse, and to the  
right is a Horus falcon wearing a double crown.  Crouched near the central figure’s right 
shoulder is the image of a female mourner with her hands to her head in a gesture of grief. To the 
viewer’s right is another female mourner with her arms raised. Next to her is a seated jackal 
figure. 

References:
Brunner-Traut, E. "Spitzmaus und Ichneumon als Tiere des Sonnengottes. ." In Göttinger 

Vorträge vom Ägyptologischen Kolloquium der Akademie am 25. und 26. August 1964, 
edited by Siegfried Schott, 123-163. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965: 123.

Duthuit, G. La sculpture Copte, 1931:  pl. 31, tav. 2c.
Maspero, G. Guide, 1915: 261, no. 1232, fig. 94. 
Moller, G. "Die beiden Totenpapyrus. Rhind des Museums zu Edinburgh." Demotische Studien 6 

(1913): 30, tav. 6.
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Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B I: Ritratti di mummie, i Nos. 
1-246. Rome, 1969: 84, tav. 53, 1, no. 215.

Wessel, Klaus. Koptische Kunst: Die Spätantike in Ägypten. Recklinghausen: A. Bongers, 1963:  
p. 94, fig. 70. 

Shroud of a man, c. 76-138 CE, Hawara, Private Collection: Collezione J. Veysset, Unknown 
Inv. No. (Parlasca 1969, tav. 53, 1, no. 215)
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123. Fragmentary
Private Collection: De Menil (Houston, TX)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud(?), Full-body Portrait Shroud (?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: De Menil (Houston, TX)
 Inventory Number: Unknown
 City: Houston 

Provenance: Unknown (from collection in Assiut)
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 56.5 cm x 38 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud of a young woman.

Portrait  of a young woman with black hair parted down the middle and pulled up. A series of 
small curls frame her forehead. Her overlarge almond-shaped eyes are heavily  lined in black. 
Both large and bushy eyebrows join at the center. Both her larger nose and small lips are drawn 
with contour lines.

The woman wears large earrings each with three cobras, a high braided necklace with a 
medallion of Medusa, wide bracelets twisting to the left  and spiraling to the right, a ring possibly 
with a snake design on her right hand, and two large rings on her left hand. Her nails are painted 
in white. She wears a chiton with sleeves decorated with a dark stripe along the edges. 

In her right hand, she holds a full chalice in front of her chest. A wreath of flowers is raised in 
her left hand. A dove, a symbol of the soul, is perched on her right  shoulder. On her left shoulder 
is the faint image of a falcon. 

Additional commentary:
Parlasca has dated this portrait to the middle of the fourth century CE. However, the dating is 
more likely around the mid third century CE. 

References:
Grimm, Günter, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Die römischen Mumienmasken aus 

Ägypten. Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1974: 89, tav. 106 no. 2.
Hoffmann, Herbert. Ten Centuries that Shaped the West: Greek and Roman Art in Texas Coll. 

Mainz: Zabern, 1970/71: 486 no. 299, 487 fig. a. 
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Parlasca, Klaus, and Deutsches Archäologisches Institut. Mumienporträts und verwandte 
Denkmäler. Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1966: 69, 143, note 135, 199, note 36, tav. 47 no. 4.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 
497-674. Rome, 1980: 45, Tav. 141,2 No. 589.

Fragment of a shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance (from Assiut collection), 
Private Collection: De Menil (Houston, TX) (Parlasca 1980, Tav. 141,2 No. 589)
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124. Fragmentary
Private Collection: J.W. Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud(?) or Full-body Portrait Shroud (?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: J.W. Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL)
 Inventory Number: Unknown
 City: Winnetka 

Provenance: Unknown
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, encaustic
Dimensions: 44 cm x 35 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud of a young woman.

A portrait of a young woman turned slightly to the right. She has black curly hair that is parted 
down the center. A braid is attached high on her head with her ears half-covered allowing the 
viewer to see her small hoop earrings. The woman’s eyes are heavily shaded and accentuated by 
long lashes and arched eyebrows. Her nose is elongated and delicately shaded to one side. The 
philtrum, lips, and cupid’s bow are delicately drawn and shaded.

Around her neck, she wears a gold pendant with a lunula hanging from a thin gold chain. The 
chiton is a dark blueish-gray. The drapery  of the garment is emphasized by dark shadowing. In 
her right hand, the woman holds a red wreath. In her left hand, she holds a small brown fruit. 

Additional commentary:
Parlasca notes the excellent quality  and condition of the portrait shroud, and suggests a date of 
the second quarter of the 4th century. Though this shroud likely  dates to the mid third century 
CE. 

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 

497-674. Rome, 1980: 46, Tav. 141,4 No. 591.
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Fragment of a shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance, Private Collection: J.W. 
Alsdorf (Winnetka, IL) (Parlasca 1980, Tav. 141,4 No. 591)
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125. Fragmentary
Private Collection: N. Schimmel (New York)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait Shroud(?) or Full-body Portrait Shroud (?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Private Collection: N. Schimmel (New York)
 Inventory Number: Unknown
 City: New York 

Provenance: Unknown (possibly the Fayyum or Saqqara)
Date: mid 3rd c. CE

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: 66 cm x 29 cm

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud of a young woman.

The fragment shows the portrait of a young woman in a frontal position. She has a delicate oval 
face, with a long nose and slightly  slanted eyes. Her long black hair is parted in the middle and 
pinned into a small, firm bun on top  of her head. A tiny row of curls hangs on her forehead. The 
complexion of the figure is a red-brown color.

The woman is very richly decorated. In her hair is a golden tiara with notched round stones 
alternating in the colors red and black. She wears elaborate earrings with three cobras tipped with 
white pearls. Around her neck, she wears a gold band with golden pendants with red and green 
embedded stones. On the white chiton is another ornamental band of gold beneath which we see 
a wide clavus. The band consists of an embossed diamond pattern with black-green stones, 
alternating with round discs of red stones. The center, of which only half is preserved, depicts a 
large rectangular plate with embossed edges and with an undistinguishable representation shown 
in relief. From this strip  hangs a golden cord, with a large central gold element, which is likely a 
medallion. 

To the viewer’s bottom right are the partial remains of a golden crown, which is held in the 
figure’s left hand. Situated on her left shoulder is the image of a nude female figure with a 
golden palm branch. Considering the style, Parlasca places this shroud around the middle of the 
fourth century CE.
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Parlasca also notes the excellent quality and condition of the portrait shroud, and suggests a date 
of the second quarter of the 4th century. Though this shroud likely dates to the mid third century 
CE. 

References:
Cooney, John D., Oscar White Muscarella, and Norbert Schimmel. Ancient Art: the Norbert 

Schimmel Collection [exhibition in honor of John D. Cooney, The Cleveland Museum of 
Art, November 13 to December 24, 1974]. Mainz: Zabern, 1974: no. 240.

Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B III: Ritratti di mummie, iii Nos. 
497-674. Rome, 1980: 48, Tav. 142,7 No. 600.

Fragment of a shroud of a woman, mid 3rd c. CE, unknown provenance (possibly the Fayyum or 
Saqqara), Private Collection: N. Schimmel (New York) (Parlasca 1980, Tav. 142,7 No. 600)
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126. Fragmentary
Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 5751

Type: Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?), Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud with the figure of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: I 1 a 5751
 City: Moscow 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud with the figure of a woman.

Full-length figure of a female figure (possibly a deity) represented in three-quarter profile. She 
wears a loosely draped garment, which is secured under her bust exposing her breasts. Her long, 
dark hair drapes over her shoulders and down her back. The figure pours libations over a small 
offering table. 

Additional Commentary:
The figure is drawn in a more naturalist and Hellenized style. Unfortunately, the central figure of 
the overall shroud is not preserved. This scene would have been placed on either side of the 
central figure. This fragment is likely belongs to the same shroud as Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 
5773.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. "Ein römisches Leichentuch aus Ägypten in Genf." Chronique d’Égypte 86 

(2011): 298-322, Abb. 10.
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Fragment of a shroud with the figure of a woman, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Pushkin 
Museum, I 1 a 5751 (Parlasca 2011, Abb. 10)
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127. Fragmentary
Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 5773

Type: Hathor shroud(?), Osiris shroud(?), Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud with two women

Present Location:
 Collection: Pushkin Museum
 Inventory Number: I 1 a 5773
 City: Moscow 

Provenance: Unknown 
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
Fragment of a larger mummy shroud with two female figures. The fragment is damaged in the 
center.

Two full-length figures of females represented frontally and in three-quarter profile. The female 
to the viewer’s left wears a loosely draped garment. She wears a fillet around her head, and her 
long black hair extends over both shoulders. Both arms are raised in a gesture of praise. 

The figure to the viewer’s right wears a tunic and loosely draped mantel over her left shoulder. 
She appears to wears large hoop earrings. In her hands she holds an unidentifiable object, which 
may be an offering vessel or musical instrument. 

Additional Commentary:
Both figures are drawn in a more naturalist and Hellenized style. Unfortunately, the central figure 
of the overall shroud is not preserved. This scene would have been placed on either side of the 
central figure. This fragment is likely belongs to the same shroud as Pushkin Museum, I 1 a 
5751.

References:
Parlasca, Klaus. "Ein römisches Leichentuch aus Ägypten in Genf." Chronique d’Égypte 86 

(2011): 298-322, Abb. 11.
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Fragment of a shroud with two women, Roman Period, unknown provenance, Pushkin Museum, 
I 1 a 5751 (Parlasca 2011, Abb. 10)
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128. Fragmentary
Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 8)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Full-body Portrait shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Unknown
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown 

Provenance: Deir el Medina, Tomb 1447
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
In Tomb 1447 in the cliffs near Deir el-Medina, Bruyère found several shroud fragments. All that 
remains of this shroud is the Bruyère’s line drawing. The current whereabouts of this shroud is 
unknown.

Fragment of head and upper register of shroud, which is torn on all sides. A large winged scarab 
beetle frames the upper portion of the the deceased’s head. The line drawing indicates that the 
worn image was that of a female whose head is encircled by a nimbus. A sun disc with rays 
extending downward is depicted on the far left  of the top register.  Standards are directly  to the 
right of the disk followed by the god Horus who offers incense to the deceased. To the right is the 
god Thoth pouring libations on the other side of the deceased’s head. A large libation jar along 
with a human-headed djed pillar is depicted to the right of Thoth. To the far left is another lesser-
preserved sun disk with rays. Only a small portion of the second register is preserved. To the far 
left is a female baring her breasts with one arm raised in a gesture of mourning.

References:
Bruyère, Bernard. Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh. Le Caire: Impr. de l'Institut 

Français d'Archéologie Orientale, 1953: Pl. XXV no. 8.
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 110-111 no. 1009.
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Bruyère’s line drawing of a shroud fragment of a woman, Roman Period, Deir el Medina, Tomb 
1447 (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 8)
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129. Fragmentary
Unknown Location (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 9)

Type: Coffin Shrine Portrait shroud(?), Full-body Portrait shroud(?)
Title: Fragment of a shroud of a woman

Present Location:
 Collection: Unknown
 Inventory Number: Unknown Inv. No.
 City: Unknown 

Provenance: Deir el Medina, Tomb 1447
Date: Roman Period

Medium: Painted linen, tempera
Dimensions: Unknown

Description:
In Tomb 1447 in the cliffs near Deir el-Medina, Bruyère found several shroud fragments. All that 
remains of this shroud is the Bruyère’s line drawing. The current whereabouts of this shroud is 
unknown.

Upper half of a shroud depicting the frontal portrait of a woman. The upper portion of the 
woman’s head is framed by a border of geometric motifs much like those seen on Coffin Shrine 
Portrait  shrouds. On either side, she is flanked by  registers of deities. Only the top  register 
remains intact, which depicts a pair of jackal-headed and human-headed deities on either side. 
The entire shroud would have been decorated with registers of Egyptian gods and amuletic 
figures.

References:
Bruyère, Bernard. Rapport Sur Les Fouilles De Deir El Médineh. Le Caire: Impr. de l'Institut 

Français d'Archéologie Orientale, 1953: Pl. XXV no.9 .
Parlasca, Klaus. Reportorio d'arte dell'Egitto greco-romano, B: Ritratti di mummie, IV. Rome, 

2003: 111 no. 1010.
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Bruyère’s line drawing of a shroud fragment of a woman, Roman Period, Deir el Medina, Tomb 
1447 (Bruyère 1953, Pl. XXV no. 9)
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